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Preface

Research in microgravity, or more correctly in weightlessness, has opened up a new 
dimension of scientific investigations in different fields in physical and life sciences 
and in technology. The gravity acceleration (or more correctly the weightiness 
acceleration) can now be seen as a parameter that can be varied at will opening up 
new alley for scientific discoveries.

Science and technology research in free-fall has a long history but it is only since 
the advent of space exploration capabilities that it really bloomed. In the 1950’s, 
the space agencies wanted to understand whether life could be sustained in space 
and in particular, in absence of weight, to prepare for manned orbital missions 
and eventually manned space exploration of the Moon. This effort was supported 
by research using other microgravity platforms, drop towers and tubes, aircraft 
parabolic flights, sounding rockets and automatic satellites. Simulations of micro-
gravity effects were also used to complement microgravity research. Over the years, 
these platforms and simulation means were used to allow researchers to investigate 
the effects of the absence of gravity on various systems whether in physical and life 
sciences. Presently, with the advent of the International Space Station (ISS) whose 
first element was launched in 1998, research can be conducted in a quasi-permanent 
state of free-fall in orbit around the Earth. 

This book presents some facets of microgravity research and how scientists prepare 
their experiments before sending them to space. Each chapter is written by experts 
in their own field and summarize their research methods and, when already avail-
able, their results.

This book includes three parts. The first part includes two chapters presenting the 
Means and Methods of Microgravity Research.

The first chapter “Research in Microgravity in Physical and Life Sciences: An 
Introduction to Means and Methods” introduces what is microgravity and why it is 
important for scientific research. Several examples are given of microgravity effects 
in physical sciences and in human physiology. The various microgravity platforms 
and simulation tool are reviewed.

The second chapter “Aircraft Parabolic Flights: A Gateway to Orbital Microgravity 
and Extra-Terrestrial Planetary Gravities” presents this unique tool allowing research 
in reduced gravity, from weightlessness at 0 g to partial g between 0 and 1 g, like 
on the Moon (0.16 g) and Mars (0.38 g). Parabolic flights are a unique microgravity 
platform as it is the only suborbital microgravity platform that allows to fly human 
operators and subjects in microgravity to conduct their research.

The second part on Physical Sciences includes five chapters with examples of 
research in fluid physics and material sciences.

Chapter 3 “G-Jitter, Vibrations, Diffusion: The IVIDIL Experiment” explains why 
mechanical vibrations, either periodic or random, cannot be ignored in microgravity 

XII
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and their effects on diffusion in fluids. An experiment, called IVIDIL, was designed 
and tested several times in parabolic flights before being sent to space on the ISS.”

Chapter 4 “Red Blood Cell Dynamics: The Contribution of Microgravity in the 
BIOMICS Project” reports on a series of experiments of applied fluid physics simu-
lating blood flow. The complexity of blood flow owing to its composition and the 
effect of its different constituents was modelized and investigated during several 
parabolic flight campaigns and in space during sounding rocket flights.

Chapter 5 “What We Learned from Cavitation Bubbles in Microgravity” introduces 
the concept of cavitation and its importance in several technology applications. This 
chapter relates also the human adventure of what started as a student experiment 
and evolved as a world class research field with applications in food processing 
technology, medicine and astrophysics.

Chapter 6 “Capillary Driven Flows under Microgravity Conditions: From Parabolic 
Flights to Space Experiment” deals with capillary driven seepage in microgravity as 
capillary forces are the major mechanism behind flows in microgravity. Theoretical 
models are first established and confronted to results of numerical simulations and 
microgravity experiments conducted during parabolic flights and in space on the 
Space Shuttle. Applications of this research are numerous, e.g. for oil recovery on 
earth, and hydroponics plant facilities in space.

Chapter 7 “Experiment Preparation and Performance for the Electromagnetic 
Levitator (EML) Onboard the International Space Station” is devoted to the tech-
nique of electromagnetic levitation for thermal experiment processing on heating, 
melting and solidification of contactless material samples. A series of experiments 
conducted over three decades with previous facilities on Spacelab, parabolic flights 
and sounding rockets lead to the development of this new facility that is flying on 
ISS. This chapter includes a step-by-step description on how a scientific experi-
ment is designed, translated in technical instructions and executed on board the 
ISS while controlled from ground facilities.

The third part on Life Sciences includes four chapters on human physiology and 
neurophysiology and on testing of equipment for human research in space.

Chapter 8 “A Device for Sampling Earlobe Arterialized Blood in Space and Other 
Austere Environments” outlines the development and testing in microgravity 
simulation and in parabolic flights of a method for safely collecting blood samples 
in microgravity and in space, the research and steps taken to ensure its suitability 
and applicability, in preparation for a future growing presence of humans in space.

Chapter 9 “GRIP: Dexterous Manipulation of Objects in Weightlessness” explains 
how gravity influences the arm movements during manipulation of an object and 
how the central nervous system adapts to long-term exposure to microgravity and 
subsequently to the return to earth’s gravity. A series of experiments on fine object 
manipulation at different reduced gravity levels were conducted during parabolic 
flights and led eventually to the design of the GRIP experiment being operated 
presently on the ISS.

Chapter 10 “Preparation, Implementation and Execution of Human Cardiovascular 
Experiments in Space” explains the step-by-step procedure to propose, prepare, 
test and conduct a human physiology experiment in space. Several cardiovascular 

V

experiments conducted for thirty years on Space Shuttles flights, on Spacelab and 
on ISS are presented. These experiments have greatly contributed to our present 
understanding of the human cardiovascular system not only in microgravity in 
space but also for terrestrial science purposes.

Chapter 11 “Tumors in Space: Preparation for Spaceflight” describes a novel and 
unique approach to conduct a cancer research experiment at the intersection of 
space technology and stem-cell biology. The chapter exposes the various steps 
followed by the international investigator team to prepare for and to perform this 
ground-breaking experiment on organoids using ground simulation, and to fly on 
parabolic flights, on sounding rockets and on the future Chinese Space Station.

In conclusion, this book presents some of the current trends in space microgravity 
research. The eleven chapters introduce various facets of space research in physi-
cal sciences, human physiology and technology developed using the microgravity 
environment not only to improve our fundamental understanding in these domains 
but also to adapt this new knowledge for application on earth. This book not only 
relates the scientific research approach but also the human adventure and friendship 
behind each experiment endeavour and how it developed over the years.

I would like to thank all authors and co-authors who contributed to this book and 
who put dedication since many years to bring answers to scientific questions in the 
quest to understand and to open up the space environment to humankind.

Dr. Ir. Vladimir Pletser
Professor,

Director of Space Training Operations,
Blue Abyss,

United Kingdom (s. 2018)

Visiting Professor,
Technology and Engineering Centre for Space Utilization,

Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Beijing, China (2016–2018)

Senior Physicist - Engineer,
European Space Research and Technology Centre,

European Space Agency,
Noordwijk, The Netherlands (1985–2016)

Assistant Professor,
Department of Physics, 

Faculty of Sciences,
University of Kinshasa,

Congo

 Catholic University of Louvain,
Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium (1982–1985)
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Chapter 1

Research in Microgravity in 
Physical and Life Sciences: An 
Introduction to Means and 
Methods
Vladimir Pletser and Thais Russomano

Abstract

Microgravity is the state encountered in a vehicle in free fall, whether on 
Earth, in low Earth orbit or in deep space. Microgravity research has opened up 
new possibilities for investigations in physical and life sciences that are neces-
sary to enhance our knowledge of how physical systems and the human body, 
from cells to whole body systems, perform, react and function in micrograv-
ity, which will help prepare for the human exploration of outer space. This 
chapter presents an introduction of the microgravity environment, which can 
be obtained using different microgravity platforms, including space missions. 
Simulation of microgravity effects is also used for research and presented here. 
The chapter further considers the effects of microgravity on several aspects 
related to the physical sciences and on the adaptation of the human body to this 
altered gravity environment.

Keywords: microgravity research, microgravity platforms, microgravity simulation, 
microgravity effects in physical sciences, human physiology

1. Space orbital environment

Space orbital environment is characterized by several factors that affect experi-
ments in physical sciences and influence the good functioning of all living systems, 
from cells to humans. The main factors are weightlessness, high-energy radiations, 
vacuum and temperature differences. These last two factors are generally mitigated 
by the vehicle yielding the necessary life support to the systems under study. The 
first two factors on the contrary cannot be completely compensated.

The concept of weightlessness will be developed further.
Perfect protection against high-energy radiations cannot be completely 

achieved, unless thick shielding walls are installed all around the spacecraft, which 
is presently excluded in view of launch costs per kg. Nevertheless, a vehicle in low 
Earth orbit (a few hundred kilometers altitude) stays relatively protected by Earth’s 
Van Allen radiation belts (inner energetic proton belt at 1,000–6,000 km altitude 
and outer energetic electron belt at 13,000–60,000 km altitude).
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Physical sciences Life sciences

Fundamental physics Human research

Complex plasmas and dust particle physics
Aerosol particle motion
Frictional interaction of dust and gas
Plasma physics
Aggregation phenomena

Integrated physiology
Cardiovascular function
Respiratory function
Body fluid shift
Central venous pressure system
Digestive system
Muscle and bone physiology
Skeletal system
Blood lactate studies
Body mass tests
Human locomotion
Posture
Bone models
Neuroscience
Neurobiology
Vestibular functions
Spatial orientation
Motion sickness
Motor skills

Materials science

Thermophysical properties
Thermophysical properties of melts
New materials, products and processes
Morphological stability and microstructures
Physical chemistry
Aggregation phenomena
Granular matter

Fluid and combustion physics

Structure and dynamics of multiphase systems
Pool boiling
Heat and mass transfer
Dynamics of drops and bubbles
Thermophysical properties
Interfacial phenomena
Dynamics and stability of fluids
Evaporation
Complex dynamic systems
Diffusion
Foams
Chemo-hydrodynamic pattern formation
Combustion
Droplet and spray combustion
Soot concentration
Combustion synthesis
Laminar diffusion flames
Fuel droplet evaporation
Ignition behaviour

Biology

Plant physiology
Statolith movement
Gravitropism
Gravireceptors
Cell and developmental biology
Animal physiology
Aging processes
Electrophysiological and morphological
properties of human cells
Osteoblast cells

Technology

ISS experiment validation
Phase separation technologies for biological
fluids
Crew foot restraint
Crew exercise devices
Urine monitoring system

Technology

ISS experiment validation
Metal halide lamps
Micro-acceleration measurement

Table 1. 
Non-exhaustive list of research fields in microgravity.

To these orbital factors, one should add the conditions at launch and during 
atmospheric reentry and landing of a spacecraft, i.e. important accelerations and 
vibrations, that can affect the quality of physiological samples or configurations 
obtained in microgravity (e.g. for crystals).

2. Weightlessness and microgravity

The state of microgravity, or more correctly micro-weightiness, exists in an 
orbital vehicle in a state of free fall, i.e. without any force acting on it except for grav-
itational forces [1]. This means that the vehicle must not be propelled or submitted to 
any other nongravitational force. Perfect weightlessness is an ideal state practically 
impossible to achieve. However, microgravity of an excellent quality (typically 10−5 g, 
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where g is the acceleration of weightiness, commonly and erroneously mistaken for 
gravity1, with an average value of 9.81 m/s2) can be achieved in orbit.

Gravity (weightiness) disturbs certain experiments and reduces the field of 
investigation of some scientific domains. Gravity (weightiness) effects hide other 
effects pertaining to materials or fluids under study, and that depends often on 
intrinsic properties of matter or of its state. Convection in fluids, so evident that 
it is called “natural,” is caused by gravity (weightiness) acting on local differences 
of density caused by differences of temperature or concentration. The resulting 
Archimedes or buoyancy force induces an ascending motion of fluid zones of lesser 
density and a descending motion of fluid zones of larger density, creating convec-
tion cells in gases, liquids and solids in fusion, yielding disruptive phenomena in 
separation processes.

Although physical and biological processes are often investigated in hypergrav-
ity, e.g. in centrifuge, one knows less what happens in reduced gravity. However, in 
most cases, one cannot extrapolate from results obtained in hypergravity to micro-
gravity, most of the phenomena being nonlinear in function of the gravity level. 
One observes many more differences while passing from 1 g to 0 g than between 5 g 
and 4 g, for example.

Many scientific fields profit from the peculiarities of weightlessness to enlarge 
their field of investigations. Material sciences, fluid physics and life sciences 
(biology and physiology) were the first to use microgravity, followed later by many 
other disciplines (combustion physico-chemistry, crystallography, fundamental 
physics, critical point phenomena, etc.) in view of varying a new experimental 
parameter: gravity. Microgravity allows to deepen scientific knowledge in domains 
that are hardly accessible on Earth.

Table 1 shows some of the scientific fields in which experiments were conducted 
in microgravity.

3. Physical sciences research in microgravity

Microgravity research allows to study the gravity effects on these different 
phenomena and the effects of other forces normally masked by gravity on Earth. 
Weightlessness became an experimental research tool that allows to transpose 
in microgravity the investigation of phenomena known on Earth but sometimes 
insufficiently understood, in order to investigate the fundamental processes and to 
understand their functioning without gravity.

Modifications appear when one studies matter behaviour in weightlessness. One 
observes on the one hand the disappearance of “natural” phenomena caused by 
gravity and, on the other hand, the preponderance in microgravity of phenomena 
that can hardly be observed in normal conditions of gravity. These modifications 
are particularly important for certain physical, chemical and metallurgical pro-
cesses having at least one fluid phase: crystal growth, alloy solidification, separation 
of biological substances, etc.

The main differences that are observed for fluid phases in weightlessness are as 
follows.

1 The term “gravity” usually designates the force associated with the phenomenon of gravitation. One 
should therefore in all correctness use here the term “weight”, which is the force associated with the 
phenomenon of weightiness, and the resulting force of gravity and inertia forces existing in the reference 
frame in which the measure of the weight is done. However, the common (although incorrect) usage 
of the term “gravity” and its derivatives (microgravity, hypergravity, etc.) instead of “weight” and its 
derivatives will prevail throughout this introductory chapter.
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The main differences that are observed for fluid phases in weightlessness are as 
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1 The term “gravity” usually designates the force associated with the phenomenon of gravitation. One 
should therefore in all correctness use here the term “weight”, which is the force associated with the 
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3.1 Disappearance of separation phenomena

Separation phenomena observed on Earth in multiphase systems that include 
a fluid phase disappear in microgravity. Sedimentation (precipitation of dissolved 
or suspended matter) and Archimedean buoyant force (or buoyancy, i.e. the force 
due to a liquid pressure on a body-immersed volume) disappear. The advantage of 
the absence of separation in weightlessness is the possibility of obtaining mixtures 
that are unstable on Earth and material alloys impossible to obtain on Earth or with 
great difficulty. A disadvantage of the absence of separation in weightlessness is the 
difficulty of eliminating the gaseous inclusions while, on Earth, degassing is done 
“naturally” (gaseous zones in liquid matrices go up to the free surface).

3.2 Disappearance of “natural” convection

“Natural” convection disappears in fluids in microgravity. There is no more 
natural upward displacement of hot zones and downward displacement of cold 
zones. In fact, there is no up and no down. Other forces become dominant for 
movements in liquids in microgravity. These forces are linked to superficial or 
interfacial tension between two liquids. Indeed, such an interface behaves as an 
elastic “membrane” whose tension is a thermodynamic function of temperature 
(or concentration for solutions), as shown in Figure 1.

For an interface subjected to a temperature difference, superficial tension 
for most liquids is generally smaller for the hot side than for the cold side. The 
interface, i.e. the common layer formed by molecules of both fluids, physically 
moves parallelly to itself from the hot side to the cold side; this membrane deforms 
itself and slides from the hot side to the cold side. The liquid layers on both sides 
of the interface are dragged along by viscosity, and a new convection appears, 

Figure 1. 
Liquid/gas interface submitted to a superficial tension gradient, yielding a Marangoni convection cell caused by 
the physical displacement of the interface membrane from the hot side (point 2) to the cold side (point 1) [1].
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called Marangoni convection, after the name of the Italian physicist who studied 
this phenomenon at the end of the nineteenth century. This phenomenon exists 
obviously also on Earth, but as its effect is much smaller than those caused by 
gravity, it is in general negligible and much more difficult to observe. Its study in 
microgravity allows thus to better understand the fundamental characteristics of 
liquid behaviour.

It is also because of the absence of “natural” convection that the shape of a 
combustion flame is different in weightlessness. On Earth, gases produced by the 
chemical reaction of combustion (e.g. of a candle wick), much hotter, rise, and 
fresh air oxygen migrate to the combustion centre to feed the combustion process. 
In microgravity, hot gases have no reason to rise anymore, and the flame is sur-
rounded by a hemispherical ball formed by combustion gases (Figure 2), limiting 
the amount of fresh oxygen transfer.

3.3 Disappearance of hydrostatic pressure

In microgravity, hydrostatic pressure disappears. On Earth, it is responsible for 
the tendency of fluids to deform under the effect of their own weight, a liquid zone 
supporting the weight of zones on top. The same phenomenon exists for solids. 
Structures can be built that would collapse under their own weight on Earth, e.g. 
crystalline networks (Figure 3).

Liquids in weightlessness, abandoned to themselves without any contact with a 
solid surface, form spherical drops (Figure 4), which is the minimal surface enclos-
ing a given volume when subjected to the only forces of superficial tension.

3.4 Possibility of natural levitation

On Earth, crucibles are used to melt alloys, which may contaminate the melt 
liquid phase. In weightlessness, the liquid phase can be maintained in a contactless 
levitation, without touching any solid walls, using an electrostatic, magnetic or 
acoustic confining (Figure 5). Many parameters of materials at high temperatures 
are still unknown and cannot be measured on Earth due to difficulties and limita-
tions caused by crucible contamination and gravity effects.

Figure 2. 
Flames on ground in 1 g (left) and in microgravity in near 0 g (right). Notice the near-hemispherical shape 
of the flame in microgravity with the reddish-purple part on top due to some convection caused by small 
perturbations in the microgravity environment (photo credit: NASA).
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On Earth, crucibles are used to melt alloys, which may contaminate the melt 
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Figure 5. 
Core element of an electromagnetic levitator (photo credit: DLR).

Figure 3. 
Protein crystals obtained with ESA’s Advanced Protein Crystallization Facility during the Life and Microgravity 
Spacelab mission on NASA Space Shuttle STS-98 in May 1995 (credit: Prof. Martial, University of Liege, Belgium).

Figure 4. 
Water drop in free float on ISS (credit: NASA).
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The list of the advantages and applications of microgravity to scientific research 
could be continued at length but is outside of the aim of this publication. The 
interested reader will find other examples and more details in Refs. [2–5].

4. Physiology research in microgravity

Initially developed in the 1950s and 1960s to support US and USSR space pro-
grams, space microgravity medical research quickly evolved. Manned spaceflights 
very quickly showed physiological changes in astronauts and cosmonauts. The 
duration of spaceflights has increased throughout the years, from a few hours at the 
beginning of the 1960s to several months (or even more than a year) today on board 
the International Space Station (ISS, Figure 13). The ISS allows to conduct and to 
repeat experiments during several years.

New phenomena have been observed on astronauts, some of these effects 
appearing only after several weeks or months in space. Despite the large number 
of hours spent in orbit around the Earth by astronauts and cosmonauts from 
all countries involved in space research and exploration, some problems are 
still far from being fully understood, and the necessary solutions have not yet 
been found.

Although physiological systems of human organism function interdependently, 
one can classify physiological effects of microgravity in four categories:

• Perturbations of sensorial systems related to balance, orientation and the 
vestibular system

• Modifications of bodily fluid distribution and their impact on the cardio-
vascular system

• Effects on metabolism and bodily functions

• The adaptive processes of muscular and skeletal systems and their pathological 
consequences

Relevant knowledge and research on human physiology are presented below, 
and more details can also be found in Refs. [6–11].

4.1 Balance, orientation and vestibular

On Earth, in a normal gravity environment, the human body has three means 
to obtain the information of the reference vertical direction and of the top-bottom 
orientation, characteristic of the gravitational environment on our planet.

The main system is the vestibular system, which is double, located in the inner 
ear. In one of these organs, small crystals of calcium carbonate called otoliths weigh 
on a membrane with nervous endings. The semicircular canals form another sensor. 
Formed by the three canals in planes approximatively orthogonal to each other, 
a physiological liquid moves by inertia in these canals during a head movement, 
stimulating nervous endings in the canals. The combination of the information 
coming from the otoliths and semicircular canals allows the brain to interpret the 
movement and the position of the head.

The second source of information is the visual system. The visual information 
allows the brain to recognize the body position with respect to external references 
(floor, ceiling, walls).
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The third information source is the proprioceptive system, constituted of 
the whole of skin tactile perceptions, articulations and muscle tension. The neck 
proprioceptive system is the most developed and informs the brain on the position 
of the head with respect to the rest of the body.

In weightlessness and in absence of accelerated motion, there is no stimulation 
of the vestibular system. Otoliths are no longer attracted downward by gravity, and 
the semicircular canals are no longer stimulated. However, the visual and proprio-
ceptive systems continue to function normally. Information sent by these different 
systems to the brain are incoherent for an organism used to normal gravity and 
create confusion in the brain zone that normally treats the information on position 
and orientation. This confusion often yields dizzy spells and nausea and sometime 
triggers the reflex of emptying the stomach. In short, the subject is sick. This sick-
ness, called space adaptation syndrome, affects most astronauts. On average, one 
out of two astronauts suffers from nausea during the first few days of spaceflight. 
After a day or two, the human organism adapts to the new environment, and astro-
nauts can continue to function and work “normally.” After the flight, the balance 
and orientation systems readapt quickly to the Earth’s environment.

4.2 Body fluids and cardiovascular system

4.2.1 Loss of body fluids

On Earth, while standing in normal gravity, arterial blood pressure is 
normally distributed such that, if intracardiac pressure is taken as unity, it is 
approximately double in feet arteries and two third at head level. While lying 
down, the distribution of blood pressure is more uniform. Passing from the lying 
to the standing position yields a blood flow toward the lower part of the body, 
and blood pressure diminishes in the head. Known as orthostatic postural intoler-
ance, the change of blood pressure is detected by baroreceptors in the vascular 
system and close to the heart. These receptors send signals that yield, firstly, an 
increase of cardiac rhythm to compensate the blood volume decrease in head 
arteries and, secondly, a contraction of arteries in the lower body to diminish the 
blood flow toward the legs.

In microgravity, gravity does not attract liquids downward anymore, and a 
redistribution of body fluids takes place. A volume of approximately two liters of 
body fluids is displaced from the lower extremities to the upper part of the body, 
increasing the blood volume and pressure in the heart. The volume and blood flow 
receptors are alerted, and this new situation is interpreted as an overload of the 
blood system. The reaction of body liquid elimination starts and yields a complex 
hormonal game, which results in a natural elimination by urine of body liquids. The 
organism adapts to this new environment, and a new balance is established after 
4–5 days.

On the other hand, liquid transfer from lower members toward the upper body 
has other secondary effects: face swelling due to blood rush in the head, the increase 
of intraocular pressure, and sinus congestion. These secondary effects disappear 
up to a certain point after a few days in microgravity. Back on Earth, the organism 
readapts to a 1 g environment.

4.2.2 Myocardial muscle atrophy and cardiac rhythm

The results of experiments performed with ultrasound echocardiography show 
a diminution of the left ventricle and auricle volumes during a spaceflight of several 
weeks. However, after the flight, the cardiac muscle comes back to a normal state.
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In microgravity, a decrease of cardiac rhythm and of arterial tension is observed, 
the heart not needing to pump blood against gravity’s downward pull (Figure 6).

A high tachycardia (increase of the cardiac rhythm) is observed also at launch, 
due to psychological stress, but also necessary to compensate the effects of accelera-
tions, in the order of 3–4 g, with a maximum of 8 g.

4.2.3 Visual impairment and intracranial pressure

Visual impairment and intracranial pressure are another consequence of the 
upward body fluid shifts, the head filling with blood and other bodily fluids. The 
various consequences are an increase in intracranial pressure that can cause head-
ache of varying levels of severity and an increase of the intraocular pressure that 
affects the visual performance and other more minor effects such as congestion of 
the sinuses. These effects, although observed and investigated for several years, are 
thought to be temporary as they tend to disappear after return to Earth.

However, intracranial pressure and visual impairment were only recently rec-
ognized as more serious as they could impair the performance of astronauts during 
long-duration 0 g travels in space.

4.3 Physiological functions and metabolism

In microgravity, the main physiological functions are practically unchanged. 
Astronauts can eat and drink without major constraints. Digestion and intestinal 
transit are accomplished also nearly normally, except that gravity action is no 
longer present.

Breathing is also made without too important problems. However, the breathing 
mechanism is altered: the distribution of inspired and expired gases in the lungs 
and oxygen exchanges in blood hemoglobin at the level of pulmonary alveoli are 
modified. The way to breathe is also modified: statistically, in weightlessness, the 
forced movement of the abdomen contributes more to the breathing mechanism.

Astronauts can also sleep in space. However, daily and sleep rhythms are disturbed. 
Indeed, on board the ISS in low Earth orbit at 400 km altitude, day and night alterna-
tion repeats approximately every 90 min. Astronauts see a sunrise and sunset 16 times 
per terrestrial 24 h a “day.” Psychological and emotional factors and travel excitement 
intervene also. To remedy it, one imposes a strict and well-established schedule taking 
into account human natural rhythms. On board the ISS, a three times 8-h schedule 

Figure 6. 
Experiments during aircraft parabolic flights (left) showed (right) a decrease in heart rate, seen at the 
beginning of microgravity (arrows), i.e. an increase of duration between successive peaks, corresponding 
to increased vagal modulation of the heart rate. A sudden increase is also seen in pulse blood pressure 
(difference between maximum and minimum pressures), indicating an increase in stroke volume (ECG, 
electrocardiogram; BP, blood pressure) (credit: Left, ESA; right, Prof. A. Aubert, Katholieke Universiteit 
Leuven, Belgium).
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In microgravity, a decrease of cardiac rhythm and of arterial tension is observed, 
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Figure 6. 
Experiments during aircraft parabolic flights (left) showed (right) a decrease in heart rate, seen at the 
beginning of microgravity (arrows), i.e. an increase of duration between successive peaks, corresponding 
to increased vagal modulation of the heart rate. A sudden increase is also seen in pulse blood pressure 
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electrocardiogram; BP, blood pressure) (credit: Left, ESA; right, Prof. A. Aubert, Katholieke Universiteit 
Leuven, Belgium).
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Figure 7. 
NASA astronaut Karen Nyberg, Expedition 37 flight engineer in 2013, enjoys the view of earth from the 
windows in the ESA-built cupola of the International Space Station. A blue and white part of earth is visible 
through some of the seven windows of the cupola (photo credit: NASA).

is applied: 8 h for sleep, 8 h for work depending on missions and 8 h for personal 
time, meals, rests, etc. This schedule is purely theoretical as astronauts on board the 
ISS spend much more of their time to work, although for long-duration stays on ISS, 
schedules are loose, and longer rest periods are foreseen some days, generally used by 
astronauts to watch Earth through windows, mainly the cupola (Figure 7).

After long stays in weightlessness, changes are observed in blood composition 
that can be problematic. Firstly, the number of red blood cells and the hemoglobin 
level decrease. Secondly, red blood cells of unequal sizes and of abnormal shapes 
have been also discovered. After 6 months in microgravity in orbit, up to 2% of 
ovalized red blood cells have been observed in Russian cosmonauts. Thirdly, the 
immune defense system of astronauts diminishes in microgravity after approxi-
matively 7 days of flight. One observes a reduction of production of lymphocyte T 
cells (the white blood cells) that intervene in the immune responses and in antibody 
production. This observation did not find so far a satisfactory fundamental expla-
nation, and this problem could be the one that would impede mankind to adapt to 
long-duration space travels in microgravity. Astronauts are more prone to infections 
in space, and they need more time to recover after an infection on ground after their 
return. The immune system is back to its normal preflight level after a period of 
5–10 days after return to Earth.

4.4 Musculoskeletal system

4.4.1 Spine

In microgravity, the first effect that is noticed is the spine extension up to a 
point that astronauts can gain a few centimeters in height. This is due to the partial 
decompression of intervertebral discs that do not have to support the weight of 
the upper body anymore. Back on Earth, after the flight, this effect disappears, 
and height becomes normal again but with, sometime, the risk of having a nerve 
blocked between discs and vertebrae. Furthermore, some astronauts complained 
of back pains during or after a spaceflight, probably caused by this phenomenon of 
spine extension.
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4.4.2 Muscular system

The muscular system atrophy is a second consequence, observed after some days 
in weightlessness. In particular, the most affected muscles are those that control 
posture and that contribute to support the body weight on Earth. In microgravity, 
the natural position that astronauts take is a curved position with the legs slightly 
bent. One floats freely and moves by pushing oneself against a wall, using the 
action-reaction principle. One notices thus a muscle atrophy, a loss of mass of 
muscles and the elimination of muscular proteins (Figure 8).

By practicing regularly (more than 2 h per day!) and by applying sometime 
treatments of muscular fiber electrostimulation, astronauts and cosmonauts have 
no difficulties to readapt upon return to Earth after a more than 6-month mission.

Figure 8. 
British ESA astronaut Tim Peake operates the muscle atrophy research and exercise system (MARES) 
equipment inside the Columbus module. MARES is an ESA facility used for research on musculoskeletal, 
biomechanical and neuromuscular human physiology to better understand the effects of microgravity on the 
muscular system (photo credit: NASA/ESA).
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Figure 9. 
Reduced gravity platforms accessible to microgravity researchers (vertical axis, duration of microgravity; 
horizontal axis, quality of microgravity) (credit: DLR).

4.4.3 Bone demineralization

Bone demineralization, and mainly decalcification, is the most important and 
serious physiological phenomenon observed in microgravity. Appearing only after 
1–2 months in orbit, this could be the second problem that could thwart the hopes 
of mankind to adapt to space travels in weightlessness.

The loss of calcium is still not completely understood. One knows that 
decalcification is related to an atrophy of bone fibrous cells containing calcium, 
corresponding to the part of the bone that allows the marrow to pass. This effect 
seems to be irreversible once it has started. The rate of calcium loss varies from 
an astronaut to another and varies also from a type of bone to another. Numerous 
experiments yield sometime diverging results. On one side, one observes an 
increase of activity of osteoclastic cells, whose role is to eliminate and resorb 
elements of bone tissues. On the other side, some results show that bone demin-
eralization would be due to a decrease of activity of osteoblastic cells, responsible 
for regenerating bone tissues.

This problem of bone decalcification resembles by certain aspects osteopo-
rosis, an illness known on Earth affecting mainly elderly people. This sickness 
yields a change in the structure (demineralization) of bones, but the composi-
tion stays globally the same. The bone loses in thickness, fragilizes and fractures 
more easily. This shows the importance of conducting research in microgravity 
on astronauts to better understand this sickness and to contribute in finding a 
cure for it.

5. The means of microgravity generation

All the means to generate microgravity are based on the principle of free fall; any 
other method will not result in a real microgravity environment but in a simulated 
microgravity environment. Microgravity is created in a non-inertial reference frame 
attached to a vehicle in free fall, in which the resultant of forces other than gravity is 
null or negligible.

Figure 9 summarizes the different platforms used for microgravity research in 
an increasing order of microgravity duration.
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Drop tubes and drop towers provide a few seconds (up to 5 s) in the vertical drop 
mode, where an experimental payload is literally dropped in vacuum or behind a 
shield to reduce the perturbing effect of air friction.

The level of microgravity obtained in the drop tube of NASA Marshall Centre 
of 105 m high and 25 cm diameter is in the order of 10−6 g during 4.6 s in a vacuum. 
In Europe, the ZARM drop tower in Bremen, Germany (Figure 10), is 110 m high 
with a diameter of 3.5 m. Experiment capsules fall during 4.7 s in vacuum, yielding 
microgravity levels of 10−5 g. The microgravity duration can be doubled up to 9.5 s 
by launching the experiment capsule in a catapult mode from the bottom of the 
tower upward, falling freely first upward and then downward [12, 13].

Aircraft parabolic flights provide a reduced gravity environment of approximately 
20 s, with the major advantage of having human operators and subjects on board. 
The level of microgravity is typically in 10−2 g when attached to the floor structure 
that can be improved down to 10−3 g for a few seconds when left free-floating 
(Figure 11). This important microgravity platform is addressed in the next chapter.

Sounding rocket flights, for which microgravity levels are in the order of 
10−4–10−5 g, are used for automated or remotely operated experiments with rela-
tively reduced volumes. Depending on the size of the rocket and the engine used, 
the duration of microgravity during the ballistic phase of the flights varies between 
3 and 14 min [14].

In the near future, suborbital flights will provide microgravity duration in the 
order of 3–4 min for paying customers but also for microgravity experiments. 
There are typically two US companies that are working on suborbital vehicles 
(Figure 12): Blue Origin with the New Shephard capsule and a reusable rocket and 
Virgin Galactic and the SpaceShipTwo spaceplane carried by the WhiteKnightTwo 
airplane carrier. These two systems would carry passengers and experiments up to 
an altitude of 100 km or more in a propelled mode and continue in a ballistic mode 
for approximately 3–4 min after propulsion has stopped.

Manned orbital platforms provide microgravity periods of several years for the 
International Space Station (ISS, Figure 13) [15–17], and the future Chinese Space 
Station is foreseen to be assembled in orbit in 2022 (Figure 14). Residual accelera-
tions are in the order of 10−2–10−4 g, depending on internal perturbations (e.g. crew 
movements) and external ones.

Figure 10. 
The ZARM drop tower in Bremen, Germany. The 146 m high building protects the free fall facility from 
atmospheric perturbation and wind (photo credit: ZARM).
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Figure 12. 
Two suborbital facilities in development: (left) the New Shephard capsule with a reusable rocket (credit: Blue 
origin) and (right) the WhiteKnightTwo airplane carrying the SpaceShipTwo spaceplane (photo credit: Virgin 
galactic).

Figure 11. 
During a parabolic flight on board the Airbus A300 ZERO-G during an ESA campaign, several experimental 
racks are visible to the left and the back, while one of the authors floats freely “upside down.” There is no “up” 
and “down” in weightlessness (photo credit: ESA).

Figure 13. 
The International Space Station (ISS) is the first major international project that includes 14 countries in its 
realization: The USA, Russia, Canada, Japan and 10 European countries (France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, 
the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Denmark and Norway). With a total mass of 440 tons (but 
weighing 0 kg ...), the ISS is in low earth orbit between 400 and 450 km altitude at 51.6° inclination. Since 
November 2000, the station is inhabited by permanent international crews (photo: NASA).
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Space missions of orbital platforms and of sounding rockets require a long prep-
aration, typically of several years, and should be considered for experiments that 
need a long exposition duration to microgravity. The relatively short preparation 
time for the use of drop tubes and towers and of aircraft parabolic flights (typically 
of few days to few months) renders them particularly attractive for short-duration 
experiments of a few seconds. The utilization of these experimental platforms of 
earthbound microgravity must be considered as preparatory and complementary to 
space missions.

Let us insist on the fact that the platforms described in this section do not simu-
late microgravity but that they really create microgravity, even if it is not always 
perfect, as all these means are in free fall.

6. The means of microgravity simulation

To the contrary of the means creating microgravity, simulation methods do 
not allow to really create microgravity. The simulation means allow to obtain 
experimental configurations in which certain aspects of phenomena can be 
studied in a way similar to what could be observed in microgravity but without 
being in weightlessness.

Therefore, these methods have important limitations that reduce their scientific 
interest to the investigations of some very specific cases. The results obtained by 
these simulation methods generally complete those obtained in real microgravity. 
In none of the three following configurations, microgravity is really created as 
there is no free fall.

The first simulation method was used at the end of the nineteenth century by a 
Belgian physicist, Joseph Plateau, who gave his name to this method. The principle 
is simple: it consists in immersing a liquid in another immiscible liquid matrix hav-
ing the same volumetric mass. By Archimedes principle, the buoyancy exerted by 
the liquid matrix of volumetric mass ρ1 on a volume V of a liquid of volumetric mass 
ρ2 is directed along the gravity acceleration vector and reads

     
→

 F    fl   = V .   ( ρ  1   −  ρ  2  )   .    →  g    (1)

Figure 14. 
The Chinese Space Station foreseen to be launched and assembled in the coming years with an assembly 
completed for 2022. From left, the Tianzhou (meaning “heavenly vessel” in Chinese Mandarin) cargo freighter 
docked to the Tianhe (“harmony of the heavens”) core module in the Centre; a piloted Shenzhou (“divine 
vessel”) vehicle is connected to a node in front of Tianhe, which are connected to two scientific modules: 
Wentian (“quest for the heavens,” at right) and Mengtian (“dreaming of the heavens,” left) (credit: CMSA).
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Figure 15. 
Head-down bed rest simulates microgravity effects on human physiology. Subjects stay in slightly tilted  
head-down (typically 6°) beds for weeks or months at a time (photo credit: CNES/ESA).

This force becomes null for ρ1 = ρ2, yielding results similar to what could be 
obtained in weightlessness when g = 0. In the Plateau configuration, the gravity 
force is not balanced by inertia forces but by a buoyancy force.

Only static configurations are truly well simulated with this method, e.g. 
configurations of static equilibrium of liquid zones.

The second simulation method is less known. It consists in balancing locally the 
force of gravity acting on a body by a magnetic or electrostatic force acting in the 
other direction. The effects of two fields, the gravitational field and a magnetic or 
electrostatic field, have to be locally balanced. One sees immediately the limita-
tion of this configuration that would work only for bodies sensitive to magnetic 
induction or electrically charged. Furthermore, the power needed to maintain 
these fields is quite important and limits the size of observed configurations. 
Nevertheless, this method is used sometime to investigate magnetohydrodynamic 
problems in the absence of gravity effects.

The third simulation method is what is called the dimensionless reduction. This 
method mainly applies to fluid research for which scientists use a series of dimen-
sionless numbers describing the ratios of different forces acting on fluids. Reducing 
physical dimensions of an experimental liquid zone greatly diminishes effects 
caused by gravity in comparison to other forces acting on fluids, e.g. superficial 
tension force or capillarity forces. One manages to build floating liquid zone of a 
few millimeters size that allow to study certain phenomena. The main limitations 
of this method are linked to reduced sizes: firstly, they make it difficult to install 
precise means of observation and measurement; secondly, they reduce the field of 
investigation to limited ranges of values of other effects specific to fluids.

Space medical and physiological research does not limit itself to conducting 
medical experiments in orbit or during parabolic flights but relies also on results 
obtained by earthbound means. For research on adaptation of the human body to 
weightlessness, scientists use two simulation techniques that allow within certain 
limits to recreate the effects of microgravity on the human body. It consists firstly 
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of immobilization (or hypokinesia, Figure 15) in a horizontal position or slightly 
inclined (head-down) that simulates the shift of body fluids, mainly blood, toward 
the upper part of the body like in weightlessness.

The second technique is water immersion. As the human body is mainly made of 
water, buoyancy induces conditions partially similar to microgravity acting on the 
human body, somewhat akin to Plateau’s configuration. A variant of water immer-
sion, called dry immersion, is also used sometime where the subject is placed in an 
elastic or plastic sheet in a liquid matrix, such that the subject is immersed in the 
liquid but without direct contact with the liquid.

7. Conclusion

A better understanding of the effects of microgravity on physics and the human 
body, from cells to body systems, is essential if the human exploration of outer 
space is to continue. The capacity to conduct research in the microgravity environ-
ment provided by spaceflight is fundamental, especially given current plans to 
expand long-term missions in low Earth orbit and to establish the commercial use 
of space, together with the ultimate goals of creating a human colony on the Moon 
and sending a first crewed mission to Mars. Nonetheless, there are many limiting 
factors that restrict the performance of experiments in space, such as the high costs 
involved in sending resources and equipment up into space, the safety requirements 
to which experimental devices must adhere and the small number of astronauts 
per flight. These constraining factors have motivated the establishment of ground-
based research facilities and parabolic flights. The latter presents some limitations 
in terms of the short period of time of exposure to microgravity given and the 
hypergravity condition that precedes and succeeds each parabola. However, it is the 
only provider of microgravity, in which experiments in physics, biology, physiol-
ogy and medicine can be conducted by human operators and volunteers. Parabolic 
flights are not a perfect analogue of spaceflight, but they remain a valuable research 
tool that enables research and testing to take place and a better understanding of the 
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Figure 15. 
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Chapter 2

Aircraft Parabolic Flights: A
Gateway to Orbital Microgravity
and Extra-Terrestrial Planetary
Gravities
Vladimir Pletser

Abstract

Aircraft parabolic flights provide repetitively periods of reduced gravity whose
duration depends on the target reduced gravity level and on the type of aircraft
used. Typical durations for a large aircraft vary between approximately 20 s for a
0 g environment and 32 s for a Martian g level environment. Parabolic flights are
used to perform short duration scientific investigations in weightlessness or at
partial-g levels, to train astronauts, and to allow the general public to experience
what astronauts’ encounters in space during discovery flights. This chapter intro-
duces the aircraft parabolic flights and presents their objectives, the parabolic flight
manoeuvre and accelerations, the type of flights organised and a summary of the
aircraft used throughout the world.

Keywords: aircraft parabolic flights, weightlessness, microgravity research, moon
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1. Introduction

Aircraft parabolic flights are used in many countries [1], firstly by space agen-
cies to conduct research and to prepare for space flight missions, and secondly by
private operators to provide the general public with the opportunity to experience
reduced gravity1 conditions.

Aircraft parabolic flights are a useful tool for performing short duration scientific
and technological experiments in reduced gravity, to train astronauts in this new
environment and in associated procedures and protocols, and to test experiments and
instrumentation prior to future space missions. The principal value of parabolic
flights is in the verification tests that can be conducted prior to space experiments in
order to improve their quality and success rate, and after a space mission to confirm
or invalidate (sometimes conflicting) results obtained from space experiments.

The main advantages of parabolic flights for reduced gravity investigations are:

• the short turn-around time (typically of a few months between the experiment
proposal and its performance);

• the low cost involved (space agencies provide the flight opportunity free of
charge to selected investigators);

• the flexibility of experimental approach (laboratory type instrumentation is
most commonly used);

• the possibility of direct intervention by investigators on board the aircraft
during and between parabolas, and the possibility of modifying the experiment
set-up between flights.

Furthermore, aircraft parabolic flights are the only suborbital carrier to provide
the opportunity to carry out medical and physiological experiments on human sub-
jects under conditions of microgravity or reduced gravity such as that found on
other planetary bodies (Martian 0.38 g, Lunar 0.16 g), to prepare for extra-
terrestrial planetary exploration.

This chapter presents first the experimental objectives of parabolic flights with
the capability of conducting investigations at Moon and Mars gravity levels in
addition to microgravity; second, the parabolic flight manoeuvres, the accelerations
and the technical capabilities of a parabolic flight aircraft; third, the type of flights
organised, including the safety and medical aspects; and fourth, a summary of the
aircraft used throughout the world.

2. Objectives of parabolic flights

An aircraft in parabolic flight provides investigators with a laboratory for scien-
tific experimentation where the gravity levels are changed repetitively, giving

1 The term ‘gravity’ usually designates the force associated to the phenomenon of gravitation. One

should therefore in all correctness use here the term ‘weight’, which is the force associated to the

phenomenon of weightiness, and the resulting force of gravity and inertia forces existing in the reference

frame in which the measure of the weight is done. However, the common (although incorrect) usage of

the term ‘gravity’ and its derivatives (microgravity, hypergravity,… ) instead of ‘weight’ and its

derivatives will prevail throughout this chapter.
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successive periods of either 0.38 g (Mars gravity) for up to 32 s, or 0.16 g (Moon
gravity) for up to 25 s or 0 g for 20 s, preceded and followed by periods of 20 s at
approximately 1.8 g (Figure 1), where g is the acceleration created by gravity at
Earth’s surface, on average 9.81 m/s2.

Parabolic flight objectives pursued by investigators vary. From a scientific point
of view, the following objectives can be attained:

• the performance of short experiments for which the reduced gravity is low
enough for: qualitative experiments of the ‘look and see’ type, using laboratory
type equipment to observe and record phenomena; and quantitative
experiments to measure phenomena in reduced gravity, yielding direct
quantitative exploitable results;

• the ability for experimenters to perform their own experiments in reduced
gravity with the possibility of direct interventions on the experiment in
progress during the low g periods and direct interaction by changing
experiment parameters between the reduced gravity periods (Figure 2);

Figure 1.
NASA’s KC-135 during the pull-up phase (Credit: NASA).

Figure 2.
Experiment on vibrational phenomena during an ESA campaign (Credit: ESA).
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successive periods of either 0.38 g (Mars gravity) for up to 32 s, or 0.16 g (Moon
gravity) for up to 25 s or 0 g for 20 s, preceded and followed by periods of 20 s at
approximately 1.8 g (Figure 1), where g is the acceleration created by gravity at
Earth’s surface, on average 9.81 m/s2.
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• the study of transient phenomena occurring during the transition between high
to low and low to high g phases.

Furthermore, for scientific experiments to be performed during space missions,
the following goals can be pursued during parabolic flights:

• assessment of preliminary results for newly proposed experiments, which can
improve the final design of the experiment hardware;

• test of experiment critical phases on which the experiment success depends;

• for human physiology experiments foreseen to be conducted on astronauts in
space, to obtain prior to, or after a space mission, a broader microgravity data
baseline by conducting parts of the space experiments on a group of subjects
other than astronauts;

• to repeat shortly after a space mission parts of experiments that were not fully
satisfactory in space or that yielded conflicting results, giving indications on
possible interpretations of experiment results.

Results of all experiments conducted during parabolic flights can be found in
ESA’s Erasmus Experiment Archive database [2]. Some experiment results of
European parabolic flight campaigns are presented in [3–7].

From a technical point of view, in preparing experiment hardware for manned
spaceflight or robotic missions, the following objectives can also be achieved:

• test of equipment hardware in reduced gravity;

• assessment of the safety aspects of instrument operation in reduced gravity;

• training of astronauts on experimental procedures and instrument operation
(Figures 3 and 4).

Figure 3.
ESA Astronaut Alexander Gerst training on a treadmill on board the ESA/CNES/DLR Airbus A310 during an
ESA campaign before his ISS mission (Credit: ESA).
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Laboratory aircraft flights allow also to generate partial-g levels between 0 and 1 g.
Typically Moon and Mars gravity levels are created during flight manoeuvres that are
not exactly parabolic flights but that are still called (albeit erroneously) Moon and
Mars parabolas. This approach allowed to answer the growing request of the scientific
community to perform complementary research at partial-g levels, and to conduct
studies and tests to prepare for future human and robotic exploration missions. The
interest in partial-g parabolas is multifold. It allows to complement microgravity
experiment results in providing additional data points at intermediate g levels in a
variety of scientific fields in physical sciences (e.g., fluid and soft matter physics), life
sciences (cell, plant and animal biology, human physiology) and technology. In
particular, in Life Sciences, investigations can be conducted on living systems to
understand how humans, small animals, cells and plants are affected by a low gravity
environment similar to those on the Moon and Mars. Many issues of relevance for the
preparation of future human space exploration that includes stays on the surface of
planetary bodies can also be investigated (Figure 5). Some experiment results of
European partial-g campaigns can be found in [8, 9].

Other gravity levels are also achievable during flights and can be used by inves-
tigators: e.g., during pull-up and pull-out manoeuvres, periods of 20 s of 1.8–2 g are
achieved, and spiral turn manoeuvres provide for longer periods or other levels of
high g. These hypergravity periods can be used for certain type of gravity depen-
dent investigations, e.g., in combustion or physiology areas.

Figure 4.
Astronaut training for an EVA exit out of a mock-up airlock on board the NASA KC-135 aircraft (Credit:
NASA).

Figure 5.
NASA Astronauts Alan Shepard and Edgar Mitchell training on the KC-135 before their Apollo-14 mission
(Credit: NASA).
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• for human physiology experiments foreseen to be conducted on astronauts in
space, to obtain prior to, or after a space mission, a broader microgravity data
baseline by conducting parts of the space experiments on a group of subjects
other than astronauts;

• to repeat shortly after a space mission parts of experiments that were not fully
satisfactory in space or that yielded conflicting results, giving indications on
possible interpretations of experiment results.

Results of all experiments conducted during parabolic flights can be found in
ESA’s Erasmus Experiment Archive database [2]. Some experiment results of
European parabolic flight campaigns are presented in [3–7].

From a technical point of view, in preparing experiment hardware for manned
spaceflight or robotic missions, the following objectives can also be achieved:

• test of equipment hardware in reduced gravity;

• assessment of the safety aspects of instrument operation in reduced gravity;

• training of astronauts on experimental procedures and instrument operation
(Figures 3 and 4).

Figure 3.
ESA Astronaut Alexander Gerst training on a treadmill on board the ESA/CNES/DLR Airbus A310 during an
ESA campaign before his ISS mission (Credit: ESA).
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Laboratory aircraft flights allow also to generate partial-g levels between 0 and 1 g.
Typically Moon and Mars gravity levels are created during flight manoeuvres that are
not exactly parabolic flights but that are still called (albeit erroneously) Moon and
Mars parabolas. This approach allowed to answer the growing request of the scientific
community to perform complementary research at partial-g levels, and to conduct
studies and tests to prepare for future human and robotic exploration missions. The
interest in partial-g parabolas is multifold. It allows to complement microgravity
experiment results in providing additional data points at intermediate g levels in a
variety of scientific fields in physical sciences (e.g., fluid and soft matter physics), life
sciences (cell, plant and animal biology, human physiology) and technology. In
particular, in Life Sciences, investigations can be conducted on living systems to
understand how humans, small animals, cells and plants are affected by a low gravity
environment similar to those on the Moon and Mars. Many issues of relevance for the
preparation of future human space exploration that includes stays on the surface of
planetary bodies can also be investigated (Figure 5). Some experiment results of
European partial-g campaigns can be found in [8, 9].

Other gravity levels are also achievable during flights and can be used by inves-
tigators: e.g., during pull-up and pull-out manoeuvres, periods of 20 s of 1.8–2 g are
achieved, and spiral turn manoeuvres provide for longer periods or other levels of
high g. These hypergravity periods can be used for certain type of gravity depen-
dent investigations, e.g., in combustion or physiology areas.

Figure 4.
Astronaut training for an EVA exit out of a mock-up airlock on board the NASA KC-135 aircraft (Credit:
NASA).

Figure 5.
NASA Astronauts Alan Shepard and Edgar Mitchell training on the KC-135 before their Apollo-14 mission
(Credit: NASA).
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Finally, since a few years, parabolic flights are also used in the USA, Europe and
Russia to allow the general public to discover the 0 g environment and to enjoy for a
few moments the sensations that astronauts experience during their spaceflights.

3. Parabolic flight manoeuvre

For microgravity flights, let us recall first that a body is in free fall if it is subjected
to the only force of gravity in an inertial reference frame and this body and all its
content are in a state of weightlessness in the non-inertial reference frame attached to
the body. Weightlessness thus appears in a non-inertial reference frame, which is in a
state of free fall with respect to an inertial reference frame. Weightlessness is a
dynamical state that requires a free-fall movement [10]. Note as well that any kind of
movement of a vehicle that is subjected to the action of the sole force of gravity is a
free-fall movement, and weightlessness is then generated in the vehicle.

Consider now an aircraft flying in Earth’s atmosphere, assumed to be quiet.
There are usually four forces acting on the aircraft in a straight and level horizontal
flight (Figure 6):

• its own weight, oriented vertically downwards,

• the aerodynamic lift, inducedby the shape of itswings, oriented vertically upward,

• the aerodynamic drag, created by air resistance, oriented horizontally backward,

• the aircraft engine thrust, oriented horizontally forward.

At steady state (dynamic equilibrium), the lift equilibrates the weight and the
thrust should be larger than the drag for the plane to move forward.

To come to a free-fall configuration, the pilot should nullify all forces acting on the
aircraft other than gravitational forces, i.e., the weight. Therefore, the resulting force
along the aircraft velocity vector should be null, i.e., the thrust should exactly balance
the drag for the duration of the free-fall manoeuvre. On the other hand, the lift must
also be brought to zero. The lift is due to the shape of the wings and to the angle of
attack, which is the inclination of the chord line of the wings with respect to the
direction of the air flow. To nullify the angle of attack, the pilot must lower the nose
of the aircraft to bring the wing chord line parallel to the air flow direction. However,

Figure 6.
The four forces acting on an aircraft in a straight and level horizontal flight.
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the natural shape of the wing is such that there is always a small remaining lift, even
for a zero angle of attack. Therefore, the pilot has to lower the nose a little bit more to
bring it to a slightly negative angle of attack, called the zero-lift angle of attack, to
completely nullify the aircraft lift. The aircraft is now in a real free-fall state, and as
one can imagine, it is not an easy configuration to fly an aircraft.

The microgravity environment is then created in an aircraft flying the following
manoeuvres (Figure 7):

• from steady horizontal flight, the aircraft climbs at approx. 45–50° (pull-up)
for about 20 s with accelerations between 1.8 and 2 g;

• the thrust of each aircraft engine is then significantly reduced for about
20–25 s, compensating the effect of air drag (parabolic free fall);

• the aircraft dives at 45–50° (pull-out), accelerating at about 1.8–2 g for
approximately 20 s, to come back to a steady horizontal flight.

One shows easily that the shape of the free-fall trajectory followed by the aircraft
is a parabola. Assuming a constant and parallel gravity field and no resistance of the
atmosphere, the aircraft at the moment of injection has a certain speed v0 inclined
on the horizontal by an angle α. Gravity being the only acting force on the aircraft,
the horizontal component vx of the velocity is constant throughout the free-fall
manoeuvre while the vertical component vz of the velocity varies with time t

vx ¼ v0 cos α vz tð Þ ¼ �g tþ v0 sin α (1)

Integrating the two velocity components and replacing the time t between them
gives the trajectory

z xð Þ ¼ �g
2 v20 cos 2α

� �
x2 þ tg αð Þ x (2)

which is a parabola equation, yielding the horizontal distance travelled during
the free-fall manoeuvre

xmax ¼ sin v20 sin 2 α
g

(3)

The duration T of the free-fall phase is found from (1) and (3), yielding

Figure 7.
The parabolic flight manoeuvre of the Airbus A310 (Credit: ESA).
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the natural shape of the wing is such that there is always a small remaining lift, even
for a zero angle of attack. Therefore, the pilot has to lower the nose a little bit more to
bring it to a slightly negative angle of attack, called the zero-lift angle of attack, to
completely nullify the aircraft lift. The aircraft is now in a real free-fall state, and as
one can imagine, it is not an easy configuration to fly an aircraft.

The microgravity environment is then created in an aircraft flying the following
manoeuvres (Figure 7):

• from steady horizontal flight, the aircraft climbs at approx. 45–50° (pull-up)
for about 20 s with accelerations between 1.8 and 2 g;

• the thrust of each aircraft engine is then significantly reduced for about
20–25 s, compensating the effect of air drag (parabolic free fall);

• the aircraft dives at 45–50° (pull-out), accelerating at about 1.8–2 g for
approximately 20 s, to come back to a steady horizontal flight.

One shows easily that the shape of the free-fall trajectory followed by the aircraft
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T ¼ 2v0 sin α

g
(4)

which depends only on the velocity vector at injection, i.e., its norm v0 and its
direction given by the angle α. With typical parameter values for aircraft flying
parabolas (velocity at injection v0 = 500 km/h and α = 45°), one obtains T = 20 s.

In reality, this parabolic arc is an approximation of an elliptic arc which is a part
of an elliptic orbit that would intersect the Earth’s surface. The relative error com-
mitted by this approximation is in the order of 10�4, which justifies that these
flights are still called parabolic flights (see [11]).

For partial-g parabolas, the engine thrust is reduced sufficiently to a point
where the remaining vertical acceleration in the cabin is approximately 0.16 g for
approximately 25 s or 0.38 g for approximately 32 s with angles at injection of
approximately 42 and 38°, respectively, for Moon and Mars parabolas.

These manoeuvres are flown separated by intervals of several minutes. The dura-
tion of intervals between parabolas can be arranged prior to the flight so as to give
enough time to investigators to change an experimental set-up. A typical flight
duration is about two to two and half hours, allowing for 20–30 parabolas to be flown
per flight, in sets of five, with 2 min intervals between parabolas and with 4–6 min
between sets of parabolas. Durations between parabolas and groups of parabolas can
be adjusted to the needs of investigators. Parabolas are flown in dedicated air zones
controlled by well-trained air traffic controllers. The piloting is usually done manually
along the X-axis (aft to front direction) by adjusting the engines thrust, the Y-axis
(right to left), and along the Z-axis (floor to ceiling) using visual references utilising
coarse (+2 g to –2 g) and fine (+0.1 g to �0.1 g) accelerometers.

Typical acceleration levels are shown in Figures 8–10 for, respectively, micro-
gravity, lunar and Martian parabolas for the aircraft X, Y and Z axes, measured
during a parabola with micro-accelerometers strapped down on the cabin floor
structure. During the reduced gravity period of, respectively, microgravity, lunar
and Martian parabolas, a transitory phase of a few seconds appears first, with
variations of about 10�1 g around respectively 0, 0.16 and 0.38 g in the Z direction,
followed by a period of respectively approximately 20, 25 and 32 s with acceleration
levels of about, respectively, a few 10�2, 0.16 and 0.38 g. Accelerations along the

Figure 8.
Acceleration levels for a 0 g parabola.
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aircraft longitudinal X-axis (aft to front) and transversal Y-axis (right to left) are
less than 10�2 g for all parabola types [12].

For microgravity parabolas, the residual accelerations sensed by experimental
set-ups attached to the aircraft floor structure are typically in the order of 10�2 g,
while for an experiment left free floating in the cabin, the levels can be improved to
typically 10�3 g.

Figure 9.
Acceleration levels for a lunar g parabola for Z axis (brown), X axis (green), Y axis (blue) (Units: vertical
axis: 0.05 g; horizontal axis: 5 s).

Figure 10.
Acceleration levels for a Martian g parabola for Z axis (brown), X axis (green), Y axis (blue) (Units: vertical
axis: 0.1 g; horizontal axis: 5 s).
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4. Parabolic flight campaigns

As aircraft parabolic flights are considered as test flights, particular precautions
are taken to ensure that all operations during flights are made safely and that flying
participants are adequately prepared for the repeated high and low gravity envi-
ronments. All flight participants must pass a medical examination and certifications
are verified prior to the first flight. Flight participants attend a mandatory flight
briefing before the first parabolic flight.

4.1 Scientific campaigns

Scientists are regularly invited by space agencies to submit experiment proposals
to be conducted during parabolic flights, either in microgravity of at lunar or Mars
gravity levels. These proposals are evaluated by panels of experts who review them
for scientific content and for technical feasibility. Upon recommendation, scientists
are formally selected by space agencies and invited to prepare their experiments to
be flown on dedicated campaigns.

Prior to a campaign, support is provided for experiment equipment design and
related safety aspects. All experiments to be performed and all equipment to be
embarked on board the aircraft are reviewed by technical experts several months
before the campaign from structural, mechanical, electrical, safety and operational
points of view. Technical visits are made to experimenters’ institutions to review
equipment. A safety review is held approximately 1 month before the campaign.
During this review, the integration of all equipment is discussed and the overall
safety aspect of the campaign is assessed. Finally, a safety visit is made in the
aircraft prior to the first flight to verify that all embarked equipment complies with
the safety standards.

During flights, specialised personnel supervise and support the in-flight experi-
ment operations (Figure 11). In addition, a Flight Surgeon participates in all para-
bolic flights to supervise the medical aspect of in-flight operations and to assist
participants in case of sickness. Due to the association of flight phases of low and
high gravity, motion sickness is quite common among participants of parabolic
flights, sometimes hampering them in the conduct of their tasks. Prior to the flights,

Figure 11.
Seating subjects performing the ‘Sensorimotor coordination under partial gravity: movement control and
adaptation’ experiment (see [13, 14]) (Photo: ESA).
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anti-motion sickness medication (usually based on Scopolamine) is made available
on the request of flying participants.

The campaign itself takes place over 2 weeks. The first week is devoted to the
experiment preparation and loading in the aircraft, culminating with a safety visit
at the end of the week to assess that all safety recommendations have been
implemented. During the second week, a flight briefing is organised on the Monday
afternoon to present the flight manoeuvres, the emergency procedures and medical
recommendations, and all experiments are shortly presented by the investigators.
The flights take place on the mornings of the following days. A post-flight
debriefing is organised after each flight, during which needs and requests of inves-
tigators are reviewed and discussed. Due to bad weather or technical problems, a
flight can be postponed from the morning to the afternoon or to the next day.
Downloading of all experiments takes place on the afternoon after the last flight.

A post campaign workshop is usually organised a few months after the campaign
where investigators are invited to present their results. Investigators are further
invited to publish the results of their experiments and to communicate their find-
ings online, for example using the Erasmus Experiment Archive database of the
European Space Agency, accessible on Internet [2].

4.2 Discovery flights

Since several years, the general public can participate to parabolic flights. Vari-
ous private companies all over the world commercialise this type of flights.

Flight participants receive a pre-flight briefing similar to the pre-flight briefing
of scientific campaigns. A discovery flight usually consists of 12–15 parabolas,
including a Martian parabola and one or two Moon parabolas, followed by 10–12 0 g
parabolas. A post-flight celebration debriefing is usually held, familiarly called
‘regravitation party’, where experiences are exchanged and 0 g diplomas are
awarded to flying participants.

In the USA, the Zero Gravity Corporation operates a modified Boeing 727-200,
named ‘G-FORCE ONE’ for discovery flights [15]. The Russian Ilyushin IL-76 MDK,
located at the Yu. Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Centre at the Star City, near Mos-
cow, is marketed since the 1990s by several private operators for discovery flights
open to the public. The European Airbus A310 is also used for flights open to the
general public.

5. Type of aircraft used for parabolic flights

Many airplanes are used all over the world to conduct parabolic flights. A review
is given in [1, 16]. These can usually be classified in three categories: (1) the large-
body aircraft, (2) the medium size aircraft and (3) the small airplanes, jets and
gliders.

Large airplanes used for parabolic flights are defined as those aircraft used for
flying several (typically 10 or more) experiments and embarking several tens of
passengers, either for research purposes or for discovery reduced gravity flights for
paying passengers. The large-body aircraft presently in use in the world are:

• a modified Boeing 727-200 of Zero Gravity Corporation in the USA,

• an Ilyushin IL-76 MDK (MDK stands for ‘latest modifications’ in Russian) in
Russia, and
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anti-motion sickness medication (usually based on Scopolamine) is made available
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experiment preparation and loading in the aircraft, culminating with a safety visit
at the end of the week to assess that all safety recommendations have been
implemented. During the second week, a flight briefing is organised on the Monday
afternoon to present the flight manoeuvres, the emergency procedures and medical
recommendations, and all experiments are shortly presented by the investigators.
The flights take place on the mornings of the following days. A post-flight
debriefing is organised after each flight, during which needs and requests of inves-
tigators are reviewed and discussed. Due to bad weather or technical problems, a
flight can be postponed from the morning to the afternoon or to the next day.
Downloading of all experiments takes place on the afternoon after the last flight.
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• an Airbus A310 (Figure 12) used in Europe by space agencies in Europe, the
European Space Agency (ESA), the Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES,
French Space Agency) and the Deutsches Zentrum für Luft-und Raumfahrt e.V.
(DLR, German Aerospace Center).

Medium size airplanes are defined as those aircraft used for flying single experi-
ments with several operators and/or subjects. Medium size aircraft in Europe includes:

• the Cessna Citation II (Figure 13) based in The Netherlands and operated by
the Technology University of Delft and the Dutch National Aerospace
Laboratory (NLR) [17];

• a Falcon 20 in Canada operated by the National Research Council’s Institute for
Aerospace Research (NRC/IAR) [18]; and

• two jets, a MU-300 and a Gulfstream-II jets in Japan, operated by Diamond Air
Service [19].

Small airplanes, jets and gliders used for parabolic flights are defined as those
aircraft used for flying single passengers and small experiments. These airplanes
include presently:

Figure 12.
The Airbus A310 ZERO-G during the pull-up phase (Photo: Eric Magnan/Airborne Films).

Figure 13.
The Dutch NLR Cessna Citation II in flight (Credit: NLR).
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• a jet fighter F-5E Tiger II aircraft of the Swiss Air Force used in Switzerland for
automated science experiments [20];

• a Cessna 206, which was tested in the frame of the MiGrOp project to be used
for science experiments in Germany [21];

• a Mudry Cap10B aircraft (Figure 14), a two-seat training aerobatic aircraft,
used by the Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya with the Aero Club Barcelona
Sabadell, in Spain for small science and student experiments [22];

• several Schleicher ASK-21 two-seat gliders have been used for students
experiments in Belgium [23, 24] and Israel [25–27], with added advantages of a
low-cost approach and ease of deployment at close-by geographical locations.

However, as any small or large airplane could basically be used to undergo a
parabolic trajectory, it is important to choose carefully which aircraft would be best
suited for scientific investigations, in terms of quality and duration of reduced
gravity level but also ease of access and technical support from the integration team.

6. Conclusion

Aircraft parabolic flight manoeuvres are a very useful tool to investigate gravity
related phenomena, whether in complete weightlessness or at partial-g levels. The
quality and duration of microgravity obtained, the flexibility and variety of possi-
bilities for experiments and tests and the easiness in flight preparation make aircraft
parabolic flights a unique and versatile tool for scientists and engineers to
perform experiments and tests at different gravity levels, from microgravity to
hypergravity, including at Moon and Mars g levels. Parabolic flight campaigns for
research in reduced gravity throughout the world provided a huge amount of
scientific and technical data and knowledge, yielding hundreds of scientific
publications, thesis or industrial applications, showing the uniqueness of this
versatile tool to conduct gravity related investigations, complementing those on
other microgravity carriers and preparing for space missions and for future
extra-terrestrial planetary exploration missions.

In addition, opening the access of parabolic flights, traditionally reserved to
scientists and astronauts, to the general public increases the perception of the public
for space research and exploration, contributing to an enhanced interest for future
endeavour of mankind in space.

Figure 14.
The Mudry Cap10B aircraft operated by the Aero Club Barcelona Sabadell (Credit: Universitat Politecnica
de Catalunya).
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Figure 12.
The Airbus A310 ZERO-G during the pull-up phase (Photo: Eric Magnan/Airborne Films).

Figure 13.
The Dutch NLR Cessna Citation II in flight (Credit: NLR).
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Chapter 3

G-Jitter, Vibrations, Diffusion:
The IVIDIL Experiment
Valentina Shevtsova, Denis Melnikov, Yuri Gaponenko and
Aliaksandr Mialdun

Abstract

Experiments aboard the International Space Station (ISS) provide a large but still
limited amount of data. A complete set of data is usually returned to Earth on a flash
disk a few months later, by which time the experimental facility has already been
put into storage or trashed. Thus, scientists have no possibility to repeat the exper-
iment, even if some ambiguities are later found. Therefore, onboard experiments
require careful preparation on the ground with multiple tests in the laboratory and
in parabolic flights, if possible. Furthermore, during postflight analysis, it is impor-
tant to clarify all unknown sources of errors. One of the most obvious sources of
perturbations on the ISS is g-jitter. Here, we present the preparation and imple-
mentation of the Influence of Vibrations on Diffusion in Liquids (IVIDIL) experi-
ment on the ISS, which studied the effect of random g-jitter and given vibrations on
diffusion-controlled experiments in liquid mixtures. Since diffusion in liquids is a
slow process, only vibrational effects were examined in parabolic flights. A meth-
odology for the analysis of diffusion and thermodiffusion processes was developed
in the laboratory.

Keywords: ISS, IVIDIL, parabolic flight, vibration, Soret effect

1. Introduction

The authors of this chapter work at the Microgravity Research Centre of the Free
University of Brussels (Université libre de Bruxelles, ULB) and form the core of the
research group “Nonlinear phenomena in fluids.” Primarily, we are interested in the
behavior of fluids in a low-gravity environment and application of the results in
Earth-based technologies. We carry out research in the field of physics of fluids,
applied mathematics, process/chemical engineering and transport phenomena.
More precisely, we are particularly interested in the following topics: vibrational
phenomena in fluids, interfacial heat and mass transfer (with application to mate-
rial science), controlling the flow in thermocapillary liquid bridges embedded in a
gas stream, diffusion and Soret effect in free liquids and porous media and transport
of impurities in the CO2 storage. Recently, we have started a new research project
related to an environmental issue, such as microplastic uptake by viscoelastic inter-
faces. Many of these topics trace their roots from the Influence of Vibrations on
Diffusion in Liquids (IVIDIL) experiment, detailed below.
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By combining theoretical, numerical (commercial codes, “home-made” codes)
and experimental tools (essentially implementing methods of optical diagnostics:
interferometry, shading, spectrometry), we obtain original results and publish them
in high-stand journals. Our other strong points are the development of a fruitful
cooperation with European and overseas research groups and the attraction of
master and PhD students from all over the world.

2. G-jitter

Access to the microgravity environment provides the opportunity to perform
fluid and materials science experiments designed to take advantage of near weight-
lessness. The term “near” underlines the unavoidable presence of uncontrolled
accelerations due to aerodynamic drag, trembling of space vehicles, onboard
machinery and crew activity. The fluctuating contribution of g(t) comprises a broad
frequency spectrum. These random and periodic gravity fluctuations are referred to
as gravity jitters (or g-jitter). The dedicated experimental studies of the effect of g-
jitter on fluid systems in weightlessness were rather limited. Until recently, there
was an open question: does g-jitter cause a sizeable mean flow, and, if so, does this
mean flow promote striations and other defects in materials processing in micro-
gravity? Thus, one of the objectives of one of the first experiments on the Interna-
tional Space Station (ISS) was to present experimental evidence of the role of the
microgravity environment and, in particular, g-jitter. For this purpose, the IVIDIL
project was proposed to the European Space Agency (ESA) in 2000 by an interna-
tional team including the Microgravity Research Centre of ULB (Brussels, Bel-
gium), the Institute of Continuous Media Mechanics UB RAS (Perm, Russia) and
Ryerson University (Toronto, Canada) and coordinated by the Brussels team. The
multiuser facility Selectable Optical Diagnostic Instrument (SODI) was designed
and developed by the Belgian company QinetiQ Space (then Verhaert Space). The
IVIDIL was the first experiment conducted inside the SODI.

The real need for such an extra experiment may be questioned because one
option would be to use scaling analysis. Many analytical studies are restricted by the
assumption of linearity, quasi-steadiness or very high/low frequencies. There is
always a possibility that some of the aspects of a real experiment are not considered
in theoretical hypotheses. Moreover, the failure of some microgravity experiments
has been attributed to the effect of g-jitter.

3. Definition of the IVIDIL experiment

When the construction of the ISS was coming to an end, the goal of one of the
first onboard experiments was to provide experimental evidence of the influence of
the microgravity environment and, in particular, g-jitter, on diffusion-controlled
experiments that refer to material science. This experiment was conducted in the
SODI belonging to ESA.

The primary idea of the IVIDIL experiment was to measure diffusion coeffi-
cients in two binary mixtures in g-jitter environment and under different vibra-
tional frequencies and amplitudes. For this reason, one should create controlled and
reproducible concentration non-uniformity in the liquid. If it were generated on
Earth, it would diffuse during the waiting time on the launch site that can last
several months. It was decided to use the Soret effect for creating a concentration
profile in the experimental cell.
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The Soret effect (also known as thermodiffusion or thermal diffusion) is a
molecular transport of substance associated with a thermal gradient. In response to
this gradient, concentration gradients appear in an originally uniform mixture. It
extended the objectives of the experiment to the measurements of the Soret coeffi-
cient as it has industrially and scientifically driven interests. During each experi-
mental run, a temperature difference is established across the cell, to achieve a
separation of components as induced by the Soret effect during 12 h. Then, the
temperature difference is switched off, the cell is brought rapidly to isothermal
conditions, and the components diffuse back to a homogeneous distribution. While
the process takes place, the sample is shaken perpendicularly to the temperature
and/or concentration gradient, with frequencies up to 2.8 Hz and amplitudes up to
68 mm.

The application of vibrations to a fluid system with density gradient can cause
relative flows inside the fluid. If this gradient results from thermal or compositional
variations, such flows are known as thermovibrational or solutovibrational convec-
tion, respectively. High-frequency and small-amplitude vibrations are of special
interest, as they may create mean flows, an analogue of streaming flows in acoustic
phenomena, which contribute to the transport of heat and mass in a time-average
sense. Thus, the appearance and progress of vibrational convection in low gravity
was another additional target. The test fluids were two different concentrations of
water-isopropanol (IPA) with positive and negative Soret effect. The measured
values in convection-free environment should be used as standards for ground
experiments.

For one of the first experiments on the ISS, it may not sound very exciting, but it
is very important for material sciences and may advance many everyday techno-
logical processes.

To summarize, the objectives of the IVIDIL experiment were the following:

• To present experimental assessment of the role of g-jitter

• To perform precise measurements of diffusion and thermodiffusion
coefficients for two binary mixtures in g-jitter environment

• To disclose the influence of controlled vibrations on the measured values of
diffusion and thermodiffusion coefficients

• To investigate vibration-induced convection and, particularly, heat and mass
transfer under vibrations

In the frame of preparatory activities, the science team performed laboratory
experiments [1–4], parabolic flights [5–8] and numerical calculations [9, 10].

4. Vibrational convection

Vibrational convection provides a mechanism of heat and mass transfer due to
the existence of mean flows. This refers to small-amplitude and high-frequency
vibrations, i.e. when the period is much smaller than the reference hydrodynamic
times. In this case, the flow field can be decomposed into the “quick” part, which
oscillates with the frequency of vibration, and the “slow” time-averaged part
(mean flow), which describes the nonlinear response of the fluid to a periodic
excitation [11].
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The primary idea of the IVIDIL experiment was to measure diffusion coeffi-
cients in two binary mixtures in g-jitter environment and under different vibra-
tional frequencies and amplitudes. For this reason, one should create controlled and
reproducible concentration non-uniformity in the liquid. If it were generated on
Earth, it would diffuse during the waiting time on the launch site that can last
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profile in the experimental cell.
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logical processes.
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coefficients for two binary mixtures in g-jitter environment

• To disclose the influence of controlled vibrations on the measured values of
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• To investigate vibration-induced convection and, particularly, heat and mass
transfer under vibrations

In the frame of preparatory activities, the science team performed laboratory
experiments [1–4], parabolic flights [5–8] and numerical calculations [9, 10].

4. Vibrational convection

Vibrational convection provides a mechanism of heat and mass transfer due to
the existence of mean flows. This refers to small-amplitude and high-frequency
vibrations, i.e. when the period is much smaller than the reference hydrodynamic
times. In this case, the flow field can be decomposed into the “quick” part, which
oscillates with the frequency of vibration, and the “slow” time-averaged part
(mean flow), which describes the nonlinear response of the fluid to a periodic
excitation [11].
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These two types of flow are illustrated by our experiments [12] in Figure 1. A
few small particles of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) with a characteristic diameter
of particles between 20 and 80 μm were present in the cell. The rectangular cavity
filled with water-isopropanol mixture was shaken in the horizontal direction with
frequency f = 22 Hz and amplitude A = 3.5 mm. Small-amplitude oscillations, as well
as average displacement of the particles, can be observed in Figure 1a. A fast
oscillating contribution seen in the horizontal direction, which has the same fre-
quency as the imposed external vibration, is superimposed on the mean flow with a
slow characteristic time scale [6, 11]. The evolution of the mean flow without high-
frequency contribution could be observed while selecting images at the same phase
of the vibration period. The ensemble of particles in Figure 1b represents directly
the mean flow without fast oscillations. The arrows in Figure 1b highlight the
features of the mean flow, clearly demonstrating a flow pattern with two vortices
near the cell center.

The effect of the mean flow is most pronounced in the absence of other external
forces (in particular, static gravity which has a strong damping effect). In weight-
lessness, it is an additional way of transporting heat and matter similar to thermo-
and solutocapillary convection. Mean flows show some similarity with
gravity-induced convection and might serve as a way to control and operate fluids
in space [13]. Vibrations can suppress or intensify gravitational convection
depending on the mutual orientation of the vibration axis and thermal
(compositional) gradient [14, 15].

There have been extensive theoretical studies of thermovibrational convection in
weightlessness and ground conditions. The fundamental treatise [11] comprises a
systematic study of convective flows induced by high- and finite-frequency vibra-
tions in closed and infinite cavities. Thermovibrational convection in square, rect-
angular and cubic cavities was widely investigated providing a variety of mean flow
structures and bifurcation scenarios [16–18]. The influence of vibration on
double-diffusive convection with the Soret effect was also analyzed in [19–21].

Figure 1.
(a) Image made with 500 superimposed images, keeping minimum pixel intensity for each pixel. The motion of
particles illustrates the sum of “quick” and fast part of the flow [12]. (b) Mean flow tracing by selecting images
at the same phase of the vibration period [12].
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Experimental studies of vibrational phenomena in weightlessness are rather
limited. A series of experiments was carried out onboard the MIR station with the
ALICE-2 instrument [22, 23] and DACON [24]. The influence of vibrations on the
propagation of a temperature wave from a heat source in a near-critical fluid was
investigated. Thermovibrational flows were registered by observing the optical
inhomogeneity caused by the distortion of the temperature field. It was not possible
to reconstruct this field quantitatively.

5. Preparation of the experiment IVIDIL in parabolic flights

Even though our colleague from MRC had already conducted many experiments
in low-gravity environment, for our group, the IVIDIL was the first experiment in
weightlessness. We felt an enormous responsibility and proposed to the ESA to
conduct the experiment in parabolic flights. Parabolic flights provide repeated
periods of approximately 20 seconds of reduced gravity g ≈ 0.01 g0 preceded and
followed by 20 seconds of hypergravity (up to 1.8 g0), where g0 = �9.81 m/s2.

Surely, during 20 s one cannot observe the diffusion or Soret process, and the
aim of the parabolic flight experiment is to investigate the development of
thermovibrational flows in low gravity and verify the existing theoretical studies.
During our first parabolic flight, the TEVICON (Thermovibrational Convection
[25]) experiments took place in 2007. A large contribution to the success of the
experiment was made by Dr. I. Ryzhkov, who worked in our group at that time.

5.1 Theory and numerics

In addition to technical problems and rack design, observation of thermovi-
brational convection formed in 20 s required serious preparation. The primary task
is to find the configurations, where the intensity of thermovibrational convection is
significantly larger than that of thermal convection caused by the residual gravity.
On the first stage of preparation, we used theoretical estimations and conducted
numerical simulation of full Navier-Stokes equations in the closed cubic geometry
[8, 9]. Dimensionless variables were introduced by taking the scales of length L,
time L2/ν, velocity ν/L, pressure ρ0ν

2/L2 and temperature ΔT = Thot � Tcold. The
dimensionless equations are written in the form

ð1Þ

Here, the dimensionless parameters are the Prandtl number, Pr; the Grashof
number, Gr; the vibrational Grashof number, Grν; and the dimensionless fre-
quency, Ω:

ð2Þ

where A is the amplitude of vibration, ω = 2πf is the angular frequency, g is the
gravitational acceleration, βT is the thermal expansion, v is the kinematic viscosity, χ
is the thermal diffusivity, L is the characteristic size and ΔT is the applied temper-
ature difference.
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When a fluid is subjected to high-frequency vibration and density inhomogene-
ity is caused by the thermal gradient, the vibrational and gravitational convective
mechanisms are characterized by alternative dimensionless parameters, such as the
Rayleigh number, Ra, and the Gershuni number, Gs, its vibrational analogue:

ð3Þ

The ratio Gs/Ra describes the relative importance of thermovibrational and
gravitational convective mechanisms. The goal of the numerical study was to
understand what kind of mean flow regimes can be observed during the short
experimental time of 20 s and assess the influence of residual gravity on the tran-
sient process. It should be emphasized that we were interested in mean flows, which
can induce heat transfer in a system subjected to external vibration.

It was well known from the previous theoretical studies [11] that in a rectangular
cavity under weightlessness, a nonzero mean flow exists at any value of the Gershuni
number, Gs, when the direction of vibration is perpendicular to the temperature
gradient (this configuration was considered in our study). For small values of the
Gershuni number, the stationary mean flow is weak and has a four-vortex symmet-
rical structure (see Figure 2, left). When the Gershuni number exceeds some critical
valueGscr, a flow pattern bifurcates to the pattern with different symmetry: one large
diagonal vortex and two small vortices in the corners (see Figure 2, right).

The presence of the residual gravitymay strongly affect the flow pattern. The
numerical simulations have shown that the residual gravity in the Z-direction can desta-
bilize (stabilize) the flowwhen the gravity vector and the temperature gradient have the
same (opposite) directions.Here, the temperature gradient is always codirectedwith the
Z-axis. The lateral residual gravity (in the X-direction) is always destabilizing [6]. It
holds even if the ratio of the numbers of Gershuni and Rayleigh, which describes the
relative importance of vibrational and natural convection due to residual gravity, is very
large. For example, the patterns in Figure 2a and b correspond toGs/Rax� 2.9�105. The
sign of lateral residual gravity controls the inclination of the diagonal vortex and the
direction of rotation in the steady state as seen frompanels (a) and (b).

Next, we examined six different liquid candidates such as water, ethanol, meth-
anol, isopropanol, pentane and transformer oil. The target was to identify the liquid
which would provide the largest Gershuni number for the given frequency, ampli-
tude and ΔT. From the definition of the Gershuni number (see Eq. (3)), it follows
that this liquid should have large thermal expansion βT but small kinematic viscos-
ity and thermal diffusivity. After detailed consideration, isopropanol has been
selected as a working liquid.

Figure 2.
(Left) Typical flow pattern of vibrational convection predicted theoretically for zero-gravity environment at
low Gershuni number. (Right) The flow pattern (a) in presence of lateral gravity; (b) under the action of
residual gravity in z-direction.
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5.2 Experiment design

To observe thermovibrational convection in microgravity, we have designed a
dedicated experimental set-up placed in special rack to be used during parabolic
flights (see Figure 3, left). Here we provide the basic principles, and the more
detailed description can be found elsewhere [5, 6]. The thermovibrational flows
were monitored by measuring the temperature field inside the cell by optical digital
interferometry. The set-up performance is based on the concept of Mach-Zehnder
interferometer shown in Figure 4. The light beam of He-Ne laser is expanded by the
spatial filter and then splits into two collimated beams of equal intensity by the
beam splitter.

We knew about the cell design in the forthcoming IVIDIL experiment, and for
the parabolic flight tests, similar (but scaled) cells from Hellma Company were
ordered. The cell is made of Suprasil quartz. The internal part, which has a cubic
shape with walls of size L = 5 mm, was filled with isopropanol. The external walls of

Figure 3.
Rack designed for the TEVICON-1 parabolic flight experiment in 2007.

Figure 4.
(a) The scheme of experimental set-up, (b) the cubic cell filled with liquid and coordinate system and (c) the
top view of the experimental cell.
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5.2 Experiment design

To observe thermovibrational convection in microgravity, we have designed a
dedicated experimental set-up placed in special rack to be used during parabolic
flights (see Figure 3, left). Here we provide the basic principles, and the more
detailed description can be found elsewhere [5, 6]. The thermovibrational flows
were monitored by measuring the temperature field inside the cell by optical digital
interferometry. The set-up performance is based on the concept of Mach-Zehnder
interferometer shown in Figure 4. The light beam of He-Ne laser is expanded by the
spatial filter and then splits into two collimated beams of equal intensity by the
beam splitter.

We knew about the cell design in the forthcoming IVIDIL experiment, and for
the parabolic flight tests, similar (but scaled) cells from Hellma Company were
ordered. The cell is made of Suprasil quartz. The internal part, which has a cubic
shape with walls of size L = 5 mm, was filled with isopropanol. The external walls of

Figure 3.
Rack designed for the TEVICON-1 parabolic flight experiment in 2007.

Figure 4.
(a) The scheme of experimental set-up, (b) the cubic cell filled with liquid and coordinate system and (c) the
top view of the experimental cell.
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the cell are shaped in the form of two transparent prisms (Figure 4c) to allow
scanning of the front and side views (planes YZ and XZ, respectively). The beam
paths through the cell are shown by the arrows. Due to the smart design of the cell,
the objective beam transverses the entire cell in two perpendicular directions.

The top and bottom walls of the cell were kept at constant temperatures Thot
and Tcold, respectively, by Peltier modules. In the experiments, the mean temper-
ature was fixed at 40°C, while the applied temperature difference ΔT = Thot� Tcold
was either 15 K or 20 K. The experimental cell was attached to the linear motor,
which performs translational harmonic oscillations in the X-direction (perpendicu-
lar to the temperature gradient). In the coordinate system associated with the cell,
the acceleration applied to the system is the sum of gravitational and vibrational
accelerations:

g tð Þ þ Aω2 cos ωtð Þ e, (4)

where g(t) = (gx, gy, gz) is the time-dependent gravity vector and e = (1, 0, 0) is
the unit vector along the axis of vibrations.

Repetition of the experiments with different vibration parameters and tempera-
ture gradients allows to recognize in what extent the thermovibrational convection
is sensitive to microgravity and to define some regions of parameters with strong
convective flows [6].

5.3 Two busy weeks during the parabolic flight campaign

After long and difficult months of trial and errors in the laboratory, all parts
were assembled in a rack and passed numerous tests. Along with real experimental
tests, there were a lot of technical reports required by the ESA contractor. Finally,
the rack shown in Figure 3 (left) was placed in a small truck and transported to
Bordeaux-Mérignac, along with part of the team.

At our arrival at the Bordeaux-Mérignac airport, we realized that the problems
were far from over. The first problem we faced was the thermal controller that was
not working. After conducting multiple attempts and tests, we were not able to
activate it. The time remaining before flights was rather short. We ordered a new
controller on the Internet with an overnight delivery. The next morning, after
installing the newly arrived controller, we were ready to cry, as it also did not work.
We could not determine the reason. We knew that in our laboratory in Brussels
there was another thermal controller, which had been used for several tests, and it
worked. We asked Prof. J.C. Legros to bring it by car from Brussels to Bordeaux in
the quickest possible way. After installing and testing it, the team cheered with
relief: it worked!

Even though the instrument was working, we still needed to go through several
control tests, e.g. leak tightness of all the volumes with liquid, safety checks, etc.,
before being allowed to move the instrument into the plane. One may see our happy
faces in Figure 5 (left), when the rack was allowed into the plane. After a difficult
week of problem-solving, we thought it was finally time to fly!

But the obstacles were not over yet. While inside the specialized “Zero-G”
aircraft, our rack again needed to undergo a series of control checks by a large team
of experts from the Centre d’Essais en Vol (CEV, French Test Flight Centre) (see
right picture in Figure 5). All these controls ended on the eve of the flight
experiment day.

The first day of parabolic flights is very exciting. On the one hand, there is the
responsibility for the success of the experiment and, on the other hand, a concern
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for one’s own well-being. After all the effort and the stress of preparation, we were
delighted to see that everything went well and without considerable problems. We
managed to get excellent scientific results, subsequently published in high-stand
journals!

5.4 Scientific and strategic results out of TEVICON experiment

Figure 6 presents the acquired interference patterns of the cell at 0 and 20 s
from the start of vibration. During parabolic flight experiments, we watched only
black-and-white images and visually drew a conclusion about the power of convec-
tion. In the first frame (0 s), the pattern is formed by the interchange of the thin
black and white lines (fringes).

These lines are inclined and almost parallel; in addition, they have the same
thickness except for the regions near the lateral walls, where temperature slightly
deviates from purely conductive state. In the second frame (20 s), we see that the
thickness of fringes increases in the diagonal from the bottom left to the top right
corner. Around this diagonal, the thickness decreases. In addition, the deformation
of fringes becomes larger. All these changes result from the deformation of the
temperature field by thermovibrational convection.
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Figure 5.
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for one’s own well-being. After all the effort and the stress of preparation, we were
delighted to see that everything went well and without considerable problems. We
managed to get excellent scientific results, subsequently published in high-stand
journals!

5.4 Scientific and strategic results out of TEVICON experiment

Figure 6 presents the acquired interference patterns of the cell at 0 and 20 s
from the start of vibration. During parabolic flight experiments, we watched only
black-and-white images and visually drew a conclusion about the power of convec-
tion. In the first frame (0 s), the pattern is formed by the interchange of the thin
black and white lines (fringes).

These lines are inclined and almost parallel; in addition, they have the same
thickness except for the regions near the lateral walls, where temperature slightly
deviates from purely conductive state. In the second frame (20 s), we see that the
thickness of fringes increases in the diagonal from the bottom left to the top right
corner. Around this diagonal, the thickness decreases. In addition, the deformation
of fringes becomes larger. All these changes result from the deformation of the
temperature field by thermovibrational convection.
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To obtain the temperature field, these fringe images were processed by
performing 2D fast Fourier transform, filtering the selected band of the spectrum,
performing the inverse transform and phase unwrapping. The knowledge of the
phase shift gives information about the gradient of refractive index, which is used
to reconstruct 2D projections of the temperature field on the front and side view
planes. The corresponding thermal fields (the first and last images in color in
Figure 7) were restored from the interference patterns in Figure 6.

The transient development of vibrational mean flows was observed during a
large number of microgravity periods with different levels of vibration (each period
lasts around 20 s). Measurements of temperature field revealed large deviations
from conductive state due to vibrational mean flows. The development of vibra-
tional convection during experimental run with Gs = 71.15 � 103 is shown in
Figure 7.

The first picture from the left in Figure 7 (0s) shows the temperature field in the
cell (side view) at the beginning of the parabola when vibration is imposed. There
are some deviations from a conductive state, which are small in the central region of
the cell but become larger near the lateral walls due to heat fluxes through them.
One of the reasons for temperature deviations is the weak convection caused by the
residual gravity. The residual accelerations in the X and Y directions (perpendicular
to the thermal gradient) can slightly destabilize vibrational mean flows. The analy-
sis of different parabolas showed that the deviations from a conductive state were
not large. Another reason can be associated with the fact that the walls are formed
by two glass prisms, which can absorb heat. Note that thin regions (�0.2 mm) near
the horizontal walls were inaccessible for optical measurements.

The development of thermovibrational flow causes the distortion of the tem-
perature field, which is growing with time. The numerical snapshot taken at 1 s
from the start of vibration reveals the mean flow structure with four vortices. The
experimental thermal field also indicates the presence of this structure. The flow is
not completely symmetrical because of the presence of residual gravity. This result
is consistent with the predictions of two-dimensional numerical modeling [6]. The
bifurcation from a symmetric pattern (1 s) to an asymmetric one (9 and 20 s) is
observed. These images are recorded at different times but correspond to the same
phase of vibration, in which the cell was in the focus of the camera.

Here, we would like to emphasize the strategic importance of the parabolic flights
[25, 26] for the success of the IVIDIL experiment.

The IVIDIL experiment was carried out in the Selectable Optical Diagnostic
Instrument, hosted in the Microgravity Science Glovebox (MSG) onboard the
International Space Station. The SODI is a modular instrument with experiment-
dependent exchangeable cells that are probed by means of optical interferometry
(Mach-Zehnder). It is equipped with two Mach-Zehnder interferometers that can

Figure 7.
The evolution of temperature field with time in the side view during the run with f = 4 Hz, A = 45 mm, ΔT = 20
K, Gs = 71,149.
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be operated at two wavelengths (670 and 935 nm). The SODI allowed selecting a set
of optical properties and the fringe spacing, depending on the performance
requested by the scientists. In the case of IVIDIL, a total of two cell arrays consisting
of two cells each have been analyzed.

This parabolic flight experiment in many aspects has a design similar to IVIDIL; in
particular, the camera was mounted to the wall of a box at the end of the vibrational
table. The camera had fixed frame rate (24 fps), and the cell vibrated at a given
frequency. Thus, when the cell was moving, the camera recorded images both in and
out of focus. We discussed with the ESA about a possible need to change the SODI
design. However, the design of hardware was impossible to change, but the improve-
ment was made by software on the image treatment. The camera records were
synchronized with the frequency of the vibration in each experimental run.

Using all the experience obtained during the parabolic flight experiments, the
team focused attention to the scientific part of the IVIDIL preparation [26] (see the
team pictures in Figure 8).

6. Ground preparation and tests of the IVIDIL experiment

The full program of the IVIDIL experiment tests with participation of the
science team consisted of several segments:

a. Numerical simulations

b. Cell filling at the QinetiQ Space company

c. Tests of the entire SODI facility imbedded inside the engineering model of
Glovebox at the European Space Research and Technology Centre (ESTEC)

d. Familiarization tests at the Spanish User Support and Operations Centre
(E-USOC, Madrid), which included testing the performance of the SODI
facility onboard the ISS and its coordination with the on-site engineering model

6.1 Numerical simulations

Numerical programs in support of the IVIDIL experiment have been developed
in two ways. The first one was devoted to the calculations of the 3D Navier-Stokes

Figure 8.
Science team moves from parabolic flights to the IVIDIL experiment.
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observed. These images are recorded at different times but correspond to the same
phase of vibration, in which the cell was in the focus of the camera.
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be operated at two wavelengths (670 and 935 nm). The SODI allowed selecting a set
of optical properties and the fringe spacing, depending on the performance
requested by the scientists. In the case of IVIDIL, a total of two cell arrays consisting
of two cells each have been analyzed.

This parabolic flight experiment in many aspects has a design similar to IVIDIL; in
particular, the camera was mounted to the wall of a box at the end of the vibrational
table. The camera had fixed frame rate (24 fps), and the cell vibrated at a given
frequency. Thus, when the cell was moving, the camera recorded images both in and
out of focus. We discussed with the ESA about a possible need to change the SODI
design. However, the design of hardware was impossible to change, but the improve-
ment was made by software on the image treatment. The camera records were
synchronized with the frequency of the vibration in each experimental run.

Using all the experience obtained during the parabolic flight experiments, the
team focused attention to the scientific part of the IVIDIL preparation [26] (see the
team pictures in Figure 8).

6. Ground preparation and tests of the IVIDIL experiment

The full program of the IVIDIL experiment tests with participation of the
science team consisted of several segments:

a. Numerical simulations

b. Cell filling at the QinetiQ Space company

c. Tests of the entire SODI facility imbedded inside the engineering model of
Glovebox at the European Space Research and Technology Centre (ESTEC)

d. Familiarization tests at the Spanish User Support and Operations Centre
(E-USOC, Madrid), which included testing the performance of the SODI
facility onboard the ISS and its coordination with the on-site engineering model
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equations using the geometry of the experiment and physical properties of liquid
mixtures. For this, two international teams, one from Russia led by Prof. T.
Lyubimova and the other from Canada led by Prof. Z. Saghir, have joined the MRC
team. The numerical codes were benchmarked between the teams prior to the
experiment to be conducted on ISS, and preliminary calculations were performed to
select the best experimental parameters [9].

The second way was devoted to the development of codes for image
processing and fitting of the experimental results to the analytical solution. Part
of it was already done for parabolic flight experiments, but additional work was
needed [1–3].

6.2 Cell filling

The cell filling with experimental liquids is a very delicate process. In the exper-
iment with non-uniform temperature, concentration and vibrations, if any bubble
would appear, the temperature and concentration fields in the cell would be
strongly affected in several aspects. It would lead to Marangoni convection driven
by the variation of surface tension on the bubble; in addition, a vibrating bubble
would disturb the local flow field and mix the existing concentration gradient in an
unwanted and uncontrolled way. Therefore, all experiment liquid solutions are
degassed in vacuum chambers to remove all dissolved gases.

The science team prepared the solution mixtures in the MRC laboratories,
degassed the solutions and delivered them to QinetiQ Space Company in sealed
syringes as shown in Figure 8. The cell was filled in the QinetiQ Space by their
experienced engineer in the presence of scientists and of an ESA representative. The
procedure relies on evacuating the cell volume and then letting the sample be
sucked from the syringe into the cell by the vacuum, as there is only one opening for
filling. After the preliminary filling, the cell was inspected visually under 20 x
magnification, to ascertain that no air is present in the sample. The image of the cell
after the first run is shown on the left side in Figure 9. The bubbles found were
removed manually by slightly tilting the cell array and forcing the bubbles through
the filling hole.

The cell was inspected again and again, and after final inspection, the cell was
sealed. The developed cell filling procedure brought an excellent result; the cells

Figure 9.
The IVIDIL flight cell filling on May 28, 2009.
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were filled on May 28, 2009, and the IVIDIL experiment was completed 8 months
later, and all the cells were bubble-free.

6.3 Tests of SODI-IVIDIL facility at the ESTEC

For any experiment on the ISS, at least two identical instruments are usually
manufactured: the flight model and the engineering model. Most ground tests are
performed using the engineering model. Delays in the manufacture of dedicated
highly innovative instruments often occur, and it leads to a limited time for the
ground testing. The SODI-IVIDIL facility placed inside the Glovebox model was
tested in the ESTEC on February 23, 2009 and February 24, 2009.

The IVIDIL test procedure on the first day included four tests; in each of them,
images were recorded during 180 s with sampling rate 10 s:

1. Isothermal cells ΔT = 0, no vibration

2.Temperature gradient ΔT from above and below, no vibration

3.Temperature gradient ΔT from above and below, vibration of f = 2 Hz and
A = 25 mm

4.Temperature gradient ΔT, vibration of highest forcing f = 2.8 Hz and
A = 31 mm

(The tests were repeated two times: with and without personnel near the
instrument)

The IVIDIL set-up consists of three principal parts (a cell array, a vibrational
table and an optical system) as shown in Figure 10, right side. Cell array consists of
two cells (as shown in Figure 4c) filled with the same binary mixture: the primary
cell and the companion one, into which the particles are added. Each cell was
monitored by the separate laser diode with wavelength λ = 670 nm.

After processing of recorded test images at the end of the day, it was found that
the variation in contrast over images was quite high and not the same for different
laser diodes. The next morning, we warned the developers of optical parts
(Lambda-X) about the problems found, and in response, several parameters were
changed. For example, the integration time of one of the cameras was increased, the

Figure 10.
SODI-IVIDIL on orbit and the experiment monitoring at the E-USOC.
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experiment to be conducted on ISS, and preliminary calculations were performed to
select the best experimental parameters [9].

The second way was devoted to the development of codes for image
processing and fitting of the experimental results to the analytical solution. Part
of it was already done for parabolic flight experiments, but additional work was
needed [1–3].
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by the variation of surface tension on the bubble; in addition, a vibrating bubble
would disturb the local flow field and mix the existing concentration gradient in an
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were filled on May 28, 2009, and the IVIDIL experiment was completed 8 months
later, and all the cells were bubble-free.

6.3 Tests of SODI-IVIDIL facility at the ESTEC

For any experiment on the ISS, at least two identical instruments are usually
manufactured: the flight model and the engineering model. Most ground tests are
performed using the engineering model. Delays in the manufacture of dedicated
highly innovative instruments often occur, and it leads to a limited time for the
ground testing. The SODI-IVIDIL facility placed inside the Glovebox model was
tested in the ESTEC on February 23, 2009 and February 24, 2009.

The IVIDIL test procedure on the first day included four tests; in each of them,
images were recorded during 180 s with sampling rate 10 s:

1. Isothermal cells ΔT = 0, no vibration

2.Temperature gradient ΔT from above and below, no vibration

3.Temperature gradient ΔT from above and below, vibration of f = 2 Hz and
A = 25 mm

4.Temperature gradient ΔT, vibration of highest forcing f = 2.8 Hz and
A = 31 mm

(The tests were repeated two times: with and without personnel near the
instrument)

The IVIDIL set-up consists of three principal parts (a cell array, a vibrational
table and an optical system) as shown in Figure 10, right side. Cell array consists of
two cells (as shown in Figure 4c) filled with the same binary mixture: the primary
cell and the companion one, into which the particles are added. Each cell was
monitored by the separate laser diode with wavelength λ = 670 nm.

After processing of recorded test images at the end of the day, it was found that
the variation in contrast over images was quite high and not the same for different
laser diodes. The next morning, we warned the developers of optical parts
(Lambda-X) about the problems found, and in response, several parameters were
changed. For example, the integration time of one of the cameras was increased, the

Figure 10.
SODI-IVIDIL on orbit and the experiment monitoring at the E-USOC.
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laser temperature was changed, and the electrical current on laser was changed. All
these small adjustments have led to a significant improvement in image quality.

The last part of the experiment preparation took place in the Spanish User
Support and Operations Centre (E-USOC) in Madrid. To get a better understanding
of the experiment hardware, and the possible in-flight changes of experimental
parameters, the science team went to the E-USOC in Madrid in July 2009. During
these days, the engineering model of SODI-IVIDIL was used to learn about in-flight
operations and to simulate experimental runs. Also, telemetry software necessary
for observation of the experiment during operations was installed and tested on the
computers of the science team. The software for image processing was tested on
data acquired with the engineering model. The E-USOC team working with SODI-
IVIDIL was very dedicated and was very helpful in conducting all experiment
preparations.

To conclude, all preparatory tests made essential contribution to the success of
the experiment. However, the IVIDIL experiment overcomes the limits of ground
tests which do not reproduce the space environment.

7. The IVIDIL on orbit

Shortly after arrival on orbit, on September 23, 2009, the SODI-IVIDIL was
installed inside the Microgravity Science Glovebox in the Columbus laboratory by
the ESA astronaut Frank De Winne and his Canadian crewmate Robert Thirsk. The
activation of the IVIDIL experiment was scheduled on October 5, and the science
teams as well as engineers from QinetiQ (Verhaert) Space were present at the
E-USOC. The waiting time of the first image was exciting and nerve-wracking—
does it really work? Are the images of good quality? The faces of the team at this
breathtaking moment can be seen on the photos in Figure 11.

Yes, it worked!

Figure 11.
Waiting for the first response from IVIDIL in the E-USOC control room.
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Since this memorable day, 55 experiments were conducted on the International
Space Station. The experiment lasted from October 2009 to January 2010. Several
interruptions occurred over this time, and they are related to the life onboard. First,
it was surprising to learn that if there was a national holiday in one of the countries
managing by the experiment, the experiment could run only in regime
“unattended” or stopped, like it was during Christmas.

Second surprise was to find out that by default, astronauts do not work on
Saturday and Sunday. Once, this nearly led to a critical situation. The first flash disk
of the IVIDIL was nearly full and had to be replaced by another one. Among the
astronauts onboard, only the ESA astronaut was trained to work with SODI-IVIDIL.
His staying on the ISS was coming to an end, and the only chance to replace the disk
was to do it on a Saturday. We asked through NASA if the ESA astronaut would
accept to replace the disk as part of a volunteer work on a Saturday. He agreed and
the disk was replaced.

Each experimental run lasted 18 h, and all the experiments were controlled via
telescience provided by the European Spanish User Support and Operations Centre
(E-USOC, Madrid), which means that the experiment science run was completely
controlled from the ground without intervention of onboard astronauts. Part of the
images acquired in each run was transmitted to the ground in real time, and a full
set of images arrived on a flash disk a few months later, after completing the
experiment. The science team stayed in the E-USOC for a week, until all the tests
were completed and scientific runs started. Later, the control images and telemetry
data were sent to Brussels on a daily basis on a specialized ftp server. At the very
end, after completion of all the planned runs, we had the chance to ask several “nice
to have” experiments which were interesting for science after quick analysis of the
available results.

8. Scientific results of the IVIDIL

Preliminary results were obtained using a limited amount of data sent via
telemetry. Thousands of recorded images returned to Earth on a flash disk a few
months later. The experimental results have surpassed our expectations [27–32].
The experiment has been able to trace the variation of concentration of about 0.03%
from the initial composition.

8.1 Impact of the onboard g-jitter on diffusion-controlled processes

After the numerous runs of the IVIDIL experiment, it was clearly demonstrated
that only the major transient space station vibrations have an impact, such as those
due to orbital debris avoidance maneuvers or dockings and undockings of a space-
craft. Furthermore, their impact depended on the duration of events. More com-
mon minor movements that are part of daily life aboard a space station did not
affect the samples. Let us justify this statement.

The effect of the onboard environment on a diffusion-controlled process can be
identified in the following ways: (a) by direct observation of temperature or con-
centration fields and their smoothness; (b) by comparing fields along two perpen-
dicular views; (c) by reproducibility of experimental results when repeating
experiment on different days and thus in a different microgravity environment; (d)
by comparing with computations in the absence of perturbations; and (e) by
observation of g-jitter-induced convection, in the case that it arises.

In the steady state, when mixture has Soret effect, the concentration field and
the temperate field have similar distributions (here ST is the Soret coefficient):
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Since this memorable day, 55 experiments were conducted on the International
Space Station. The experiment lasted from October 2009 to January 2010. Several
interruptions occurred over this time, and they are related to the life onboard. First,
it was surprising to learn that if there was a national holiday in one of the countries
managing by the experiment, the experiment could run only in regime
“unattended” or stopped, like it was during Christmas.

Second surprise was to find out that by default, astronauts do not work on
Saturday and Sunday. Once, this nearly led to a critical situation. The first flash disk
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His staying on the ISS was coming to an end, and the only chance to replace the disk
was to do it on a Saturday. We asked through NASA if the ESA astronaut would
accept to replace the disk as part of a volunteer work on a Saturday. He agreed and
the disk was replaced.

Each experimental run lasted 18 h, and all the experiments were controlled via
telescience provided by the European Spanish User Support and Operations Centre
(E-USOC, Madrid), which means that the experiment science run was completely
controlled from the ground without intervention of onboard astronauts. Part of the
images acquired in each run was transmitted to the ground in real time, and a full
set of images arrived on a flash disk a few months later, after completing the
experiment. The science team stayed in the E-USOC for a week, until all the tests
were completed and scientific runs started. Later, the control images and telemetry
data were sent to Brussels on a daily basis on a specialized ftp server. At the very
end, after completion of all the planned runs, we had the chance to ask several “nice
to have” experiments which were interesting for science after quick analysis of the
available results.

8. Scientific results of the IVIDIL

Preliminary results were obtained using a limited amount of data sent via
telemetry. Thousands of recorded images returned to Earth on a flash disk a few
months later. The experimental results have surpassed our expectations [27–32].
The experiment has been able to trace the variation of concentration of about 0.03%
from the initial composition.

8.1 Impact of the onboard g-jitter on diffusion-controlled processes

After the numerous runs of the IVIDIL experiment, it was clearly demonstrated
that only the major transient space station vibrations have an impact, such as those
due to orbital debris avoidance maneuvers or dockings and undockings of a space-
craft. Furthermore, their impact depended on the duration of events. More com-
mon minor movements that are part of daily life aboard a space station did not
affect the samples. Let us justify this statement.

The effect of the onboard environment on a diffusion-controlled process can be
identified in the following ways: (a) by direct observation of temperature or con-
centration fields and their smoothness; (b) by comparing fields along two perpen-
dicular views; (c) by reproducibility of experimental results when repeating
experiment on different days and thus in a different microgravity environment; (d)
by comparing with computations in the absence of perturbations; and (e) by
observation of g-jitter-induced convection, in the case that it arises.

In the steady state, when mixture has Soret effect, the concentration field and
the temperate field have similar distributions (here ST is the Soret coefficient):
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C� C0 ¼ �ST T� T0ð Þ: (5)

The steady-state distribution of the temperature field measured onboard is
shown in one of the views in Figure 12, left side. The temperature field is set within
a few minutes, while the concentration field takes more than 10 hours to reach the
steady state. Thus, the concentration field is more susceptible to the influence of
g-jitter.

The concentration (temperature) field was recorded in two perpendicular
directions, as shown in Figure 4. Accordingly, in the experiments, when the
imposed vibrations are absent or weak, the images should be similar in both direc-
tions if they are not perturbed by the microgravity environment. Figure 12 (right
side) provides an appropriate illustration of the absence of perturbations. The
central part of the figure presents five isosurfaces of equal concentrations of the
experiment at the end of the thermodiffusion step, after 12 h of Soret separation.
The midsurface (green) corresponds to the initial concentration C0 = 0.90, and the
following surfaces are separated by δC = 6 � 10�4.

This 3D concentration field reveals no significant disturbances due to onboard
accelerations, except for small ripples of isolines typical of most experiments. The
distributions on the sides show averaged concentration fields in perpendicular
directions, which are almost identical. Note that these concentration distributions
on the sides are similar to the temperature field on the left side of the Figure 12.

Several experiments without imposed vibrations were conducted on different
days (even months) and for two different binary mixtures. On one of the days, the
gravitational environment had stronger perturbations, measured by the Space Accel-
eration Measurement System (SAMS) instrument. It resulted in a slightly larger
scattering of the experimental points [27], but the final results coincided with those
from the other days and with the numerical separation for the free-convection case.

Another experiment, with imposing weak vibrational forcing, gos/g0 = 7.0 �
10�4, was repeated with an interval of 2 weeks. The measured value of the Soret
separation, ΔC, which is the concentration difference at the hot and cold walls, was
almost identical. Furthermore, the ΔC value for these experiments was similar to

Figure 12.
Measured temperature and concentration field in g-jitter environment of the ISS.
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that one obtained in the experiments carried out only in g-jitter environment. These
observations emphasize that neither the weak imposed vibrations nor onboard
accelerations affect the process of diffusion.

Note that these results may not be applicable in the case of the large peak
accelerations that occur on the ISS due to the maintenance of the station or in case
of a fluid system with a sharp difference in density (e.g. gas/liquid interface).

8.2 Development of mean flow under the action of periodic forcing

The IVIDIL experiment also demonstrated that, unlike g-jitter, imposed vibra-
tions with constant frequency and amplitude do affect the diffusion process. High-
frequency periodic forcing with a zero mean value causes time-averaged (mean or
streaming) flows, which substantially affect the regime of mass transfer in a fluid.

The physical mechanisms through which mean flows modify thermal and con-
centration fields in a binary mixture with a negative Soret effect (water-isopropanol
90–10%) were examined. The evolution of the mean flows is the result of a
nonlinear interaction between thermal, solutal and vibrational effects. Because
vibrations act on a mixture with non-uniformities in density, the development of
the mean flows depends on this gradient. The vibrations were activated 10 min after
imposing a temperature gradient ΔT. By that time, the initial density stratification
was created by the thermal field in the cell and the concentration gradients very
near the solid walls. First, on a short time scale, the vibrations create significant
mean flows due to the presence of density gradients primarily induced by thermal
non-uniformities. Then, concentration variations caused by a slow Soret effect
change the density gradients that drive vibrational convection, which in turn mod-
ifies the concentration field. The density gradient caused by a negative Soret effect
is opposite to that created by the thermal field and reduces the net density gradient.
Thus, the growth of perturbations in a concentration field is decelerated.

Two regimes of mass transfer were identified, depending on vibrational forcing:
diffusive for Gs < 1200 and convective for Gs > 1200. In the diffusive regime, the
Soret separation decreases linearly with an increase in Gs, and the mean flow begins
to affect the distribution of the concentration field. The example of the concentra-
tion field and its cross-section in two perpendicular directions at the central part is
shown in Figure 13 when Cs = 910. One may compare this concentration field with
that one in Figure 12, obtained in g-jitter environment. In the g-jitter environment,
the isosurfaces were almost flat, just slightly bended toward the wall due to tem-
perature nonlinearity on the walls. The concentration field in Figure 13 is deformed
by the mean flow which has four-roll structure.

To simplify the understanding, the computed flow pattern is shown on the right
side of the figure. This flow pattern is shown via trajectories of liquid particles. The
small-amplitude oscillations (fast) correspond to the imposed frequency, and the
four large rolls illustrate convective motion (mean flow). The velocity of “fluid
particles” that exhibit fast oscillatory motion while moving around the vortex is 100
times higher than the velocity of the mean flow (1–10 mm/s) and is of the same
order of magnitude as the characteristic viscous velocity L/ν.

In the convective regime, Gs > 1200, the mean flow is strong enough to trap the
concentration near the walls and maintains a constant flow velocity in the bulk.
Close to the Cs = 1200, the flow pattern keeps the same four-roll structure which
progressively deforms with further increase of vibrational forcing.

In the frame of a postflight study, the vibrational environment (g-jitter) recorded
by the SAMS instrument during the IVIDIL experiment was analyzed [33–35]
as well as its possible influence of the Soret separation [36]. The study shows that
during experimental runs, there were no major perturbations of the microgravity
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The steady-state distribution of the temperature field measured onboard is
shown in one of the views in Figure 12, left side. The temperature field is set within
a few minutes, while the concentration field takes more than 10 hours to reach the
steady state. Thus, the concentration field is more susceptible to the influence of
g-jitter.

The concentration (temperature) field was recorded in two perpendicular
directions, as shown in Figure 4. Accordingly, in the experiments, when the
imposed vibrations are absent or weak, the images should be similar in both direc-
tions if they are not perturbed by the microgravity environment. Figure 12 (right
side) provides an appropriate illustration of the absence of perturbations. The
central part of the figure presents five isosurfaces of equal concentrations of the
experiment at the end of the thermodiffusion step, after 12 h of Soret separation.
The midsurface (green) corresponds to the initial concentration C0 = 0.90, and the
following surfaces are separated by δC = 6 � 10�4.

This 3D concentration field reveals no significant disturbances due to onboard
accelerations, except for small ripples of isolines typical of most experiments. The
distributions on the sides show averaged concentration fields in perpendicular
directions, which are almost identical. Note that these concentration distributions
on the sides are similar to the temperature field on the left side of the Figure 12.

Several experiments without imposed vibrations were conducted on different
days (even months) and for two different binary mixtures. On one of the days, the
gravitational environment had stronger perturbations, measured by the Space Accel-
eration Measurement System (SAMS) instrument. It resulted in a slightly larger
scattering of the experimental points [27], but the final results coincided with those
from the other days and with the numerical separation for the free-convection case.

Another experiment, with imposing weak vibrational forcing, gos/g0 = 7.0 �
10�4, was repeated with an interval of 2 weeks. The measured value of the Soret
separation, ΔC, which is the concentration difference at the hot and cold walls, was
almost identical. Furthermore, the ΔC value for these experiments was similar to

Figure 12.
Measured temperature and concentration field in g-jitter environment of the ISS.
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that one obtained in the experiments carried out only in g-jitter environment. These
observations emphasize that neither the weak imposed vibrations nor onboard
accelerations affect the process of diffusion.

Note that these results may not be applicable in the case of the large peak
accelerations that occur on the ISS due to the maintenance of the station or in case
of a fluid system with a sharp difference in density (e.g. gas/liquid interface).

8.2 Development of mean flow under the action of periodic forcing

The IVIDIL experiment also demonstrated that, unlike g-jitter, imposed vibra-
tions with constant frequency and amplitude do affect the diffusion process. High-
frequency periodic forcing with a zero mean value causes time-averaged (mean or
streaming) flows, which substantially affect the regime of mass transfer in a fluid.

The physical mechanisms through which mean flows modify thermal and con-
centration fields in a binary mixture with a negative Soret effect (water-isopropanol
90–10%) were examined. The evolution of the mean flows is the result of a
nonlinear interaction between thermal, solutal and vibrational effects. Because
vibrations act on a mixture with non-uniformities in density, the development of
the mean flows depends on this gradient. The vibrations were activated 10 min after
imposing a temperature gradient ΔT. By that time, the initial density stratification
was created by the thermal field in the cell and the concentration gradients very
near the solid walls. First, on a short time scale, the vibrations create significant
mean flows due to the presence of density gradients primarily induced by thermal
non-uniformities. Then, concentration variations caused by a slow Soret effect
change the density gradients that drive vibrational convection, which in turn mod-
ifies the concentration field. The density gradient caused by a negative Soret effect
is opposite to that created by the thermal field and reduces the net density gradient.
Thus, the growth of perturbations in a concentration field is decelerated.

Two regimes of mass transfer were identified, depending on vibrational forcing:
diffusive for Gs < 1200 and convective for Gs > 1200. In the diffusive regime, the
Soret separation decreases linearly with an increase in Gs, and the mean flow begins
to affect the distribution of the concentration field. The example of the concentra-
tion field and its cross-section in two perpendicular directions at the central part is
shown in Figure 13 when Cs = 910. One may compare this concentration field with
that one in Figure 12, obtained in g-jitter environment. In the g-jitter environment,
the isosurfaces were almost flat, just slightly bended toward the wall due to tem-
perature nonlinearity on the walls. The concentration field in Figure 13 is deformed
by the mean flow which has four-roll structure.

To simplify the understanding, the computed flow pattern is shown on the right
side of the figure. This flow pattern is shown via trajectories of liquid particles. The
small-amplitude oscillations (fast) correspond to the imposed frequency, and the
four large rolls illustrate convective motion (mean flow). The velocity of “fluid
particles” that exhibit fast oscillatory motion while moving around the vortex is 100
times higher than the velocity of the mean flow (1–10 mm/s) and is of the same
order of magnitude as the characteristic viscous velocity L/ν.

In the convective regime, Gs > 1200, the mean flow is strong enough to trap the
concentration near the walls and maintains a constant flow velocity in the bulk.
Close to the Cs = 1200, the flow pattern keeps the same four-roll structure which
progressively deforms with further increase of vibrational forcing.

In the frame of a postflight study, the vibrational environment (g-jitter) recorded
by the SAMS instrument during the IVIDIL experiment was analyzed [33–35]
as well as its possible influence of the Soret separation [36]. The study shows that
during experimental runs, there were no major perturbations of the microgravity
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environment. However, an unknown frequency equivalent to the third harmonic, but
with large amplitude, was recorded during runs at which the strongest vibrational
forcing was applied. A more detailed study suggests that, with high vibrational exci-
tations, the linear motor also generates lateral cell motion perpendicular to the main
direction. The interactions of these movements lead to the generation of additional
frequencies acting on the liquid mixture.

9. Conclusions

In order to take full advantage of the unique opportunity of ISS experiments, the
ground-based preparations are indispensable.

Ground experiments are aimed at confirming the operating principle of onboard
equipment and motivate the development of codes that will be used to process the
microgravity results.

The creation and use of mathematical models is another key element of prepa-
ration. Mathematical modeling provides the characteristic scales and the range of
parameters that may be beneficial for research. However, any mathematical model
contains many assumptions and idealizations. A comparison of numerical predic-
tions and ground-based observations, although perturbed by gravity, can rearrange
the set of parameters used in microgravity.

The culmination of ground-based preparation is the tests on parabolic flights. A
lot of useful data can be collected from parabolic flight experiments, and they may
even call for modification of the onboard installation before heading further into
space.

Figure 13.
(Left) The concentration field in diffusive regime restored from the IVIDIL data, Gs = 910. (Right) Numerical
presentation of the flow pattern for this regime.
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environment. However, an unknown frequency equivalent to the third harmonic, but
with large amplitude, was recorded during runs at which the strongest vibrational
forcing was applied. A more detailed study suggests that, with high vibrational exci-
tations, the linear motor also generates lateral cell motion perpendicular to the main
direction. The interactions of these movements lead to the generation of additional
frequencies acting on the liquid mixture.

9. Conclusions

In order to take full advantage of the unique opportunity of ISS experiments, the
ground-based preparations are indispensable.

Ground experiments are aimed at confirming the operating principle of onboard
equipment and motivate the development of codes that will be used to process the
microgravity results.

The creation and use of mathematical models is another key element of prepa-
ration. Mathematical modeling provides the characteristic scales and the range of
parameters that may be beneficial for research. However, any mathematical model
contains many assumptions and idealizations. A comparison of numerical predic-
tions and ground-based observations, although perturbed by gravity, can rearrange
the set of parameters used in microgravity.

The culmination of ground-based preparation is the tests on parabolic flights. A
lot of useful data can be collected from parabolic flight experiments, and they may
even call for modification of the onboard installation before heading further into
space.
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(Left) The concentration field in diffusive regime restored from the IVIDIL data, Gs = 910. (Right) Numerical
presentation of the flow pattern for this regime.
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Chapter 4

Red Blood Cell Dynamics: The 
Contribution of Microgravity in 
the BIOMICS Project
Thomas Podgorski, Gwennou Coupier and Christophe Minetti

Abstract

The complexity of blood flows is an intense subject of research since the pio-
neering works of Poiseuille and through studies over a wide range of scales, from 
the single red blood cell to dense suspensions in capillary networks, using a large 
variety of techniques. The subtle effects that are responsible for the structure 
of blood flows in vessels can benefit from the use of microgravity platforms in 
order to suppress sedimentation that prevents precise measurements of red blood 
cell dynamics. The BIOMICS experiment was performed in the MASER11 and 
MASER12 sounding rockets and was preceded and followed by several parabolic 
flight experiments in which two important phenomena were investigated using red 
blood cells and biomimetic model systems like lipid vesicles: the lift forces that push 
red blood cells away from walls and hydrodynamic interactions between cells that 
contribute to spreading, mixing, and segregation of different cell types. Parabolic 
flights played a crucial role in the definition of the scientific questions, preliminary 
experiments, hardware development and testing, as well as the definition of pro-
tocols, and were central in an experimental program combining ground and flight 
experiments on different platforms.

Keywords: blood cells, vesicles, suspensions, hydrodynamic interactions, holography

1. Introduction

The flows and rheology of suspensions of particles in a fluid are a longstanding 
topic in physics and mechanics, with a wide spectrum of applications from geo-
physics (sediment transport, mud flows), chemical engineering or biological fluids. 
Owing to the complexity of the physics involved in the hydrodynamics of these 
systems, which couple fluid and solid mechanics, chemical physics or biology and 
are spread over several scales from microscopic to macroscopic, they are an intense 
subject of research in different fields. Blood is a particular example of these com-
plex fluids that has attracted a renewed interest in the past 15–20 years thanks to the 
rapid development of numerical simulation and new opportunities for experiments 
that appeared with the rise of microfluidics and new optical techniques of investi-
gation, both in vivo and in vitro.

Blood is indeed a suspension composed of around 40–50% by volume of red 
blood cells and 1% of leukocytes and platelets in plasma, an aqueous solution of 
salts and proteins which behaves as a Newtonian liquid under normal conditions. 
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The main function of red blood cells, which are deformable cells made of a mem-
brane encapsulating a haemoglobin solution, is the transport of oxygen. Their com-
plex dynamics [1–4] and the hydrodynamic and mechanical interactions between 
cells and with the vascular walls have decisive consequences on the rheology of 
blood, the circulation of which covers a large range of vessel sizes and flow rates. 
Pathologies associated with blood flow and cardiovascular function, most of which 
linked to modifications of red blood cell mechanical properties and flow condi-
tions, are a primary cause of mortality worldwide, and specific disorders have also 
been identified among astronauts in relation to long spaceflight and exposure to 
microgravity. Besides heart rate alteration and changes in plasma volume which lead 
to modification of the shear stress experienced by vessel walls and possible endo-
thelial dysfunction, biochemical perturbations have also been reported, such as an 
increase of amylase activity [5] as well as with variations in red blood cell mem-
brane phospholipid composition [6]. These phenomena have a possible impact on 
red blood cell mechanics and interactions and are a motivation in the space domain 
and more generally at the physics-medicine interface for a better understanding of 
the influence of mechanical properties of red blood cells on their dynamics. While 
blood dynamics has always been a topic of interest for physicists since the pioneer-
ing work of Poiseuille1 who studied haemodynamics in veins and capillaries in the 
1830s, there has been a new surge of interest for interdisciplinary research on blood 
in recent years thanks to the development of new experimental techniques and the 
increasing performance of numerical simulation which allow to tackle the difficulty 
of studying red blood cell dynamics at the microscale.

Blood flows through a complex system of vessels with dimensions that span over 
several orders of magnitude from the main arteries (several cm in diameter) down 
to capillaries with diameters as small as 5 μm that are comparable to the size of cells. 
At the smallest scales (arterioles, capillaries and venules), blood can no longer be 
considered a homogeneous fluid, and the complex mechanics of red blood cells lead 
to the formation of structures, inhomogeneous cell concentration and variations of 
the local effective viscosity of blood and heterogeneous distribution of red blood 
cells in capillary networks. These phenomena are directly related to mechanical 
and hydrodynamic interactions between flowing cells and with vessel walls. In the 
experiments that we report here, we focused on two basic mechanisms that are 
fundamental for red blood cell dynamics in small vessels: the lift and migration 
phenomena that move cells away from vessel walls and the hydrodynamic interac-
tions between flowing cells that give rise to a shear-induced diffusion phenomenon 
in vessels (see Figure 1): when deformable objects such as red blood cells or giant 
lipid vesicles (which we used as a model for red blood cells) flow near a solid 
surface or in a channel, hydrodynamic forces tend to push them away from walls 
(Figure 1a and b), leading to the formation of a cell-free layer that lubricates the 
flow and decreases the overall flow resistance. Similarly, when cells meet in the 
flow, they experience a cross-streamwise displacement (Figure 1c and d), which 
balances the migration towards the centreline and leads to an equilibrium cell 
concentration profile in the section of the channel.

These phenomena, although they are ubiquitous in blood flows in vivo where 
they have direct consequences in pathological situations, and in vitro where they 
can be exploited for lab-on-chip applications such as cell sorting and analysis, had 
seldom been quantified experimentally when the biomimetic and cellular systems 
(BIOMICS) project started.

1 Jean Léonard Marie Poiseuille (1797–1869) who was a physicist and a physician actually derived the 
more general Hagen-Poiseuille law (which describes the laminar flow of viscous liquids in tubes) from 
his studies on blood flow.
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An experimental difficulty faced by scientists when trying to make a quantita-
tive evaluation of migration forces and velocities at the single cell level is the rapid 
sedimentation of cells. Indeed, the density difference between red blood cells and 
plasma (or any suspending buffer with physiological osmolarity and viscosity) is 
about 0.1 g/cm3, which leads to sedimentation velocities of several μm/s for cells 
with a diameter of 7–8 μm. This sedimentation velocity is indeed of the same order 
of magnitude as lift velocities, which prevents from making precise and quantitative 
measurements of these subtle hydrodynamical effects under gravity. Thanks to the 
access to microgravity platforms granted by the Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales 
(CNES, French Space Agency) and the European Space Agency (ESA) since 2004, 
we have been able to perform several reference experiments which constitute a solid 
basis for the understanding and modelling of red blood cell dynamics in flow and 
the mechanics of the microcirculation.

In the following, we will review the preparatory steps that led to the BIOMICS 
experiments on the dynamics of vesicle suspensions in shear flow that took place 
during the MASER 11 (2008) and MASER 12 (2012) sounding rocket flights as well 
as different experiments that were performed in parabolic flights for the prepara-
tion of the sounding rocket experiments, equipment validation and preliminary 
results. Additional and complementary experiments that gave a significant amount 
of additional results using the equipment that was developed for these opportuni-
ties will also be summarized. Besides the exciting challenges that are inherent to 
microgravity and space-related projects, the development of equipment and experi-
mental techniques for these missions was a formidable opportunity for spinoffs in 
the form of many other experiments, both on the ground and in microgravity.

2. The BIOMICS experiment

The experimental collaboration between the teams of the Laboratory for 
Interdisciplinary Physics (LIPhy) in Grenoble, France, and the Microgravity 
Research Center (MRC) in Brussels, Belgium, was initiated in the framework of the 
BIOMICS Topical Team organised by ESA. After the initial meetings in 2004 and 

Figure 1. 
Basic phenomena of vesicle and red blood cell dynamics in confined flows. (a) Unbinding and lift of a vesicle 
in shear flow, (b) migration of a red blood cell in channel flow (from [7]), (c) repulsive hydrodynamic 
interaction in a pair of vesicles in shear flow (from [8]) and (d) shear-induced diffusion of red blood cells in a 
channel (from [9]).
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Figure 1. 
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2005, the teams gathered during the 2005 biennial symposium of the European Low 
Gravity Research Association (ELGRA) in Santorini, Greece. The team of Grenoble 
had started working on the dynamics of giant lipid vesicles in flow a few years 
earlier. Giant vesicles, which are lipid bilayer membranes enclosing a fluid with a 
characteristic size between 5 and 50 μm, are a convenient tool for physicists to study 
the dynamics of soft objects in flow and can be considered as a simple model for red 
blood cells. Interests raised in developing experimental systems that would allow 
precise characterization of the structure and dynamics of suspensions in confined 
flows while at the same time the team of Prof. Frank Dubois at MRC had developed 
holographic microscopy techniques that had great potential for the study of the 
dynamics and blood cell suspensions. In addition, the technique, which we will 
briefly describe later, had already been implemented in space experiments, notably 
the protein crystallization experiment PromISS [10] aboard the International 
Space Station, which was an indication of its robustness in microgravity and flight 
environment.

From these discussions, a project emerged aiming at a quantitative character-
ization of the structure (concentration profile) of a vesicle suspension in simple 
shear flow between plates. This configuration was chosen as one in which the 
two fundamental mechanisms (lift force and shear-induced diffusion) compete, 
providing means to measure the parameters of these processes and test theoreti-
cal models. Besides, the 3D reconstruction capabilities of digital holographic 
microscopy (DHM) [11] developed by MRC appeared to be a powerful tool to study 
dynamical phenomena in suspensions with statistical significance thanks to the 
large quantity of data generated by the processing of DHM images. Although there 
was at that time little available data on vesicles or red blood cell migration veloci-
ties or on shear-induced diffusion coefficients, a rough estimation of time scales in 
the involved phenomena was made based on preliminary experiments and related 
literature, from which it was suspected that at reasonable shear rates (50–100 s−1), 
a time of tens of seconds or minutes would be required to achieve a steady state 
in a shear flow between plates with a gap of tens or hundreds of micrometres. As 
these experiments were to be performed in microgravity to avoid sedimentation 
over these time scales, sounding rockets were quickly identified as the appropriate 
platform.

3. Preparatory steps and preliminary experiments

3.1 Designing the experiment

The first draft of the sounding rocket experiment proposal was written quickly 
after the ELGRA symposium and the first meeting between the scientific team, ESA 
and the Swedish Space Corporation (SSC) took place on November 7, 2005 in Paris, 
France. During this meeting, the general objectives of the experiment were defined 
as well as a general schedule and a preliminary design was presented.

While the main optical instrument, the digital holographic microscopy, was 
already available at MRC, the first step in the project was to design a prototype of 
shear flow chamber for several purposes which include (i) the dimensioning of the 
final system to obtain proper flow conditions, (ii) testing and tuning the optical 
system and the 3D-reconstruction capabilities of the DHM with vesicle samples and 
(iii) testing the experiment principle on ground and in parabolic flights in order to 
progress in the definition of experiment parameters such as vesicle sample charac-
teristics, flow conditions and time scales.
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The requirements for this shear flow chamber were rather strict and constraining: 
we needed to produce a constant shear flow between plates with shear rates in the 
range of 1–100 s−1 during a period of up to several minutes. The gap between plates 
had to be in the range of 100–200 μm in order to be large compared to vesicle sizes in 
our samples (typically 5–30 μm) but still sufficiently small to allow reaching a steady 
state of the vesicle suspension distribution at the time scale of the experiment. There 
were constraints on the parallelism of the plates to ensure constant and uniform shear 
rate in the chamber, on water tightness of the system and the possibility to evacuate 
air bubbles when filling. Finally, for compatibility with the optical technique and the 
configuration of the DHM, plates had to be transparent and of optical quality, and the 
bottom one needed to be thin compared to the working distance of objective lenses.

Thanks to the skills of engineers at LIPhy, the shear flow chamber of 
Figure 2a and b was designed. In this design, a transparent plexiglass disc 
(diameter 12 cm, thickness 1 cm) rotates about the central axis inside a chamber 
made of aluminium for the top part (except for a small glass window allowing 
the passage of the incident laser light) and closed at the bottom by a 2-mm-thick 
glass disc. This produces a shear flow between the bottom glass plate and the 
rotating disc. The rotating axis, which is rather long for mechanical stability and 
alignment, is entrained by a cog wheel linked to a stepping motor and gear box. 
This flow chamber was built in early 2006 and tested on ground and in parabolic 
flights (2006) in order to set up filling procedures, check optical compatibility 
and obtain the first images that would help refine the experiment plan, especially 
regarding time scales.

As for all prototypes, this first design had a number of flaws that were highly 
instructive for the design of the final experiment by SSC, who were in charge of 
developing the experimental module for MASER. These included difficulties to fill 
the chamber without entrapping air bubbles, insufficient mechanical alignment of 
the rotating disc, some loss of optical quality due to the materials (plexiglass), and 
a relative fragility of the large and thin bottom glass disc. Nevertheless, it provided 
the first digital holographic images of vesicles in shear flow, which allowed to start 
developing sophisticated software for their treatment. On the scientific side, a first 
rough curve of the evolution of the distance between sheared vesicles and the bot-
tom plate was obtained.

In parallel, during the development phase of the cell, a first draft of the experi-
ment requirements document was produced, and the final version of the flow cham-
ber was designed by SSC, as shown in Figure 2c and d. Gaining from the experience 
of the prototype, significant improvements were made: an excellent mechanical 
precision ensuring parallelism of the shearing surfaces, mechanical stability and a 
compact design, optical quality thanks to the use of glass only in the optical path; a 
clear view of the interior from the top that allows to monitor the proper filling and 
bubble removal and a much smaller dead fluid volume of the chamber that allows to 
optimize sample use.

3.2 Testing sample compatibility and limits

Space-related experiments that are performed or launched on sites that are far 
from the research laboratory require to think about details that usually do not come 
up to the scientist mind when entering the domain of gravity-related research. 
Sounding rocket experiments have specific constraints that have to be taken into 
account, especially when dealing with biological or biomimetic samples. Indeed, 
doing the experiment requires preparing samples in advance, travelling with them 
to Esrange (Kiruna, Sweden) for the flight campaign, staying there for pre-flight 
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The requirements for this shear flow chamber were rather strict and constraining: 
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Space-related experiments that are performed or launched on sites that are far 
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Sounding rocket experiments have specific constraints that have to be taken into 
account, especially when dealing with biological or biomimetic samples. Indeed, 
doing the experiment requires preparing samples in advance, travelling with them 
to Esrange (Kiruna, Sweden) for the flight campaign, staying there for pre-flight 
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tests and wait until weather conditions are favourable to start a countdown, which 
may take up to several weeks on site. Then samples need to withstand a waiting 
time of up to several hours in the experimental module before launch and resist the 
strong acceleration levels experienced when the motor ignites and in the ascending 
phase of the rocket (up to 12 g).

These conditions and constraints are of course extremely different from what 
happens in the home laboratory where the scientist can prepare samples and 
experiment with them within hours in ideal environmental conditions. While doing 
experiments in parabolic flights, which we had done previously, is already a chal-
lenge (samples have to be transported to Bordeaux 1 week before the first flight, 
wait for about an hour in the experimental rack before the first parabola comes and 
withstand vibrations and accelerations of the plane’s take-off and of hyper gravity 
phases (1.8 g) before and after each parabola), sounding rocket campaigns repre-
sent a significant step forward in complexity. The requirements for the MASER 11 

Figure 2. 
Two versions of the shear flow chamber developed for microgravity experiments. (a) and (b) Sketch and 
picture of the prototype designed at LIPhy and tested in the parabolic flights campaigns of spring 2006 
(ESA) and September 2006 (CNES); (c) and (d) sketch and picture of the shear flow chamber designed and 
developed by SSC and used in the MASER 11 (2008) and MASER 12 (2012) sounding rocket flights and in 
ESA and CNES parabolic flight campaigns since 2007 for various experiments on vesicles and red blood cell 
dynamics (from [12]).
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campaign, the first one for the BIOMICS experiment, included then to qualify our 
samples through a series of environmental tests, namely:

• Centrifugation tests that would ensure that vesicle samples resist the accelera-
tion levels of the rocket. They were also aimed at confirming that a stirring 
system would be necessary to prevent sedimentation of the samples once they 
are installed in the module and before the microgravity phase.

• Stirring tests: samples need to resist magnetic stirring over several minutes, the 
stirring (by a magnetic bar inside a syringe) should sufficiently homogenize 
the samples, and degradation of the samples had to be quantified in order to 
tune the needed initial concentration.

• Lifetime tests to quantify the degradation of samples over times of several 
weeks during the campaign.

• Travel tests to check the possible degradation of samples during travels that 
may last a day or two, during which samples are no longer at 4°C and their 
containers may be shaken. Some samples would also need to be sent to SSC in 
Solna, Sweden, by mail for various tests during the preparation.

As trivial as they may seem, these simple but time-consuming and sometimes 
long tests were indeed extremely critical for the feasibility of the project. They were 
all successful, an important step to move on to the final development phase.

3.3  Developing a full prototype for parabolic flight experiments: a decisive 
technical validation

As mentioned above, a parabolic flight experiment was developed for several 
ESA and CNES campaigns that took place in 2006 and 2007 before the MASER 11 
campaign, with the purposes of testing equipment and procedures as well as obtain 
scientific results that would serve defining the optimal parameters for the sounding 
rocket campaign. The setup, which was developed in close collaboration between 
MRC and LIPhy, is shown in Figure 3. The experiment consists in injecting a vesicle 
suspension in the shear flow chamber. A constant shear flow is created, and the 
dynamics of the suspension is recorded with the digital holographic microscope. 
Vesicles initially sedimented on the bottom wall are lifted up thanks to a hydrody-
namic lift force and drift towards the middle plane of the shear flow chamber.

The experiment setup is made of a shear flow chamber, mounted on a digital 
holographic microscope. The instrument allows, after processing the recorded holo-
graphic information, to obtain information on the 3D position and shape of vesicles 
in the chamber during the flow. An injection system (Figure 4) consisting in several 
syringes containing samples and filling and rinsing fluids (vesicle suspensions and 
glucose-sucrose solutions) allows to sequentially inject samples in the flow chamber 
through the bottom glass plate. The first two campaigns (spring and fall 2006) were 
performed with the prototype shear flow chamber, and a final preparation parabolic 
flight campaign took place in September 2007 with the final flow chamber designed 
and built by SSC, with the presence of a SSC representative during the campaign 
to build know-how and procedures that would be useful for the sounding rocket 
campaign.

From a technical viewpoint, these three campaigns were decisive for the team as 
they provided important information for hardware development and procedures. 
As the project emerged from a new collaboration that started only 1 year earlier 
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the samples, and degradation of the samples had to be quantified in order to 
tune the needed initial concentration.
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• Travel tests to check the possible degradation of samples during travels that 
may last a day or two, during which samples are no longer at 4°C and their 
containers may be shaken. Some samples would also need to be sent to SSC in 
Solna, Sweden, by mail for various tests during the preparation.

As trivial as they may seem, these simple but time-consuming and sometimes 
long tests were indeed extremely critical for the feasibility of the project. They were 
all successful, an important step to move on to the final development phase.

3.3  Developing a full prototype for parabolic flight experiments: a decisive 
technical validation

As mentioned above, a parabolic flight experiment was developed for several 
ESA and CNES campaigns that took place in 2006 and 2007 before the MASER 11 
campaign, with the purposes of testing equipment and procedures as well as obtain 
scientific results that would serve defining the optimal parameters for the sounding 
rocket campaign. The setup, which was developed in close collaboration between 
MRC and LIPhy, is shown in Figure 3. The experiment consists in injecting a vesicle 
suspension in the shear flow chamber. A constant shear flow is created, and the 
dynamics of the suspension is recorded with the digital holographic microscope. 
Vesicles initially sedimented on the bottom wall are lifted up thanks to a hydrody-
namic lift force and drift towards the middle plane of the shear flow chamber.

The experiment setup is made of a shear flow chamber, mounted on a digital 
holographic microscope. The instrument allows, after processing the recorded holo-
graphic information, to obtain information on the 3D position and shape of vesicles 
in the chamber during the flow. An injection system (Figure 4) consisting in several 
syringes containing samples and filling and rinsing fluids (vesicle suspensions and 
glucose-sucrose solutions) allows to sequentially inject samples in the flow chamber 
through the bottom glass plate. The first two campaigns (spring and fall 2006) were 
performed with the prototype shear flow chamber, and a final preparation parabolic 
flight campaign took place in September 2007 with the final flow chamber designed 
and built by SSC, with the presence of a SSC representative during the campaign 
to build know-how and procedures that would be useful for the sounding rocket 
campaign.

From a technical viewpoint, these three campaigns were decisive for the team as 
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As the project emerged from a new collaboration that started only 1 year earlier 
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thanks to the networking opportunities offered by ESA Topical Teams, it was also 
a precious time for the scientific team to know each other’s skills, strengths and 
weaknesses as well as human and social qualities. A good team spirit is an asset in 
long-term projects in which groups of collaborators spend long periods of intense 
work time in different environments that are far from home. The 2006 and 2007 
campaigns allowed to forge what was called the “Moutchic Spirit” and allowed to 
maintain a continuous collaboration that is still alive today.

Technical definition of the MASER experiment moved on during this period, 
especially with the development of two important sub-systems: a sample storage 
and injection device inspired by the rudimentary initial parabolic flight system 
and a sounding rocket version of the digital holographic microscope to suit the 
geometrical and mechanical constraints of MASER rockets. The injection system 

Figure 3. 
(a) Design principle of the parabolic flight setup used for BIOMICS experiments. The shear flow chamber 
is installed on a digital holographic microscope that allows 3D reconstruction of vesicle and red blood cell 
suspensions in flow. Samples are injected thanks to a multi-channel syringe pump; (b) parabolic flight 
experimental rack, 2006 version; (c) digital holographic microscope designed and developed at MRC, ULB.
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developed by SSC (Figure 4, middle) needed to fulfil several requirements such 
as having three samples in separate syringes as well as a bigger filling/rinsing fluid 
syringe and an internal stirring system to homogenize the samples and prevent 
sedimentation. On the practical aspect, ergonomic considerations required the sys-
tem to be easily filled before late access with an easy removal of air bubbles. Unlike 
parabolic flight systems that used disposable plastic syringes, the sounding rocket 
system includes more rigid and precise glass syringes enclosing a small magnetic 
stirring bar controlled by external electromagnets. This device also required several 
sessions of tests at SSC premises in Solna, Sweden, in order to have well-defined 
filling and handling procedures. A noticeable achievement of the whole BIOMICS 
project is that the technology of this device that was built on experience gained in 
laboratory and parabolic flight experiments became itself a source of inspiration a 
few years later for the development of a new injection device needed for the study 
of the aggregation of red blood cells in a parabolic flight experiment started in 2017 
(Figure 4, right).

3.4  Scientific insight gained from parabolic flights: original and important 
results on the hydrodynamic lift of vesicles and cells

On the scientific side, it was necessary to gain a better insight on one of the main 
mechanisms of structuration of vesicle suspensions under shear: the hydrodynamic 
lift of vesicles due to their interaction with walls. This phenomenon, in which ves-
icles are pushed away from walls in shear flow towards the centre of the flow, sets 
the time scale of the establishment of a steady spatial distribution in conjunction 
with hydrodynamic interactions between vesicles or cells. The first parabolic flight 
campaigns in 2006–2007 allowed to estimate this time scale for the MASER experi-
ment timeline at the same time that equipment and procedures were tested, and 
the study that had fundamental interests in itself was pursued during additional 
parabolic flight campaigns in 2009. The results of the pre-MASER 11 parabolic flight 
campaigns led to the publication of a first research article on the hydrodynamic lift 
of vesicles [12] that has received a strong attention from the community and has 
become a reference article. It provided the first experimental validation of earlier 
theoretical predictions of scaling laws governing this phenomenon [3].

The experimental principle and sample results are shown in Figure 5. The exper-
imental procedure is a good example of the way the particular succession of differ-
ent g-levels in parabolic flights can be exploited to give original results: during the 
normal and hyper-gravity phases, the flow is stopped, allowing sedimentation of 

Figure 4. 
Multichannel injection system. Left, sketch of the system; middle, multichannel syringe pump with embedded 
stirring system designed by SSC for the BIOMICS module in MASER rockets; right, similar system developed at 
LIPhy for recent parabolic flight campaigns (2017–2019).
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vesicles on the bottom wall of the shear flow chamber, providing a reproducible ini-
tial condition for all parabolas. Then, when the microgravity phase starts, the shear 
flow starts, leading to progressive lift of vesicles. The dynamics is recorded by digital 
holographic microscopy, which allows after reconstruction to analyse the evolution 
of the distance between vesicles and walls as a function of time. This phenomenon is 
strongly dependent on the size of vesicles, their geometric characteristics (surface to 
volume ratio or equivalently, their reduced volume, a dimensionless parameter that 
compares the internal volume to the volume of a sphere having the same membrane 
area) and mechanical properties (viscosity ratio λ between internal and external 
fluids). We showed that the lift velocity follows a scaling law in which the velocity 
is proportional to shear rate, vesicle diameter and 1/z2 where z is the distance to the 
wall. The proportionality constant (a dimensionless lift velocity) could be extracted 
as a function of vesicle parameters and numerical simulations performed later quan-
titatively matched experimental results: the dimensionless lift velocity U is stronger 
when the vesicles are more deformable and thus more asymmetric with respect to 
the flow direction. This asymmetry is favoured by a low viscosity ratio λ between 
the internal and external fluids and by a higher surface to volume ratio of the 
vesicles that gives them more flexibility. This is reflected by a higher apparent aspect 
ratio a1/a2 of the long and short axis of the quasi-elliptic recorded shape of vesicles 
(see Figure 5). From the theoretical and numerical perspective, this experiment was 
a benchmark that allowed a quantitative validation of numerical models [13].

Results from parabolic flight campaigns were also the opportunity to establish 
reliable image processing methods for the DHM images [11, 14]. A powerful 
reconstruction and segmentation technique were indeed needed to process the 
large quantity of data generated by these experiments (up to thousands of flowing 
objects for a typical parabola). An interesting outcome was also that this technique 
could be used to measure 3D shapes of vesicles and concentration profiles in other 
types of flow [15], capabilities that could be useful for other applications.

3.5 Developing new sample preparation techniques thanks to microfluidics

The second BIOMICS sounding rocket flight (MASER 12) required the devel-
opment of new sample preparation techniques in order to study the dynamics of 

Figure 5. 
Experiments on the lift of vesicles in shear flow near a wall performed in parabolic flights for the determination 
of lift coefficients. The motor of the shear flow chamber is stopped during normal and hyper-gravity phases 
(1–2 g) to allow sedimentation of vesicles on the bottom wall, and the fluid is sheared during microgravity 
phases only to study the resuspension of vesicles. Results show a strong dependency of the dimensionless lift 
velocity U on vesicle parameters such as viscosity ratio λ and elongation a1/a2 (from [13]).
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well-controlled monodisperse or bidisperse vesicle samples. The aim was to be able to 
control the size distribution of vesicles in samples, in order to study more specifically 
the interaction between the lift- and shear-induced diffusion phenomena in monodis-
perse samples, as a function of vesicle size, and to get a quantitative understanding of 
the role of heterogeneous pair interactions in suspensions (i.e. collisions or hydrody-
namic interactions between objects of different sizes). This was motivated by segre-
gation or margination phenomena that had been reported in blood flow (platelets or 
white cells tend to be closer to vessel walls while red blood cells flow in the centre) 
[16] and whose mechanisms still deserved quantitative description and modelling.

The classic production method for giant lipid vesicles, electroformation, 
produces samples that are highly polydisperse in size. While other methods (e.g. 
using micro-emulsions as an intermediate) had been proposed for a better control 
of vesicle size, they were not suitable for the production of rather large samples 
(>10 mL) with significant vesicle concentration. We therefore decided to keep the 
efficient electroformation method and developed a microfluidic sorting device to 
produce monodisperse samples (Figure 6).

The system is based on the principle of pinch-flow fractionation, and its per-
formance is described in [17]: the initial vesicle suspension is introduced through 
one inlet, while pure suspending fluid is introduced at through the other inlet with 
a much higher flow rate. This effectively squeezes vesicles against one wall after the 
converging bifurcation, leading to a configuration in which the distance between 
the centre of mass of vesicles and the wall is equal to their radius. A diverging 
chamber then amplifies this ordering and distributes vesicles in several outlets. As 
shown in Figure 6, we were able to separate vesicles in to up to 16 different frac-
tions with a size dispersity that is of order 10% only in each fraction, which met the 
requirements of the experiment we wanted to implement in MASER 12. This system 
which was developed in the framework of microgravity experiments has been used 
many times since then for various experiments on different types of samples at 
LIPhy and other laboratories.

4. Sounding rocket flights

4.1 Experimental module

The BIOMICS module that was developed by SSC for the sounding rocket flights 
was directly inspired from the experimental setup that we had developed and tested 
in parabolic flights, by adapting it to the geometrical, mechanical, electrical and 
environmental constraints of MASER rockets.

Figure 6. 
Sketch of the microfluidic sorting device developed at LIPhy for the production of monodisperse vesicle samples 
for the MASER 12 experiment (overall size 50 × 30 mm2) and example of vesicle size distributions at the 
different outlets of the system [17].
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in parabolic flights, by adapting it to the geometrical, mechanical, electrical and 
environmental constraints of MASER rockets.

Figure 6. 
Sketch of the microfluidic sorting device developed at LIPhy for the production of monodisperse vesicle samples 
for the MASER 12 experiment (overall size 50 × 30 mm2) and example of vesicle size distributions at the 
different outlets of the system [17].
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The module, approximately 60 cm in height, is built around a central optical 
breadboard on which the holographic microscope is assembled (Figure 7). This 
version of the digital holographic microscope was developed by the Lambda-X com-
pany from Belgium in order to meet specifications (compact design, robustness of 
the alignment of elements and insensitivity to strong accelerations and vibrations). 
Compared to the parabolic flight version, the sounding rocket module also includes 
thermal control, an overview camera that allows the team to check that correct 
filling of the chamber is achieved and that rotation takes place as scheduled during 
the experiment and of course specific electronics for experiment management, data 
storage and transmission. The module housing is equipped with a hatch for late 
access before the flight: to avoid sample degradation, the injection unit (red part in 
Figure 7) and its syringes are filled with samples after countdown has started and 
installed in the module only minutes before take-off.

After a series of environmental and functional tests in Solna, Sweden, as well as 
the first flight simulation tests which included setting up an efficient protocol for 
the filling of the syringe unit without entrapping bubbles, the module was ready 
and approved for the flight.

4.2 The campaign: beyond the far north to outer space

The weeks before the MASER 11 and 12 campaigns were hectic. After months of 
hardware testing, protocol definition and parabolic flight experiments, the team’s 
attention was largely devoted to the preparation of samples. As we were aware of 
the significant risk of countdown delays and interruptions, and the need to perform 
several flight simulation tests on site before the launch, a large quantity of samples 
was needed to deal with the expected and unexpected. It took several days and 
nights in the weeks preceding the campaigns to prepare the necessary volume of 
vesicle samples by electroformation, followed by the time required to pass them 
through the microfluidic sorting device (for MASER 12) and finally check their 
quality.

This intense, almost monastic, activity was a premise of the polar environment 
in which we were going to be immersed for several weeks. Although scientists do 
not have the chance to go and conduct their experiment in space themselves, all the 
more so when it comes to automated and remotely controlled sounding rockets, 
the journey to the Esrange launch site near Kiruna in Swedish Lapland is in itself an 
immersion in a scenic, unusual and dramatic environment. And although we do not 
experience the degree of confinement that astronauts do in spacecrafts and orbital 

Figure 7. 
The BIOMICS module developed by SSC with a contribution of lambda-X for the holographic microscope. 
Left, overall design. Right, picture of the module and its payload housing with the late access hatch open.
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platforms, the serene wide open spaces of Lapland and its harsh climate give a small 
taste of what it is to be confined at the edge of the common world. The succession of 
days and nights was indeed confusing—the MASER 11 campaign took place in May 
2008, with almost no dark night, and MASER 12 in February 2012, with rather short 
days and temperatures that reached −40°C—and on countdown days, our schedules 
were not punctuated by the usual beacons of the clock but by launch opportunities 
and the organisation around foreseen launch times that were dictated by weather 
conditions. The MASER 11 campaign was especially long due to almost permanent 
windy conditions that led to an unusual number of interrupted countdowns. A 
strange feeling, which work and social activities actually did not make unpleasant, 
was the impression of being in a universe halfway between the village of the old 
TV series “The Prisoner” and the classic film “Groundhog day”, doomed to repeat 
the same procedure that lasts several hours until the wind sends its white bouncing 
ball that sends everyone to bed. Despite the large quantity of samples that has been 
prepared, these repeated countdown stops had seriously eroded the stock when 
finally a successful launch took place.

4.3 Results

From a technical viewpoint, the two campaigns were a success for the BIOMICS 
experiment: the whole flight sequence took place nominally, with an excellent image 
quality that would ensure ideal conditions for data processing. Experience gained 
from the first flight (MASER 11) also leads to hardware improvement (modifica-
tions of the laser diffuser in the holographic microscope) that ensured even better 
interferometric contrast in MASER 12.

From a scientific viewpoint, we have been able to show that the suspension 
reaches a steady and symmetric distribution centred between plates in shear flow, 
even at low volume fraction, a configuration that is impossible to reach under 
normal gravity (Figure 8). As this distribution is the result of the balance between 
the lift force (already well characterized in parabolic flights) and shear-induced 
diffusion, it allows us to determine a dimensionless diffusion coefficient f2 that 
only depends on vesicle mechanical properties, from the height and width of the 
distribution (see, e.g., Figure 9, left panel). From different sets of data and inde-
pendently of vesicle size, we found f2 = 0.063 ± 0.024, a value that is consistent 
with theoretical predictions, suggesting that it can be indirectly derived from the 
analysis of individual pair interactions [8, 13, 18].

For the MASER 12 campaign, we considered three samples of vesicles of differ-
ent sizes and a viscosity contrast of λ = 1. Suspensions of large, medium and small 
vesicles were successively injected. The radii of these populations lie, respectively, 
in the ranges 22–35 μm, 15–20 μm and 5–15 μm. The flight sequence included the 
study of the three separate populations, which clearly showed that large vesicles 
produce sharp, centred concentration peaks while small ones produce broader 
distributions. While it was known from studies on the lift phenomenon in parabolic 
flights that the lift force increases with vesicle size and deflation, the influence of 
these parameters on shear-induced diffusion coefficients as well as the interplay 
between lift and diffusion was still unclear at this point, especially since shear-
induced diffusion also increases with vesicle size and deformability.

Finally, when injecting a mixture of two populations, as in Figure 9 (right 
panel), we found that the small vesicles are expelled from the centre, as a result of 
both the weaker lift forces they experience and the asymmetry in their interaction 
with large ones: small particles are indeed pushed away from the centre zone by 
large ones. This segregation phenomenon is similar to platelet or leucocyte mar-
gination in blood flow and has strong implications for the structure of blood flow, 
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diffusion, it allows us to determine a dimensionless diffusion coefficient f2 that 
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distribution (see, e.g., Figure 9, left panel). From different sets of data and inde-
pendently of vesicle size, we found f2 = 0.063 ± 0.024, a value that is consistent 
with theoretical predictions, suggesting that it can be indirectly derived from the 
analysis of individual pair interactions [8, 13, 18].
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ent sizes and a viscosity contrast of λ = 1. Suspensions of large, medium and small 
vesicles were successively injected. The radii of these populations lie, respectively, 
in the ranges 22–35 μm, 15–20 μm and 5–15 μm. The flight sequence included the 
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flights that the lift force increases with vesicle size and deflation, the influence of 
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panel), we found that the small vesicles are expelled from the centre, as a result of 
both the weaker lift forces they experience and the asymmetry in their interaction 
with large ones: small particles are indeed pushed away from the centre zone by 
large ones. This segregation phenomenon is similar to platelet or leucocyte mar-
gination in blood flow and has strong implications for the structure of blood flow, 
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blood rheology in small vessels and the immune response. As such, it is a topical 
issue in the blood flow community which has received renewed interest over the 
past decade through advances in theoretical modelling and numerical simulation. 
Our experimental results provide quantitative data for the fine-tuning of models 
which are still a topic of interest today.

5. Experience and follow-up

Like all space-related projects, the preparation and realization of these sounding 
rocket experiments have had multiple repercussions in terms of experience, techni-
cal developments and inspiration for a large number of works that have taken place 
since then in the research carried out in the laboratory and during many subsequent 
parabolic flight campaigns.

Figure 8. 
Comparison of vesicle distributions in the gap of the shear flow chamber on the ground (normal gravity) and 
during the MASER 11 flight. The red line corresponds to the centre of the gap. In microgravity, the distribution 
is centred and symmetric, allowing an evaluation of vesicles dynamic parameters (diffusion coefficients and lift 
forces), while the distribution is off-centred and asymmetric under normal gravity.

Figure 9. 
Some results from MASER 11 and MASER 12 [13, 18]. Left, the steady distribution of a monodisperse vesicle 
sample allows the determination of shear-induced diffusion coefficients (inset, sketch of the experiment). Right, 
steady distribution for a bidisperse suspension of vesicles in MASER 12 (yellow, small vesicles with average 
radius 10 μm; red, big vesicles with average radius 20 μm). The double peak for small vesicles (to be compared 
to the unique, smooth peak when they are alone as shown in the insert) reveals segregation phenomena in the 
flow of polydisperse cellular suspensions.
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The parabolic flight setup and the shear flow chamber that were developed in 
this framework were subsequently used for several other experiments which include 
the lift of red blood cells [9], the complex dynamics of red blood cells in shear 
flow [19] or more recently the dynamics of aggregation of red blood cells. More 
experiments are indeed still planned today with different samples such as poly-
meric capsules. In addition to large quantities of experimental results on different 
systems, the collaboration that was initiated in this project also led to significant 
improvements in the processing of holographic data for suspension flows, which 
can be used for a wide variety of purposes [11, 14, 15].

The results also raised many questions on various aspects of vesicle and red 
blood cell flows that triggered many studies in the lab. Notably, for a better under-
standing of the phenomenon of shear-induced diffusion, a study of the elementary 
mechanism behind it was performed in microfluidics, namely, the hydrodynamic 
repulsion in a pair of interacting vesicles in a shear flow [8], while shear-induced 
diffusion was characterized in channel flows of red blood cells [9]. The lift phe-
nomenon that we fully characterized for vesicles [12, 13] and red blood cells [9] 
in simple shear flow thanks to parabolic flight experiments led to the question of 
validity of the established scaling laws in channel flows where the velocity profile is 
parabolic instead of linear. In that case, we proposed empirically modified scaling 
laws for both vesicles [20] and red blood cells [7] that are now a reference for the 
development of cell-sorting applications and the refinement and benchmarking of 
numerical simulation codes.

These projects have had a strongly structuring effect on our collaborative 
network at the European scale, beyond the central collaboration between MRC 
and LIPhy, with ramifications of the topic with German and Italian collaborators, 
for instance. A strong expertise in the preparation and manipulation of samples 
was gained, which led to the establishment and sharing of reference protocols with 
several other partners.

On management aspects, dealing with space-related projects as all team mem-
bers were young researchers when the collaboration started was a decisive oppor-
tunity for building experience and know-how on the management of large-scale 
projects in a complex environment, combining the characteristics of experiments 
on large instruments with the specificities of the space domain (technical con-
straints, security, interactions with many different actors between space agencies, 
contractors and technical staff).

6. Conclusions

Developing a space experiment is usually a long process with specificities 
that are often unknown to the average scientist. Besides specific procedures and 
constraints related to security and quality control, these experiments require an 
unsuspected number of tests and validation as well as extremely precise protocols 
that have to be defined in advance and do not withstand improvisation. As strange 
or caricatural as they may seem to the experimentalist who usually works on his 
laboratory bench, this collection of many different tests is indeed a precious key to 
a successful experiment by ensuring that no detail, which may result in experiment 
failure, is overlooked.

In many cases, parabolic flights are a recommended or even compulsory step for 
the precise definition of the scientific question, tuning of parameters and proto-
cols and testing of hardware. For the BIOMICS project, it was the opportunity to 
develop a full prototype of the experiment and directly interact with it, in micro-
gravity conditions (see Figure 10), before the development of an automated and 
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remotely controlled module for the sounding rocket flights. A decisive advantage 
of parabolic flights is that, despite rather short microgravity periods (22 s), the 
number of repetitions is large and the interval between campaigns is short, of order 
weeks or months only. In addition, the possibility to get important scientific results 
during this preparation phase should not simply be viewed as a side product of the 
final space experiment but rather as a part of a multi-faceted project that involves 
several experimental platforms.

The road to space is long but intense and extremely well-paced by the organising 
agencies and contractors. Beyond the fact that successful launches felt like a relief 
and achievement in themselves, the whole process of a well-conducted preparation 
and campaign itself is a source of scientific, technical and humane benefits and 
spin-offs that go far beyond the sole sounding rocket experiment.
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Chapter 5

What We Learned from
Cavitation Bubbles in
Microgravity
Mohamed Farhat

Abstract

The present chapter is about the Flash and Splash project, which is dedicated to
the study of bubble dynamics in microgravity. The story of this project started in
2004 with a simple curiosity on how a cavitation bubble may behave within a water
drop and evolved into an outstanding, internationally renowned science project as
well as a wonderful human adventure. So far, we have participated in nine Euro-
pean Space Agency (ESA) parabolic flight campaigns (PFC) and made a significant
progress in understanding the cavitation phenomenon. First, we investigated the
dynamics of a cavitation bubble within a water drop and learned how the collapse
may lead to the formation of a double jet. We discovered the formation of second-
ary cavitation due to the confinement of shockwaves within the drop. We used this
result to propose a new path for erosion due to a high-speed impact of water drops
on a solid surface. Then, we addressed the effect of gravity on bubble dynamics and
came up with a unified framework to explain and predict key phenomena, such as
microjets, shockwaves and luminescence. Parabolic flights gave us the unique
opportunity to modulate the gravity-induced pressure gradient, which is crucial for
the fate of a collapsing bubble.

Keywords: cavitation, bubble, shockwave, microjet, erosion

1. Introduction

I will always remember this sunny afternoon of September 2004 when I received
in my office four talented students, D. Obreschkow, Ph. Kobel, N. Dorsaz and A. De
Bosset, who had set themselves the goal of flying in microgravity. What else? The
timing was perfect as, at that time, the European Space Agency (ESA) was organiz-
ing parabolic flight campaigns reserved for students. Still, to win their boarding
pass, the students had to propose an innovative research project related to micro-
gravity, and obviously, the competition was rather tough. I did not know how to
help, as I had never been involved in such a crazy adventure. I politely explained
that my research activity was about cavitation in hydraulic machines and there was
nothing to do about it in a microgravity flight. However, this was not enough to
discourage the students. A long and passionate brainstorming followed in search of
the most credible project, or should I say the perfect excuse, to realize the dream of
floating in microgravity. It was only by chance that, in the course of this rambling
discussion, I mentioned an ongoing research project about the interesting dynamics
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of a cavitation bubble within a liquid jet, performed in collaboration with the
European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) [1]. Bingo! What if replaced
the jet by a drop and proposed to study bubble dynamics within a water drop?
Indeed, generating a centimeter spherical drop of water requires microgravity con-
ditions. We could not find a better excuse! The students worked hard on their
proposal, which ESA accepted straight away. Then, they worked even harder in
building the experimental setup. The Flash and Splash project was born.

The beauty of the scientific research is that you never know where it may lead
you. I did not know that this meeting of September 2004 was the start of a long and
fruitful research activity on bubble dynamics in microgravity, which continues
today. Following the first participation in the students flight campaign, we took part
in eight research campaigns with the involvement of four PhD students, M.
Tinguely [2], O. Supponen [3], A. Sieber and D. Preso with many other master
students and technicians. This innovative and exciting research, which received
financial supports from the Swiss National Science Foundation, the European Union
and many other governmental and private institutions, produced a strong impact
within the scientific community and beyond. It received many awards and recog-
nitions as well. Flash and Splash is not only a successful research project, it is also
a great human adventure made of friendship, generosity and unforgettable
memories.

In the following sections, I will give an overview on the cavitation phenomenon,
which motivates the actual research. I will then summarize the technical aspects and
main results related to bubble dynamics in microgravity.

2. What is cavitation?

Cavitation is the formation and collapse of vapor bubbles within a liquid due to a
transient pressure drop. It may occur in a variety of hydraulic systems such as water
turbines and pumps, ship propellers and space rocket inducers. In these applica-
tions, cavitation is a “nightmare” for design engineers and operators because it may
lead to severe erosion, noise and vibration as well as alteration of hydrodynamic
performances.

In the particular case of hydropower generation, the occurrence of cavitation in
water turbines often requires periodic shutdowns of the power plant to allow for
inspections and repairs, which increase significantly the operational cost. Figure 1
illustrates the different types of cavitation in hydraulic machines as well as a pump
impeller severely eroded by cavitation.

Figure 1.
Left: cavitating vortex in a Francis turbine, operating at off-design conditions; middle: cavitation in a ship
propeller (courtesy Franc et al. [4]); right: pump impeller heavily eroded by cavitation.
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In the course of the past 100 years, the booming development of hydropower
and pumped storage power plants around the world and the need for faster and
quieter ships and submarines have fuelled an intense and sustained research activity
on the cavitation issue. This led to a better understanding of the physics behind the
transient growth and collapse of vapor cavities in flowing liquids and the mecha-
nism of induced erosion and noise. It is well known nowadays that cavitation
erosion is due to vapor bubbles, which nucleate and grow in low-pressure area and
then collapse violently as they move to a higher-pressure zone. Therefore, the
cavitation aggressiveness is influenced by the minimum pressure, which governs
the size of the vapor cavity, as well as the downstream pressure gradient and the
liquid velocity, which together characterize the violence of the collapse. Despite the
progress made so far, many issues related to cavitation remain unanswered.

High-speed sailing is another field where cavitation is a challenging issue and a
limiting factor. In fact, any submerged body will face cavitation when it travels
faster than a threshold speed. Interestingly, this also holds for fishes, whose speed is
likely limited by cavitation. The fact that only few predatory fishes, e.g. sailfish and
black marlin, can swim faster than 40 knots is due to cavitation occurrence. We
have illustrated on Figure 2 the case of the Hydroptère boat, which sat the speed
sailing record to 50.17 knots in September 2009 in Hyères (France). Beyond a
threshold speed, this “flying boat” uses lifting foils to raise its hull out of the free
surface, leading to a significant drag reduction. We have presented on the same
figure the experimental evidence of cavitation occurrence on the lifting foil at
reduced scale, which we have performed in the high-speed cavitation tunnel of the
Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL). Our investigations reveal that the
cavitation occurrence is responsible for a sharp drop of the lift force, which
increases the risk of the boat capsizing. We have also learned that it is almost
impossible to avoid cavitation when the speed is beyond �40 knots. Therefore, any
attempt to break the actual speed sailing record (55.32 knots established by Vestas
Sailrocket team in 2012) requires accommodation of cavitation. This is exactly what
an EPFL student’s team, among others, is trying to achieve in the frame of an
ongoing project (SP80) with the help of supercavitating foils.

An interesting example of cavitation in nature is that of snapping shrimps,
which are among the noisiest underwater creatures. Colonies of such crustaceans
can produce an intense and wideband noise that interferes with sonars and under-
water communication. Snapping shrimps, also called pistol shrimps, use the
extraordinary power of cavitation to defend their territory and hunt prey animals.
Upon an extremely rapid closure of their large claw, a transient high-speed jet
develops and forms vortex rings. The resulting pressure drop within these vortices
leads to the growth and collapse of toroidal vapor cavities [5].

From a fundamental viewpoint, the first mathematical model was proposed by
Lord Rayleigh in 1917 [6], who used the potential flow theory to provide a

Figure 2.
Left: the Hydroptère sailing boat (courtesy A. Thébaut) and right: evidence of cavitation on a model of the
Hydroptère lifting foil.
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remarkable prediction of the collapse time of an empty spherical cavity in an
incompressible fluid. He also predicted that before the cavity closes, the pressure
rises very high in the fluid close to the interface. Since then, more sophisticated
models have been proposed, taking into account the phase transition, viscosity,
surface tension, gas content and compressibility. Besides, a large number of exper-
imental investigations took profit from the development of pulsed lasers to generate
spherical bubbles on-demand and unveiled peculiar phenomena. Figure 3 illustrates
a typical growth and collapse of a cavitation bubble induced by a pulsed laser in still
water along with the evolution of the bubble radius and the signal of pressure
alteration, measured far from the bubble centre. We can observe how the hot
plasma induced by the laser leads to an explosive growth of a bubble, filled with gas
and water vapor. As the bubble expands, it cools down and reaches a maximum
radius of �4 mm before it collapses violently. The bubble lifetime is less than a
millisecond. During the collapse phase, the water vapor condenses while the
noncondensable gas is strongly pressurized and heated up before it rebounds and
collapses again with a decreasing intensity. Interestingly, the Rayleigh theory pre-
dicts an infinite velocity and hence infinite energy densities at the end of the
collapse. According to general relativity, such a singularity would generate a black
hole—a scary scenario that, fortunately, never happens because a plethora of non-
linear effects, such as liquid compressibility, heating and radiative energy transfer,
halt the catastrophic collapse well before relativistic physics becomes noticeable.

Figure 3 illustrates also the emission of intense shockwaves at the initial and
final stages of bubble growth and collapse. What makes these shockwaves visible is
the sharp density gradient at their front, which alters the refraction index and
deviates light. Shockwaves are attributed to the supersonic motion of the bubble
interface and the liquid compressibility and may reach Giga Pascal amplitudes.

Another fascinating aspect of collapsing bubbles is their capacity to generate
light (luminescence), as illustrated on Figure 3. This phenomenon was first
observed in the context of bubbles excited by ultrasound in 1933. It is due to a
spectacular compression of the noncondensable gas, which heats up to such a
degree that light is emitted in the form of a nanosecond flash. Many experimental
and theoretical studies have been devoted to luminescence to better understand its
mechanism. It is well accepted that the temperature of the gas enclosed in a spher-
ically collapsing bubble may reach 10,000°K, which leads to the generation of free
radicals that recombine and radiate light. This result raised a hope that nuclear

Figure 3.
Top: visualization of a laser-induced bubble dynamics (112 μs inter-frame); middle: measured bubble radius
(blue circles), along with theoretical predictions; bottom: pressure signal measured far from the bubble centre
(reproduced from [3]).
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fusion might occur inside a collapsing bubble, provided that the bubble is large
enough and remains spherical. It is hard to meet these requirements on earth,
because large bubbles deform significantly in the presence of the gravity-induced
pressure gradient. After many attempts to increase the temperature reached in the
centre of a collapsing bubble, the objective of nuclear fusion was abandoned amid a
large controversy. Yet, research on luminescence continues, motivated by its ability
to act as a catalytic host for chemical reactions with promising outcomes for
sterilization, nanomaterials, cancer therapy and more.

Moreover, it is also well known that when a bubble is set to grow and collapse
near a rigid wall, hydrodynamic instabilities develop at the bubble interface, due to
pressure anisotropy. This leads to the generation of a high-speed microjet directed
towards the boundary. When the solid surface is replaced by a free surface, the
microjet develops in opposite direction, and the bubble moves away from the
surface while a counter-jet emerges from the free surface (see Figure 4). The
cavitation erosion is believed to originate from a combined action of the
shockwaves and microjets. The current research is still struggling to further
understand and predict erosion due to collapsing bubbles.

What makes cavitation bubbles fascinating is their extraordinary ability to focus
energy and produce the powerful phenomena reported earlier. Cavitation remains a
hot topic of research because of its multidisciplinary aspect, which involves
multiscale fluid and solid mechanics, plasma physics, thermodynamics and chem-
istry, with a strong interaction between them. While cavitation bubbles were his-
torically associated with negative outcomes, e.g. noise, vibration and erosion in
hydraulic systems, more and more efforts are dedicated to take profit from their
power in a variety of applications. This includes surface cleaning, material and food
processing and water treatment. There is also a growing interest in using cavitation
bubbles in medicine, e.g. treatment of musculoskeletal system disease, breakage of
kidney stones, drug delivery, cancer cell treatment, etc. All these promising devel-
opments require a better knowledge of cavitation bubbles to allow for mastering
their effects.

3. Microgravity experiments: what for?

We have initiated 15 years ago a research programme to address the knowledge
gaps associated with cavitation bubble dynamics with the help of a state-of-the-art
instrumentation. The focus was accorded to the distribution of the bubble’s energy
into its various collapse phenomena, namely, the microjets, shockwaves, rebound
and luminescence. To this end, we built a versatile experimental setup, which pro-
duces initially spherical bubbles, first using an electric discharge and then a pulsed
laser. Unfortunately, despite all the care given to the experimental setup, spherical
bubbles can hardly be created on earth. In fact, the hydrostatic pressure gradient in

Figure 4.
Growth and collapse of a cavitation bubble near a free surface with the formation of jets inside the bubble and
out of the surface.
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Figure 3.
Top: visualization of a laser-induced bubble dynamics (112 μs inter-frame); middle: measured bubble radius
(blue circles), along with theoretical predictions; bottom: pressure signal measured far from the bubble centre
(reproduced from [3]).
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fusion might occur inside a collapsing bubble, provided that the bubble is large
enough and remains spherical. It is hard to meet these requirements on earth,
because large bubbles deform significantly in the presence of the gravity-induced
pressure gradient. After many attempts to increase the temperature reached in the
centre of a collapsing bubble, the objective of nuclear fusion was abandoned amid a
large controversy. Yet, research on luminescence continues, motivated by its ability
to act as a catalytic host for chemical reactions with promising outcomes for
sterilization, nanomaterials, cancer therapy and more.

Moreover, it is also well known that when a bubble is set to grow and collapse
near a rigid wall, hydrodynamic instabilities develop at the bubble interface, due to
pressure anisotropy. This leads to the generation of a high-speed microjet directed
towards the boundary. When the solid surface is replaced by a free surface, the
microjet develops in opposite direction, and the bubble moves away from the
surface while a counter-jet emerges from the free surface (see Figure 4). The
cavitation erosion is believed to originate from a combined action of the
shockwaves and microjets. The current research is still struggling to further
understand and predict erosion due to collapsing bubbles.

What makes cavitation bubbles fascinating is their extraordinary ability to focus
energy and produce the powerful phenomena reported earlier. Cavitation remains a
hot topic of research because of its multidisciplinary aspect, which involves
multiscale fluid and solid mechanics, plasma physics, thermodynamics and chem-
istry, with a strong interaction between them. While cavitation bubbles were his-
torically associated with negative outcomes, e.g. noise, vibration and erosion in
hydraulic systems, more and more efforts are dedicated to take profit from their
power in a variety of applications. This includes surface cleaning, material and food
processing and water treatment. There is also a growing interest in using cavitation
bubbles in medicine, e.g. treatment of musculoskeletal system disease, breakage of
kidney stones, drug delivery, cancer cell treatment, etc. All these promising devel-
opments require a better knowledge of cavitation bubbles to allow for mastering
their effects.

3. Microgravity experiments: what for?

We have initiated 15 years ago a research programme to address the knowledge
gaps associated with cavitation bubble dynamics with the help of a state-of-the-art
instrumentation. The focus was accorded to the distribution of the bubble’s energy
into its various collapse phenomena, namely, the microjets, shockwaves, rebound
and luminescence. To this end, we built a versatile experimental setup, which pro-
duces initially spherical bubbles, first using an electric discharge and then a pulsed
laser. Unfortunately, despite all the care given to the experimental setup, spherical
bubbles can hardly be created on earth. In fact, the hydrostatic pressure gradient in

Figure 4.
Growth and collapse of a cavitation bubble near a free surface with the formation of jets inside the bubble and
out of the surface.
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the liquid caused by gravity will always deform the bubble. To cope with this
limitation, one “simply” needs to get rid of gravity effects. This is precisely what
parabolic flights can achieve. Running the tests in microgravity allows us to gener-
ate bubbles that are more spherical and explore the direct effect of different levels
of gravity on their dynamics. So far, we took part in nine parabolic flight campaigns
(PFC), eight organized by the ESA and one organized by a Swiss entity, as listed in
Table 1.

Our experiment flies, with a dozen of other experiments, aboard an Airbus A310
(A300 before 2015), which was adapted to perform parabolic flight maneuvers. The
microgravity campaign typically includes three flights, operated on three consecu-
tive days. A typical flight lasts for about 2–4 h and includes 31 parabolas, each
offering 20 seconds of microgravity. If requested, a series of steep turns may be also
performed to generate stabilized hyper-gravity levels (e.g. 1.2, 1.4, 1.6 and 1.8 g).
These maneuvers are illustrated in Figure 5 with a typical evolution of the gravity
level measured by an on-board accelerometer. It should be noted that the accumu-
lated time spent in microgravity is only 10 min per flight! This highlights the
importance of the thorough design and preparation of the setup, which should leave
no room for failure. In particular, the experiment must be simple and automated as
much as possible. During the parabolas, an operator can have difficulties controlling
the experiment efficiently. Should operators become sick because of the awkward
hyper-gravity phases, the experiment must be able to continue running without
their intervention. In addition to the valuable assistance provided by parabolic
flights experts, we also had the privilege to collaborate with Claude Nicollier (first
Swiss astronaut) to improve these important but nonobvious aspects.

The flight day always starts at 6 a.m. with an ultimate check of the experimental
setup using a well-honed procedure. The test chamber is filled with fresh water, and
the test sequence is uploaded to the computer to allow for its automatic execution.
8 a.m. is the time for scopolamine injection. This medication is made available to
flying participants to overcome the so-called space adaptation syndrome, also
referred to as motion sickness. At 9 a.m. sharp, the doors are closed and the plane is
ready to leave. About 30 min after take-off, the experimenters are allowed to leave

Year 2005 2006 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2015 2017

Campaign ID SPFC 8 PFC 42 PFC 53 PFC 56 PFC 58 PFC 60 PFC 62 Swiss PFC 1 PFC 67

All flights departed from Bordeaux (France) except the Swiss PFC 1 (from Dübendorf, near Zurich, Switzerland).

Table 1.
List of attended parabolic flight campaigns.

Figure 5.
Typical evolution of the vertical acceleration during parabola and steep turn maneuvers.
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their seats to power up their experiments and get ready for the first parabola. This
point of no return is probably the most stressful moment of the flight, definitely not
suited for nervous fliers. Everyone tries to hide the palpable anxiety with all kinds
of distractions until the captain announces in a lovely French accent “5, … , 3, 2, 1,
pull up, … , 20, 30”. The plane rears up to bring its altitude from 16,000 to
30,000 feet in only 20 s. During this unpleasant and long hyper-gravity phase
(�1.8 g), everybody remains perfectly still. Fortunately, we suddenly switch to
something extraordinary. “… 40, injection”. At 45° inclination, the pilots shut
down the engines, and the plane is injected into a parabolic arc offering an extraor-
dinary period of free fall with a wonderful and liberating sensation. Everyone in the
plane is floating, laughing and even shouting as to replace the noise from the engine,
which dropped suddenly. This is the most exciting moment of the flight, which lasts
for only 20 brief seconds. Follows another hyper-gravity phase and the plane
recovers its horizontal flight. The sequence restarts 2 min later with the same
anxiety and happiness, except for those less fortunate who must remain seated at
the back of the plane holding a sick bag. After landing, everybody gathers in a
debriefing to report issues and prepare the next flight. We use the afternoon to
collect data and fix various problems. Once back in our headquarters, we all dis-
cover the freshly collected data and debate it for hours. We always appreciated this
moment of prolific exchange.

4. Bubbles in drops, from erosion to exploding stars!

4.1 Experimental setup

The first two parabolic campaigns (SPFC 8 and PFC 42) were dedicated to the
investigations of cavitation bubble dynamics inside a water drop. Here, the use of
microgravity flights is motivated by the possibility to generate a centimeter spher-
ical drop of water, which is hard to achieve on earth. The experimental setup,
presented in Figure 6, is made of a transparent test chamber, where the bubble and
drop are generated, a high-speed camera (up to 120,000 frames per second) and a
100 Joule flashlight. At the start of the microgravity phase, detected by an acceler-
ometer, water is gently expelled through a 1-cm-diameter pipe filled with foam to
form a water drop of about 2 cm in diameter. At the end of this phase, which lasts
for about 15 s, the drop remains attached to the injector tip. A cavitation bubble is

Figure 6.
Schematic of the bubble-in-drop experiment and a photo in microgravity.
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then generated with the help of a spark electric discharge between two immersed
platinum electrodes. The maximum radius of the bubble is varied by adjusting the
discharge energy (up to 1 J). The governing parameters are the initial drop radius
Rd,minð Þ, the maximum bubble radius Rb,maxð Þ and the eccentricity d.

4.2 Results

A sequence of high-speed visualization of a cavitation bubble within a � 2 cm
water drop is presented in Figure 7. We may observe how the electrical spark,
visible on frame N°2, gives birth to an off-centred bubble, which expands to a
maximum radius of �1 cm. The bubble then undergoes several collapses and
rebounds, visible on frames N°13, N°21 and N°27. Interestingly, these frames reveal
the formation of a myriad of short-lived microbubbles, which we do not observe for
bubbles collapsing in a large volume of water. These transient microbubbles are due
to confined shockwaves, which reflect on the drop surface and turn into tension
waves. With the discovery of this secondary cavitation, we could propose a new path
for the mechanism of erosion by a high-speed impact of water drops [7, 8], a
recurring problem in various fields (e.g. rain erosion of wind turbines and aircrafts,
steam turbines erosion, etc.). We argue that upon a high-speed impact of a water
drop on a solid surface, the resulting shockwave travels inside the drop and turns
into tension wave as it reflects on its boundary, leading to secondary cavitation,
which is responsible of the erosion. To validate this hypothesis, we performed
ground-based experiments with the precious help of the Swiss army. We visualized
the impact of a 9 mm bullet on a� 2 cm water jet. The result, illustrated in Figure 8,

Figure 7.
Visualization of a bubble growth and collapse inside awater drop Rd,min ¼ 2 cm,Rb,max ¼ 1 cm. The inter-frame
is 80 μs (400 μs for the last row).

Figure 8.
Visualization of a high-speed impact of a 9 mm bullet on a � 2 cm water jet. Evidence of secondary cavitation
due to shockwaves confinement.
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reveals the sudden formation of a large amount of cavitation bubbles within
the jet, shortly after the bullet impact. The occurrence of this cavitation
coincides perfectly with the passage of the reflected shockwave, visible on the
third frame.

The sequence of Figure 7 also reveals that as the bubble collapses and rebounds,
two opposite jets emerge from the drop. The first one is the so-called counter-jet or
splash. The second one results from the water entrained by the bubble as it moves
away to the opposite side. Compared to the case of a bubble near a flat free surface
(Figure 4), the counter-jet is wider and no crown jet is formed. This illustrates the
role of the free surface curvature.

The evolution of the bubble radius, obtained by image processing, in the case a
bubble in the centre of a 2 cm drop in microgravity, compared with a ground-based
experiment in extended water volume is presented in Figure 9. We may observe
that the collapse time is significantly shorter for the bubble-in-drop. We developed
a theoretical model by extending the Rayleigh model and came up with an analytical
solution that fits remarkably well with experimental data, as illustrated in the same
figure. The details of this theory can be found in [9].

Another fascinating and peculiar outcome of the bubble-in-drop experiments in
microgravity is the intriguing similarity found with the type II supernova Cas A,
one of the most prominent stellar explosions in our Galaxy in human history [10].
Type II supernovae, also known as “core-collapse supernovae”, occur when the iron
core of a massive star (>8 solar masses) can no longer support its own weight and
collapses within a matter of seconds at a quarter of the speed of light. This event
triggers the collapse of the outer shells, causing a violent explosion of the star,
temporarily boosting its luminosity a millionfold. Kinematic and chemical analyses
of such “supernova remnants” allow us to decipher the physics of the explosion. In
the case of Cas A, the pair of jets shown in Figure 10 remains hard to explain.
Despite the limited comparability of these jets to those observed in our water
drops, the striking qualitative similarity nonetheless raises the question if Cas A
might have been caused by an eccentric core collapse, for instance caused by a
nearby companion star. Computer simulations are underway to investigate such
scenarios.

Figure 9.
Evolution of normalized radius of a bubble collapsing in the centre of a �2 cm water drop. Symbols:
experimental data. Dashed line: Rayleigh theory. Solid line: Novel theory for bubbles in drops [9].
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coincides perfectly with the passage of the reflected shockwave, visible on the
third frame.

The sequence of Figure 7 also reveals that as the bubble collapses and rebounds,
two opposite jets emerge from the drop. The first one is the so-called counter-jet or
splash. The second one results from the water entrained by the bubble as it moves
away to the opposite side. Compared to the case of a bubble near a flat free surface
(Figure 4), the counter-jet is wider and no crown jet is formed. This illustrates the
role of the free surface curvature.

The evolution of the bubble radius, obtained by image processing, in the case a
bubble in the centre of a 2 cm drop in microgravity, compared with a ground-based
experiment in extended water volume is presented in Figure 9. We may observe
that the collapse time is significantly shorter for the bubble-in-drop. We developed
a theoretical model by extending the Rayleigh model and came up with an analytical
solution that fits remarkably well with experimental data, as illustrated in the same
figure. The details of this theory can be found in [9].
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5. Gravity effects on cavitation bubble dynamics

5.1 Experimental setup: the quest for the most spherical bubble

We provide hereafter an overview of microgravity experiments, covering the
periods 2011–2017, during which we took part in seven parabolic flight campaigns
(see Table 1). We have designed a versatile experimental setup, which produces a
single cavitation bubble in still water with a highly spherical shape. The setup is
suited for both ground and microgravity flights and fulfills the ESA requirements,
related to security and energy consumption as well as volume and payload limita-
tions. We used two conventional racks to host our experiment. The total weight and
volume are �300 kg and �0.6 m3, respectively. A special attention was paid to
reinforce the mechanical structure of the racks (i) to withstand a maximum accel-
eration of 9 g, as imposed by the ESA, and (ii) to avoid deformations due to gravity
changes, which may alter the delicate optical alignment.

Bubble generation: Our setup generates one bubble at a time in the centre of an
18 � 18 � 18 cm acrylic chamber, filled with distilled water. The bubble is induced
by focusing a pulsed laser of 532 nm wavelength, 8 ns duration and a 230 mJ
maximum energy per pulse. As illustrated on Figure 11, the laser is first enlarged to
a diameter of 51 mm using a beam expander. It is then focused with the help of a
parabolic mirror immersed in water. The resulting pointlike plasma leads to the
growth of a highly spherical bubble. The absolute pressure within the test chamber
may be varied from atmospheric pressure down to 0.1 bar, with a vacuum pump.

Obviously, carrying a Class IV laser and 10 L of water in a confined microgravity
aircraft does not go unnoticed, and we have to obey strict security rules. To this
end, the main rack, which hosts the laser and the water chamber, is sealed to
prevent water leakage and generously painted in black to minimize laser reflections.
The rack is also equipped with interlocks to cut the electric power whenever the top
lid is open.

The entire experiment is controlled by a laptop, which monitors the gravity level
and starts the sequence as soon as the predefined level of gravity is reached.
Although the duration of the microgravity phase (20 s) is long enough to repeat the
test several times, we only do it once. In fact, in the absence of gravity, the residual
gas after the bubble collapse remains in the centre of the chamber and does not rise
upwards as it does on earth. It is then impossible to focus the laser in a mixture of

Figure 10.
Analogy of a bubble-in-drop with a massive star explosion (Cas A supernova remnant, viewed by Chandra
X-ray Observatory [10]).
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liquid and gas efficiently. Besides the microgravity phase, we also use hyper-gravity
phases to widen the parameter space.

We implemented several sensors in the main rack to monitor various parameters
during the experiment. A g-sensor is attached to the rack to measure the accelera-
tion with a precision of �0.2%. The resulting signal is used to start a predefined test
sequence as soon as a prescribed level of gravity is reached. This sensor plays a
major role in automating the experiment. A typical evolution of the gravity level
during parabolic and hyper-gravity sequences is illustrated in Figure 5. The water
temperature is measured with a thermometer, immersed in the chamber. The tem-
perature is a key parameter for the dynamics of cavitation bubbles since it governs
the pressure thresholds and rates of vaporization and condensation as well as the
concentration of dissolved gas.

High-speed visualization: The follow-up of the bubble expansion, collapse and
rebound as well as the visualization of radiated shockwaves is performed with a
high-speed camera, fitted in the main rack as shown in Figure 11. A 7 W LED
source, opposite to the camera, provides a slightly diverging light beam. Such a
configuration requires much less light and makes it possible to view the shockwave
passage, because the density gradient at their front deviates the light (shadow-
graph). The imaging system can reach up to 10 million frames per second and the

Figure 11.
(Top) schematic of the experimental setup (the dimensions are in mm) and (bottom) view of the two racks
attached to the aircraft.
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liquid and gas efficiently. Besides the microgravity phase, we also use hyper-gravity
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We implemented several sensors in the main rack to monitor various parameters
during the experiment. A g-sensor is attached to the rack to measure the accelera-
tion with a precision of �0.2%. The resulting signal is used to start a predefined test
sequence as soon as a prescribed level of gravity is reached. This sensor plays a
major role in automating the experiment. A typical evolution of the gravity level
during parabolic and hyper-gravity sequences is illustrated in Figure 5. The water
temperature is measured with a thermometer, immersed in the chamber. The tem-
perature is a key parameter for the dynamics of cavitation bubbles since it governs
the pressure thresholds and rates of vaporization and condensation as well as the
concentration of dissolved gas.

High-speed visualization: The follow-up of the bubble expansion, collapse and
rebound as well as the visualization of radiated shockwaves is performed with a
high-speed camera, fitted in the main rack as shown in Figure 11. A 7 W LED
source, opposite to the camera, provides a slightly diverging light beam. Such a
configuration requires much less light and makes it possible to view the shockwave
passage, because the density gradient at their front deviates the light (shadow-
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minimum exposure time is 50 ns. The image resolution is 400 � 250 pixels for all
frame rates. The high-speed performance of Shimadzu camera is due to its comple-
mentary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) burst image sensor, which hosts the
pixels and the memory in the same chip. While this technology reduces the transfer
time, it offers a limited number of frames (250). Therefore, we have developed a
methodology to provide a precise triggering of the camera and explore various
phases of its lifetime. To this end, we have used shockwave sensors, light detectors
and a GHz oscilloscope to generate accurate trigger signals for the laser pulse
ignition and the high-speed camera as well.

Shockwave sensors: The shockwaves generated at bubble initiation and collapse
are measured by two highly sensitive piezoelectric needle hydrophones, placed at
34.3 mm and 35.7 mm away from the bubble centre. The measurement bandwidth is
�20 MHz, which makes it possible to follow the rapid change of the pressure during
the shock passage. The hydrophones offer a very precise signal to post-trigger the
high-speed camera.

Luminescence detection: Another spectacular aspect of cavitation bubble
dynamics that we have investigated in microgravity is the luminescence released at
the final stage of the collapse. We have tracked luminescence in both time and
frequency domains. A major innovation lies in the use of two parabolic mirrors,
located inside and outside the water chamber, which improves significantly the
signal-to-noise ratio. At the focal point of the second mirror, we have placed a notch
filter and an optic fiber, which leads the light to a spectrometer. To allow for time-
resolved measurements, the spectrometer is replaced by a fast silicon photodetec-
tor, having 1 ns rise time and a range of 200–1100 nm wavelength.

5.2 Major results

We provide here a selection of the most important results obtained with the
experimental setup explained above. Interested readers may refer to the more in-
depth publications by the Flash and Splash team [11–25].

5.2.1 Effects of pressure anisotropy on collapse-induced jets

Thanks to microgravity experiments, we could provide for the first time the
evidence of gravity effects on cavitation bubble dynamics. Figure 12 illustrates the
growth and collapse of three bubbles generated with the same laser energy and
surrounding pressure at three gravity levels (1 g, 1.6 g and 0 g). We may clearly
observe that the bubble in microgravity remains spherical through the collapse and
rebound phases while the two other bubbles develop an upward jet during the
rebound phase. The latter is more pronounced in hyper-gravity. We may also
observe that as the gravity level is increased, the maximum bubble radius decreases,
and the centroid of the rebound bubble moves upwards (buoyancy).

The upward jet is due to the difference of hydrostatic pressure between the
upper and lower parts of the bubble. The liquid beneath the bubble moves naturally
faster towards the bubble centre, leading to interface instability and jet formation.
While such explanation holds for large bubbles, it is not clear how far the gravity-
induced pressure gradient can influence smaller bubbles. We carried out a large
number of experiments involving bubbles of different sizes, subjected to different
driving pressures and gravity levels. We have also performed ground-based exper-
iments in the presence of free and solid surfaces. Here again, the bubble size and
driving pressure were varied in a wide range. Moreover, we carried out potential
flow simulations, using the boundary integral method (BIM). The analysis of a large
number of experimental and numerical data, combined with theoretical
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considerations, led us to propose a unified framework to predict the bubble defor-
mation and jet properties. Our approach is based on an anisotropy parameter ζ,
which is a non-dimensional representation of the so-called Kelvin impulse, i.e. the
linear momentum acquired by the liquid during the asymmetric growth and col-
lapse of the bubble. We managed to express this parameter (ζ) in its vector form,
for all tested configurations as follows:

ζ ¼
�ρgR0Δp�1 gravitational field

�0:195γ�2n flat rigid surface

þ0:195γ�2n flat free surface

8>>><
>>>:

where ρ is the liquid density, g is the gravity vector, R0 is the maximum bubble
radius, and n is the unit vector normal to the neighboring surface and directed
towards the bubble centre. The so-called stand-off parameter (γ) is defined as h/R0,
where h is the distance between the bubble centre and the boundary.

We have identified three different regimes for the jet induced by a collapsing
bubble: weak, intermediate and strong. Weak jets occur for slightly deformed
bubbles ζ< 10�3� �

and are hardly visible throughout the collapse and rebound.
Intermediate jets 10�3 < ζ<0:1

� �
pierce the opposite bubble wall at the end of the

collapse phase and emerge during the rebound. Such jets occur for large bubbles
subjected to gravity as illustrated on Figure 12. Strong jets ζ>0:1ð Þ develop earlier
and pierce the bubble way before the end of the collapse phase (see illustrations in
the case of a bubble near a free surface in Figure 4).

The dynamics of the jet is systematically analyzed through different properties,
such as the jet impact time, jet speed, bubble displacement, bubble volume at jet
impact and vapor-jet volume. We found that, once properly normalized, these
variables reduce to straightforward functions of ζ, in fair agreement with numerical
simulations. An illustration is given in Figure 13 for the normalized jet velocity.

Interestingly, we obtain simple approximations of the jet properties as functions
of the parameter ζ, regardless of jet drivers (gravity/neighboring boundaries) and
over a wide range of ζ. Here are the approximations found for the jet velocity, the
bubble displacement and the jet impact time:

• Normalized jet speed: Ujet=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δp=ρ

p
≈0:9ζ�1

Figure 12.
Three bubbles generated in water with the same laser energy and driving pressure (10 kPa), but at three
different gravity levels (adapted from [2]).
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mentary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) burst image sensor, which hosts the
pixels and the memory in the same chip. While this technology reduces the transfer
time, it offers a limited number of frames (250). Therefore, we have developed a
methodology to provide a precise triggering of the camera and explore various
phases of its lifetime. To this end, we have used shockwave sensors, light detectors
and a GHz oscilloscope to generate accurate trigger signals for the laser pulse
ignition and the high-speed camera as well.

Shockwave sensors: The shockwaves generated at bubble initiation and collapse
are measured by two highly sensitive piezoelectric needle hydrophones, placed at
34.3 mm and 35.7 mm away from the bubble centre. The measurement bandwidth is
�20 MHz, which makes it possible to follow the rapid change of the pressure during
the shock passage. The hydrophones offer a very precise signal to post-trigger the
high-speed camera.

Luminescence detection: Another spectacular aspect of cavitation bubble
dynamics that we have investigated in microgravity is the luminescence released at
the final stage of the collapse. We have tracked luminescence in both time and
frequency domains. A major innovation lies in the use of two parabolic mirrors,
located inside and outside the water chamber, which improves significantly the
signal-to-noise ratio. At the focal point of the second mirror, we have placed a notch
filter and an optic fiber, which leads the light to a spectrometer. To allow for time-
resolved measurements, the spectrometer is replaced by a fast silicon photodetec-
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observe that the bubble in microgravity remains spherical through the collapse and
rebound phases while the two other bubbles develop an upward jet during the
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which is a non-dimensional representation of the so-called Kelvin impulse, i.e. the
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such as the jet impact time, jet speed, bubble displacement, bubble volume at jet
impact and vapor-jet volume. We found that, once properly normalized, these
variables reduce to straightforward functions of ζ, in fair agreement with numerical
simulations. An illustration is given in Figure 13 for the normalized jet velocity.

Interestingly, we obtain simple approximations of the jet properties as functions
of the parameter ζ, regardless of jet drivers (gravity/neighboring boundaries) and
over a wide range of ζ. Here are the approximations found for the jet velocity, the
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• Normalized bubble displacement: Δz=R0 ¼ 2:5ζ3=5

• Jet impact time scaled by collapse time: TImpact=TCollapse ≈0:15ζ5=3

5.2.2 Effects of pressure anisotropy on shockwaves

We have found that the formation of shockwaves is also highly sensitive to the
bubble deformation induced by pressure anisotropy. In microgravity, the bubble
remains spherical throughout the collapse phase with an emission of a single and
intense shockwave, as illustrated in Figure 14. We have plotted on the same figure
the case of a bubble deformed by a neighboring free surface (ζ ¼ 0:19). For such high

Figure 13.
Normalized jet speed (Ujet=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δp=ρ

p
) as a function of ζ and γ. Our data (filled symbols) are comparedwith literature

data (empty symbols). The lines are the numerical models. The thick line is the power-law fit (adapted from [3]).

Figure 14.
Visualization of three collapsing bubbles and the corresponding pressure signal recorded by the hydrophone. The
shockwaves are denoted by 1, jet impact; 2, torus collapse; 3, tip bubble collapse; 4, second torus collapse; and 5,
second tip bubble collapse (adapted from [3]).
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anisotropy parameter, a strong jet develops and fractions the cavity into a tip cavity
and a toroidal cavity. We observe the emission of several shockwaves related to jet
impact and the collapse of the bubble fragments. These events are identified in the
corresponding pressure signal. We found that the energy radiated by the shockwaves
is maximum for the spherical collapse case and decreases with deformed bubbles.

5.2.3 Effects of pressure anisotropy on luminescence

The direct visualization of luminescence emitted by the collapse of a cavitation
bubble in normal gravity is presented in Figure 15 for different values of the
anisotropy parameter ζ. The latter was varied by adjusting the driving pressure. We
may observe that luminescence is generated when the bubble reaches its minimum
radius, just before the shockwave emission. The figure clearly illustrates how lumi-
nescence fades away as the bubble is deformed.

We have processed a large number of broadband spectra of luminescence emit-
ted by individual laser-induced bubbles, collapsing in different gravity-induced
pressure gradients. As shown in Figure 15, we found that the luminescence energy
Elum, normalized by the potential energy of the bubble E0, varies in a roughly
exponential way with ζ. We assumed the blackbody radiation to estimate the tem-
perature reached by the noncondensable gas within the bubble. Our results,
presented in the same figure, confirm the high values of gas temperature, which
ranged between 7000 and 11,500 K. We may also observe that the luminescence
ceases for a threshold value, which coincides with the transition from weak to
intermediate jets. Nevertheless, unlike the luminescence energy, we have found no
clear variation of the blackbody temperature as a function of ζ. This counter-
intuitive result needs further investigations to be clarified.

6. Conclusion

During their brief and violent life, cavitation bubbles may develop powerful
phenomena and cause damage in a variety of industrial devices. Nevertheless, by

Figure 15.
Left: visualization of luminescence emitted by a collapsing bubble, for different values of ζ. Right: single bubble
luminescence (a) relative energy Elum/E0 and (b) blackbody temperature Tlum vs. ζ. Colors indicate the driving
pressures, and symbols indicate the different levels of gravity (adapted from [3]).
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Figure 14.
Visualization of three collapsing bubbles and the corresponding pressure signal recorded by the hydrophone. The
shockwaves are denoted by 1, jet impact; 2, torus collapse; 3, tip bubble collapse; 4, second torus collapse; and 5,
second tip bubble collapse (adapted from [3]).
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anisotropy parameter, a strong jet develops and fractions the cavity into a tip cavity
and a toroidal cavity. We observe the emission of several shockwaves related to jet
impact and the collapse of the bubble fragments. These events are identified in the
corresponding pressure signal. We found that the energy radiated by the shockwaves
is maximum for the spherical collapse case and decreases with deformed bubbles.

5.2.3 Effects of pressure anisotropy on luminescence

The direct visualization of luminescence emitted by the collapse of a cavitation
bubble in normal gravity is presented in Figure 15 for different values of the
anisotropy parameter ζ. The latter was varied by adjusting the driving pressure. We
may observe that luminescence is generated when the bubble reaches its minimum
radius, just before the shockwave emission. The figure clearly illustrates how lumi-
nescence fades away as the bubble is deformed.

We have processed a large number of broadband spectra of luminescence emit-
ted by individual laser-induced bubbles, collapsing in different gravity-induced
pressure gradients. As shown in Figure 15, we found that the luminescence energy
Elum, normalized by the potential energy of the bubble E0, varies in a roughly
exponential way with ζ. We assumed the blackbody radiation to estimate the tem-
perature reached by the noncondensable gas within the bubble. Our results,
presented in the same figure, confirm the high values of gas temperature, which
ranged between 7000 and 11,500 K. We may also observe that the luminescence
ceases for a threshold value, which coincides with the transition from weak to
intermediate jets. Nevertheless, unlike the luminescence energy, we have found no
clear variation of the blackbody temperature as a function of ζ. This counter-
intuitive result needs further investigations to be clarified.

6. Conclusion

During their brief and violent life, cavitation bubbles may develop powerful
phenomena and cause damage in a variety of industrial devices. Nevertheless, by
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Left: visualization of luminescence emitted by a collapsing bubble, for different values of ζ. Right: single bubble
luminescence (a) relative energy Elum/E0 and (b) blackbody temperature Tlum vs. ζ. Colors indicate the driving
pressures, and symbols indicate the different levels of gravity (adapted from [3]).
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mastering their unique ability to focus energy, cavitation bubbles may be beneficial
in many applications, such as cleaning, chemistry, material and food processing and
medicine. The present chapter provides a summary of our research activities related
to this fascinating topic and underlines the valuable contribution of microgravity
experiments. This review covers the past 15 years, during which we have partici-
pated in nine parabolic flight campaigns.

We first investigated the case of a bubble-in-drop and discovered how an eccentric
collapse leads to the formation of two opposite liquid jets, which amazingly resemble
the ones observed during the collapse of giant stars.We also learnedhow the shockwave
confinement generates secondary cavitation, which provides a better understanding of
the erosion due to a high-speed impact of liquid drops (rain erosion).Moreover, we
developed and validated a new theory for bubble dynamics within a liquid drop.

To explore the final stage of a bubble collapse, we built a versatile experimental
setup, which generates a single cavitation bubble by focusing a pulsed laser in a
water chamber. The combination of a careful design of the optical setup and the use
of microgravity flights let us produce the most spherical bubbles, hardly achievable
in ground-based experiments. We also used variable gravity offered by parabolic
flights to modulate the hydrostatic pressure gradient and explore its effects on
bubble deformation in a broad parameter space. We developed a unified theoretical
framework to predict the dynamics of a cavitation bubble, based on a non-
dimensional anisotropy parameter (ζ). We have found that the collapse of a spher-
ical bubble (ζ≈0) generates a unique and strong shockwave, no jetting and a rather
small rebound. As ζ is increased, the bubble becomes more and more deformed with
a more complex set of shockwaves, a larger rebound and a microjet that develops
earlier and earlier. We also observed a rapid quenching of the collapse-induced
luminescence for increasing ζ. Our model predicts how the energy in the initial
cavitation bubble is partitioned between the collapse channels, namely, the
shockwave, the jet, the rebound and the luminescence. This paves the way to
optimize the outcome of a collapsing bubble, depending on the application.

The present chapter was written during the “great lockdown”. Outside, the
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic is raging around the world with
dramatic consequences. Who knows? Maybe the solution will come from cavitation
bubbles. If carefully injected into the human body and appropriately controlled by
an acoustic field, microbubbles can locally deploy their extraordinary power to
target and neutralize coronavirus with minimal side effects. Given the state of
knowledge on cavitation bubbles, this is not wishful thinking.
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Chapter 6

Capillary Driven Flows under
Microgravity Conditions: From
Parabolic Flights to Space
Experiment
Nikolay Smirnov, Valeriy Nikitin
and Evgeniya Kolenkina (Skryleva)

Abstract

The chapter investigates imbibition into a porous medium under microgravity
condition under the action of capillary forces. The study of capillary effects in
terrestrial conditions is often difficult due to the influence of gravity, which makes
it necessary to conduct experiments in microgravity. The chapter describes the
features of experiments and the processing of experimental data in two types of
microgravity experiments: during parabolic flights and at space stations in terres-
trial orbit. During parabolic flights, a highly permeable artificial porous medium
consisting of glass balls of the same size was considered (such a medium makes it
easy to visualize experimental results and simulate media with different permeabil-
ity using balls of different diameters). In experiments in orbit, the flow of fluids
with various physical properties in natural sands was considered. The chapter also
describes the mathematical modeling of such processes and presents the results of
numerical simulations and their comparison with experimental data. The possibility
of determining rheological relationships for capillary forces being functions of
governing parameters in porous medium on the basis of data obtained from
experiments in microgravity is demonstrated.

Keywords: microgravity, imbibition, parabolic flights, porous medium,
capillary effects

1. Introduction

Investigation of capillary driven seepage under microgravity conditions is of
great interest for space applications and terrestrial engineering and technology. On
space platforms, capillary transport of liquids is observed in various devices/pro-
cesses such as purification filtration systems, heat pipes, and fuel transport from
tanks in weightlessness. Capillary forces turn to be the major mechanism driving
the feeding fluid to the plant’s roots in hydroponics plant growth systems in space.

On the other hand, microgravity investigation of seepage processes gives a
deeper insight in the fundamentals of this nonequilibrium phenomenon, thus pro-
viding a better understanding of seepage processes for terrestrial applications, such
as oil recovery. Microgravity conditions allow us to study capillary effects in large
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pores, which are impossible in terrestrial conditions due to the influence of gravity,
which distorts the shape of the interface and changes effects.

Under terrestrial conditions, the capillary forces are partly shielded by gravity
effects, but, nevertheless, are still present. Accurate investigation of wettability
effects in immiscible fluids filtration requires abandoning all other effects as far as
possible. Determination of some rheological relationships for accounting the
influence of capillary forces in porous media is possible by performing experiments
under reduced gravity conditions. Such relationships can then be introduced into
already existing models, integrating heat and mass transfer through porous media.

The process of imbibition of viscous fluids into a porous medium depends
essentially on capillary effects and instability, which may develop on the displace-
ment front in case of multiphase flow. Accounting for capillary forces is critical for
the description of the motion of liquids in porous media. The study of the capillary
effects under ordinary conditions is difficult because of the significant effect of
gravity on the seepage process in big pores, wherein visual registration is possible.
Therefore, in this chapter, we consider the flow of liquids in a porous medium
under microgravity conditions during parabolic flights. The problem of multiphase
seepage in porous media is very well developed. There is a lot of different models
based on the modified Darcy law [1–6]. Experimental and theoretical studies of the
flow of fluids in porous media and natural sands under microgravity conditions
have been carried out, and mathematical models describing these processes have
been developed [7–11]. Another important factor, which influences the displace-
ment, is the instability developing at the front. Initially flat interface of the liquids is
broken; some “fingers” of the liquid break through, which causes liquid being
entrapped inside the porous medium. The unstable liquid displacement is well
studied [12, 13]. Experiments on the flow of liquids through a porous medium
under microgravity conditions under the action of capillary forces are described in
[9]. The motivation for the present study is investigating the flow of fluid in an
artificial porous medium containing heterogeneities under the action of capillary
forces. Professor Jean-Claude Legros (Figure 1) and his student Eric Istasse were
engaged in the determination of capillary characteristics in porous media, and they

Figure 1.
Professor Jean Claude Legros (left) with Professor Nikolay Smirnov (right).
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conducted experiments on imbibition of fluids into porous media during parabolic
flights. In this chapter, the results of these experiments are reviewed and compared
with the results of numerical simulation. In the case of a porous medium formed by
relatively large particles, it becomes important to take into account additional inner
terms in the Darcy equation. The corresponding mathematical model is described
here. Models without inertia effects, described in detail in [2–4], describe fairly
accurately slow flows in classical low-permeable porous media, but they are not
suitable for processes discussed here.

In this chapter, we focus on seepage flows in porous media with inhomogeneity.
The presence of heterogeneity brings to the nonuniformity of the seepage flow and
the displacement front, which can lead to nonlinear physical results. Such nonlinear
physical results are described in detail in [14], where experiments on the imbibition
of liquids into a natural porous medium under microgravity conditions are consid-
ered. Results showed that a point located higher along the length of a sample can be
reached by a liquid faster than a lower one. In a natural porous medium, we can
only make hypothesis about the reasons of such a behavior; while using an artificial
porous medium assembled of transparent glass balls, one can visually register the
effect of heterogeneity on the capillary driven seepage flow.

2. Experimental investigations imbibition into artificial porous medium

Parabolic flight campaigns were organized (and funded) by the European Space
Agency. The parabolic flights are achieved using the French Airbus A300-ZeroG, an
aircraft especially transformed to a rather big microgravity laboratory. Detailed
description of experimental procedures and techniques can be found in [15]. Below
we provide a shortened version of the description.

Microgravity conditions encountered during the parabolic flight exercise are
very special ones, and anybody will certainly understand that they are far from
usual ground-based laboratory conditions. The design of a dedicated experimental
payload must thus integrate the specific aspects of reduced gravity environment.
For example, flight procedures should be simplified as much as possible, rendering
in-flight operations easy to perform. Mass and overall dimensions of the experi-
mental setup are also limiting factors that have to be carefully considered during the
payload design.

A typical parabolic flight campaign is usually scheduled around three successive
flights days, preceded by 10 days of experiment integration and eventual “last
minute” modifications. The short period of time between the flight opportunities
may impact the intrinsic conception of the experimental devices, e.g., experimental
cells, payload maintenance tasks, and so on. Furthermore, the aircraft safety rules
are very strict, and any boarding experiment must first pass a detailed control
procedure, performed by the safety crewmembers.

All these aspects are part of a weightlessness flight program and have to be kept
in mind during the preparation of a flight opportunity.

2.1 Instrumental setup description

Several experimental parameters were fixed before setting the design of the
experiment:

• We consider porous samples made of glass spheres having various
granulometric size distributions. The regular shape of the glass spheres will
eliminate potential anisotropy of the porous sample, simplifying thus the
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investigation of the observed flows. Another advantage is the translucent
character of the glass spheres that enables us to visualize in some way internal
fluid motions that are usually inaccessible by direct visualization. Finally,
choosing spherical constituting solid particles makes it possible to realize a lot
of different samples with various well-known intrinsic properties, i.e.,
porosity, permeability, and mean characteristic pore radius. Overall
dimensions of the porous samples (75 � 50 � 200 mm3) have been determined
taking into account the available duration of microgravity.

• We investigated several fluid systems. The simplified two-phase flow model,
presented in the previous section, is experimentally investigated in the case of a
water-air system and in the case of a water-alkane system. We choose the iso-
octane, also known as 2,2,4-trimethylpentane, for the hydrocarbon, because it is
less dense than water, completely immiscible with it. Iso-octane is less wetting
the porous matrix as compared with water. This liquid-liquid system
investigation enables us to vary the surface tension parameter withoutmodifying
the wettability properties of the porous medium. Furthermore, the viscosity of
iso-octane is less than the water one. Hence, we limited the appearing of viscous
fingering phenomenon that tends to greatly destabilize the moving liquid-liquid
interface. The stable shape of the interface is indeed a necessary condition to
neglect the dispersion fluxes appearing in our mathematical model.

• The boundary conditions mentioned for the mathematical model, namely no
hydrostatic pressure difference between bottom and top of the porous sample,
were satisfied. We have also seen that it is necessary to avoid as far as possible
the capillary effects at the level of the fluid reservoir. This was achieved by
saturating completely the reservoir with the wetting fluid. Note that this
reservoir must be able to deform when the capillary flow occurred in
microgravity, otherwise we would have observed the formation of an air
bubble, which, if growing, would have been able to block the entrance of the
porous sample for the fluid. Hence, the reservoir consisted of a deformable
plastic bag that remained full of liquid during flight conditions.

• During the parabola, the transition period between the pull-up phase and the
microgravity phase induced undesired effects that greatly influenced the flow
through the porous sample. Capillary driven filtration started indeed
immediately at the beginning of the transition period. At this particular
moment, we did not have clear initial conditions for the subsequent creeping
under reduced gravity. Hence, it was very important for the filtration modeling
to restrict as much as possible the transient flow occurring during this
transition phase. It was preferable to wait for acceptable reduced gravity
conditions to start up the flow. The experimental setup incorporated simple
technical solutions to control these undesired effects. The hydraulic scheme of
the experiment indeed included electromagnetic valves that allowed us to close
hermetically the porous medium. Consequently, if a capillary flow was starting
during the transition phase, it would be rapidly damped by the air pressure
increase, which was resulting from the decrease of the volume accessible for
the gaseous phase inside the cell. Once in real microgravity, we simply opened
the valves to allow the capillary driven flow to invade the solid matrix.

• The effect of temperature on surface tension and viscosity properties of the
fluids was not considered in the present study. The aircraft air-conditioning
system maintained the cabin temperature around 25°C during flight operations.
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2.2 Payload description

The experimental payload has been completely designed and developed by the
scientific and technical teams of the Physical Chemistry Department of the Free
University of Brussels. It incorporated all the necessary devices to study various
capillary driven flows under reduced gravity conditions, and its basic features will
be now briefly detailed.

The payload consisted of two racks integrating the experimental setup (main
rack) and the porous samples confined in dedicated experimental cells (storage
rack). The main rack included the following:

• An electrical panel, mandatory to interface the experiment with the aircraft
power supplies.

• A video system, including black and white video camera and high-quality
video recorder.

• A hydraulic scheme, i.e., a network of valves and tubes necessary to handle the
eventual fluid feeding of the experimental cells.

• A temperature and pressure acquisition system was loaded and allowed to
work autonomously during the flight. Data were simply downloaded after
landing.

• A residual g-level data acquisition system, coupled with the video recording
system, enabling video incrustation of residual g-level directly through the
video signal.

The main rack measured 880 � 650 � 1440 mm3 (length � width � height) and
integrated in fact two experiments, with a total mass of approximately 300 kg.

The experimental rack was designed to investigate two experimental cells
simultaneously. This was a very convenient feature that made it possible to directly
correlate two porous samples having different properties under the same micro-
gravity conditions. As the flight planning was organized in 6 sets of 5 successive
parabolas, we investigated the experimental cells by pair, and we video recorded 5
successive capillary creeping for them. Longer breaks between two successive sets
of parabolas were used to perform the cells exchange.

Following this scientific strategy, we were able to study the influence of the
preimbibition of the porous sample. Starting from a completely dry porous
medium, the capillary creeping occurred during the first parabola, followed directly
by a drainage process during the pull-out phase. The amount of liquid being trapped
inside the porous matrix was depending on the surface tension properties of the
fluid-fluid pair under investigation. We observed experimentally that the seepage
«creepability» parameter Ψ [7, 15] was significantly influenced by the
preimbibition. But, once the porous matrix has been imbibed, following successive
imbibition was not modifying essentially its microscopic surface state. Successive
capillary seepage during a set of parabolas would invade the porous matrix higher
and higher, simply because the fluid encountered less resistance in the already
preimbibitted zone and the latter tended to increase during successive capillary
driven imbibition. The number of operations that experimenters had to perform
during the parabola itself was intentionally small. The parabolic flight maneuver,
with its succession of hypergravity and low gravity periods, revealed to be physio-
logically tiring. In these conditions, the experimental procedures should be as
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and higher, simply because the fluid encountered less resistance in the already
preimbibitted zone and the latter tended to increase during successive capillary
driven imbibition. The number of operations that experimenters had to perform
during the parabola itself was intentionally small. The parabolic flight maneuver,
with its succession of hypergravity and low gravity periods, revealed to be physio-
logically tiring. In these conditions, the experimental procedures should be as
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simple as possible to allow the experimenters to anticipate these repetitive gravity
variations. For the capillary creeping experiment, the most difficult tasks were the
cells exchange, and the fluid management to adjust correctly the initial fluid levels
inside for the porous samples. These tasks were executed before the pull-up phases.
As we continuously video recorded the experimental cells, the experimenters had
only to wait for the optimal reduced gravity level to switch on the electromagnetic
valves, thus enabling the flows through the samples.

2.3 Experiment details and results

We concentrate in this section on the peculiarities of seepage flow in a media
containing permeability inhomogeneity. The zones of different permeability were
arranged in the experimental cells (Figure 2) using glass balls of different diame-
ters. Porous samples were hermetically confined inside the experimental cell, whose
overall dimensions were 74 � 50 � 315 mm3. Each cell had a separate fluid reservoir
made of a deformable plastic bag. The reservoir fluid capacity was sufficient to fill
in totally the porous sample. The experimental cell was connected at its bottom side
to a cylindrical connector. This connector was 70 mm long and served as a hydraulic
junction between the porous sample and the reservoir, filled in with a water-dye
mixture. The diameter of the channel zone has been chosen large enough, i.e.,
37 mm, to allow reasonable fluid feeding to the porous medium during microgravity
periods. During the flight, the capillary driven filtration was video recorded, using a
high-quality video equipment. The back-light system allowed to visualize the phase
interface separating water and air.

Three experiments are reported here. In all cases, we considered the imbibition
of fluid into the porous media that has been prewetted throughout previous parab-
olas. Zones with different permeability were formed by spheres with diameters of 2
and 6 mm. The artificial porous medium within each zone was composed of glass
balls of the same diameter. Thus, the permeability of the porous medium consisting
of spheres (d = 6 mm) was K1 = 8.5�10�9 m2, while permeability in the low perme-
able zone (d = 2 mm) was K2 = 2�10�9 m2.

In the first experiment, the whole cell was filled with a homogeneous porous
medium consisting of glass spheres with a diameter of 6 mm (Figure 3). The graph
(Figure 4) shows the position of the interface as a function of time. By reducing the
gravity level, the capillary driven imbibition of fluid into porous sample begins.
During the observation period, the interface did not exceed the height of 40 mm.

Figure 2.
The experimental cell for artificial porous medium.
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In the second experiment, the lower layer of the medium (with a height of 4 cm)
consisted of spheres with a diameter of 6 mm, and the upper layer consisted of
spheres of smaller diameter (2 mm) (Figure 5). The position of the interface is
shown in the graph (Figure 6). The process of imbibition is analogous to the case of
a homogeneous medium until a zone of low permeability was reached. On crossing
the border of high permeable and low permeable zones, the velocity of phase
interface drastically increased upon entering the zone of lower permeability small
sphere assembly. After a while, the interface velocity again decreased. The acceler-
ation of the imbibition front is explained by the fact that the capillary forces in the
medium consisting of small spheres were higher. Successive slowing down of the
interface was due to the decrease of permeability. The effects of increasing capillary

Figure 3.
The flow of liquid in a porous medium (permeability: 8.5�10�9 m2; porosity: 0.458) under microgravity
conditions (displacing fluid: viscosity: 1�10�3 Pa�s, density: 103 kg/m3; displaced gas: viscosity: 1.5�10�5 Pa�s,
density: 1.4 kg/m3; surface tension: 0.0582 N/m).

Figure 4.
The position of the interface as a function of time for a flow in a homogeneous medium (permeability:
8.5�10�9 m2; porosity: 0.458; displacing fluid: viscosity: 1�10�3 Pa�s, density: 103 kg/m3; displaced gas viscosity:
1.5�10�5 Pa�s, density: 1.4 kg/m3; surface tension: 0.0582 N/m).
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simple as possible to allow the experimenters to anticipate these repetitive gravity
variations. For the capillary creeping experiment, the most difficult tasks were the
cells exchange, and the fluid management to adjust correctly the initial fluid levels
inside for the porous samples. These tasks were executed before the pull-up phases.
As we continuously video recorded the experimental cells, the experimenters had
only to wait for the optimal reduced gravity level to switch on the electromagnetic
valves, thus enabling the flows through the samples.

2.3 Experiment details and results
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ters. Porous samples were hermetically confined inside the experimental cell, whose
overall dimensions were 74 � 50 � 315 mm3. Each cell had a separate fluid reservoir
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to a cylindrical connector. This connector was 70 mm long and served as a hydraulic
junction between the porous sample and the reservoir, filled in with a water-dye
mixture. The diameter of the channel zone has been chosen large enough, i.e.,
37 mm, to allow reasonable fluid feeding to the porous medium during microgravity
periods. During the flight, the capillary driven filtration was video recorded, using a
high-quality video equipment. The back-light system allowed to visualize the phase
interface separating water and air.

Three experiments are reported here. In all cases, we considered the imbibition
of fluid into the porous media that has been prewetted throughout previous parab-
olas. Zones with different permeability were formed by spheres with diameters of 2
and 6 mm. The artificial porous medium within each zone was composed of glass
balls of the same diameter. Thus, the permeability of the porous medium consisting
of spheres (d = 6 mm) was K1 = 8.5�10�9 m2, while permeability in the low perme-
able zone (d = 2 mm) was K2 = 2�10�9 m2.

In the first experiment, the whole cell was filled with a homogeneous porous
medium consisting of glass spheres with a diameter of 6 mm (Figure 3). The graph
(Figure 4) shows the position of the interface as a function of time. By reducing the
gravity level, the capillary driven imbibition of fluid into porous sample begins.
During the observation period, the interface did not exceed the height of 40 mm.

Figure 2.
The experimental cell for artificial porous medium.
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In the second experiment, the lower layer of the medium (with a height of 4 cm)
consisted of spheres with a diameter of 6 mm, and the upper layer consisted of
spheres of smaller diameter (2 mm) (Figure 5). The position of the interface is
shown in the graph (Figure 6). The process of imbibition is analogous to the case of
a homogeneous medium until a zone of low permeability was reached. On crossing
the border of high permeable and low permeable zones, the velocity of phase
interface drastically increased upon entering the zone of lower permeability small
sphere assembly. After a while, the interface velocity again decreased. The acceler-
ation of the imbibition front is explained by the fact that the capillary forces in the
medium consisting of small spheres were higher. Successive slowing down of the
interface was due to the decrease of permeability. The effects of increasing capillary

Figure 3.
The flow of liquid in a porous medium (permeability: 8.5�10�9 m2; porosity: 0.458) under microgravity
conditions (displacing fluid: viscosity: 1�10�3 Pa�s, density: 103 kg/m3; displaced gas: viscosity: 1.5�10�5 Pa�s,
density: 1.4 kg/m3; surface tension: 0.0582 N/m).

Figure 4.
The position of the interface as a function of time for a flow in a homogeneous medium (permeability:
8.5�10�9 m2; porosity: 0.458; displacing fluid: viscosity: 1�10�3 Pa�s, density: 103 kg/m3; displaced gas viscosity:
1.5�10�5 Pa�s, density: 1.4 kg/m3; surface tension: 0.0582 N/m).
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forces and drag forces acted on different time scales in unsteady-state flows: capil-
lary forces increased by a jump, and then sustained constant value, while drag
forces grew linearly on increasing the fluid penetration depth.

In the third experiment, the cell was filled with spheres (d = 6 mm) and included
a zone (30 � 20 � 30 mm3) with a lower permeability in the central part of the cell
near the left wall, filled with glass beads (d = 2 mm) (Figure 7). The phase interface
remained relatively flat in a homogeneous zone. On approaching the zone of lower
permeability, the interface becomes curved, and the capillary creeping was faster in
the zone of low permeability.

Figure 5.
The flow of liquid in a porous medium consisting of two layers (bottom layer: height: 4 cm, permeability:
8.5�10�9 m2, porosity: 0.458; upper layer: permeability: 2�10�9 m2; porosity: 0.466) under microgravity
conditions (displacing fluid: viscosity: 1�10�3 Pa�s, density: 103 kg/m3; displaced gas: viscosity: 1.5�10�5 Pa�s,
density: 1.4 kg/m3; surface tension: 0.0582 N/m).

Figure 6.
The position of the interface as a function of time for a flow in an inhomogeneous medium (bottom layer: height:
4 cm, permeability: 8.5�10�9 m2, porosity: 0.458; upper layer permeability: 2�10�9 m2, porosity: 0,466;
displacing fluid: viscosity: 1�10�3 Pa�sec, density: 103 kg/m3; displaced gas viscosity: 1.5�10�5 Pa�s, density:
1.4 kg/m3; surface tension: 0.0582 N/m).
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3. Mathematical model and numerical investigation

This section introduces the mathematical and numerical modeling used for the
experiments. A more detailed description of can be found in [16].

3.1 Balance equations

The flow of two incompressible fluids in porous media is considered, without
thermal effects taken into account. The imbibition is modeled by the Darcy law,
considering the capillary effects at the boundary of the phases. Non-stationarity is
taken into account. Permeability and porosity depend on the spatial co-ordinate and
on the fluid pressure in the pores. The mathematical formulation of the problem
describes the displacement of one fluid by another due to the pressure drop on the
sides of the sample or due to a given flow on one side and also due to capillary effects.

The mass balance equations for the phases are as follows:

∂

∂t
φρkskð Þ þ ∂

∂x j
ρkuk,j
� � ¼ 0 (1)

Here, φ is the porosity, ρk is the intrinsic density of the kth phase, sk is the phase
saturation, t is the time, uk,j is the jth component of the seepage velocity of the kth
phase, and x j is the component of the radius vector (point coordinates). The
equations are summed up over the repeated index j.

Note that the intrinsic phase velocity vk,j is expressed through the seepage
velocity as:

vk,j ¼
uk,j
φsk

(2)

Unlike the seepage velocity of a phase, intrinsic phase velocity is not determined
where there is no phase (the seepage velocity at that place is zero).

Figure 7.
The flow of liquid in a porous medium (permeability: 8.5�10�9 m2; porosity: 0.458) containing an insert
(3 � 2 � 3 cm3) with a low permeability (permeability: 2�10�9 m2; porosity: 0,466) under microgravity
conditions (displacing fluid: viscosity: 1�10�3 Pa�s, density: 103 kg/m3; displaced gas: viscosity: 1.5�10�5 Pa�s,
density: 1.4 kg/m3; surface tension: 0.0582 N/m).
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forces and drag forces acted on different time scales in unsteady-state flows: capil-
lary forces increased by a jump, and then sustained constant value, while drag
forces grew linearly on increasing the fluid penetration depth.

In the third experiment, the cell was filled with spheres (d = 6 mm) and included
a zone (30 � 20 � 30 mm3) with a lower permeability in the central part of the cell
near the left wall, filled with glass beads (d = 2 mm) (Figure 7). The phase interface
remained relatively flat in a homogeneous zone. On approaching the zone of lower
permeability, the interface becomes curved, and the capillary creeping was faster in
the zone of low permeability.

Figure 5.
The flow of liquid in a porous medium consisting of two layers (bottom layer: height: 4 cm, permeability:
8.5�10�9 m2, porosity: 0.458; upper layer: permeability: 2�10�9 m2; porosity: 0.466) under microgravity
conditions (displacing fluid: viscosity: 1�10�3 Pa�s, density: 103 kg/m3; displaced gas: viscosity: 1.5�10�5 Pa�s,
density: 1.4 kg/m3; surface tension: 0.0582 N/m).

Figure 6.
The position of the interface as a function of time for a flow in an inhomogeneous medium (bottom layer: height:
4 cm, permeability: 8.5�10�9 m2, porosity: 0.458; upper layer permeability: 2�10�9 m2, porosity: 0,466;
displacing fluid: viscosity: 1�10�3 Pa�sec, density: 103 kg/m3; displaced gas viscosity: 1.5�10�5 Pa�s, density:
1.4 kg/m3; surface tension: 0.0582 N/m).
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3. Mathematical model and numerical investigation

This section introduces the mathematical and numerical modeling used for the
experiments. A more detailed description of can be found in [16].

3.1 Balance equations

The flow of two incompressible fluids in porous media is considered, without
thermal effects taken into account. The imbibition is modeled by the Darcy law,
considering the capillary effects at the boundary of the phases. Non-stationarity is
taken into account. Permeability and porosity depend on the spatial co-ordinate and
on the fluid pressure in the pores. The mathematical formulation of the problem
describes the displacement of one fluid by another due to the pressure drop on the
sides of the sample or due to a given flow on one side and also due to capillary effects.

The mass balance equations for the phases are as follows:
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� � ¼ 0 (1)

Here, φ is the porosity, ρk is the intrinsic density of the kth phase, sk is the phase
saturation, t is the time, uk,j is the jth component of the seepage velocity of the kth
phase, and x j is the component of the radius vector (point coordinates). The
equations are summed up over the repeated index j.

Note that the intrinsic phase velocity vk,j is expressed through the seepage
velocity as:

vk,j ¼
uk,j
φsk

(2)

Unlike the seepage velocity of a phase, intrinsic phase velocity is not determined
where there is no phase (the seepage velocity at that place is zero).

Figure 7.
The flow of liquid in a porous medium (permeability: 8.5�10�9 m2; porosity: 0.458) containing an insert
(3 � 2 � 3 cm3) with a low permeability (permeability: 2�10�9 m2; porosity: 0,466) under microgravity
conditions (displacing fluid: viscosity: 1�10�3 Pa�s, density: 103 kg/m3; displaced gas: viscosity: 1.5�10�5 Pa�s,
density: 1.4 kg/m3; surface tension: 0.0582 N/m).
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Both fluids are incompressible. Dividing Eq. (1) by ρk yields the reduced form:

∂

∂t
φskð Þ þ ∂uk,j

∂x j
¼ 0 (3)

The average volume seepage velocity u j is defined as:

u j ¼ u1,j þ u2,j (4)

Summation of the Eq. (3) using the definitions (4) leads to an equation for the
total phase seepage velocity:

∂φ

∂t
þ ∂u j

∂x j
¼ 0 (5)

In the case of porosity not changing with time, the Eq. (5) reduces to the
condition of the solenoidality of the fluid seepage velocity field:

∂u j

∂x j
¼ 0 (6)

The momentum equations from which the Darcy laws for each phase are derived
are as follows:

∂

∂t
ρkφskvk,j
� �þ ∂

∂x j
ρkφskvk,ivk,j
� �þ φsk

∂pk
∂x j

¼ � μk
K0

vk,i þ Fk (7)

where μk is the dynamic viscosity, K0 is the absolute permeability, pk is the
pressure in the phase, and Fk is the interaction force with other phases of the fluid.
The right-hand side of (7) corresponds to the sum of the force of interaction with the
skeleton or solid phase and the forces of interaction with other phases of the fluid.

To obtain Darcy equations, the inertial terms (i.e., non-stationary term
∂

∂t ρkφskvk,j
� �

and convective term ∂

∂x j
ρkφskvk,ivk,j
� �

) are usually neglected in (7), and

the interaction forces with other phases, except the skeleton or solid phase), are
modeled by modifying the basic interaction force with the skeleton by introducing
relative permeability. We will neglect only the convective component of inertia,
leaving the non-stationary component. After this, the Darcy equations are
modified, containing the time derivative of the velocity:

uk,i ¼ �K0KR
k

μk

∂pk
∂xi

þ ρk
φsk

∂uk,i
∂t

� �
(8)

We assume the relative permeability of the phase, depending on its saturation sk
and, in general, on the saturation of other phases: KR

k ¼ θk ∙ sk, where θk is a
proportionality coefficient. It should be noted that since the relative permeability is
zero in the case of zero phase saturation sk, the singularity in this case in (8) has no
place. So the modified Darcy equations can be written as follows:

uk,i þ K0ρk
φμk

∙ θk
∂uk,i
∂t

¼ �K0KR
k

μk

∂pk
∂xi

(9)

Denote the parameter, which is in front of the time derivative of the velocity and
has the dimension of time, as Tk; in general, it depends on its position in space, as
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does absolute permeability, but not on the current distribution of variable parame-
ters (saturation, velocity, etc.):

Tk ¼ K0ρk
φμk

(10)

The Darcy equation is then written in the following form:

uk,i þ Tk
KR

k

sk

∂uk,i
∂t

¼ �K0KR
k

μk

∂pk
∂xi

(11)

The parameter Tk can be called the characteristic inertia time. In the case of
permeability K0 being sufficiently small, as in ordinary porous media, this time is
negligible and inertia can be neglected. But if the porous medium consists of stones/
balls with a sufficiently large diameter, then such a time for low-viscosity liquids
can be several seconds or more; it will most likely be impossible to neglect inertia.

Locally, the pressure difference between the phases is determined by capillary
pressure, which depends only on the phase saturation, besides the skeleton data and
physical data of the surface separating the phases. Hereinafter, we assume that
there are only two fluid phases in the pore space, so that:

pc1 s1ð Þ ¼ p2 � p1 ¼ �pc2 s2ð Þ, s1 þ s2 ¼ 1 (12)

3.2 Modeling relative permeability and capillary pressure

The relative permeabilities KR
k are calculated using the Brooks-Cory model [17]:

KR
k ¼ k0kS

n0k
k , sk ≥ sresk

0 , sk < sresk

8<
: , Sk ¼

sk � sresk

1� sres1 � sres2
(13)

Here, k0k >0 and n0k >0 are the model parameters, and the effective saturation Sk
is determined by the residual saturations of 0≤ sresk ≤ 1 (sres1 þ sres2 < 1). It should be
noted that for 0≤ Sk ≤ 1, a porous medium is impregnated with both fluids; the
phase saturation at sk ≤ sresk is not described with this model. Further, we always
assume that impregnation with both fluids takes place, and under these conditions,
the zero alternative of (13) can be disregarded. It can also be noted that S2 ¼ 1� S1,
and thus index 1 is omitted further and at reduced saturation, the effective satura-
tion of the second phase is expressed through the first. For the effective saturation
and relative mobility of the phases not based on the model (13) and definition (14),
we have the following expressions:

Sk ¼
sk � sresk

1� sres1 � sres2

M1 ¼ k01
μ1

Sn
0
1

M2 ¼ k02
μ2

1� Sð Þn02

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

(14)

Capillary pressure from the kth phase is expressed through the J-function of
Leverett [1] and some other parameters like:
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Both fluids are incompressible. Dividing Eq. (1) by ρk yields the reduced form:
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¼ 0 (3)
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In the case of porosity not changing with time, the Eq. (5) reduces to the
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where μk is the dynamic viscosity, K0 is the absolute permeability, pk is the
pressure in the phase, and Fk is the interaction force with other phases of the fluid.
The right-hand side of (7) corresponds to the sum of the force of interaction with the
skeleton or solid phase and the forces of interaction with other phases of the fluid.

To obtain Darcy equations, the inertial terms (i.e., non-stationary term
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the interaction forces with other phases, except the skeleton or solid phase), are
modeled by modifying the basic interaction force with the skeleton by introducing
relative permeability. We will neglect only the convective component of inertia,
leaving the non-stationary component. After this, the Darcy equations are
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We assume the relative permeability of the phase, depending on its saturation sk
and, in general, on the saturation of other phases: KR

k ¼ θk ∙ sk, where θk is a
proportionality coefficient. It should be noted that since the relative permeability is
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does absolute permeability, but not on the current distribution of variable parame-
ters (saturation, velocity, etc.):
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The Darcy equation is then written in the following form:
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The parameter Tk can be called the characteristic inertia time. In the case of
permeability K0 being sufficiently small, as in ordinary porous media, this time is
negligible and inertia can be neglected. But if the porous medium consists of stones/
balls with a sufficiently large diameter, then such a time for low-viscosity liquids
can be several seconds or more; it will most likely be impossible to neglect inertia.

Locally, the pressure difference between the phases is determined by capillary
pressure, which depends only on the phase saturation, besides the skeleton data and
physical data of the surface separating the phases. Hereinafter, we assume that
there are only two fluid phases in the pore space, so that:

pc1 s1ð Þ ¼ p2 � p1 ¼ �pc2 s2ð Þ, s1 þ s2 ¼ 1 (12)

3.2 Modeling relative permeability and capillary pressure

The relative permeabilities KR
k are calculated using the Brooks-Cory model [17]:
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Here, k0k >0 and n0k >0 are the model parameters, and the effective saturation Sk
is determined by the residual saturations of 0≤ sresk ≤ 1 (sres1 þ sres2 < 1). It should be
noted that for 0≤ Sk ≤ 1, a porous medium is impregnated with both fluids; the
phase saturation at sk ≤ sresk is not described with this model. Further, we always
assume that impregnation with both fluids takes place, and under these conditions,
the zero alternative of (13) can be disregarded. It can also be noted that S2 ¼ 1� S1,
and thus index 1 is omitted further and at reduced saturation, the effective satura-
tion of the second phase is expressed through the first. For the effective saturation
and relative mobility of the phases not based on the model (13) and definition (14),
we have the following expressions:
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0
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Capillary pressure from the kth phase is expressed through the J-function of
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pck ¼
σ cos αkffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

K=φ
p J skð Þ (15)

where σ is the coefficient of surface tension, and αk is the angle between the
wall from the phase k and the interface (wetting angle). If this angle is less than π=2,
then the phase is wetting; if not, it is nonwetting.

Suppose the definition (15) holds for both phases with the same J-function. In
this case, (12) leads to:

cos αkJ skð Þ ¼ � cos αk∕ J sk∕
� � ¼ cos αkJ 1� skð Þ

where the primes refer to nonwetting phase and, because of the connection
between the wetting angles, we get

J sð Þ ¼ J 1� sð Þ (16)

None of the known models of the Leverett function imply the right side of (16).
Consequently, the expression (15) should be considered only for one of the phases,
but from the side of the other phase, the capillary pressure is determined by (12). In
most of models, a wetting phase k αk < π=2ð Þ is modeled using (15), while the
nonwetting phase k∕ makes an adjustment to the definition of capillary pressure:

pc
k∕
¼ σ cos αk∕ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

K=φ
p J skð Þ (17)

Using both expressions (15) for the wetting phase and (17) for the nonwetting,
we express the capillary pressure using data from phase 1 (omitting the index 1 of
capillary pressure, wetting angle, and saturation):

pc ¼ σ cos αffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K=φ

p ∙
J sð Þ, α≤ π=2

J 1� sð Þ, α> π=2

�
(18)

Let the J-function of Leverett be modeled by two parameters CJ >0 and aJ >0
and effective saturation:

J skð Þ ¼ CJS
�aJ
k , αk ≤ π=2 (19)

Boundary conditions used:
At the inflow z ¼ 0, we set the pressure p ¼ pin andmaximal saturation s ¼ 1� s2res.
At the outflow, we set a zero pressure and zero saturation normal derivative.
At the impermeable walls, we set to zero the normal components of phase velocities

ukn ¼ 0, and this corresponds to zero normal derivatives of pressure and saturation.
To demonstrate the role of inertial effects in this problem, two calculations are

carried out: with and without inertia (Figure 8). It is seen that the dynamics of
imbibition on the left and right graphs are significantly different. When inertial
effects are taken into account (left side), the graph has first a shape of a quadratic
function of time (0–0.02 s), then linear (0.02–0.06 s), and then as a square root
(0.06–2 s). When approaching zones with different permeability, these shape sec-
tions repeat: quadratic (2–3 s), linear (3–3.9 s), and square root. This result is
consistent with the results presented in [7]. When inertial effects are not taken into
account (right), the graph has the form of a monotonously increasing function close
to a square root with a small break when passing through the border of zones with
different permeability (4 cm).
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4. Comparison of numerical calculations with experimental data

The microgravity quality was poor for the present experiments that does not
permit us to perform quantitative comparison of results with the outcomes of
numerical modeling, which were carried out for ideal conditions. Nevertheless, the
qualitative results of the calculations are similar to the experiment.

In the case of flow in a homogeneous medium (Figure 4), the displacement is
uniform gradually slowing down. In the experiment, the speed falls down more
than in calculations. This is because the mathematical model does not take into
account the acceleration of gravity g, which is close to zero in the experiment, but
not equal to zero.

In the case of an inhomogeneous medium (Figure 6), when crossing the border
of zones with different permeability, the graph has a complex space-time

Figure 8.
Positions of the interface as a function of time for a flow in an inhomogeneous medium with inclusion of inertia
(left) and excluding inertia (right) (bottom layer: height: 4 cm, permeability: 8.5�10�8 m2, porosity: 0.45;
upper layer: permeability: 2�10�8 m2, porosity is 0.45; displacing fluid: viscosity: 1�10�3 Pa�s, density:
103 kg/m3; displaced gas: viscosity: 1.5�10�5 Pa�s; density: 1.4 kg/m3; surface tension: 0.0582 N/m).

Figure 9.
The result of numerical modeling of fluid flow in the region containing an insert with a low permeability
(media permeability: 8.5�10�9 m2, porosity: 0.458; insert: dimensions: 3 � 2 � 3 cm3, permeability:
2�10�9 m2, porosity: 0.466; displacing fluid: viscosity: 1�10�3 Pa�s, density: 103 kg/m3; displaced gas: viscosity:
1.5�10�5 Pa�s, density: 1.4 kg/m3; surface tension: 0.0582 N/m).
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dependence form: quadratic (3–4.5 s), linear (4.5–5.5 s), then as square root. The
main characteristic feature of the imbibition front passing through the boundary of
media is its rapid acceleration (, it moves faster than if the medium were uniform,
as in Figure 4). This corresponds to the results of the experiment.

The distribution of the saturation of the displacing liquid at different instants for
the calculation, when the region contains an insert with a low permeability, is
shown in Figure 9. This calculation corresponds to the experiment shown in
Figure 7. In calculation, as in the experiment, having reached the insertion, the
liquid begins to flow through the insert faster than in the zone with a higher
permeability. The calculation also shows that the dispersion in a less permeable
medium is higher (Figure 9).

5. Space experiments on capillary driven imbibition

Carrying out experiments on capillary seepage in space allows observing imbi-
bition under conditions of higher quality microgravity and for longer periods. Such
experiments were described in detail in [9, 14]. Here, we give a brief description of
these experiments and show the possibility of determining empirical constants in
mathematical models based on experimental data.

5.1 Experiment payload

Experiments on capillary driven seepage of oil in natural porous medium (sand)
were performed within the frames of the MIRROR GAS programme. The experi-
ments were prepared and supervised by Dr. D’Arcy Hart, C-CORE (Memorial
University of Newfoundland), Drs. Laurier Schramm and Fred Wassmuth,
Petroleum Recovery Institute (PRI, Calgary). The MIRROR payload is shown in
Figure 10.

Liquid seepage was observed in three sample cylinders with the same porous
medium: mixture of 20% (by weight) kaolinite (a sort of clay) and 80% silica sand.
The fluids moving in each of the three cells were crude oil, lubricating oil, and
polymer in distilled water.

The media and fluids were transported separately into orbit. An experiment cell
consisted of a reservoir and a soil cell, with a sliding gate dividing the two (see
Figure 11). At the beginning of the experiment, the stepper motor retracted the
sliding gate, exposing the soil to the reservoir fluid, whereupon the liquid began to
leak under the action of capillary forces under microgravity conditions. The level of
fluid in the soil was detected using 48 fiber optic sensor probes located along the
length of the sample. The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 12 (black
asterisk markers).

5.2 Mathematical model for multiphase seepage

We consider the seepage of a liquid through the area of length L. The capillary
forces are taken into account. The nonlinear convection-diffusion equation for a
porous medium is [12, 13].

φ
∂s
∂t

þ ∂

∂x
F �D

∂s
∂x

� �
¼ 0, (20)

where s is the saturation of the displacing fluid, φ is the porosity, D is the
diffusion coefficient, and F is the convection flux.
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The initial conditions for saturation s t, xð Þ are

s 0, xð Þ ¼ smax, x ¼ 0;

smin, x>0:

�
(21)

The boundary conditions are

s t, 0ð Þ ¼ smax,
∂s
∂x

� �

x¼L
¼ 0: (22)

Figure 11.
Experiment cell for space experiments on capillary driven imbibition.

Figure 10.
MIRROR payload ready for GAS container integration at Kennedy Space Center. Capillary flow experiment
cells are in the right-hand part of the upper section.
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where smin and smax are respectively the minimum and maximum possible
saturations.

The convection-diffusion equation with initial and boundary conditions
describes the displacement of a quantity s propagating as a step along the x-axis
from the left to the right, if the convection flux is positive (F>0) [7, 8]. The
diffusion coefficient D is always positive; it blurs the front of propagation.

The effective saturation S is

S ¼ s� smin

smax � smin
: (23)

Below, the index “O” corresponds to the displacing fluid (“oil”). The index “G”
corresponds to the displaced liquid (“gas”). Dimensionless relative mobilities MO
and MG are calculated by the Brooks and Corey model:

MO ¼ kOSnO , MG ¼ μO
μG

kG 1� Sð ÞnG , (24)

Figure 12.
Results of numerical modeling of the imbibition process of a liquid into a porous medium under the influence of
capillary forces compared to experiment results.
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where nO, kO, nG, kG are empirical constants. When simulating two-phase seep-
age, the expression for F is as follows:

F ¼ ~F ¼ �KMO

μO

∂p
∂x

¼ MO

MO þMG
u tð Þ (25)

where u tð Þ is the total seepage velocity.
Formula (25) was obtained as a result of averaging in modeling integral param-

eters with the help of 1D Equation [12].
Additional effect associated with the instability of capillary affected flows is

modeled by the application of an auxiliary term to F:

F ¼ ~F þ F0 s� sminð Þ smax � sð Þð Þα ¼ MO

MO þMG
u tð Þ þ F0 s� sminð Þ smax � sð Þð Þα: (26)

The details of suchmethod for 1D approximation for 3D results are discussed in [13].
This term is proportional to the empirical coefficient F0. It intensifies the dis-

persion of the displacement front. The sign of F0 is positive since the instability
intensifies the flow.

The total seepage velocity is either specified (flux control)

u tð Þ ¼ U0, (27)

or calculated using a definite integral (pressure control)

u tð Þ ¼ KΔP0

μO

ðL
0

dx
MO þMG

� ��1

: (28)

where ΔP0 is constant pressure drop.
The diffusion coefficient D is constructed from the sum of the diffusion coeffi-

cients due to the capillary forces dC and the dispersion, which simulates, in the one-
dimensional approximation, the blurring of the front due to other effects.

Diffusion formed by capillary forces dC looks according to the Leverett model:

dC ¼ CJaJ cos θj jσ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Kφ

p
MOMG

μO smax � sminð Þ MO þMGð Þ ∙
S�1�aJ , cos θ>0;

1� Sð Þ�1�aJ , cos θ<0;

(
(29)

where θ is the wettability angle on the side of the displacing liquid, and CJ, aJ are
parameters of the Leverett function. Similar procedure was described in [1].

The dispersion depends on the total flux of the phase and is proportional to its
magnitude. Thus, considering dispersion and capillary effects, the diffusion
coefficient D is modeled [10, 11] as

D ¼ dC þ F � dC
∂s
∂x

����
����: (30)

We note that the additional factor which is proportional to the coefficient F0 also
enters into the dispersion structure.

Processing the mathematical model described above makes it possible to select
the coefficients responsible for the blurring of the front on the basis of experimental
data. We have obtained that for the three experiments described above, the optimal
coefficients are as follows (Table 1):
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where θ is the wettability angle on the side of the displacing liquid, and CJ, aJ are
parameters of the Leverett function. Similar procedure was described in [1].

The dispersion depends on the total flux of the phase and is proportional to its
magnitude. Thus, considering dispersion and capillary effects, the diffusion
coefficient D is modeled [10, 11] as

D ¼ dC þ F � dC
∂s
∂x

����
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We note that the additional factor which is proportional to the coefficient F0 also
enters into the dispersion structure.

Processing the mathematical model described above makes it possible to select
the coefficients responsible for the blurring of the front on the basis of experimental
data. We have obtained that for the three experiments described above, the optimal
coefficients are as follows (Table 1):
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The pressure drop or the specified flux was absent, so that the motion was
carried out only by capillary forces.

The distribution of the saturation of the penetrating liquid in the calculated
region over time is shown in Figure 12. The parameters of each of the three
calculations corresponded to the actual experiment. The experimental data are
marked with black asterisk markers.

Thus, as can be seen from Figure 12, the results of numerical calculations based
on the proposed mathematical model are in good agreement with the experimental
data. The blurring of the displacement front for each of the liquids is different: the
smallest blurring is observed in crude oil (Figure 12(a)), and the front is most
strongly blurred in the case of imbibition of polymer (Figure 12(c)). For each fluid,
the empirical constants CJ, aJ, and F0 are selected. The value of aJ for all liquids is
chosen to be 0.5. The coefficients CJ and F0 are different for each case, but they are
of the same order. The coefficients were chosen in such a way that the blurring of
the front in the numerical calculation would have the least difference from the
experimental data.

6. Conclusions

Experiments on the imbibition of a fluid into an inhomogeneous artificial porous
medium under microgravity conditions during parabolic flights are considered. A
mathematical model for multiphase seepage considering inertial effects is devel-
oped. The results of the experiment are compared with the results of numerical
simulation of the flow of a viscous liquid in a porous medium, taking into account
capillary and inertial effects. It is shown that when the transition from a more
permeable medium to a less permeable one takes place, the velocity of the imbibi-
tion front increases. This is because the capillary forces in a medium with a low
permeability are larger. On further imbibition into the low permeable medium, the
velocity of imbibition decreases much faster than that in highly permeable medium.
It is also shown that the dispersion of fluid during its imbibition into a less perme-
able medium is much higher. A model describing the displacement front blur due to
diffusion, capillary effects, and flux instability was developed; the model uses two
empirical constants. This model can describe the displacement front peculiarities
even in 1D problem setup. To estimate those empirical constants, the results of
experiments in microgravity were used; those conditions were needed to exclude
the gravity factor affecting the flux and diminishing the capillary effects.
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CJ aJ F0
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Optimal coefficients for the three experiments.
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Abstract

The electromagnetic levitation (EML) facility on board the ISS is a powerful 
tool for investigation of solidification phenomena of metallic melts and precise 
measurement of thermophysical properties of the liquid. Containerless processing 
enables deep undercoolings prior to solidification and the analysis of crystal nucle-
ation and growth phenomena. The microgravity environment allows studying these 
processes under reduced fluid flow and moreover under different levels of melt con-
vection by systematic variation of electromagnetic stirring. Material properties like 
density, specific heat, surface tension, viscosity, thermal and electrical conductivity 
of liquid metals and semiconductors are determined in the absence of disturbances 
caused by container walls and gravity forces. Scientists are supported by facility and 
mission specialists for preparation and performance, which is decisive for success-
ful operation on orbit. User support comprises the determination of material data, 
development of experiment procedure, parameter sets and their validation in the 
ground model as well as the conduction of space experiments by real-time monitor-
ing and control. The comprehensive support program for the entire life cycle of 
science project from experiment definition to its operation ensures high-quality 
data and an optimum of scientific results.

Keywords: electromagnetic levitation, containerless processing, International Space 
Station, undercooled melts, ground support program

1. Introduction

Since more than three decades, electromagnetic levitation in ground-based 
research is an established technique for thermal experiment processing (heating, 
melting, and solidification) of electrically conductive material samples, without 
any contact of the sample to a containment. The samples are free-floating in 
an ultraclean environment, typically high-purity noble gases, in order to pre-
serve intrinsic behavior during heating up, melting, in liquid state, and during 
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solidification behavior. This unique feature enables the scientific investigation and 
measurement of material properties and characteristics that are otherwise not 
possible due to the interaction of the liquid samples with the container walls and 
any undesired contamination adhering to it. For example, liquid metallic materials 
are typically highly reactive with even smallest amounts of oxygen. Contact with 
any solid particle or element can trigger the immediate nucleation and forming 
of crystal structures while cooling down through the solidification point. The 
absence of any such disturbance on the other hand allows observation of the pure 
material behavior. In particular it enables the possibility to reach an undercooled 
state, in which the material stays liquid even below the equilibrium freezing 
temperature. This is achieved by levitating and heating the material sample through 
high-frequency electromagnetic fields generated by alternating currents in a coil. 
The field induces eddy currents in the sample, which is heated by Ohm’s losses of 
the currents, while their interaction with the electromagnetic field leads to forces 
toward the center of the coil system. The technique can be applied both on ground 
and in reduced or zero gravity, but the latter provide much better experiment 
conditions. To levitate a sample under normal gravity requires strong levitation 
fields, which induces convection electromagnetically and an unwanted heating 
bias. Furthermore, the liquid sample is getting deformed by the strong electromag-
netic force needed to compensate gravity. In zero-g the sample floats by itself and 
requires only very small positioning forces to stay in the center of the coil system 
with a perfectly spherical shape, which is beneficial for a variety of techniques to 
measure thermophysical properties of melts. The heating can be controlled almost 
independently of the positioning, allowing processing of, e.g., highly reactive 
material, thermophysical measurements with much higher accuracy, and solidifica-
tion experiments, with varying stirring conditions. Therefore, electromagnetic 
levitation under microgravity provides unique opportunities for the investigation 
of liquid metals, alloys, and semiconductors, both above and below their melting 
temperatures, i.e., also including the undercooled regime. Besides fundamental 
scientific interests, the research is also oriented to industrial applications where 
reliable data for accurate modeling of industrial processes are difficult or impossible 
to be obtained on ground.

The payload “electromagnetic levitator” (EML) is the realization of that concept 
for the International Space Station (ISS) and was jointly developed by the European 
Space Agency (ESA) and the Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR) 
space administration [1]. It was built by Airbus DS and installed in the European 
research lab COLUMBUS on the ISS by the ESA astronaut Alexander Gerst during 
the Blue Dot Mission in fall 2014. Containerless processing of metallic alloys and 
semiconductors with the electromagnetic levitator has been performed since April 
2015. Using sophisticated methods of initiating and analyzing temperature modula-
tions and liquid surface oscillations and their decay, thermophysical properties 
can be investigated. Measurements include the specific heat capacity, the surface 
tension and viscosity, as well as the electrical conductivity in the stable liquid and 
undercooled metastable liquid states. Entire sets of high precision data of ther-
mophysical properties in the liquid and undercooled liquid regime have thus been 
obtained over extended periods of time using the ISS-EML device.

The scientific experiments in EML are grouped into batches. One batch is related 
to a specific sample chamber with 18 dedicated samples. Each sample can be melted 
many times; hence one batch consists in the range of about thousand individual 
melt cycles. Since its successful on-orbit commissioning onboard the ISS begin-
ning of 2015, EML has been under quasi-continuous operation, and two complete 
batches of experiments have been conducted since, processing 36 samples with a 
total of more than 2000 individual melt cycles [2].
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Before the realization of the EML facility for the ISS, the scientific community 
had gained substantial experience with ground-based research by means of electro-
magnetic levitation technique since the late 1980s. Driven by its shortcomings under 
terrestrial conditions, a first approach for a levitator to be used under reduced 
gravity conditions was developed in the Spacelab era in the 1990s. The technology 
development for the positioning and heating technique as well as the selection of 
suitable noninvasive diagnostics has been closely supported by the research teams 
of the former DLR Institute of Space Simulation (today “Institut für Materialphysik 
im Weltraum”) which had established ground-based levitation facilities in their labs. 
When it was decided to adapt the levitation technique for application under reduced 
gravity, the DLR technical and scientific expertise was used in the proof of concept 
during early parabolic and sounding rocket flights of a precursor model of EML, 
which in the end led to the development of a Spacelab payload TEMPUS which was 
flown on three missions in the 1990s.

The authors are convinced that the success of the current EML payload onboard 
the ISS in its fifth year of on-orbit operation with currently approximately 2000 
individual melt cycles performed on 36 pure metals, alloys, and semiconductors 
is the result of a longstanding facility and experiment development phase where 
a substantial built-up in technical, operational, and scientific expertise could 
be achieved. This will be substantiated by zooming in on preparatory work and 
performance of EML experiments. We will detail the evolution of the “EML type” 
payloads for use under microgravity and describe the user support provided for 
the preparation and conduct of the EML experiments for the ISS. Moreover, an 
outlook to near-term EML program activities and further future enhancements is 
given increasing the facility’s capabilities for the coming years and sound scientific 
experiment batches.

2. Motivation and scientific background

It is well established that modern technologies can work properly only if suit-
able materials with tailor-made properties are utilized. Metallic materials play 
an important role in nearly all fields of daily human life and are used for many 
applications, e.g., in automobile or aerospace industries. The material properties 
(strength, hardness, corrosion behavior, and magnetic and electrical properties) 
are not only determined by the chemical composition but also sensitively depend 
on the microstructure. Nearly all metallic alloys are produced from the liquid state 
by solidification processes. The conditions during solidification of a metallic melt 
control the evolution of the microstructure and therefore the properties of the 
as-solidified material. Therefore, efforts of researchers are directed to a detailed 
understanding of the physical mechanism involved in the transition from the liquid 
to the solid state, which is mandatory for computer-assisted modeling of solidifica-
tion processes and the formation of the microstructure. Computer simulations are 
increasingly demanded in industry since it enables the optimization of production 
routes in order to save costs and energy during manufacturing. The production of 
metallic materials belongs to the largest industrial sectors worldwide. For instance, 
in the European Union, there were more than 400,000 enterprises with more than 
5 million employees in 2006 [3]. Therefore, large economic gains can be achieved 
even by small progresses in metal processing.

Solidification of melts is a very complex process. It is initiated by the forma-
tion of tiny crystals on an atomic scale (the so-called crystal nucleation process) 
and their subsequent growth into macroscopic dimensions. For the formation of 
the microstructure, the morphology of the moving solid-liquid interface plays a 
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decisive role. Among a broad variety of pattern formation, the major growth mode 
in metallic systems is dendritic growth (see, e.g., review articles [4, 5]). In many 
cases an initially planar interface between the growing solid and liquid is not stable. 
Local fluctuations in growth rate lead to the formation of protrusions, and finally a 
tree-like dendritic structure with a primary stem and secondary branches is estab-
lished as illustrated in Figure 1. Branches or dendrite arms are growing preferen-
tially in certain directions with respect to the crystallographic structure of the solid. 
The cubic crystal structure of the solid phase in Fe99B1 alloys is reflected by the 
fourfold symmetry of the dendritic grain where growth directions of the primary 
dendrite and secondary arms are perpendicular to each other (Figure 1).

However, the microstructure is then composed of many dendritic grains origi-
nating from different crystal nuclei. Key parameters such as size of grains and 
their orientation to each other (texture), thickness and spacing between dendrite 
arms, and the distribution of solute atoms across the sample determine the material 
properties of the final product. These parameters can be controlled externally by 
the cooling rate or the temperature gradient during solidification, but they also sen-
sitively depend on the liquid phase properties for the transport of heat and mass. As 
illustrated in Figure 2, solidification is accompanied with the release of latent heat 
of fusion, which needs to be removed from the solid-liquid interface. Generally, 
in alloys the solid phase and the melt exhibit different chemical compositions so 
that growth of the crystal requires a rejection of solute atoms ahead the interface. 
Transport of heat and solute atoms is not only ruled by thermal conduction and 
atomic diffusion, respectively, but also by fluid flow (see, e.g., [4]). Therefore, 
melt convection is considered as an additional process parameter controlling the 
evolution of the microstructure. Under the conditions of microgravity, a major 
source of natural convection, i.e., buoyancy-driven flow, is completely avoided, 
thus enabling the study of solidification processes under near-diffusive conditions. 
Moreover, external triggering of fluid flow, e.g., by applying electromagnetic fields, 
allows analyzing the influence of fluid flow systematically without superposition by 
gravity-driven effects.

Another important process parameter is the level of undercooling of the melt 
prior to solidification. When a melt is cooled down, the phenomenon of undercool-
ing below the equilibrium freezing temperature always occurs. At the melting point, 
nucleation does not set in and the sample remains in the liquid state. Any level of 
undercooling, defined by ΔT = Tm − T (Tm: melting temperature, T: temperature of 

Figure 1. 
Scanning electron micrograph of the surface of an as-cast Fe99B1 alloy showing the morphology of metallic 
dendrites. The length scale is indicated by the horizontal bar (M. Kolbe, T. Volkmann, DLR Cologne).
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the melt prior to solidification), is necessary to generate a thermodynamic driving 
force in order to create nuclei of the solid phase. However, undercooling of melts is 
of special interest because it gives access to the formation of metastable solid phases 
and microstructures far from equilibrium [6, 7]. A large variety of metastable 
materials with new physical properties can be prepared comprising metastable 
crystalline phases, quasicrystals, metallic glasses, supersaturated solids, and grain-
refined materials. In industrial applications, deep levels of undercooling are mainly 
achieved by rapid quenching of melts such as melt spinning and inert gas atomiza-
tion of melts into fine droplets (powder fabrication) in order to produce metastable 
materials.

However, methods of rapid quenching are not suitable for a direct diagnostic of 
the physical mechanism involved in the selection of alternative solidification path-
ways into metastable phases. Deep undercoolings that typically amount to about 
20% of the melting temperature can also be achieved by the avoidance or reduction 
of heterogeneous nucleation sites such as solid metal oxides on the sample and 
container walls. Thus, large undercooling levels can be realized even at slow cooling 
rates of the order of a few K/s of bulk samples. Containerless processing of melts 
such as electromagnetic levitation is a powerful technique since heterogeneous 
nucleation on containers is completely avoided. Moreover, the freely suspended 
droplet is accessible for a direct monitoring by pyrometers and high-speed video 
cameras, thus enabling the analysis of solidification processes and the measurement 
of various thermophysical properties of the liquid.

In electromagnetic levitation technique, the sample is inductively heated and 
levitated by a radiofrequency (RF) electromagnetic field. The sample is placed in a 
coil that is connected to a high-frequency generator, which is operated at frequen-
cies of about 400 kHz. An example for a coil design that is used for levitation on 
ground is shown in Figure 3. The conical-shaped coil consists of seven water-cooled 
copper windings and four counter windings at its top. Such coil geometry produces 
an inhomogeneous electromagnetic field with a strong field gradient against the 
gravity vector. The levitation coil together with the sample of 6–7 mm in diameter 
(about 1 g in mass) is integrated in a vacuum chamber made of stainless steel. In 
order to avoid oxidation of the sample, the chamber is evacuated to pressures of 
about 10−7 mbar and then backfilled with inert gases like purified He up to about 

Figure 2. 
Left: Illustration of a dendrite tip of the solid phase growing into the liquid. The heat of fusion is released at the 
solid-liquid interface. Right: The concentration of solute atoms (marked in dark blue) in alloys is different for 
the solid and the liquid (see text for details).
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decisive role. Among a broad variety of pattern formation, the major growth mode 
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Figure 1. 
Scanning electron micrograph of the surface of an as-cast Fe99B1 alloy showing the morphology of metallic 
dendrites. The length scale is indicated by the horizontal bar (M. Kolbe, T. Volkmann, DLR Cologne).
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the melt prior to solidification), is necessary to generate a thermodynamic driving 
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levitated by a radiofrequency (RF) electromagnetic field. The sample is placed in a 
coil that is connected to a high-frequency generator, which is operated at frequen-
cies of about 400 kHz. An example for a coil design that is used for levitation on 
ground is shown in Figure 3. The conical-shaped coil consists of seven water-cooled 
copper windings and four counter windings at its top. Such coil geometry produces 
an inhomogeneous electromagnetic field with a strong field gradient against the 
gravity vector. The levitation coil together with the sample of 6–7 mm in diameter 
(about 1 g in mass) is integrated in a vacuum chamber made of stainless steel. In 
order to avoid oxidation of the sample, the chamber is evacuated to pressures of 
about 10−7 mbar and then backfilled with inert gases like purified He up to about 
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500 mbar before the experiment. During the experiment the temperature is mea-
sured contactless by an infrared pyrometer at a rate of 100 Hz, and the sample is 
observed by a radial high-speed video camera. Changing the temperature of the 
levitating sample by variation of the electromagnetic field strength is possible only 
within a limited range because a strong field is needed for compensation of gravity. 
For many materials like Fe and Ni, the minimum temperature that can be reached 
by reducing the power is above the melting point. Therefore, for solidification 
experiments in ground-based levitator and to reach temperatures in the regime of 
the undercooled melt, the sample must be cooled by applying forced convection in 
a He gas stream to increase the heat flux to the gas environment. For that purpose, a 
nozzle system producing a He gas flow is installed in the facility on top of the levita-
tion coil. In particular, the speed of the gas stream can be varied by a tunable valve 
in order to achieve different cooling rates or to establish a constant temperature. 
The levitated droplet can be cooled and undercooled below the equilibrium melting 
temperature until spontaneous nucleation and solidification set in. Alternatively, 
nucleation can be triggered externally at a preselected undercooling level by touch-
ing the sample with a ceramic needle, which acts as a heterogeneous nucleation site. 
Rapid solidification of the undercooled melt is recorded by the high-speed video 
camera at frame rates up to 75,000 fps.

An important aspect is that the huge field amplitudes required on Earth in 
order to generate a levitation force to compensate gravity lead to strong electro-
magnetically induced turbulent melt convection with fluid flow speeds up to about 
0.5 m/s. For processing in microgravity, only slight positioning fields are needed 
being three orders of magnitude smaller than on the ground. Accordingly, fluid 
flow is significantly lowered to some centimeter per seconds [8]. After the melting 
process, the sample can be cooled and solidified without convective gas cooling by 
setting the electromagnetic field strength to a minimum. Alternatively, small field 
amplitudes can be applied, still allowing the sample to cool down but generating 
certain levels of electromagnetic stirring. Thus, the microgravity environment does 
not only allow the minimization of electromagnetic stirring but also the variation 
of the field strength in order to study solidification processes systematically under 
different levels of fluid flow. In parallel, a larger temperature regime is accessible 
for investigation. While convective gas cooling needed for processing on ground 
has only a limited efficiency, deeper temperatures can be achieved by reducing 

Figure 3. 
(a) Coil design used in ground-based electromagnetic levitation facility at DLR Köln, Institut für 
Materialphysik im Weltraum. (b) Sketch of experimental setup showing a cross section of the levitation coil 
with an inhomogeneous magnetic field generated by the opposite directions of the RF current in lower coil 
winding and the upper counterwindings. The temperature is measured by an infrared pyrometer, and rapid 
solidification is monitored by a high-speed video camera. The nozzle at the top produces a He gas stream to 
undercool the sample convectively until spontaneous solidification set. Alternatively, nucleation can be triggered 
at a preselected undercooling by touching the sample with a ceramic needle.
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the electromagnetic field to a minimum, which is only possible under reduced 
gravity. This enables to cool and to solidify levitated samples with a low freezing 
temperature such as glass-forming alloys. Moreover, for many materials, thermal 
radiation is sufficient to cool the sample down so that it can be processed without 
a gas atmosphere. The benefit of vacuum conditions with a residual air pressure of 
typically 10−7 mbar in EML on the ISS is the high purity. For comparison, in a He gas 
atmosphere at 1 bar and with the highest purity of 99.9999%, the residual pressure 
of impurities (air) equals to 10−3 mbar being four orders of magnitude larger than 
in vacuum. Hence, under vacuum oxidation of extremely reactive materials such as 
liquid titanium or aluminum based alloys can be reduced to a large extend, which is 
mandatory to suppress heterogeneous crystal nucleation by solid metal oxides and 
to achieve deep undercoolings of the melt.

The schematics of a typical temperature-time profile during melting, undercool-
ing, and rapid solidification are shown in Figure 4. The solidification process con-
sists of two steps. The blue part of the temperature curve indicates when the sample 
is solid, while the yellow part shows the sample being liquid. In the undercooled 
regime, where the sample temperature has fallen below the melting temperature 
Tm, the rapid growth of dendrites into the undercooled melt leads to a steep tem-
perature rise (recalescence) up to the melting point. The residual liquid in the inter-
dendritic region solidifies subsequently under equilibrium conditions during the 
plateau at Tm. The rapid solidification process can be visualized by high-speed video 
records taken during recalescence as shown by the example in Figure 5. Due to the 
released heat of fusion at the solid-liquid interface, a steep temperature gradient is 
established ahead of the solidification front. The sharp contrast in brightness is due 
to the distinct temperature difference, which makes the solidification front visible 
when it intersects the surface of the droplet. Monitoring the propagation of the 
front enables the determination of the growth velocity. Measuring growth velocity 
as a function of undercooling is an effective method for testing and improving of 
models for crystal growth in undercooled melts by comparing model predictions of 
growth kinetics with experimental data.

It must be noted that the solidification front shown in Figure 5 is macroscopic in 
dimension and is composed of many microscopic dendrites. The morphology of the 
front contains valuable information about the growing solid phases and the growth 
process. In case of deeply undercooled Fe50Co50 alloys (Figure 5), the recalescence 
event proceeds in two steps, which originate from the primary formation of a 

Figure 4. 
Schematic temperature-time profile during heating, melting, undercooling, and rapid solidification 
(recalescence).
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typically 10−7 mbar in EML on the ISS is the high purity. For comparison, in a He gas 
atmosphere at 1 bar and with the highest purity of 99.9999%, the residual pressure 
of impurities (air) equals to 10−3 mbar being four orders of magnitude larger than 
in vacuum. Hence, under vacuum oxidation of extremely reactive materials such as 
liquid titanium or aluminum based alloys can be reduced to a large extend, which is 
mandatory to suppress heterogeneous crystal nucleation by solid metal oxides and 
to achieve deep undercoolings of the melt.

The schematics of a typical temperature-time profile during melting, undercool-
ing, and rapid solidification are shown in Figure 4. The solidification process con-
sists of two steps. The blue part of the temperature curve indicates when the sample 
is solid, while the yellow part shows the sample being liquid. In the undercooled 
regime, where the sample temperature has fallen below the melting temperature 
Tm, the rapid growth of dendrites into the undercooled melt leads to a steep tem-
perature rise (recalescence) up to the melting point. The residual liquid in the inter-
dendritic region solidifies subsequently under equilibrium conditions during the 
plateau at Tm. The rapid solidification process can be visualized by high-speed video 
records taken during recalescence as shown by the example in Figure 5. Due to the 
released heat of fusion at the solid-liquid interface, a steep temperature gradient is 
established ahead of the solidification front. The sharp contrast in brightness is due 
to the distinct temperature difference, which makes the solidification front visible 
when it intersects the surface of the droplet. Monitoring the propagation of the 
front enables the determination of the growth velocity. Measuring growth velocity 
as a function of undercooling is an effective method for testing and improving of 
models for crystal growth in undercooled melts by comparing model predictions of 
growth kinetics with experimental data.

It must be noted that the solidification front shown in Figure 5 is macroscopic in 
dimension and is composed of many microscopic dendrites. The morphology of the 
front contains valuable information about the growing solid phases and the growth 
process. In case of deeply undercooled Fe50Co50 alloys (Figure 5), the recalescence 
event proceeds in two steps, which originate from the primary formation of a 
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metastable solid with body-centered cubic crystal structure and subsequent trans-
formation into the stable phase with face-centered cubic structure. The contour of 
the primary front reveals special features such as a fourfold symmetry and sharp 
edges and faces. The symmetry is due to dendrite branches originating from a single 
nucleation point and growing perpendicular to each other, which forms a dendritic 
grain with a pyramidal-shaped envelope. In that way, containerless processing is a 
powerful tool for the in situ analysis of rapid solidification processes.

The second research area, which is investigated using electromagnetic levitation 
techniques under microgravity (TEMPUS, EML), is the thermophysical property 
of liquid metals and metallic alloys [9]. For the simulation of casting and solidifica-
tion processes including electromagnetic stirring in the melt and the effect of fluid 
flow on phase formation, the knowledge of thermophysical parameters of the liquid 
state, such as density, specific heat, thermal conductivity, and viscosity, are crucial. 
Contactless processing allows to obtain thermophysical data of highly reactive 
materials and to extend the temperature range of the liquid into the undercooled 
metastable state. A broad range of contactless measurement techniques on elec-
tromagnetically levitated samples was developed over the years. Many of these 
properties are difficult to measure in ground-based facilities due to the presence of 
stronger electromagnetic fields to counter gravitation. The microgravity environ-
ment provides optimal conditions for measurements with high precision since fluid 
flow is minimized and the levitating droplet is nearly free of external forces and 
exhibits an ideal spherical shape.

Several thermophysical parameters of the liquid state can be obtained 
from video records of the levitated droplet. By image analysis the volume of a 
spherical sample can be determined with a high precision and finally the density. 
Measurement of the density at different temperatures yields the thermal expansion 
coefficient. Viscosity and surface tension are analyzed using the oscillating drop 
technique [10–12]. As surface tension acts as the force driving a deformed liquid 
droplet to its equilibrium shape (sphere), surface tension determines the frequency 
of surface oscillations. The viscosity originates from the internal friction of liquid 
motion during oscillation and is therefore related to the damping of droplet vibra-
tions. In microgravity experiments, surface oscillations of the molten sample 
are induced by short pulses with high amplitudes of the electromagnetic field, 
while droplet oscillations are recorded by the video camera as shown in Figure 6 
(left). A plot of the sample’s radius as function of time reveals a damped oscilla-
tion (Figure 6, right). A fast Fourier transformation is applied to the radii data to 
obtain a frequency spectrum from which the oscillation frequencies and thus the 
surface tension are derived. The viscosity is proportional to the damping constant 
of the oscillation, which is determined from the decaying oscillation amplitude as 

Figure 5. 
High-speed video images during rapid solidification of Fe50Co50 showing a double recalescence at an 
undercooling of 245 K. The sample (diameter ~6.5 mm) was processed in a ground-based electromagnetic 
levitation facility at DLR Cologne. The camera was operated at 75,000 fps, and the figure shows each fifth 
frame, i.e., the time interval between the frames (a)-(d) is about 0.066 ms (images provided by C. Kreischer, 
T. Volkmann, DLR).
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shown in the right diagram in Figure 6. Under terrestrial conditions the oscillation 
spectrum is more complicated, and frequencies are shifted due to external forces 
and the aspherical shape of the droplet, which complicates the quantitative analysis 
with respect to surface tension. Improved evaluation procedures have to be applied 
in order to obtain surface tension data with the same precision than in microgravity 
experiments [12, 13]. However, measurements of viscosity in ground-based experi-
ments could not be performed so far since the electromagnetically induced strong 
fluid flow is turbulent and the huge magnetic field causes an additional damping.

A contactless method for the measurement of specific heat is the modulation 
calorimetry [15, 16]. In this method the electromagnetic field is set to a certain level 
to establish a constant temperature of the sample. Then, the field strength and thus 
the heating power input are modulated, which lead to a periodical temperature 
response of the sample (see Figure 7). A precise determination of specific heat from 
the power input and the measured temperature response require a suitable choice 
of the modulation frequency, which is typically below 1 Hz. Determination of the 
effective power input requires the knowledge of the heat balance of the sample 
with the environment. Ideal conditions for calculation of the heat loss are provided 
under microgravity and by processing in vacuum. Under vacuum (at pressure of 
typically 10−7 mbar), heat flux by conduction to the residual gas atmosphere is neg-
ligible; heat loss is thus solely due to thermal radiation. The heat flux is proportional 

Figure 6. 
Oscillating sample at three different times where the radii are marked by red lines (left). The time dependence 
of the sample diameter reveals a damped oscillation (right) [13].

Figure 7. 
Specific heat measurement at LEK94—Ni-base superalloy [14].
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to the total surface area of the droplet, which has to be obtained from video records 
of the levitating sample. The highest accuracy is achieved if the sample is an ideal 
sphere. The modulation calorimetry also allows extracting the thermal conductivity 
if appropriate values for power input and modulation frequency are chosen.

The electrical conductivity is another important parameter, which can be 
deduced from electromagnetic levitation experiments by contactless methods. 
In particular, for liquid metals the electrical and thermal conductivity are based 
on nearly the same conduction mechanism (transport of free electrons) and are 
related according to the Wiedemann-Franz law. Hence, thermal conductivity can 
be derived from measurement of the electrical conductivity, which is less influ-
enced by effects of melt convection. The principle is based on the analysis of the 
frequency-dependent resistance (impedance) of the electronic circuit consisting of 
coil including the sample [17]. The impedance is determined by measuring alternat-
ing current, voltage, and their phase shift and depends on the electrical resistivity 
(which is the inverse conductivity) as well as the size and the shape of the droplet. 
However, precise determination of resistivity from the measured impedance data 
requires a sophisticated coil design and evaluation methods of the radiofrequency 
data. A suitable coil system for utilization in microgravity providing measurements 
with high accuracy is presented in more detail in Section 3.5.

A broad variety of technically important materials such as steels; Ni-, Ti-, Al-, 
Zr-based alloys; and semiconductors are investigated by an international commu-
nity using electromagnetic levitation on ground and the ISS-EML facility onboard 
the International Space Station [18]. The scientific program comprises crystal 
nucleation, growth kinetics, multiphase solidification (eutectic, peritectic systems), 
metastable phase formation, liquid-liquid phase separation, and solidification 
shrinkage phenomena including the measurement of thermophysical properties. 
The experimental investigations are supported by computer-aided modeling of 
solidification and the effect of fluid flow.

3. The payloads for use under microgravity and their respective purposes

3.1 Heritage: the spacelab facility TEMPUS

The idea to develop such a facility for the Space Shuttle stems from the Institute 
of Space Simulation at the German Aerospace Center (DLR) in the 1980s. This 
facility was built under the acronym Tiegelfreies elektromagnetisches Prozessieren unter 
Schwerelosigkeit (TEMPUS) and means containerless electromagnetic processing 
under weightlessness. The concept for the TEMPUS facility was tested in several 
parabolic flights with the KC-135 of NASA from 1988 onwards and one sounding 
rocket flight in 1989. After this successful proof of concept, it was decided to build 
a Spacelab facility. This TEMPUS facility was first flown on the Spacelab Mission 
IML-2 in July 1994. As a bilateral project, TEMPUS was co-funded by DLR Space 
Agency and NASA. The technical concept of electromagnetic levitation and the 
specification of the main components were again developed by the DLR Institute of 
Space Simulation. The scientific program for this mission consisted of 18 samples 
shared by 8 research teams from Germany and the USA. The scientific resources were 
equally shared between the US and German scientists. In total, approximately 1000 
thermal individual experiment runs were performed within 14 days. The investigated 
materials comprised pure metals such as Au, Cu, Ni, and Zr but also alloys, such as 
steels, glass formers, or quasicrystals. During a reflight of TEMPUS on the MSL-1 
and MSL-1R Missions, a second set of 18 samples was successfully processed under 
microgravity conditions, complementing the results of the IML-2 experiments [19].
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3.2 Parabolic flights with the TEMPUS spacelab model

In the course of the experiment development for the Spacelab Missions, it 
became obvious that one major obstacle could not be overcome by ground-based 
activities alone: the positioning behavior in the electromagnetic fields under 
reduced gravity was per se inaccessible, as well as the coupling efficiency in the mol-
ten state. The need for submitting each of the selected samples to a testing during 
parabolic flights was acknowledged. In the early summer of 1994, shortly before the 
IML-2 launch on STS-65, the TEMPUS ground model was shipped to Houston for its 
first parabolic flight campaign. It was operated by a joint team of DLR and Airbus 
(former Dornier) personnel. All IML-2 science teams had representatives on-site 
at Ellington Airfield who joined the flight days as observers. With three operators 
and up to four members from the science community, the TEMPUS team was by far 
the largest group onboard the aircraft. Only a few minutes after takeoff and still in 
steep ascent, the teams were allowed to change their seats against positions in front 
of their respective hardware for setting up the experiments. For our experiments, 
preparation included running up the facility, selecting the first sample, and estab-
lishing vacuum conditions (Figure 8).

Figure 8. 
Engineering model of the TEMPUS facility used during the shuttle missions (Photo Airbus).
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materials comprised pure metals such as Au, Cu, Ni, and Zr but also alloys, such as 
steels, glass formers, or quasicrystals. During a reflight of TEMPUS on the MSL-1 
and MSL-1R Missions, a second set of 18 samples was successfully processed under 
microgravity conditions, complementing the results of the IML-2 experiments [19].
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The science program had been adjusted to the standard NASA flight profile 
which, back then, consisted of 48 parabolas per flight day, divided in 6 blocks of 
8 parabolas. The eight parabolas in one block were performed back to back with a 
pause of 3–5 minutes in between the blocks. For TEMPUS flight days, one block was 
always dedicated to one sample, with several positioning and melting tests. The time 
between the blocks was spent on level flight and could be used to exchange samples. 
Apart from the dress rehearsal for the Spacelab experiments, the KC-135 campaign 
was also used for additional crew training sessions under the most realistic conditions 
for the Astronauts Rick Hieb, Chiaki Mukai, Don Thomas, and Leroy Chao who were 
all selected as IML-2 payload specialists. The most important finding from this first 
scientifically motivated parabolic flight was that all selected samples could be suc-
cessfully positioned and subsequently melted in the TEMPUS coils system within the 
20 seconds of microgravity and that the samples and the experiments were “Go” for 
launch. However, the learning curve was steep. To maximize the number of successful 
science runs for future campaigns, there were still some operational challenges to be 
worked. For example, samples needed to be handed over to the quadrupole field for a 
stable positioning before heating them by the dipole field well above their respective 
liquidus temperatures of between 800 and 1850°C. Then, the samples also needed 
time to cool down and solidify again, all of that in less than 20 seconds. It was planned 
to preheat the respective sample during the pull-up phase by having it sitting on the 
sample holder and to hand it over to the field at elevated temperatures at the onset 
of microgravity, by pulling the holder back. Unfortunately, there is a risk of the 
sample sticking to the holder at high temperatures, either due to reactions with the 
holder material or due to a thin layer of evaporated sample material condensing on 
the holder over the course of repeated melting cycles. It was found that in this case, a 
smooth transition is difficult and the started experiment has to be aborted and retried 
in the next parabola, ideally with changed heater parameters.

Usually, the pilots entered the low-gravity phase by slightly “overshooting,” i.e., 
applying negative g levels and then oscillating around the zero line. It was found that 
due to the coil geometry, the TEMPUS facility was especially susceptible to micro-
gravity disturbances in negative z-direction. In some cases, a free-floating sample was 
catapulted out of the coil center due to an overshoot or due to weather conditions and 
was thus lost for further science runs. Interactions with the flight personnel helped 
to minimize these events. With the parabolas being executed back to back, the time 
between the reduced gravity periods was in the order of 1 minute only. In case of a 
sample loss, the sample holder needed to be withdrawn and exchanged which took 
more time than that. In that case, one or two parabolas would pass unused.

During the first TEMPUS parabolic flight, the ground model of the spacelab 
facility was used, being identical in form, fit, and function, featuring the original 
flight software. This model was obviously not conceived for easy mechanical access 
to subsystems for, e.g., sample exchange, or for flexibility in experiment perfor-
mance. With the benefits from that campaign, NASA and DLR decided to fund the 
development of a TEMPUS lab facility, dedicated to parabolic flight campaigns in 
the future. Between 1996 and 2019, this model and its updates have been used in 17 
campaigns. The successful performance of experiments on a parabolic flight cam-
paign today is the precondition for the selection of a sample material for operation 
in the EML facility onboard Columbus.

3.3 The dedicated parabolic flight facility: testing on a yearly basis

After the shuttle era, the dedicated parabolic flight facility was flown in the two 
Airbuses operated in Europe during 17 campaigns from 2001 onwards (Figures 9 and 
10). A typical parabolic flight campaign provides 3 flight days with 31 parabolas each. 
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The duration of the weightlessness in each parabola is about 20s, and a small break 
between each parabola enables the operators to optimize the experiment conduction.

Usually, special requirements for the timing of the flight day can be negoti-
ated with the support crew. In total, 2056 parabolas were flown and roughly 200 
alloys were measured over the last 18 years. The facility itself consists of a vacuum 
chamber, which can be evacuated to high vacuum. For optimal cooling conditions, 
the facility is equipped with He and Ar gas. Typically, the sample is heated in (less 
cooling) Ar gas and then He is filled in for increased cooling when the maximum 
temperature is reached, and the sample must be cooled as fast possible, to solidify 
within the 20s of weightlessness. For temperature measurement, the facility is 
equipped with a pyrometer and the experiment is recorded with digital video cam-
eras from two sides. One camera can be operated with frequencies up to 40 kHz, 
allowing the measurement of the fast solidification processes.

The TEMPUS parabolic flights have three aspects. New techniques can be tested 
under microgravity, scientific projects can measure thermophysical or solidification 
data under microgravity, and alloys planned for EML can be tested for their levita-
tion behavior.

Figure 9. 
Sample magazine of the parabolic flight facility with eight samples in cups and cages.

Figure 10. 
TEMPUS facility for parabolic flight. The authors share the experience of more than 3000 parabolas both in the 
NASA KC-135 and in the ESA-CNES-DLR Airbus A300s.
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3.4 The TEXUS facility: advanced testing capabilities in preparation for ISS

In addition to the parabolic flight campaigns, five sounding rocket missions 
between 2005 and 2013 were performed. The TEXUS rockets are launched at 
Esrange Space Center near Kiruna in northern Sweden (Figure 11). One launch 
provides about 6 minutes of microgravity and two samples can be processed. The 
TEXUS EML radiofrequency generator and coil system are comparable to the 
parabolic flight and EML facilities. The TEXUS EML experiments are completely 
remotely controlled and the housekeeping data and process control video images 
are downlinked to ground. Commands to optimize the heating or positioning can be 
uplinked, as necessary. Due to the longer microgravity duration, it is possible to run 
experiments, which are not possible in the limited time of the parabolic flights. For 
instance, modulation experiments need a long temperature hold, and also samples 
with a long solidification interval can be completely solidified in the available 
microgravity time of a sounding rocket flight. As the facility is available for refur-
bishment after the experiment, also strongly evaporating samples can be processed.

3.5 EML onboard the ISS

Based on the precursor facilities, the EML for the ISS was developed. The sample 
chamber can again store 18 samples, which defines the so-called sample batch. The 
diagnostic is comparable to the parabolic flight facility, with a high-speed camera 
from the side (with up to 90,000 frames per second) and a second digital camera 
mounted on top of the sample chamber. The temperature measurement is contact-
less by a pyrometer integrated in the same housing as the top camera. The technique 
of the RF generator is the same, and for all current facilities the same SUPOS coil 
system is used (see Figure 12). This coil system was developed at the DLR [20] and 
is advancement from the TEMPUS coils in the shuttle era where two independent 
coils for heating and positioning were installed. The so-called SUPOS system con-
sists of a single coil and superimposes a quadrupole field with a strong gradient (but 
low field strength) for positioning and a (nearly) homogeneous dipole field with 
high strength for heating the sample as illustrated in Figure 13. The benefit is that 
both fields can be varied independently, i.e., positioning and heating are decoupled 
in contrast to electromagnetic levitation on ground.

In particular, the dipole heating field serves as the measurement circuit to deter-
mine the impedance and finally the electrical resistivity of the sample (compared to 
Section 2). The measurements are performed during cooling the sample where the 

Figure 11. 
Launch of the TEXUS sounding rocket at Esrange Space Center in Kiruna, Sweden, during the EML-2 mission 
(left) and real-time teleoperation of the experiment (right).
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heating field is set to a minimum so that the sample is not significantly deformed 
from its equilibrium shape by the residual weak forces. The homogeneity of the 
field and the spherical sample shape provide simple and well-defined conditions 
for evaluation of impedance data, thus enabling the determination of the resistivity 
with a high precision. For that purpose, the so-called Sample Coupling Electronics 
(SCE) has been developed [21]. The SCE is specially designed for the SUPOS coil 
system and measures the RF current and voltage of the heating circuit from which 
the electrical resistivity of the sample is derived.

EML was installed by the German ESA Astronaut A. Gerst in the European 
Drawer Rack (EDR) in October 2014, followed by a checkout of all subsystems. 
After that, two checkout experiments were performed in November 2014 and 
February 2015. The first scientific runs were successfully performed in spring 2015. 
The first two batches were already successfully performed in orbit; the third one 
is currently under preparation. The first sample chamber has already been down-
loaded, and the samples are being analyzed by the scientists.

4. The microgravity user support center of DLR

Being conceived as a fairly complex multiuser payload, the experiment develop-
ment for TEMPUS and later EML was centralized at one focal point where the TEMPUS 
ground model was localized, and the scientific infrastructure to develop the experiments 
was available: the Microgravity User Support Center (MUSC) of DLR Cologne. Founded 

Figure 12. 
Photo of the EML coil (Photo Airbus).

Figure 13. 
Sketch of the superpositioning principle (reproduced from Ref. [21]). A current in the opposite direction for 
upper and lower coil winding creates a magnetic quadrupole field for positioning in the coil’s center (left). A 
current in the same direction creates a magnetic dipole field for heating the sample (right).
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in 1986 by the DLR Institutes of Space Simulation and Space Medicine, MUSC has gained 
broad expertise in the scientific and operational preparation and conduction of space 
experiments. It started as the national point of contact for scientific users of microgravity 
facilities. In the first years, the focus was on bilateral scientific collaborations with NASA 
or Russia, who usually provided the launch vehicles for payloads developed in Germany. 
In these cases, the experiment resources were usually shared between the two collaborat-
ing countries. With the evolving ISS era, Europe has bundled its resources in order to 
provide a significant contribution to this large endeavor.

Today, MUSC is part of the network of European User Support and Operation 
Centers who, on behalf of ESA, are in charge of the operation of ESA developed pay-
loads onboard the ISS (Figure 14). Over time, hundreds of microgravity experiments 
were developed in the ground models located at the DLR premises and supported 
from the control rooms at MUSC. Due to the broad range of scientific topics, payloads, 
and experiments, merely a small set of examples is listed here. In the 1980s–1990s, 
the MUSC activities were primarily focused on the preparation for and conduction of 
Spacelab experiments for the German Missions D-1 (1985) and D-2 (1993) mainly in 
the fields of materials and life sciences as well as technology development. In addi-
tion, experiments on unmanned carriers were supported. The retrievable European 
carrier EURECA was flown in 1992 and had six payloads onboard, including a protein 
crystal growth facility and different types of furnaces for solidification experiments. 
All of them were operated from the MUSC control room. From the early 1990s, first 
experiments on the Russian MIR Station were supported; the first time was for the 
Russian-German MIR92 Mission of astronauts Reinhold Ewald and Klaus-Dietrich 
Flade. During the EuroMIR 1994 and 1995 missions, a German furnace (TITUS) was 
operated by ESA astronauts Ulf Merbold and Thomas Reiter. Both had received train-
ing on the TITUS ground model located at MUSC. The Matroshka experiment from 
the DLR Institute of Space Medicine located on the outside of the Zvezda Module of the 
ISS in 2004–2005 marked the start of the new era of international collaboration. In the 
meantime, MUSC has operated the ISS payloads MSL, Biolab, DOSIS, EXPOSE, EDR, 
EML, and FASTER. There is a continuing close collaboration with the neighboring 
scientific institutes and the mutual exchange of staff and expertise, which puts MUSC 
in the position to support science teams in technical and science operational matters 
with respect to the optimization of their respective science runs onboard the ISS.

In general, MUSC tasks include the preparation and conduction of experiments in 
the payloads under its custodianship, including data dissemination and archiving. 
In order to fulfill these tasks, MUSC operates ground models of the experiment 

Figure 14. 
The microgravity user support center of DLR.
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facilities and provides the ground infrastructure for the real-time on-orbit experi-
ment performance in the control room located at DLR Cologne. For TEMPUS and 
later EML, even more customized services are provided (see next section).

5.  Comprehensive experiment preparation for EML: transcription  
of scientific goals into facility settings

For TEMPUS and EML, a so-called ground support program was established. 
It accompanied the TEMPUS scientists during the entire life cycle of their experi-
ments from the proposal to the delivery of the final experiment data. Activities 
comprised the measurement of sample properties needed for the development of 
experiment control parameters, their validation in the TEMPUS Ground Model, and 
the operation of the Spacelab and nowadays ISS experiments. All activities at DLR 
are performed in close coordination with the science teams and often performed in 
their respective presence. Preparation activities consist of three major parts.

First of all, the availability of certain physical sample properties, e.g., evaporation 
rates, coupling to the HF field, and spectral and hemispheric emissivity, is mandatory 
for the experiment preparation and execution. The knowledge of the amount of sample 
material evaporating from the sample surface during processing is essential. Therefore, 
the evaporation rate of each flight sample composition is measured in a dedicated facility 
on flight sample material provided by the science teams (Figure 15). The obtained 
data are later used in the experiment planning in order to design the temperature-time 
profiles such that the amount of evaporated material is minimized. Under vacuum 
conditions, the evaporated sample material condenses on the surfaces of the process 
chamber, while under gas atmosphere, the particles will agglomerate to fine aerosols or 
dust particles. It must be assured that the amount of dust remains in the nontoxic regime 
to protect the astronauts in case of a failure with the EML process chamber sealing.

In order to mitigate both aspects of sample evaporation, a software tool was 
developed at MUSC which calculates the mass loss of a sample during processing from 
the incoming temperature data and the known evaporation rates. In a next step, the 
layer thickness condensing on the coils is derived, and the element specific evaporation 
is calculated. This tool is used during the on-orbit experiment execution.

Figure 15. 
Measured evaporation rates of batch 1 samples at the corresponding liquidus temperature in °C.
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Figure 14. 
The microgravity user support center of DLR.
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facilities and provides the ground infrastructure for the real-time on-orbit experi-
ment performance in the control room located at DLR Cologne. For TEMPUS and 
later EML, even more customized services are provided (see next section).
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dust particles. It must be assured that the amount of dust remains in the nontoxic regime 
to protect the astronauts in case of a failure with the EML process chamber sealing.

In order to mitigate both aspects of sample evaporation, a software tool was 
developed at MUSC which calculates the mass loss of a sample during processing from 
the incoming temperature data and the known evaporation rates. In a next step, the 
layer thickness condensing on the coils is derived, and the element specific evaporation 
is calculated. This tool is used during the on-orbit experiment execution.

Figure 15. 
Measured evaporation rates of batch 1 samples at the corresponding liquidus temperature in °C.
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For the detailed planning of the experiments, the coupling of each sample to 
the RF field has to be known. The coupling describes the temperature reaction of 
the sample to applied field strength. Since TEMPUS and EML are not designed to 
levitate samples under terrestrial conditions, all ground-based measurements are 
limited to the solid state. They are performed on samples suspended in the coils 
on ceramic rods. In addition, due to the longstanding history of EML, a number of 
experimental data stemming from parabolic flight and sounding rocket campaigns 
are available today and will be used in support of future experiment developments. 
The obtained coupling data are needed to simulate the required temperature-time 
profile of the liquid sample with a TEMPUS/EML simulator software. This simula-
tor tool is a MUSC development which has undergone refinements by systematic 
comparison of as-flown profiles with simulation results over the years of operation. 
For a correct temperature measurement with the pyrometer onboard, the sample 
emissivity at the melting temperature is measured in the EML ground model. The 
sample is heated until melting sets in, and by a comparison of the measured and 
literature melting point, the emissivity can be derived. The optical setup and used 
pyrometer of the ground model is comparable to the flight facility.

Secondly, the individual operational flow for each experiment is developed, 
yielding the outline of all nominal and contingency operation. For that purpose, 
the so-called science protocols are prepared by MUSC on behalf of and in coopera-
tion with the science teams. This document is kept in a narrative form, describ-
ing, e.g., key temperatures of the samples to be reached; facility settings for, e.g., 
camera recording and downlink; aimed pressure; or vacuum values. In addition, it 
contains a detailed experiment planning with respect to all aspects needed to fully 
describe the scientific and operational requirements of the respective experiment 
(Figure 16). The assembled information includes the following:

• The required EML configuration at the start of the experiment

• The applied process strategy, planned temperature-time profiles, maximum 
temperatures, and heating rates

• The planned sequence of cycles within experiments

Figure 16. 
Example of planned temperature-time profile (black) including the heating (red) and positioning control 
voltages (blue) as part of the science protocol showing specific heat measurements with the modulation 
calorimetry at five constant temperatures.
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• Any planned modulation settings and heater stimuli settings

• The required diagnostics settings, e.g., camera settings (such as frequency, 
resolution, allocated memory)

• Strategies in case of unexpected sample behavior such as unsatisfactory sample 
stability or undercooling

With the determined sample material properties and the individual science 
protocols, the MUSC team can start the third part of the ground support program, 
which is the development of the so-called parameter sets. These parameter sets are 
interpreted by the EML process control software.

Experiments in EML are divided into individual thermal cycles which usually 
encompass one melting and solidification event. In the liquid phase, the scientific data 
are obtained either by high-speed video observation of the solidification front or by 
sample stimulation by modulation or applying pulses of the heater field and observing 
the effect on the temperature and sample shape. Each individual cycle is divided into 
several steps, which are described by two sets of parameters. The experiment parameters 
(EPs) define the experiment flow. With 38 parameters per step, the facility settings can 
be controlled. Up to 99 steps determine the time flow of one experiment thermal cycle. 
In addition to the experiment parameters, the so-called limit parameters (LPs) provide 
an independent guard rail envelope of RF values for each experiment that can never be 
exceeded. This safety measure was put in place in order to prevent any facility damage 
in case of a malfunction of the RF generator. Since the Spacelab era, MUSC has been 
developing and updating a TEMPUS/EML experiment simulator tool, which is used to 
derive the core experiment and limit parameters. This tool predicts temperature-time 
profiles from applied RF parameters. The calculation is based on the coupling behavior 
of the sample to the RF field and takes the planned process atmosphere into account. 
With this tool, the heater and positioner voltages for heating and melting of the sample 
and equilibrium temperatures for modulation measurements are determined. These 
voltages are then transformed into the final EP and LP sets for the facility (Figure 17).

Figure 17. 
Left: Thermal profile (red curve: liquid, blue curve: solid) simulated by using parameters developed for the 
space experiment, here an oscillating drop measurement where surface oscillations are induced by applying 
short pulses of the heating field (green curve) at different temperatures during cooling. Right: EML ground 
model used for validation of experiment parameter sets.
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• Any planned modulation settings and heater stimuli settings

• The required diagnostics settings, e.g., camera settings (such as frequency, 
resolution, allocated memory)

• Strategies in case of unexpected sample behavior such as unsatisfactory sample 
stability or undercooling

With the determined sample material properties and the individual science 
protocols, the MUSC team can start the third part of the ground support program, 
which is the development of the so-called parameter sets. These parameter sets are 
interpreted by the EML process control software.

Experiments in EML are divided into individual thermal cycles which usually 
encompass one melting and solidification event. In the liquid phase, the scientific data 
are obtained either by high-speed video observation of the solidification front or by 
sample stimulation by modulation or applying pulses of the heater field and observing 
the effect on the temperature and sample shape. Each individual cycle is divided into 
several steps, which are described by two sets of parameters. The experiment parameters 
(EPs) define the experiment flow. With 38 parameters per step, the facility settings can 
be controlled. Up to 99 steps determine the time flow of one experiment thermal cycle. 
In addition to the experiment parameters, the so-called limit parameters (LPs) provide 
an independent guard rail envelope of RF values for each experiment that can never be 
exceeded. This safety measure was put in place in order to prevent any facility damage 
in case of a malfunction of the RF generator. Since the Spacelab era, MUSC has been 
developing and updating a TEMPUS/EML experiment simulator tool, which is used to 
derive the core experiment and limit parameters. This tool predicts temperature-time 
profiles from applied RF parameters. The calculation is based on the coupling behavior 
of the sample to the RF field and takes the planned process atmosphere into account. 
With this tool, the heater and positioner voltages for heating and melting of the sample 
and equilibrium temperatures for modulation measurements are determined. These 
voltages are then transformed into the final EP and LP sets for the facility (Figure 17).
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Left: Thermal profile (red curve: liquid, blue curve: solid) simulated by using parameters developed for the 
space experiment, here an oscillating drop measurement where surface oscillations are induced by applying 
short pulses of the heating field (green curve) at different temperatures during cooling. Right: EML ground 
model used for validation of experiment parameter sets.
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After the development of the flight parameter sets, they must be validated in a 
representative EML ground model. For this purpose, the Operational Model (OM), 
which also acts as flight spare, is used. During the validation the parameter sets 
are processed on a suspended high melting sample which remains solid during the 
validation run. With this approach, it is possible to test that all parameter sets are 
syntactically correct and that the experiment procedure follows the correct logic 
in all steps. A successful validation run in the EML OM is a precondition for the 
experiment performance onboard the ISS.

For the analysis of the video data, DLR MUSC developed a software, which 
displays the video and housekeeping data simultaneously [22, 23]. This enables the 
scientists to analyze both data together and investigate the sample behavior, observe 
the sample surface, etc. For the scientific analysis, image processing routines were 
developed, which measure the edge of the sample and calculate two perpendicular 
radii, area, center of mass, and half axes of an ellipsoid fit. On these data, a Fourier 
analysis can be performed, and the oscillation frequency of the sample surface can 
be measured. From the oscillation frequency, the surface tension can then be calcu-
lated. The decay of the surface oscillations is related to the viscosity. The develop-
ment of this tool was started for the parabolic flight campaigns and later enhanced 
to be compatible with the EML data.

6.  Operational preparation: how the experiments are implemented  
in the ISS context

The operational preparation is ongoing in parallel to the scientific prepara-
tion described above and is transparent to the scientific community. It consists of 
(a) resource allocation and coordination, (b) procedure development for ground 
and on-orbit operations, and (c) ground segment setup [24]. The most restricted 
resource is crew time. For EML, the experiment itself is performed via ground 
commanding without crew interaction; nevertheless, an astronaut is needed to 
change facility settings according to the requirements of the respective experiment, 
e.g., on the EML high-speed camera and hand gas valve settings regarding Ar or He 
as the gas atmosphere in the process chamber during the runs. These crew activities 
are relatively short and recurring with typical durations of 5–10 minutes and can 
usually be accommodated straightforward. More challenging is the planning of long 
crew activities like a swap between two EML sample chambers with a duration of 
60 minutes or a hardware update of EML.

Further resources needed by the EML experiments are power, access to the 
Columbus vent line, high rate data bandwidth for the download of the science 
videos, medium rate telemetry of the payload, and commanding capability for active 
control of the experiment. During the science runs, the response time from ground 
needs to be minimized in order to react to any issue with the molten sample in due 
time. To ensure this, EML is granted a timeframe of exclusive telecommanding dur-
ing “hot phases” of the experiments. A good microgravity level without disturbances 
during experiment phases is also mandatory. To achieve optimum microgravity 
conditions, experiments are deconflicted with all activities on the station that are 
known to induce microgravity disturbances such as planned thruster firings of the 
ISS or docking/undocking events. In addition, the experiments are always performed 
during crew sleep to minimize disturbances induced by crew presence in Columbus.

The experiment execution on the levitated sample is always observed with 
real-time video of both EML internal cameras. This ensures the proper experiment 
performance by visually monitoring the sample behavior and by sending safing 
commands if required. Periods when the onboard crew is not sleeping are used to 
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download the stored science videos obtained during the night. It is coordinated with 
the flight control team that the maximum available bandwidth is made available 
for EML data download in order to cope with the high amount of data generated by 
EML. For operating EML from the MUSC control room located at DLR Cologne, 
MUSC is connected to the ESA Interconnecting Ground Segment. The EML Ground 
Segment is based on the commonly used monitoring and control architecture 
CD-MCS provided by the Columbus Control Center. MUSC receives telemetry (low 
and medium rate facility status data and video) and has telecommand capabilities to 
control the payload behavior and experiment performance in real time. In addition, 
dedicated ground support equipment is available, which transforms the incoming 
high-rate data streams into readable video data for process control purposes and 
off-line scientific evaluation.

7. Successful experiment performance on orbit

The EML experiments of a sub-batch are typically grouped into weeks of opera-
tion with “24/5” operations. This means that on Monday morning, the facility is 
switched on, and process conditions are established. The experiments only start late 
in the evening, when the crew sleep period begins, and finish prior crew wake-up. 
This yields a period of 8 hours and 30 minutes of science operations four times a 
week. Right after the last experiment cycle of the night, the conditioning process as 
described above is started again to optimize processing conditions for the upcoming 
experiments. In parallel, the download of the stored science video data is initiated. 
During the download, the operator on console needs to check the completeness of 
the incoming data, and in case of packet losses, the download has to be restarted. 
Afterwards the raw video data is processed into CINE file format. This complex 
task consists of many steps performed in the ground segment utilizing a dedicated 
software tool. Rundown of EML is usually performed on Friday evening, after the 
data download is completed.

Figure 18 shows the flow chart of a typical science campaign showing the sched-
ule of samples with allocated number of melting cycles, gas atmosphere, and high-
speed camera settings. In the frame of the ground support program, the experiment 
flows have been defined in detail. For some experiments, it is required to implement 

Figure 18. 
Flow chart of a typical EML science campaign, in this case sub-batch 2.4 performed in autumn 2019. The 
Fe-Co sample processed in week 1 is investigated by a science team including the author T. Volkmann.
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Fe-Co sample processed in week 1 is investigated by a science team including the author T. Volkmann.
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an intermediate break for a quick look analysis of the science data obtained before 
continuing. The provided flow chart depicts one specific experiment which requires 
such a break. During this time experiments on other samples are not excluded.

Once crew sleep has started, the operations team on console initiates the science 
operations. Prior to the start of cycle 1, EML is commanded to operational mode 
by selecting and calling a cycle. The cycle starts with the option to reprogram the 
experiment parameters by telecommand. It must be noted that the limit parameter 
sets are not accessible via commanding. They can only be changed by ground via 
file transfer (and only from ground) if the dedicated EML reprogramming cable is 
mounted by crew. Prior to starting science operations, it is ensured that telemetry 
and real-time video are available and that MUSC is enabled for commanding. The 
operators also check that the duration of the signal connection to the Space Station is 
long enough to perform the thermal cycle. The positioner is switched to ON. Then, 
the sample is mechanically stabilized in the field center by contact of the sample with 
the sample holder bottom and preheated according to the parameters in the EP set.

After verification that all prerequisites required to perform the thermal cycle are 
met, the semiautomated performance of the experiment parameter set is started. 
At this point in time, the EP Set is synchronized with the Limit Parameter Set (LP) 
which is independently controlled in the so-called Hazard Control Electronics 
(HCE). The sample is then heated, molten, and subsequently overheated. Upon 
reaching the maximum temperature, the heater is switched off or reduced. During 
cooling, the scientific measurements are performed. This may be any of the follow-
ing or combinations thereof: (a) heater modulation, (b) heater pulses, (c) external 
triggering of recalescence, and (d) capturing of the recalescence event with high-
speed camera. The cycle is finished once the sample has solidified and subsequently 
reached thermal equilibrium at a low temperature.

While performing the EP set, the HCE is monitoring the voltages in the oscillat-
ing circuits, ready to automatically switch off the heater and positioner in case of 
a limit violation. For safety reasons, any HCE cycle, that has been partially per-
formed, may not be reused for a later experiment.

The automated cycle performance is closely monitored by the ground operators. 
One console position is dedicated to the telemetry supervision, and a different con-
sole position is responsible for telecommand generation if required. Commanding 
may be required, e.g., to rapidly cool down a sample in case of unexpected sample 
movement, if the sample temperature does not reach the expected value or if 
mechanical damping of sample oscillations is required. Additional reprogramming 
may be required in order to optimize EP values for an upcoming cycle.

The science operation is highly interactive and often requires ad hoc decisions 
on how to proceed. Therefore, experiments are always performed with the respec-
tive scientist on console (see Figure 19) to monitor the experiment on a dedicated 
console and to advise during scientifically motivated reprogramming. The science 
representative has also access to the EML video GSE to observe the process control 
video and to the voice loops for situational awareness. The science representative is 
assisted by two MUSC operators who actively monitor and control the experiment 
and who interface with the Columbus Control Center. They support the science team 
in any activity related to optimum experiment performance and perform the neces-
sary parameter reprogramming for upcoming experiment cycles. This EML console 
team is assisted by operators in charge of the hosting EDR rack and a ground control-
ler responsible for the data systems at MUSC. Directly after a melt cycle, the scientist 
is provided with the sample temperature data that allows fine-tuning of experiment 
parameters for the upcoming run (Figure 20). For this task, the EML simulator tool 
already used in the experiment preparation is available to the console team. It is not 
uncommon to send as many as 500 single commands to EML during one night.
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After the performance of the first thermal cycle on a given sample, the as-flown 
sample temperature profile is analyzed by the EML telemetry/telecommand console 
position with the toxicity tracker software tool. From the temperature profile and 
the known evaporation rate of the material, the occurred mass loss is determined 
and compared to the respective limit for this cycle. The analysis is presented to ESA 
safety in a later stage, if needed, to prove that the result remained below the allowed 
limit values. This is required as under gas conditions; the evaporated material 
forms an aerosol, which, depending on its concentration, is considered toxic. The 
EML experiments are planned in such a way that they always remain in a nontoxic 
concentration (EP set performance controlled by HCE limit parameter set). In case 

Figure 19. 
Operation of ISS-EML by telecommanding at the console in the control room at MUSC on 30 October 2019. The 
authors T. Volkmann and S. Schneider performing experiments with a Fe-Co sample as part of batch 2.4.

Figure 20. 
Temperature-time profile (black), heater (red), and positioner control voltage (blue) during heating, 
undercooling, and solidification of Fe60Co40 processed on October 30, 2019.
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While performing the EP set, the HCE is monitoring the voltages in the oscillat-
ing circuits, ready to automatically switch off the heater and positioner in case of 
a limit violation. For safety reasons, any HCE cycle, that has been partially per-
formed, may not be reused for a later experiment.

The automated cycle performance is closely monitored by the ground operators. 
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may be required, e.g., to rapidly cool down a sample in case of unexpected sample 
movement, if the sample temperature does not reach the expected value or if 
mechanical damping of sample oscillations is required. Additional reprogramming 
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The science operation is highly interactive and often requires ad hoc decisions 
on how to proceed. Therefore, experiments are always performed with the respec-
tive scientist on console (see Figure 19) to monitor the experiment on a dedicated 
console and to advise during scientifically motivated reprogramming. The science 
representative has also access to the EML video GSE to observe the process control 
video and to the voice loops for situational awareness. The science representative is 
assisted by two MUSC operators who actively monitor and control the experiment 
and who interface with the Columbus Control Center. They support the science team 
in any activity related to optimum experiment performance and perform the neces-
sary parameter reprogramming for upcoming experiment cycles. This EML console 
team is assisted by operators in charge of the hosting EDR rack and a ground control-
ler responsible for the data systems at MUSC. Directly after a melt cycle, the scientist 
is provided with the sample temperature data that allows fine-tuning of experiment 
parameters for the upcoming run (Figure 20). For this task, the EML simulator tool 
already used in the experiment preparation is available to the console team. It is not 
uncommon to send as many as 500 single commands to EML during one night.
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After the performance of the first thermal cycle on a given sample, the as-flown 
sample temperature profile is analyzed by the EML telemetry/telecommand console 
position with the toxicity tracker software tool. From the temperature profile and 
the known evaporation rate of the material, the occurred mass loss is determined 
and compared to the respective limit for this cycle. The analysis is presented to ESA 
safety in a later stage, if needed, to prove that the result remained below the allowed 
limit values. This is required as under gas conditions; the evaporated material 
forms an aerosol, which, depending on its concentration, is considered toxic. The 
EML experiments are planned in such a way that they always remain in a nontoxic 
concentration (EP set performance controlled by HCE limit parameter set). In case 

Figure 19. 
Operation of ISS-EML by telecommanding at the console in the control room at MUSC on 30 October 2019. The 
authors T. Volkmann and S. Schneider performing experiments with a Fe-Co sample as part of batch 2.4.

Figure 20. 
Temperature-time profile (black), heater (red), and positioner control voltage (blue) during heating, 
undercooling, and solidification of Fe60Co40 processed on October 30, 2019.
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Figure 21. 
Upgrade of the high-speed video camera operating system: location of board (left photo: Airbus) and operation 
team in the control room supporting Andrew Feustel (right).

of a violation of the limit for a specific cycle/experiment, processing of the specific 
sample would not be continued until a solution has been found. This toxicity tracker 
additionally keeps track of the evolution of dust the process chamber.

In parallel, it must be ensured that the overall facility degradation by evaporated 
material at any point within EML remains below a predefined limit value in order 
to preserve, e.g., the coil and surfaces of the optical components over the planned 
EML lifetime. Each experiment is provided with predefined maximum values for 
these layer thicknesses.

The video data of the high-speed camera are stored during a cycle in a ring 
memory. After performing the cycle, the video data are transferred to the hard 
disk of the computer controlling the high-speed camera system. The transfer of 
this video files must be completed before the HSC is reconfigured for recording 
(series of videos) with different settings for the next science run. Subsequent 
cycles are then performed according to this operational flow, starting over with 
the mechanical stabilization of the sample in the coil, if needed. After a night of 
science operations, the video data are transferred to ground where they are post-
processed for later scientific evaluation. For that purpose, the science teams can 
use the MUSC developed tool, by which video and payload data can be displayed 
synchronously.

Last step in the experiment support chain is the archiving and distribution of the 
EML data in a data archive. Already during the parabolic flight era, a data archive 
basing on the web-based data management platform Hypertest was developed. All 
TEMPUS/EML data with associated metadata are stored in this archive and can be 
accessed by the respective data owners. This enables the user to search for metadata 
such as sample material, responsible scientists, campaign, date of performance, etc. 
The archive is accessible via the Internet, and thus all involved scientists can easily 
download their experiment data.

8. Evolution of the EML facility

Since its arrival on the ISS in 2014, two EML subsystems were upgraded. The 
operating system of the radial high-speed camera was exchanged with a faster one, 
reducing the waiting time between the cycles for video storage on orbit and thus 
allowing processing more cycles per night. The upgrade involved the exchange of 
an electronics board within a submodule of the experiment controller module. The 
pictures below show the EML operations team supporting the onboard activities 
performed by NASA Astronaut Andrew Feustel (Figure 21).
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The second upgrade applied to EML is the Sample Coupling Electronic (SCE) for 
the measurement of electrical conductivities. For the parabolic flight facility, a com-
parable SCE is available, which provides a higher measurement rate and can be used 
for the analysis of surface oscillations. Since its successful installation and on-orbit 
commissioning beginning of 2017, it has been used by the majority of EML science 
teams. This system is also a development of the DLR Institut für Materialphysik im 
Weltraum.

In the meantime, the community has opted for a third upgrade, the possibil-
ity to monitor and control the oxygen content in the samples. In order to keep the 
facility up to date on scientific level, Airbus is working on an “oxygen sensing and 
control system” (OCS), which is an insert that will provide adjustable and defined 
oxygen partial pressure of the EML processing atmosphere [25]. Oxygen repre-
sents a serious and potentially harmful contaminant to many materials at elevated 
temperatures due to its high chemical reactivity. Especially in containerless materi-
als science experiments in which the processed sample is directly exposed to the 
process atmosphere and not contained in a cartridge, the presence of oxygen in the 
atmosphere might lead to a contamination of the sample leading to the formation 
of an oxide layer on the surface or to dissolution of oxygen into the liquid sample. 
These occurrences could significantly alter the experimental results and influence 
the nucleation of the solid phase in the undercooled liquid sample. The technology 
used for the OCS is founded on ceramic-based oxygen sensors and oxygen pumps 
and provides adjustable oxygen partial pressure of the processing atmosphere in 
the range from nominal down to the “parts per billion” range. The Phase B study of 
EML OCS has established a preliminary design that is compatible with the scien-
tific-, technical-, and safety related requirements and interfaces for the future use 
in space environment. The functionality and performance were demonstrated with 
a dedicated prototype. According to present planning, the OCS shall be ready for 
launch in 2023.

9. Conclusions

The electromagnetic levitator EML onboard the ISS is a multiuser facility for 
containerless processing and undercooling of melts of metallic systems and semi-
conductors. The level of undercooling prior to solidification is an important process 
parameter controlling the evolution of the microstructure during solidification as 
well as the selection of alternative solidification pathways with metastable phases 
and therefore the properties of the solidified material. Processing in microgravity in 
combination with advanced diagnostic devices and evaluation methods enable the 
investigation of solidification phenomena in undercooled melts as well as the precise 
measurement of a variety of thermophysical properties of the liquid state as function 
of temperature including the undercooled regime. While strong levitation fields are 
needed for electromagnetic processing under normal gravity positioning: heating 
is decoupled in the ISS-EML. This allows minimizing electromagnetic stirring in 
the melt, thus enabling to study nucleation, solidification, and phase formation 
phenomena under (nearly) diffusive conditions. Moreover, under microgravity, 
electromagnetic stirring can be varied so that these processes can be investigated 
systematically under different levels of melt convection. Such experimental results 
provide the basis for verification and refinement of physical models for crystal 
nucleation and growth kinetics including the influence of fluid flow. Thermophysical 
properties like density, specific heat, viscosity, and thermal and electrical conduc-
tivity are not only fundamental quantities in physics and materials sciences but 
also serve as input parameters for numerical modeling of casting and solidification 
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Upgrade of the high-speed video camera operating system: location of board (left photo: Airbus) and operation 
team in the control room supporting Andrew Feustel (right).
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disk of the computer controlling the high-speed camera system. The transfer of 
this video files must be completed before the HSC is reconfigured for recording 
(series of videos) with different settings for the next science run. Subsequent 
cycles are then performed according to this operational flow, starting over with 
the mechanical stabilization of the sample in the coil, if needed. After a night of 
science operations, the video data are transferred to ground where they are post-
processed for later scientific evaluation. For that purpose, the science teams can 
use the MUSC developed tool, by which video and payload data can be displayed 
synchronously.

Last step in the experiment support chain is the archiving and distribution of the 
EML data in a data archive. Already during the parabolic flight era, a data archive 
basing on the web-based data management platform Hypertest was developed. All 
TEMPUS/EML data with associated metadata are stored in this archive and can be 
accessed by the respective data owners. This enables the user to search for metadata 
such as sample material, responsible scientists, campaign, date of performance, etc. 
The archive is accessible via the Internet, and thus all involved scientists can easily 
download their experiment data.

8. Evolution of the EML facility

Since its arrival on the ISS in 2014, two EML subsystems were upgraded. The 
operating system of the radial high-speed camera was exchanged with a faster one, 
reducing the waiting time between the cycles for video storage on orbit and thus 
allowing processing more cycles per night. The upgrade involved the exchange of 
an electronics board within a submodule of the experiment controller module. The 
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measurement of a variety of thermophysical properties of the liquid state as function 
of temperature including the undercooled regime. While strong levitation fields are 
needed for electromagnetic processing under normal gravity positioning: heating 
is decoupled in the ISS-EML. This allows minimizing electromagnetic stirring in 
the melt, thus enabling to study nucleation, solidification, and phase formation 
phenomena under (nearly) diffusive conditions. Moreover, under microgravity, 
electromagnetic stirring can be varied so that these processes can be investigated 
systematically under different levels of melt convection. Such experimental results 
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nucleation and growth kinetics including the influence of fluid flow. Thermophysical 
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tivity are not only fundamental quantities in physics and materials sciences but 
also serve as input parameters for numerical modeling of casting and solidification 
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processes. Only with a detailed understanding of the physical mechanism involved 
and reliable input data the simulation of microstructural evolution is a powerful tool 
for fine-tuning of material properties and optimization of production routes.

Experimentation with the EML in space is very complex and needs a careful 
planning and preparation. Many tasks cannot be accomplished by the scientists 
who need a comprehensive support from facility and mission specialists for experi-
ment preparation and performance. In particular, the infrastructure with hardware 
and software for preparation, conduction of the space experiment, and analysis 
of flight data is provided in the frame of the ground support program. Moreover, 
the ISS-EML facility must be constantly monitored and kept ready for operation. 
The support program is performed in close cooperation with the scientists and 
comprises the measurement of material properties relevant for processing in EML 
(evaporation rate, coupling parameters, and emissivity), the development of 
experiment procedure and parameter sets, and their validation in the EML ground 
model. Experiment planning also includes scheduling of all samples in a batch or 
sub-batch, which must be coordinated with the ISS activities concerning allocation 
of crew time, settings of the high-speed camera, change of gas atmosphere, energy 
consumption, and data transfer to ground. During space experiments, the operators 
in the control room actively run the EML facility by telecommanding in attendance 
of the scientists. Reprogramming of experiment parameters ensures the optimiza-
tion of experiment cycles. A full support program for the entire science project 
from experiment definition to its operation on orbit and the management of flight 
data is decisive in order to obtain high-quality data and an optimum of scientific 
results.
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Chapter 8

A Device for Sampling Earlobe 
Arterialized Blood in Space and 
Other Austere Environments
Thais Russomano

Abstract

The coming decades will see a large increase in the numbers of people who will 
have the opportunity to go into space, whether on traditional Earth-orbiting space 
stations, tourist spaceflights or proposed space hotels. In addition, humans are likely 
to be spending longer periods of time in the microgravity of space and the reduced 
gravity environments found on the moon and Mars, with plans for long-duration 
spaceflight to reach the red planet and habitation of a moon colony. The anatomy, 
physiology and psychology of humankind are shaped by the gravity we are subject to 
on Earth, and it is known that the removal or reduction of this force can have a detri-
mental effect on our health and wellbeing. Therefore, all steps must be taken to moni-
tor these aspects. Currently, there is no safe and acceptable method to collect arterial 
blood in space, which can be used to obtain valuable blood gas and blood component 
variables. This chapter will outline the development of a method for safely collecting 
arterialized blood in space, the research and steps taken to ensure its suitability and 
applicability, in preparation for this growing presence of humans in space.

Keywords: space medicine, space physiology, medical emergencies, arterial blood, 
arterialized blood, blood collector, parabolic flight

1. Introduction

There is an increased need to accurately monitor and medically evaluate human 
beings in a variety of clinical and research situations in space, with plans for long-
duration manned spaceflight, the proposed return to the moon and potential moon 
and Mars colonies in the future. In addition, greater flexibility in the selection pro-
cess of astronauts and the advent of space tourism increases the need for adequate 
health and medical monitoring and evaluation in space, requiring improvements in 
currently available space medical monitoring systems.

The accurate measurement of arterial blood gas tensions, as opposed to venous, 
in medical practice and physiological studies on Earth and in space is of particular 
importance, as these can better reflect alterations in performance of the cardiopul-
monary system and related diseases. However, there is currently no suitable method 
to access arterial blood in microgravity, and consequently, values for blood gas 
tensions are usually derived from measurements of respiratory gas partial pressures. 
Nonetheless, the measurements of oxygen saturation by oximetry are not considered 
comprehensive or accurate enough for detailed research or clinical practice.
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The utility of finding a solution to this problem is not in doubt. Physiological 
findings could be confirmed with greater accuracy and more detailed studies 
conducted in the future. Clinical emergencies could also be managed with greater 
facility, resulting in increased safety for all crew involved in space missions. To this 
end, the arterialized earlobe blood collection technique for evaluating blood gas 
tensions has been considered for use in space, as analyses of the blood obtained 
could provide valuable information regarding the diagnosis of a number of medical 
conditions. This technique was first developed in 1944 and adopted under certain 
circumstances as an alternative to arterial puncture and arterial cannulation [1]. 
Nonetheless, the current earlobe arterialized blood collection technique is untested 
in microgravity, as is the risk of contamination of the environment with blood 
droplets. Therefore, a series of researches and tests have taken place to validate the 
suitability of the arterialized blood as an analogue of arterial blood and its suitability 
for use in microgravity, the creation of an easy-to-use and safe device for collecting 
arterialized blood from the earlobe, validating its use in ground-based studies on 
Earth and in microgravity, and determining the space preparedness of the device for 
surviving the stresses caused by a space rocket launch.

2. Validation of the arterialized blood technique

2.1 Arterialized versus arterial blood

Arterial gas analyses are essential for the clinical evaluation of astronauts, since 
they provide important physiologic information and can be an important tool for 
performing disease diagnoses during a space mission. However, currently available 
devices and methods, such as puncture and cannulation of an artery, are considered 
unsuitable for use in this scenario.

Arterial cannulation, the positioning of an intra-arterial catheter, is a technique 
which allows continuous and direct monitorization of blood pressure and frequent 
sample withdrawal for blood analyses. Arterial blood by means of puncture is 
usually collected from the wrist or from the inner part of the elbow or other 
arteries, through the insertion of a needle in a previously cleaned area. The blood 
then flows into a heparinized syringe, and the needle is removed as soon as enough 
blood is collected [2].

Both arterial cannulation and puncture are known to be difficult techniques to 
perform, requiring specialist training, causing pain to the patient and having the 
possibility of contamination of the environment with blood droplets. Moreover, 
although low, there is an increased risk of serious complications, such as haema-
toma, excessive bleeding and infection. Therefore, it is well accepted that the direct 
sampling of arterial blood is unsuitable for use in many austere environments, such 
as in space missions [2].

The earlobe arterialized blood technique makes use of the fact that the capil-
lary blood taken from the arterialized earlobe originates from the arterioles and 
thus has the composition of arterial blood. The technique has been available as a 
substitute for arterial puncture for more than 60 years in clinical medicine and 
physiological research. The success of the technique depends upon careful prepara-
tion of the earlobe, which is arterialized by rendering it hyperaemic. This can be 
executed by heating the earlobe or massaging it with a rubefacient cream, thus 
ensuring free flow of blood from any incision made. The time of preparation varies 
from study to study, though conventionally it ranges from 3 to 10 minutes, with the 
standard being around 4 minutes. Ensuring adequate vasodilatation is of primary 
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importance; therefore, if the earlobe is not hyperaemic after 4 minutes of prepara-
tion, massage or heating should continue. Conventionally, the skin of the earlobe 
is cleaned with alcohol, and a puncture, 2–4 mm deep, is made with a sterile blade. 
The blood is collected in a heparinized capillary tube or cartridge, which is held in 
such a way that the blood enters anaerobically by capillary action. This blood can 
then be analyzed using a standard blood analyzer [1, 3–6].

Table 1 summarizes the differences between the two techniques of blood 
collection via arterial puncture and blood collection from an arterialized earlobe.

2.2 Earlobe arterialized blood technique in microgravity simulation studies

A series of studies were conducted at King’s College London, as part of the 
PhD thesis entitled ‘The effect of 3h of 6-degree Head-Down Tilt (HDT) with and 
without hypoxia and light exercise on lung function’ [7], with the aim of evaluating 
the feasibility of performing this technique in space missions.

There was first the need to establish whether the lower to upper body redistri-
bution of blood that occurs during microgravity exposure, with the subsequent 
venous congestion of the face and neck of astronauts, could cause contamination 
of the arterial blood from venous blood, thereby affecting results. The arterialized 
capillary blood sample technique had not been used previously during ground-
based microgravity simulations, parabolic flights or space missions, and therefore, 
a preliminary study was designed to evaluate the possible effect of the head conges-
tion on the gas tensions of earlobe arterialized blood samples. In order to avoid the 
cardiopulmonary changes associated with tilting to the 6° head-down position, the 
ground-based microgravity simulation used, the increase in venous pressure in  
the earlobe associated with this position was reproduced by inflating a cuff around  
the neck, with the volunteer in the supine position.

The venous pressure at the earlobe was calculated as the change in the vertical 
height of the ear relative to the heart on transition from supine to 6° head-down. 
Assuming a 30 cm distance between the earlobe and the right atrium, the increase 

Characteristic Radial artery Arterialized earlobe

Level of 
discomfort

Potentially painful Virtually pain-free

Potential 
complications

• Haematoma formation

• Hemorrhage

• Infection

• Potential for reduced wrist mobility

• Nerve damage

• Hemorrhage—from the earlobe, and 
therefore easily controlled with direct 
pressure

• Cutaneous infection at incision site 
(superficial)

Ease of use Requires training: currently only 
physicians and specialist nurses are able 
to carry out this procedure

Very easy technique to learn and carry out 
by non-medically qualified personnel

Potential usages Currently used in hospital setting but 
only by trained personnel
Use in research circumstances is limited 
by the need for a physician to be 
available to carry out the technique

Potential for many spheres of use:
Terrestrial: hospitals, private clinics, 
rural health centres
Aeronautic: patient transport
Space: space station, extraterrestrial 
bases for research and medical use

Table 1. 
Comparison between the characteristics of radial artery puncture and blood collection from the arterialized 
earlobe.
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in hydrostatic pressure at the ear was 2.3 mmHg.1 The increase in central venous 
pressure secondary to the headward shift of the blood during head-down tilt was of 
the order of 3 [8] to 5 mmHg [9], resulting in a total increase in venous pressure on 
moving from the horizontal to 6° HDT ranging from 5.3 to 8.3 mmHg. Therefore, a 
neck cuff pressure of 10 mmHg was adopted for the study, which would produce a 
slightly greater degree of venous congestion of the ear.

The research evaluated seven healthy volunteers, aged 21–36 years. Each vol-
unteer laid supine on a couch and completed three phases of 10 min each, divided 
into baseline (neck cuff deflated, control), test (neck cuff inflated) and recovery 
(neck cuff deflated, recovery). During each phase, the respired gases at the lips 
were sampled continuously, using O2 and CO2 rapid response gas analysers, from 
which their outputs were recorded and used to calculate respiratory frequency, 
end-tidal PO2 (partial pressure of O2) and PCO2 (partial pressure of CO2). Two 
earlobe arterialized blood samples were collected during the last 2 min of each 
phase, and the PO2 and PCO2 were determined using the pH/blood gas analyser. 
During the performance of the earlobe blood collection, no participant showed 
apprehension or distress, and there were no reports of complication (skin infection 
or bleeding) after the completion of the experiment. The healing of the incision was 
well advanced 72 h following the procedures. These findings are in accordance with 
those of Spiro and Dowdeswell [10], who found the arterialized earlobe technique 
to have no morbidity and to be virtually pain-free.

The means (±standard deviation, SD) of the respiratory frequency, end-tidal 
PO2 and PCO2, earlobe arterialized blood PO2 and PCO2 and the end-tidal minus 
earlobe arterialized blood PO2 and PCO2 differences before, during (test phase) and 
after inflation of the neck cuff are presented in Table 2.

The findings of this study showed no significant differences in the mean values 
of respiratory frequency, end-tidal PO2 and PCO2 and earlobe arterialized blood 
PO2 and PCO2 between the three phases. During the baseline, test and recovery 
phases, the end-tidal minus earlobe arterialized blood PO2 and PCO2 differences 
were 7.4 (±2.8) and 1.0 (±0.9), 7.7 (±4.3) and −0.5 (±1.4) and 7.7 (±3.3) and −0.6 
(±1.0), respectively. The mean values of the differences found in this study are 
very similar to those reported in the literature for healthy volunteers breathing air 
at rest [11, 12].

The findings of this study were very important, as it demonstrated that conges-
tion of the head did not affect the PO2 and PCO2 of the arterialized blood taken 
from the earlobe and the end-tidal arterialized blood differences. Therefore, it is 
possible to state that raising the venous pressure in the head by 10 mmHg, used to 
simulate the venous congestion encountered during microgravity exposure, did not 
cause any deleterious effect on the relationship between the PO2 and PCO2 of the 
arterialized blood sampled from the earlobe and the PO2 and PCO2 of the systemic 
arterial blood [7, 13, 14].

A second experiment was then designed within the scope of the same PhD 
thesis [7] to further understand the effects of HDT on the earlobe arterialized 
blood method. Therefore, hypoxia was added to the ground-based microgravity 
simulation in order to create an extra stressor. The differences between the tensions 
of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the end-tidal gas and earlobe arterialized blood 
were examined under two experimental conditions: breathing air (normoxia) and 
breathing a mixture of 10.7% O2 in N2, which is equivalent to breathing air at an 
altitude of 16,000 feet2 (hypoxia).

1 A pressure of 1 mmHg corresponds approximately to 1.33 mbar.
2 Equivalent to 4876.8 m
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A system was designed for this experiment permitting volunteers to breathe 
the inspired gas mixture through an oronasal mask. The normoxic gas (air) was 
supplied to the volunteer from a compressed air cylinder, and the hypoxic gas 
mixture was produced by mixing appropriate flows of air and nitrogen. The gases 
were mixed in a 100 L Douglas bag, before being delivered to the participant. The 
concentration of oxygen in the bag was monitored at 1 min intervals throughout the 
experiment. The following safety procedures were put in place: a source of 100% 
O2 was connected to the gas supply, and the concentration of oxygen in the inspired 
gas was monitored with an oxygen rapid response gas analyser (alarm set to operate 
at 10.2% O2). Arterial oxygen saturation (alarm set to operate at 65%) by means 
of pulse oximeter and blood pressure and heart rate were continuously monitored 
with a Finapres device. The ability of the volunteer to respond to simple commands 
was assessed every 2 min in order to identify any deleterious effect of hypoxia on 
mental performance and cognition.

Six healthy volunteers, aged 21–26 years, participated in the experiment and 
were not informed as to whether they were breathing air or the hypoxic mixture 
until the study was complete. The experiment began with the tilt table placed 
horizontally, and the individual was asked to lie in the supine position for 30 min 
(rest period). They were then placed into the required position (either supine or 6° 
HDT), wearing an oronasal mask and breathing the gas supply (either 20.9% O2 or 
10.7% O2) for 20 min. For the final 10 min, the oronasal mask was replaced with a 
mouthpiece, a valve box and a nose clip, the earlobe was arterialized using massage 
and a vasodilating cream, and two earlobe blood samples were collected. The PO2 
and PCO2 of the blood samples were immediately determined by means of the pH/
blood gas analyser. End-tidal PO2 and PCO2 were continuously analyzed via the gas 
analysers and recorded during the last 10 minutes.

All volunteers completed the study without any untoward effects. The means of 
the end-tidal PO2 and PCO2, the earlobe arterialized blood PO2 and PCO2 and the 
end-tidal minus earlobe arterialized blood PO2 and PCO2 differences for each body 
position during normoxia and hypoxia are presented in Table 3.

End-tidal PO2 and earlobe arterialized blood PO2 decreased, as expected, from 
approximately 103 and 94 mmHg during normoxia to 40 and 36 mmHg during 
hypoxia, respectively, for both positions together (p < 0.05). The PET-abO2, con-
sequently, also decreased from a combined mean of 9.6 mmHg during normoxia to 
a mean of 3.4 mmHg during hypoxia (p < 0.05). The mean end-tidal and earlobe 
arterialized capillary PCO2 decreased (p < 0.05) during hypoxia in comparison 

Baseline mean (±SD) Test mean (±SD) Recovery mean (±SD)

RF (br/min) 13.1 ± 2.1 13.0 ± 2.2 13.0 ± 2.2

PETO2 (mmHg) 103.6 ± 3.3 107.2 ± 8.7 101.6 ± 5.0

PabO2 (mmHg) 96.2 ± 2.5 99.7 ± 7.1 93.9 ± 3.7

PETCO2 (mmHg) 38.2 ± 4.0 37.8 ± 4.1 38.2 ± 4.1

PabCO2 (mmHg) 38.0 ± 4.0 38.5 ± 4.0 38.8 ± 3.7

PET-ab O2 (mmHg) 7.4 ± 2.8 7.7 ± 4.3 7.7 ± 3.3

PET-ab CO2 (mmHg) 1.0 ± 0.9 −0.5 ± 1.4 −0.6 ± 1.0

Table 2. 
The effect of inflation of a neck cuff (test) on respiratory frequency (RF, breath/minute), end-tidal PO2 
(PETO2) and PCO2 (PETCO2), earlobe arterialized blood PO2 (PabO2) and PCO2 (PabCO2) and end-tidal 
minus earlobe arterialized blood PO2 (PET-ab O2) and PCO2 (PET-ab CO2) differences.
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in hydrostatic pressure at the ear was 2.3 mmHg.1 The increase in central venous 
pressure secondary to the headward shift of the blood during head-down tilt was of 
the order of 3 [8] to 5 mmHg [9], resulting in a total increase in venous pressure on 
moving from the horizontal to 6° HDT ranging from 5.3 to 8.3 mmHg. Therefore, a 
neck cuff pressure of 10 mmHg was adopted for the study, which would produce a 
slightly greater degree of venous congestion of the ear.

The research evaluated seven healthy volunteers, aged 21–36 years. Each vol-
unteer laid supine on a couch and completed three phases of 10 min each, divided 
into baseline (neck cuff deflated, control), test (neck cuff inflated) and recovery 
(neck cuff deflated, recovery). During each phase, the respired gases at the lips 
were sampled continuously, using O2 and CO2 rapid response gas analysers, from 
which their outputs were recorded and used to calculate respiratory frequency, 
end-tidal PO2 (partial pressure of O2) and PCO2 (partial pressure of CO2). Two 
earlobe arterialized blood samples were collected during the last 2 min of each 
phase, and the PO2 and PCO2 were determined using the pH/blood gas analyser. 
During the performance of the earlobe blood collection, no participant showed 
apprehension or distress, and there were no reports of complication (skin infection 
or bleeding) after the completion of the experiment. The healing of the incision was 
well advanced 72 h following the procedures. These findings are in accordance with 
those of Spiro and Dowdeswell [10], who found the arterialized earlobe technique 
to have no morbidity and to be virtually pain-free.

The means (±standard deviation, SD) of the respiratory frequency, end-tidal 
PO2 and PCO2, earlobe arterialized blood PO2 and PCO2 and the end-tidal minus 
earlobe arterialized blood PO2 and PCO2 differences before, during (test phase) and 
after inflation of the neck cuff are presented in Table 2.

The findings of this study showed no significant differences in the mean values 
of respiratory frequency, end-tidal PO2 and PCO2 and earlobe arterialized blood 
PO2 and PCO2 between the three phases. During the baseline, test and recovery 
phases, the end-tidal minus earlobe arterialized blood PO2 and PCO2 differences 
were 7.4 (±2.8) and 1.0 (±0.9), 7.7 (±4.3) and −0.5 (±1.4) and 7.7 (±3.3) and −0.6 
(±1.0), respectively. The mean values of the differences found in this study are 
very similar to those reported in the literature for healthy volunteers breathing air 
at rest [11, 12].

The findings of this study were very important, as it demonstrated that conges-
tion of the head did not affect the PO2 and PCO2 of the arterialized blood taken 
from the earlobe and the end-tidal arterialized blood differences. Therefore, it is 
possible to state that raising the venous pressure in the head by 10 mmHg, used to 
simulate the venous congestion encountered during microgravity exposure, did not 
cause any deleterious effect on the relationship between the PO2 and PCO2 of the 
arterialized blood sampled from the earlobe and the PO2 and PCO2 of the systemic 
arterial blood [7, 13, 14].

A second experiment was then designed within the scope of the same PhD 
thesis [7] to further understand the effects of HDT on the earlobe arterialized 
blood method. Therefore, hypoxia was added to the ground-based microgravity 
simulation in order to create an extra stressor. The differences between the tensions 
of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the end-tidal gas and earlobe arterialized blood 
were examined under two experimental conditions: breathing air (normoxia) and 
breathing a mixture of 10.7% O2 in N2, which is equivalent to breathing air at an 
altitude of 16,000 feet2 (hypoxia).

1 A pressure of 1 mmHg corresponds approximately to 1.33 mbar.
2 Equivalent to 4876.8 m
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A system was designed for this experiment permitting volunteers to breathe 
the inspired gas mixture through an oronasal mask. The normoxic gas (air) was 
supplied to the volunteer from a compressed air cylinder, and the hypoxic gas 
mixture was produced by mixing appropriate flows of air and nitrogen. The gases 
were mixed in a 100 L Douglas bag, before being delivered to the participant. The 
concentration of oxygen in the bag was monitored at 1 min intervals throughout the 
experiment. The following safety procedures were put in place: a source of 100% 
O2 was connected to the gas supply, and the concentration of oxygen in the inspired 
gas was monitored with an oxygen rapid response gas analyser (alarm set to operate 
at 10.2% O2). Arterial oxygen saturation (alarm set to operate at 65%) by means 
of pulse oximeter and blood pressure and heart rate were continuously monitored 
with a Finapres device. The ability of the volunteer to respond to simple commands 
was assessed every 2 min in order to identify any deleterious effect of hypoxia on 
mental performance and cognition.

Six healthy volunteers, aged 21–26 years, participated in the experiment and 
were not informed as to whether they were breathing air or the hypoxic mixture 
until the study was complete. The experiment began with the tilt table placed 
horizontally, and the individual was asked to lie in the supine position for 30 min 
(rest period). They were then placed into the required position (either supine or 6° 
HDT), wearing an oronasal mask and breathing the gas supply (either 20.9% O2 or 
10.7% O2) for 20 min. For the final 10 min, the oronasal mask was replaced with a 
mouthpiece, a valve box and a nose clip, the earlobe was arterialized using massage 
and a vasodilating cream, and two earlobe blood samples were collected. The PO2 
and PCO2 of the blood samples were immediately determined by means of the pH/
blood gas analyser. End-tidal PO2 and PCO2 were continuously analyzed via the gas 
analysers and recorded during the last 10 minutes.

All volunteers completed the study without any untoward effects. The means of 
the end-tidal PO2 and PCO2, the earlobe arterialized blood PO2 and PCO2 and the 
end-tidal minus earlobe arterialized blood PO2 and PCO2 differences for each body 
position during normoxia and hypoxia are presented in Table 3.

End-tidal PO2 and earlobe arterialized blood PO2 decreased, as expected, from 
approximately 103 and 94 mmHg during normoxia to 40 and 36 mmHg during 
hypoxia, respectively, for both positions together (p < 0.05). The PET-abO2, con-
sequently, also decreased from a combined mean of 9.6 mmHg during normoxia to 
a mean of 3.4 mmHg during hypoxia (p < 0.05). The mean end-tidal and earlobe 
arterialized capillary PCO2 decreased (p < 0.05) during hypoxia in comparison 

Baseline mean (±SD) Test mean (±SD) Recovery mean (±SD)

RF (br/min) 13.1 ± 2.1 13.0 ± 2.2 13.0 ± 2.2

PETO2 (mmHg) 103.6 ± 3.3 107.2 ± 8.7 101.6 ± 5.0

PabO2 (mmHg) 96.2 ± 2.5 99.7 ± 7.1 93.9 ± 3.7

PETCO2 (mmHg) 38.2 ± 4.0 37.8 ± 4.1 38.2 ± 4.1

PabCO2 (mmHg) 38.0 ± 4.0 38.5 ± 4.0 38.8 ± 3.7

PET-ab O2 (mmHg) 7.4 ± 2.8 7.7 ± 4.3 7.7 ± 3.3

PET-ab CO2 (mmHg) 1.0 ± 0.9 −0.5 ± 1.4 −0.6 ± 1.0

Table 2. 
The effect of inflation of a neck cuff (test) on respiratory frequency (RF, breath/minute), end-tidal PO2 
(PETO2) and PCO2 (PETCO2), earlobe arterialized blood PO2 (PabO2) and PCO2 (PabCO2) and end-tidal 
minus earlobe arterialized blood PO2 (PET-ab O2) and PCO2 (PET-ab CO2) differences.
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with normoxia in both positions, due to hyperventilation secondary to the low 
arterial PO2. There were no significant differences between the values of end-tidal, 
arterialized blood and end-tidal minus earlobe arterialized blood differences for 
PO2 and PCO2 when the two positions were compared during either normoxia or 
hypoxia.

These findings led to the conclusion that the 6° HDT position did not alter 
the end-tidal minus earlobe arterialized blood PO2 and PCO2 differences from 
those obtained in the supine position during either normoxia or hypoxia, which 
reinforces the belief that this technique is suitable for use in either ground-based 
microgravity studies or in space missions.

3.  Development and validation of an earlobe arterialized blood collector 
(EABC) device

The previously presented two studies were pioneering, as they were the first 
to be conducted during HDT using the earlobe arterialized blood collection 
technique. It was demonstrated that this technique is feasible for application 
in space missions or for physiological studies during microgravity simulation 
on Earth; however, the technique has the possibility of causing contamination 
of the environment to take place. This could be of major concern, especially 
in a spacecraft or space station, as blood droplets in microgravity would float 
with the potential to contaminate fellow astronauts or equipment. Taking this 
into consideration, a self-contained device was developed that would permit a 
standardized sampling of earlobe arterialized blood to be safely collected in a 
microgravity environment by non-medical personnel and without discomfort to 
the volunteer. The device was developed by the Microgravity Centre in collabo-
ration with IDEIA Institute, both from the Pontifical Catholic University of Rio 
Grande do Sul, Brazil.

3.1 Evolution of the earlobe arterialized blood collector

The vision for the design of the earlobe arterialized blood collector was to 
develop a device with the following properties:

• Able to produce a suitable incision in the earlobe, such that sufficient flow of 
blood ensues to allow rapid and easy blood collection.

PETO2 
mean 
(±SD)

PabO2 
mean 
(±SD)

PET-abO2 
mean 
(±SD)

PETCO2 
mean 
(±SD)

PabCO2 
mean 
(±SD)

PET-abCO2 
mean (±SD)

Supine, N 101.6 ± 8.8 92.7 ± 8.9 8.9 ± 2.9 43.6 ± 2.9 42.8 ± 3.2 0.77 ± 2.4

6° HDT, N 105.6 ± 4.0 95.4 ± 4.5 10.3 ± 4.0 42.1 ± 2.5 41.9 ± 3.7 0.13 ± 2.4

Supine, H 40.9 ± 4.5* 36.5 ± 3.3* 4.7 ± 1.8* 37.7 ± 3.3* 35.7 ± 3.0* 2.1 ± 3.4*

6° HDT, H 40.8 ± 3.8* 36.9 ± 4.6* 2.1 ± 3.4* 35.8 ± 3.8* 34.3 ± 5.2* 1.4 ± 3.0*

*Different from normoxia; p < 0.05. All pressures in mmHg.

Table 3. 
Mean end-tidal PO2 and PCO2 (PET), earlobe arterialized blood PO2 and PCO2 (Pab) and end-tidal minus 
earlobe arterialized blood PO2 and PCO2 differences (PET-ab) during normoxia (N) and hypoxia (H) for 6° 
HDT and supine positions.
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• The incision should be relatively pain-free and as accurate in depth and 
position as possible (in as far as these two variables should be predictable and 
easily adjustable).

• Capillary tubes or cartridges should provide anaerobic blood collection, 
through being positioned easily, quickly and precisely over the incision made 
and reducing the potential for contamination of the environment or any other 
part of the device.

• The device itself should be easy to use in terrestrial, aviation and extraterres-
trial environments, with minimal training (user-friendly).

• The device must be easy to apply and remove from the earlobe, allowing 
quick application of gauze or a similar material to the incision to promote 
rapid hemostasis.

• The device must be small, lightweight, disposable and low-cost.

The first prototype was constructed in 1999, being 583 g in weight, 102 mm in 
length and 40 mm in diameter. This first prototype was mainly used to test the con-
cept, and some earlobe arterialized blood collections were performed to evaluate 
the ability of the EABC to perform the cut and collect blood anaerobically, provid-
ing expected arterial gases results from a healthy volunteer (Figure 1).

The proof-of-concept success of this first EABC design led to its continued 
development, with a series of seven devices evolving over a 10-year period, 
leading to changes and improvements in shape, size, weight and used proce-
dures (Table 4).

Figure 2 illustrates the first four generations in the developmental process of the 
EABC and the final EABC device.

The technique of blood collection is demonstrated in the sequence of six pictures 
in Figure 3, which shows the earlobe arterialization procedure with massage and 
a vasodilating cream, cleaning of the earlobe skin, placement of the EABC with a 
cartridge, blood collection and analysis in an i-STAT blood analyser device (Abbott 
Point of Care Inc., Brazil).

Figure 1. 
First earlobe arterialized blood result using the first version EABC.
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The first prototype was constructed in 1999, being 583 g in weight, 102 mm in 
length and 40 mm in diameter. This first prototype was mainly used to test the con-
cept, and some earlobe arterialized blood collections were performed to evaluate 
the ability of the EABC to perform the cut and collect blood anaerobically, provid-
ing expected arterial gases results from a healthy volunteer (Figure 1).

The proof-of-concept success of this first EABC design led to its continued 
development, with a series of seven devices evolving over a 10-year period, 
leading to changes and improvements in shape, size, weight and used proce-
dures (Table 4).

Figure 2 illustrates the first four generations in the developmental process of the 
EABC and the final EABC device.

The technique of blood collection is demonstrated in the sequence of six pictures 
in Figure 3, which shows the earlobe arterialization procedure with massage and 
a vasodilating cream, cleaning of the earlobe skin, placement of the EABC with a 
cartridge, blood collection and analysis in an i-STAT blood analyser device (Abbott 
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Figure 2. 
Evolution of the EABC—First four generations on the left and the seventh EABC device on the right.

3.2 Preliminary EABC validation study

An initial EABC validation research was conducted involving six healthy 
volunteer students from King’s College London, using the second EABC prototype 
(Figure 4) [15, 16].

An 8° HDT was used as a microgravity simulator in combination with hypoxia, 
equivalent to breathing air at 12,000 ft.3 Blood samples were collected from the radial 
artery of volunteers and simultaneously from their arterialized earlobe, after being in 
the HDT position and breathing a 12.8% O2 in N2 mix for 15 min (Figures 5 and 6).

The arterialization procedure involved first rendering the earlobe hyperaemic by 
the application of a rubefacient cream, massaged into the earlobe for a period of 5 min-
utes. The skin was then cleaned using an alcohol swab and dried with sterile gauze and 
the second version of the EABC attached to the earlobe. An incision was made in the 
earlobe and samples of blood collected in the two capillary tubes of the second version 
of the EABC, simultaneously with the drawing of a 2 mL sample of blood from the 
radial artery into a syringe lubricated with heparin solution (5000 IU/mL4).

The PO2, PCO2 and pH of the blood samples were determined immediately 
using a blood gas analyser (Ciba Corning 238 pH/blood gas analyser, Ciba Corning 

3 Equivalent to 3657.6 m
4 Heparin is a medication used as an anticoagulant (blood thinner). One unit of heparin is an amount 
approximately equivalent to 0.002 mg of pure heparin, which is the quantity required to keep 1 ml of 
cat’s blood fluid for 24 hours at 0°C.

Version Dimensions L × Ø (mm) Weight (g) Blade model Blood recipient

1 102 × 94 583 No 11 Capillary tube

2 138 × 40 228 No 11 Capillary tube

3 107 × 27 85 Adapted No 11 Capillary tube

4 104 × 26 42 Adapted No 15° Capillary tube

5 90 × 23 18 Ophthalmic blade Without cartridge

6 57 × 26 (55 including cartridge) 29.5 Ophthalmic blade I-STAT cartridge

7 73 × 26 (55 including cartridge) 28.2 Ophthalmic blade I-STAT cartridge

Table 4. 
Main characteristics of the seven versions of the EABC.
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Diagnostics Ltd., Halstead, Essex). The mean differences (±SD) in PO2 between 
earlobe arterialized and radial artery blood samples were 0.25 ± 1.25 mmHg for PO2 
and 1.0 ± 0.75 mmHg for CO2; neither difference was significant. There was no dif-
ference between the pH values obtained by the two techniques. Table 5 summarizes 
the results of the blood analyses.

3.3 Clinical evaluation of the EABC in haemodialysis patients

All EABC clinical studies were funded by the European Space Agency via the 
Medical Projects and Technology Unit from the Crew Medical Support Office, 
European Astronaut Centre, Cologne, Germany.

The physiological studies performed during microgravity simulation suggested 
that the arterialized blood sampled from the earlobe using the EABC may provide 
sufficiently accurate measurements of the PO2, PCO2 and pH of the arterial blood 

Figure 3. 
Sequence of six pictures showing the earlobe arterialized blood collection and subsequent analysis, placing the 
EG7 cartridge in the i-STAT device.
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Diagnostics Ltd., Halstead, Essex). The mean differences (±SD) in PO2 between 
earlobe arterialized and radial artery blood samples were 0.25 ± 1.25 mmHg for PO2 
and 1.0 ± 0.75 mmHg for CO2; neither difference was significant. There was no dif-
ference between the pH values obtained by the two techniques. Table 5 summarizes 
the results of the blood analyses.

3.3 Clinical evaluation of the EABC in haemodialysis patients

All EABC clinical studies were funded by the European Space Agency via the 
Medical Projects and Technology Unit from the Crew Medical Support Office, 
European Astronaut Centre, Cologne, Germany.

The physiological studies performed during microgravity simulation suggested 
that the arterialized blood sampled from the earlobe using the EABC may provide 
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Figure 6. 
Example of data being recorded during the beginning of hypoxic exposure (12.8% O2 in N2, equivalent to 
breathing air at 12,000 ft3).

Figure 4. 
Characteristics of the second EABC version.

Figure 5. 
Volunteer in HDT whilst breathing the hypoxic mixture.
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for clinical or research use in extreme environments, such as space. However, 
another important step would be to also evaluate the use of the EABC in a clinical 
setting on Earth, as technology transfer from space to terrestrial application was 
one of the aims for the use of this pioneering technology.

With this in mind, a first clinical study was conducted involving 12 patients from 
a hemodialysis clinic, meaning these individuals already had a medically determined 
need for measurement of arterial blood parameters, including arterial blood gas 
tensions and acid–base variables, and access to arterial blood was easily provided 
by an already existing fistula. The main goal was to compare arterial blood variables 
taken from the arterial side of the arterial–venous fistula with those obtained from 
the earlobe arterialized blood collected using the seventh version of the EABC. Blood 
collection was achieved simultaneously from the fistula and the arterialized earlobe 
in an i-STAT EC8+ cartridge, and the two samples were analyzed using a portable 
i-STAT blood analyser device (Abbott Point-of-care Inc., Brazil) [17].

In addition to blood parameters, earlobe incision length and subject pain 
perception were also evaluated. Incision length (mm) was measured with a caliper 
immediately after blood collection, and the patient pain perception was assessed, 
using a scale from 0 (no pain) to 10 (maximum perceived pain). Figure 7 shows a 
schematic view of the earlobe cut and its measurement during the experiment.

The mean of the differences obtained from the earlobe arterialized and arterial 
samples ranged from 0.006 (for pH) to 2.8 mg/dL (for glucose). The R2 was equal 
or above 0.93 in 10 of the 13 blood variables measured, and the lowest R2 was for 
PCO2 (0.68). Of the 13 blood measurements, 9 presented no significant differ-
ence, whilst the 4 that were significantly different (BUN, Cl−, K+, anion gap) had 
their values within normality, presented no clinical implication and did not affect 

Radial artery
Mean ± SD (range)

Arterialized earlobe
Mean ± SD (range)

pH 7.43 ± 0.02 (7.4–7.46) 7.43 ± 0.02 (7.4–7.46)

PO2 (mmHg) 42.1 ± 3.66 (38–47) 42.9 ± 3.88 (37–50)

PCO2 (mmHg) 34.1 ± 1.88 (31–37) 33.12 ± 2.38 (29–37)

SaO2 (%) 79 ± 3.85 (75–84.5) 79.9 ± 3.29 (74–85.6)

Table 5. 
Blood gas data for simultaneous radial artery and earlobe arterialized blood samples collected using the EABC.

Figure 7. 
Schematic view of the difference between cut length and blade movement profile (left) and cut measurement 
being performed with a caliper.
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Figure 6. 
Example of data being recorded during the beginning of hypoxic exposure (12.8% O2 in N2, equivalent to 
breathing air at 12,000 ft3).

Figure 4. 
Characteristics of the second EABC version.

Figure 5. 
Volunteer in HDT whilst breathing the hypoxic mixture.
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for clinical or research use in extreme environments, such as space. However, 
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Blood gas data for simultaneous radial artery and earlobe arterialized blood samples collected using the EABC.
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Schematic view of the difference between cut length and blade movement profile (left) and cut measurement 
being performed with a caliper.
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treatment or diagnosis. The mean (±SD) of the earlobe cut length was 4.4 (±1.3) 
mm, and the patient perceived pain was classified as minor with a mean of 2.7 
points out of 10 points.

These findings were very motivating, as they indicated for the first time that the 
EABC works in a clinical setting and therefore could be considered a method for 
safe and easy access to arterialized blood sampling for medical diagnoses, not only 
in space missions but also on Earth. It led to two further studies, which assessed the 
use of the EABC in more gravely ill hospitalized patients.

3.4 Clinical evaluation of the EABC in critically ill patients

Two studies were conducted involving critically ill adult patients in intensive 
care units, aiming to assess the diagnostic and operational capability of the EABC.

A pilot study was first conducted, evaluating the use of the EABC on a cohort 
of mechanically ventilated adult critically ill patients admitted to an intensive care 
unit [18]. A comparison was made between the collected arterial blood and earlobe 
arterialized blood parameters, and the EABC was evaluated for its ability to diag-
nose acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) in a total of 55 patients.

The results showed a high precision of earlobe arterialized blood samples. The 
measures of PO2 demonstrated insufficient agreement levels; however, better agree-
ment was seen for PCO2 and pH measurements. The findings of this experiment 
showed a sensitivity of 100% and specificity of 92.3% for diagnosing ARDS using 
earlobe arterialized blood gasometric measures.

Sampling with the EABC proved to be unsuccessful in 43.6% of cases, due to 
insufficient blood flow, although this is not a surprising result given the circum-
stances of the patients and some important factors must be taken into account. 
The haemodynamic conditions of critically ill individuals and the use of medica-
tions that can cause vasoconstriction can negatively impact on the production of 
adequate peripheral blood flow. Therefore, the earlobe arterialized blood technique, 
with or without the use of the EABC, would not seem to be the best alternative for 
the management of patients in an intensive care unit, though it may prove useful 
in several clinical conditions and other critical care scenarios, such as emergency 
rooms, advanced medical transportation and pre-hospital care.

A second study was conceived to perform an operational evaluation of the 
EABC in critically ill patients [19], looking at aspects such as the number of cuts 
and cartridges required, ratio of sampling failure and success, bleeding complica-
tions and storage requirements. Fifty-five ventilated patients hospitalized in an 
intensive care unit participated in the study. The findings revealed that researchers 
took 26 min to obtain blood analysis, broken down into 15 min of patient prepara-
tion and 11 min for earlobe arterialized blood sampling and analysis. An average 
of 1.3 cartridges was required to achieve a successful cut of the earlobe. The results 
also demonstrated that researchers faced difficulties in performing blood collection 
in 59% of cases, but only 10% of these problems were reported to be linked to the 
EABC itself, such as superficial cut, blood leak, collector misalignment and vision 
obstruction. After the cut was performed, homoeostasis appeared to occur quickly, 
and no major complications were reported. The study results suggest that the EABC 
is quick and safe to use and user-friendly.

4. Validation of the EABC for space use

It is critically important that any device to potentially be launched into 
space must be able to withstand the launch process and spaceflight, remaining 
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undamaged. To be considered for use on the International Space Station (ISS) 
as part of a space mission, the EABC must demonstrate that it can meet the 
specifications of spaceflight conditions through being submitted to a series of 
electromechanical tests. The purpose of testing is to expose the EABC to the same 
circumstances as those encountered during launch onboard a Soyuz rocket and the 
microgravity environment on the ISS.

The required tests are shock and vibration tests, measurements and mass 
proprieties, low and high pressure and temperature tests, humidity test and off-
gassing evaluation [20]. To confirm its suitability for space use, the following tests 
were applied:

• Shock and vibration tests were conducted to check the functionality of the 
EABC after being launched to the ISS onboard the Soyuz. Two EABCs were 
placed inside a padded container and attached to a shaker and then submitted 
to different shock and vibration protocols.

• Measurements and mass proprieties must be known to determine precisely the 
mass and centre of gravity of the EABC.

• Low- and high-pressure and low- and high-temperature tests were performed 
to verify the physical and chemical stability of the EABC during variations of 
such conditions.

• Humidity test was applied to check the EABC functionality after the changes 
in relative humidity.

• Off-gassing levels were determined as different materials can contaminate the 
spacecraft ambient air and affect air filters, operation of other equipment and 
even astronaut health.

These tests were conducted at the National Institute for Space Research (INPE), 
in São José dos Campos, São Paulo, Brazil, with a successful evaluation of the vari-
ables tested. The final conclusion of the INPE experts was that the EABC was ready 
to fly in a space mission, as it is space-proof.

5.  Validation of the earlobe arterialized blood collector for use  
in microgravity

Having validated the EABC through studies performed in simulated microgravity, 
it was important to further validate the earlobe arterialized blood collection tech-
nique and device in an actual microgravity scenario. A study was conceived using the 
fifth EABC prototype (Figure 8, this was the prototype available when the proposal 
was submitted to ESA) to determine if it could effectively be used in the micrograv-
ity environment achieved during the free-fall phase of a parabolic flight (42nd ESA 
Parabolic Flight Campaign in 2006) [21], without contaminating the aircraft envi-
ronment with blood products.

A total of eight healthy participants took part in the ESA parabolic flight cam-
paign, acting as both volunteers and researchers. The blood collections took place 
inside a hood, especially designed by the Microgravity Centre/PUCRS, Brazil, in 
order to prevent any possible escape of blood to the aircraft environment. The hood 
had two openings on three sides for the insertion of two gloved hands each side  
and a larger opening in the front plastic wall for the volunteer to place their face and 
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mm, and the patient perceived pain was classified as minor with a mean of 2.7 
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undamaged. To be considered for use on the International Space Station (ISS) 
as part of a space mission, the EABC must demonstrate that it can meet the 
specifications of spaceflight conditions through being submitted to a series of 
electromechanical tests. The purpose of testing is to expose the EABC to the same 
circumstances as those encountered during launch onboard a Soyuz rocket and the 
microgravity environment on the ISS.

The required tests are shock and vibration tests, measurements and mass 
proprieties, low and high pressure and temperature tests, humidity test and off-
gassing evaluation [20]. To confirm its suitability for space use, the following tests 
were applied:

• Shock and vibration tests were conducted to check the functionality of the 
EABC after being launched to the ISS onboard the Soyuz. Two EABCs were 
placed inside a padded container and attached to a shaker and then submitted 
to different shock and vibration protocols.

• Measurements and mass proprieties must be known to determine precisely the 
mass and centre of gravity of the EABC.

• Low- and high-pressure and low- and high-temperature tests were performed 
to verify the physical and chemical stability of the EABC during variations of 
such conditions.

• Humidity test was applied to check the EABC functionality after the changes 
in relative humidity.

• Off-gassing levels were determined as different materials can contaminate the 
spacecraft ambient air and affect air filters, operation of other equipment and 
even astronaut health.

These tests were conducted at the National Institute for Space Research (INPE), 
in São José dos Campos, São Paulo, Brazil, with a successful evaluation of the vari-
ables tested. The final conclusion of the INPE experts was that the EABC was ready 
to fly in a space mission, as it is space-proof.

5.  Validation of the earlobe arterialized blood collector for use  
in microgravity

Having validated the EABC through studies performed in simulated microgravity, 
it was important to further validate the earlobe arterialized blood collection tech-
nique and device in an actual microgravity scenario. A study was conceived using the 
fifth EABC prototype (Figure 8, this was the prototype available when the proposal 
was submitted to ESA) to determine if it could effectively be used in the micrograv-
ity environment achieved during the free-fall phase of a parabolic flight (42nd ESA 
Parabolic Flight Campaign in 2006) [21], without contaminating the aircraft envi-
ronment with blood products.

A total of eight healthy participants took part in the ESA parabolic flight cam-
paign, acting as both volunteers and researchers. The blood collections took place 
inside a hood, especially designed by the Microgravity Centre/PUCRS, Brazil, in 
order to prevent any possible escape of blood to the aircraft environment. The hood 
had two openings on three sides for the insertion of two gloved hands each side  
and a larger opening in the front plastic wall for the volunteer to place their face and 
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be able to breathe, see and talk well. After blood collection, the capillary tube and 
blood were placed in a hard, human tissue disposal container placed inside the hood 
at the back (Figure 9).

An EABC device was assigned to each of the volunteers, and one or two samples 
were taken from their earlobes during the 20 s period of microgravity provided by 
the parabolas. This provided a final study sample of 25 successful earlobe arterial-
ized blood collections in the capillary tubes with a volume of 75 mL (Figure 10). 
Each collection of blood was timed.

The mean (±SD) time for the collection of the arterialized blood from the 
earlobe during the microgravity phase of the parabolas was 18.9 ± 7.23 s, which was 
very similar to the time required for the same group of researchers to collect on 
the ground (mean of 15 s). Researchers reported no difficulties in their ability to 
handle the EABC under microgravity conditions. It was also observed that no blood 
products emanated from the EABC, suggesting that the device seals were secure 
against blood leakage.

The data from this parabolic flight experiment strongly suggests that the arte-
rialized blood from the earlobe can be as effectively sampled using the EABC in 
microgravity, in much the same way as the blood collections successfully occurred 
on the ground. Although this first study demonstrated the ability of the EABC to 
adequately acquire blood in microgravity, the next step required will be to assess 
the physiological blood variables in the weightlessness phase of a parabolic flight 
or during the sustained microgravity offered during space missions to ascertain 
whether this environment will affect such results [22].

Figure 8. 
Fifth version of the EABC.

Figure 9. 
Hood system designed to avoid any possible blood contamination of the A300 cabin during the experiment.
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6. Conclusion

The earlobe arterialized blood collection was considered for use in space and 
extreme environments by the author, due to the advantages of the technique, and 
researches were conducted to evaluate this possibility, with results suggesting it 
could be applied but at the same time highlighting the chance of blood contamina-
tion of the environment. Consequently, a device was developed to prevent this 
possibility, the earlobe arterialized blood collector, which subsequently underwent 
a series of tests in simulated microgravity on healthy volunteers and then in clinical 
practice to also evaluate its potential terrestrial use. Further evaluation was con-
ducted in the microgravity provided by an ESA parabolic flight campaign, and the 
‘space readiness’ of the EABC was assessed through a series of electromechanical 
tests. In summary, research results suggest the EABC device to be space-proof, easy-
to-use and low-cost, enabling the collection of arterialized blood as an alternative 
possibility to arterial puncture/cannulation in the austere environment of space.

Figure 10. 
Arterialized blood being collected during parabolic flight.
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Chapter 9

GRIP: Dexterous Manipulation of 
Objects in Weightlessness
Jean-Louis Thonnard, Laurent Opsomer, Philippe Lef èvre, 
Vladimir Pletser and Joseph McIntyre

Abstract

The aim of the GRIP experiment is to investigate how gravity impacts the kine-
matics and dynamics of the upper limb during dexterous manipulation of objects 
and how the central nervous system adapts to long-term exposure to microgravity 
and subsequently back to Earth gravity. Hence, we proposed to conduct a set of 
experiments on healthy human subjects, involving the manipulation of an instru-
mented object during exposure to normal and microgravity, and to study how the 
central nervous system adapts motor control in order to cope with the new physi-
cal environment. More particularly, the coordination between the grasping force 
(or grip force, GF) and the load force (LF) is studied, as well as the adaptation 
of the movement dynamics and kinematics and the interaction between cogni-
tive and sensory cues that establish a reference frame for the human brain. Here 
we describe the background motivation, the parabolic flight tests that initiated 
the scientific hypotheses and the technical and scientific process that led to the 
implementation of the GRIP experiment currently on board the International 
Space Station (ISS).

Keywords: manipulation, grip, weightlessness, gravity, force, kinematics, space, 
cognitive, human, brain

1. Introduction

1.1 Project background

A stable grip on handheld objects is of primary importance to lifting and 
moving actions particularly when such objects are used as tools. During object 
manipulation, predicting the consequences of one’s own movements is necessary 
to avoid unwittingly dropping the object. Studies of the forces employed in the 
dexterous handling of objects have found that the grip forces are tuned to prevent 
accidental slips and yet are not so excessive as to crush a fragile object or to cause 
muscle fatigue [1]. Flanagan and Wing [2, 3] examined grip force modulation as 
subjects performed either point-to-point or cyclic arm movements with a handheld 
load. They found that variations in inertial forces caused by the subjects’ own arm 
movements over a range of accelerations produced synchronous changes in grip 
forces that rose and fell with the changes in the tangential load forces on the fingers 
while also taking into account the friction between the fingers and the object. A 
tight temporal coupling between the grip force (GF) and the load force (LF) has 
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been documented in a large variety of tasks engaging different kinds of objects, 
grips, loads or mode of transport and locomotion. In other words, grip forces were 
controlled in anticipation of the fluctuations in inertial forces.

Changes in gravity can be considered as major perturbation for these tasks, 
which must be handled by the motor system. This is particularly a challenge for 
loads applied by gravity to the body because the muscle activities used to compen-
sate these loads appear to be programmed in a highly predictive manner, probably 
based on a lifetime experience in a normal 1 g environment. It has been shown that 
during exposure to microgravity in parabolic flights, the control of interaction 
forces adapts at least partially to the lack of gravity [4–9], yet evidence indicates 
that anticipation of gravity’s effects persists in the short term and that adapta-
tion is not fully complete [10–12]. The motivation for the GRIP experiment, to be 
performed in long-duration space flight, is to understand how the central nervous 
system adapts to an environment without gravity’s effects and what will be the con-
sequences of long-term adaptation when an individual returns to a normal (Earth) 
or partial (Moon or Mars) gravitational field.

1.2 Hypothesis

We hypothesized that the central nervous system anticipates the effects of grav-
ity in a normal Earth environment but that after long-term exposure to 0 g, grip 
force/load force coordination and control of upper limb trajectories will adapt to 
the particularities of the 0 g environment by means of re-optimization of the motor 
control policy.

1.3 Research objectives

The experiment described here targets specific questions about the effects 
of gravity on dexterous manipulation, questions that cannot be addressed in the 
normal terrestrial environment. The research carried out in this project contribute 
to our understanding of how the human nervous system controls movement both 
on the ground and in the microgravity environment of spaceflight. Data from 
these experiments may also be used to identify potential hazards for astronauts as 
they move between different gravitational environments. These studies could also 
contribute to the design and control of intelligent haptic interfaces to be used in 
challenging environments such as space.

More specifically, GRIP addresses the following questions:

• Can the central nervous system dissociate static (due to gravity) and inertial 
(due to acceleration) loads in the control of precision grip?

• Is grip force control for the manipulation of objects more sensitive to the  
friction between the fingers and the object in microgravity?

• Do up/down asymmetries observed in dynamics of precision grip and 
kinematics of the upper limb disappear during long-term exposure to 
microgravity?

• What visual and kinaesthetic cues are used by the central nervous system to 
establish an “up and down” reference frame for the control of limb trajectories 
and applied forces in the absence of gravity effects?

• How does grip force/load force coordination evolve during long-term exposure 
to microgravity?
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• What after-effects influence grip force control on return to a gravity 
environment?

• Does the learning of kinematics parallel the learning of dynamics in microgravity?

• How does gravity alter decisional processes as measured through the reaction 
time during fast upper limb movement?

2. Preparation of grip during parabolic flights

Our first parabolic flight campaign participation was during the 26th campaign 
organized by the European Space Agency (ESA) that took place in Merignac 
(France) in 1999. Then between 1999 and 2014, we participated in 21 parabolic 
flight campaigns. This allowed us to properly prepare our GRIP experiment before 
launching it to the ISS. During this preparation period, the GRIP project allowed us 
to train 11 PhD students and publish 32 scientific papers. We present hereafter as 
examples some interesting results of these experiments in parabolic flights.

2.1 Gravity influences the rhythm of our movements

We investigated humans’ ability to sustain rhythmic movements in differ-
ent gravity environments [13]. By analogy with a simple pendulum system, the 
self-generated pace should grow as a function of gravity. However, because the 
natural period would be infinite in 0 g, this simplistic model fails in micrograv-
ity. Therefore, we hypothesized that the movements are partly driven by a central 
pattern generator (CPG) in a closed loop with the arm. Since neuronal control 
systems cooperate with the physical constraints imposed by the dynamics of the 
body and the environment, we expected that a change of gravity would induce a 
change of frequency to perform efficient rhythmic movements that have adapted to 
the resonant frequency as a result of gravity level changes. Since there is no resonant 
frequency in 0 g, however, we predicted that the pace adopted by the participants 
would rely mainly on the intrinsic frequency of the neural oscillator.

Twelve right-handed volunteers participated in the study. Subjects were suc-
cessively confronted with periods of normal gravity (1 g), hypergravity (1.8 g) 
and microgravity (0 g) during parabolic flights. They were instructed to perform 
rhythmic arm movements with a handheld object of approximately 200 g mass 
around two virtual obstacles situated 3 m in front of them, following an “infinity-
sign-shaped” trajectory. The first group of six participants (self-paced) were 
instructed to perform the movement at a self-generated pace. The second group of 
six volunteers (metronome-paced) followed the rhythm dictated by a metronome 
(one cycle every 1.5 s) (Figure 1).

We showed that the frequency of a rhythmic movement of the upper limb was 
systematically influenced by the different gravity conditions created in parabolic 
flights. The period of the arm movement shortened with increasing gravity levels. In 
weightlessness, however, the period was more dependent on instructions given to the 
participants, suggesting a decreased influence of resonant frequency. Our results are in 
agreement with a computational model of a CPG coupled to a simple pendulum exposed 
to gravity. We demonstrated that the innate modulation of rhythmic movements by 
CPGs is highly flexible across different gravity contexts. This further supports the 
involvement of CPG mechanisms in the achievement of efficient rhythmic arm move-
ments. Our contribution is of major interest for the study of human rhythmic activities, 
both in a normal Earth environment and during microgravity conditions in space.
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both in a normal Earth environment and during microgravity conditions in space.
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2.2 Gravity influences the kinematics of our movements

In another study [14], we investigated the effect of hypergravity induced 
by parabolic flights on the trajectory of vertical pointing movements to test the 
hypothesis that motor commands are optimized with respect to the effect of 
gravity on the limb. The subjects sat in front of three visual targets that were 
aligned vertically with respect to the aircraft floor and that were separated by 
18 cm. The centre target was in front of the subject’s shoulder and defined the 
horizontal arm position. They were asked to grasp a manipulandum (mass 250 g, 
grip aperture 4.5 cm) with the right hand and to perform visually guided point-
ing movements toward the current target with arm-straight rotations around 
the shoulder. Upward movements (from the centre to the top) and downward 
movements (from the centre to the bottom) were randomly interleaved to avoid 
anticipatory movements. All subjects performed control experiments in normal 
gravity conditions (1 g) prior to the in-flight experiment. The subjects performed 
the task during the 0 g and subsequent 1.8 g phases of each parabola (they did not 
perform the task under normal gravity conditions during the flight). Each subject 
performed from 60 to 80 trials in each direction and in each gravity condition. 
The analysis reported in Figure 2 focuses on the data acquired during the hyper-
gravity phases.

First, the simulations in normal gravity reproduced the asymmetry in the 
velocity profiles (the velocity reaches its maximum before half of the move-
ment duration), which typically characterizes the vertical pointing movements 
performed on Earth, whereas the horizontal movements present symmetrical 
velocity profiles. Second, according to the simulations, the optimal trajectory 
in hypergravity should present an increase in the peak acceleration and peak 
velocity despite the increase in the arm weight. In agreement with these predic-
tions, the subjects performed faster movements in hypergravity with significant 
increases in the peak acceleration and peak velocity, which were accompanied by 
a significant decrease in the movement duration. This suggests that movement 

Figure 1. 
(Left) One typical cycle trial of a participant in 0 g. The blue dots represent the object position sampled 
every 10 ms. The arrow marks the path to follow. (Right) Period as a function of gravity: experimental 
(points) and simulation (lines) data. The data points are the mean periods adopted by the participants 
in the self-paced group (green) and in the metronome-paced group (red). The bottom dotted line 
indicates the central pattern generator endogenous period (1.25 s). The top dotted line indicates the 
instructed rhythm for the metronome-paced group (1.5 s). Self-paced and metronome-paced data were 
fitted by the CPG pendulum model (solid lines). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals on both 
axes (adapted from Ref. [13]).
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kinematics change in response to an increase in gravity, which is consistent with 
the hypothesis that motor commands are optimized and the action of gravity 
on the limb is taken into account. These results provide evidence for an internal 
representation of gravity in the central planning process and further suggest 
that an adaptation to altered dynamics can be understood as a reoptimization 
process.

2.3 Gravity influences the dynamics of our grip

Grip force-load force coordination was studied during cyclic vertical arm move-
ments with a handheld instrumented load across different gravity conditions (0, 1, 
1.8 g) induced by parabolic flight maneuvers [4].

Eight adult subjects (including two women) participated in the study. Four 
subjects had no previous experience in microgravity (the non-experienced subjects, 
NES), whereas the other four had more than 100 parabolas each to their credit (the 
experienced subjects, ES).

The results showed that the grip force was modulated in parallel with the 
load force fluctuations due to the arm movements, regardless of the gravity 
condition. At new gravity levels, the phase shift between the grip force and the 
load force was equivalent to that observed in 1 g, even on the first trials of the 
non-experienced subject. By contrast, the level of the grip force modulation was 
dependent upon the gravity level, and its adjustment seemed to require some 
adaptation for the non-experienced subjects. This is illustrated by the more vari-
able grip force-load force coordination in the phase diagrams of the first parabola 
for non-experienced subjects (see P1 in Figure 3). The experienced subjects (ES) 
adjusted the level of the grip force modulation to the new gravity level as soon as 
they executed the task in the aircraft. The non-experienced subjects had some 
difficulty in maintaining the imposed movement and applied unnecessarily high 
safety margins in their grip force during their first trials at 0 and 1.8 g. In the 
subsequent trials, they progressively decreased their grip force, and no further 
evolution in the grip force-load force coupling was seen after the fifth parabola 
(see P5 in Figure 3).

Figure 2. 
(Left) Illustration of a subject performing the task. (Right) Trajectories and angular velocity as a function of 
time in normal gravity (red) and hypergravity (black) conditions for upward movements. Experimental data 
(left) and model simulations data (right) (adapted from Ref. [14]).
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2.4 Restraint system preliminary tests in parabolic flights

Weightlessness is a specific environment where minor limb movements may result 
in other parasitic body movements. In order to avoid such parasitic body movements 
when performing the arm movements for the GRIP experiments, the subject will have 
to be adequately restrained. Indeed, the restraint system will have to maximize the 
freedom of arm movements while minimizing the trunk, pelvis and legs movements. 
At the same time, the restraint system must be comfortable, allow a quick egress in 
case of emergency and avoid inducing pain. During the 53rd ESA parabolic flight 
campaign of October 2010, different concepts of restraint system were tested, and the 
subjective perception was recorded for various subjects (see Figure 4). The different 

Figure 4. 
Test of the GRIP restraint system using a GRIP mock-up chair during the 53rd ESA parabolic flight campaign 
of October 2010 (photo: ESA).

Figure 3. 
Phase diagrams illustrating grip force-load force (GF-LF) coordination during vertical cyclic arm movements 
for non-experienced subject (NES). By decreasing both the level of GF and the variance of GF-LF coordination 
throughout the 10 parabolas (from P1 to P10), non-experienced subjects progressively tend toward a single GF-LF 
relationship across the different gravity levels. Identical load force ranges were obtained by varying separately 
the weight and inertial components of the load force across three different gravity levels (red, 0 g; black, 1 g; and 
blue, 2 g), and the same coupling GF-LF was observed after the fifth parabola (P5) (adapted from Ref. [4]).
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concepts were tested for the sitting and supine posture, for different arm movements 
(vertical and horizontal oscillations and vertical collisions) and for different feet 
positions. It has been shown that the pelvis restraint was strongly recommended and 
that shoulder straps were important. The main observation was that the weightless-
ness environment provided by the parabolic flights was required to allow evaluating 
the impact of the parasitic movements on the subject stability.

3. Technical development of grip prior to the launch to the ISS

Before launching any equipment to the International Space Station (ISS), it must 
follow a technical development answering several categories of stringent require-
ments regarding mass, size, used materials, electrical design, power consumption, 
electromagnetic compatibility, structural integrity, fracture control, overall safety 
of utilization, human interfaces, etc. for ground usage, for interfacing with the 
launch vehicle, for transfer phases and for final utilization on the ISS. It is a long but 
essential process to send a scientific experiment in space.

The industrial consortium was chosen after a phase of tendering. The prime contrac-
tor was Qinetiq Space nv (previously known as Verhaert D.D.) from Kruibeke, Belgium, 
with Arsalis, a spin-off of the University of Louvain in Belgium, as main subcontractor 
in charge of the manipulandum design and electronics. Charnwood Dynamics, from the 
United Kingdom, was a main supplier of the CODA motion visualization system.

The technical development approach decided to design, develop, build and test 
the GRIP instrument was what is called the prototype approach in which two models 
are developed. The first model is called the Engineering Model and serves as the main 
development model. The second is called the Flight Model and is developed after the 
Engineering Model to be the unit that will eventually fly in space. It was also decided 
to combine the two initial design phases A and B into a single-phase A/B and the last 
two technical development and test phases C and D into a single-phase C/D. Due 
to delays in the definition of some interfaces, it was decided to add an intermediate 
bridging phase between the end of the Phase A/B and the beginning of the Phase C/D.

Phase A/B was devoted to first, the detailed definition of the scientific requirements 
of the GRIP experiment and their translation into technical requirements; second, a 
conceptual design definition where several solutions were proposed by the industrial 
team and discussed with the scientists to come to a commonly agreed concept; and 
third, a more detailed definition to bring the chosen concept to a more evolved design 
with definition of dimensions, subsystems and overall masses, power and interfaces 
estimations, etc. This Phase A/B was initiated in May 2009 and lasted until March 
2010. During this phase, several project reviews and subsystems reviews took place. 
This Phase A/B culminated in a major review, called the preliminary design review 
(PDR), whose goal was to finally agree on a detailed design of the GRIP instrument.

In parallel to this design phase, a series of experiments and tests were taking place 
during parabolic flight campaigns to support the development of concepts and design 
of some subsystems, like subject restraining straps, supine position support, GRIP chair 
interfaces etc., as all these “taken-for-granted” design elements that work well on ground 
in a 1 g environment were not necessarily efficient or optimal in a 0 g environment.

The bridging phase took place from April 2010 till December 2011 and allowed 
to conduct additional definition tests of various subsystems on ground and during 
parabolic flights, mainly for the GRIP chair, stretcher, reference frame and manipu-
landum; requirements for experiment control software were consolidated; the 
manipulandum was bread boarded for testing its calibration and three-dimensional 
(3D) tracking accuracy; further bread boarding of printed circuit boards assembly, 
of the finger humidity sensor and of the lock mechanism was conducted. Figure 5 
summarizes the different steps taken during the Phase A/B and the bridging phase.
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2.4 Restraint system preliminary tests in parabolic flights
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Figure 4. 
Test of the GRIP restraint system using a GRIP mock-up chair during the 53rd ESA parabolic flight campaign 
of October 2010 (photo: ESA).

Figure 3. 
Phase diagrams illustrating grip force-load force (GF-LF) coordination during vertical cyclic arm movements 
for non-experienced subject (NES). By decreasing both the level of GF and the variance of GF-LF coordination 
throughout the 10 parabolas (from P1 to P10), non-experienced subjects progressively tend toward a single GF-LF 
relationship across the different gravity levels. Identical load force ranges were obtained by varying separately 
the weight and inertial components of the load force across three different gravity levels (red, 0 g; black, 1 g; and 
blue, 2 g), and the same coupling GF-LF was observed after the fifth parabola (P5) (adapted from Ref. [4]).
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Phase C/D was aimed at first, completing the definition work to incorporate all 
the results of separate development and test of GRIP subsystems, in parallel to the 
development of the GRIP hardware and, second, formally agreeing on the design 
of each subsystem regarding mechanics, electrical design, electronics, software, 
etc. through dedicated specific technical reviews. A major change occurred in the 
middle of the technical development when the launch vehicle was replaced. The 
initially foreseen vehicles (ESA’s Automated Transfer Vehicle and Russian Progress 
cargo) were replaced by newly available launch vehicles (Orbital Cygnus and 
SpaceX Dragon) resulting in a formal Contract Change Notice that yielded a major 
verification of structural load requirements and test programme definition. The 
part of the Phase C/D that corresponds to the classical Phase C ended with a major 
design review, called the critical design review, during which the final design was 
agreed upon and frozen, i.e. changes after this review would no longer be possible 
or would cost a lot of efforts and could result in a non-readiness for launch. This 
CDR lasted 4 months and ended in September 2012, with a view to a launch in 
October 2014 (Figure 6).

The part corresponding to a normal Phase D, i.e. the final building, assembly 
and testing was then formally initiated (although it is commonly a good practice to 
anticipate the parts procurement, assembly and building). In parallel to technical 
procurement and development, several reviews took place, not only for technical 
aspects but also safety reviews and crew reviews (Figure 7).

In addition to the Engineering and Flight Models’ development, additional 
Science Models and Training Models had to be built to support on one hand the 
development of all scientific protocols for the experiment execution with the 
ground support centre and, on the other hand, to allow the astronaut trainers at 
the European Astronaut Centre to develop and validate crew procedures before 
experiments could be conducted on board the ISS. The Phase C/D ended after all 
tests were successfully completed, at the final Flight Acceptance Review in August 
2014, and the Flight Model was delivered for launch vehicle integration. In total, 
18 project reviews and four safety reviews were conducted during the technical 
development Phases A/B and C/D. It was essential to have a good and regular 
communication between the scientific and engineering teams, to conduct prelimi-
nary scientific and technical tests in 0 g during parabolic flights and to be sup-
ported by the various space agencies (ESA, CNES, NASA) and the Belgian Science 
Policy Office.

Figure 5. 
Timeline of phase A/B and bridging phase (ESA PFC: ESA parabolic flight campaign).
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4. Grip instrumentation

The equipment is similar for pre-, in- and postflight sessions. Four similar 
models (see Figure 8) of the GRIP equipment exist: the Engineering Model (for 
sessions performed in the European Astronaut Centre, Cologne), the Science Model 
(for sessions performed at the Johnson Space Centre, Houston), the Ground Model 
(for testing sessions performed at the CADMOS) and the Flight Model (for in-flight 
sessions performed on-board the ISS).

All models are similar and are equipped with the same hardware items 
listed below:

The chair box (see Figure 8) acts as a transport box and as a restraint system 
when performing the experiment in the sitting position. The chair box accom-
modates back and foot support, restraint belts, the manipulandum and wrist box, 

Figure 6. 
Timeline of phase C/D until CDR (ESA PFC: ESA parabolic flight campaign).

Figure 7. 
Timeline of phase C/D from CDR until first launch.
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electronics unit for power, data interfaces and signal conditioning, mounting 
interface for the reference frame, laptop and headphone.

The manipulandum (Figure 9) is an instrumented device that can be held in a 
precision grip between the thumb and index finger. The manipulandum comprises 
force and torques sensors, accelerometers, gyroscopes and two moisture sensors. 
Force sensors in the device measure six-dimensional interaction forces and torques 
between the thumb and the object and between the index finger and the object. 
Accelerometers in the object are used to measure three-dimensional acceleration. 
Surfaces under the fingers are equipped with sensors to measure skin moisture. The 
object is equipped with infrared light-emitting diode (LED) markers to allow for 
the measurement of the 3D movement by the CODA tracking system (see CODA 
tracking system below). Additional weights can be added to the manipulandum to 
change its mass. A system is implemented to provide for a test of the coefficient of 
friction of the contact between the fingertips and the manipulandum.

The wrist box (see Figure 9) accommodates eight additional infrared LED 
markers (see CODA tracking system below). The wrist box is attached to the wrist 
of the subject in order to track the movement of the arm.

The CODA tracking system (Figure 10) consists of two motion-tracking units 
(CODA units, Charnwood Dynamics Ltd.). Each unit encompasses three cameras. 
These cameras are able to track the position of infrared LED markers placed on the 
manipulandum and on the wrist box. Each unit can then reconstruct the 3D posi-
tion of each marker by triangulation. The CODA system is therefore used to mea-
sure the movement of the hand and object in 3D space. One unit is equipped with an 
additional webcam assembly.

The reference frame (Figure 11) is a mechanical frame that includes the 
following:

1. The target frame that provides the upper and lower tapping surfaces and the 
target LEDs that are illuminated under automatic control to define the target 
position for point-to-point movements. The target frame also accommodates 
two CODA markers for the spatial reference frame.

Figure 8. 
The GRIP set-up in the seated configuration.
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2. The utility box that consists of a cover with audio generator, touchscreen user 
interface, electronics and fan and a cradle for the manipulandum retainer and 
the additional masses. It accommodates two CODA markers for the spatial ref-
erence frame as well. It includes control computer and associated electronics to 
automatically run the experiment (provide instructions to the subject, gener-
ate sequence of targets) and to measure and store data.

The GRIP set-up can be reconfigured to perform the experiment in supine posi-
tion. In that case, the back support of the chair box is folded, the reference frame 
position is changed, and the subject lies on a bed equipped with restraint belts.

Figure 9. 
The manipulandum (top), the additional masses (middle) and the wrist box (bottom).
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Figure 11. 
Astronaut view of the setup in the seated position.

Figure 10. 
The tracking system (CODA cameras).
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5. Grip in the International Space Station

The launch took place in October 2014, and unfortunately, the rocket exploded 
a few seconds after take-off (Figure 12). It resulted in the complete destruction of 
the GRIP Flight Model. It was decided very rapidly by the ESA and with the support 
of the Belgian Science Policy Office to rebuild the GRIP Flight Model during an 
additional extension phase from December 2014 till 2017.

The second launch took place successfully in February 2017 and the first com-
missioning of GRIP in May 2017. The first on-board 6-month experiment took place 
with the first subject in 2018 (Figure 13). The second and third subjects success-
fully performed GRIP experiments on board the ISS in 2019, and two additional 
subjects are planned in 2020.

During every task of the experiment, the astronaut holds the manipulandum 
between the thumb and index finger of the right hand. He/she performs a variety 
of movements (oscillations, point-to-point movements and controlled collisions) 
while holding the manipulandum in the hand and being either in sitting or supine 
position. The movements of the manipulandum and of the hand are measured, as 
well as the forces acting between the fingers and the manipulandum and the mois-
ture of the fingers. A typical full session is broken into three sub-sessions: dynamics 
seated, references seated and references supine protocols.

Figure 12. 
Explosion at launch of the Antares rocket with orbital sciences Cygnus CRS-3 vehicle on 28 October 2014 with 
the first flight model of the GRIP instrument (credit: NASA).
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5.1 Protocols

5.1.1 Dynamics seated protocol

Participants perform a set of experimental trials in the seated posture.
First, they perform a test of the coefficient of friction. We have developed a 

simple and reliable method to estimate the coefficient of friction in weightlessness. 
Our method is based on active, back-and-forth movements of an astronaut’s finger 
on the manipulandum six-axis force sensor. The static coefficient of friction is 
computed as the ratio of the tangential to the normal force at slip onset. (For more 
details see Barrea et al. [15]).

Then, they perform oscillatory movements of the arm with three different 
masses for the manipulandum, at three different frequencies. The sequence of 
masses and frequencies is instructed by the control computer and may be varied 
from session to session. Thereafter, the participant performs targeted point-to-
point movements to visual targets presented in random order in both the vertical 
and horizontal directions (see Figure 14). At the end of this protocol, they repeat 
the test of the coefficient of friction.

5.1.2 References seated protocol

Participants perform another set of experimental trials in the seated 
posture. First, they perform a test of the coefficient of friction. Then, they 
perform rapid discrete movements between two target positions located 
along a vertical line with eyes open. After that they perform rapid, discrete 
movements to the remembered position of the same vertically arranged 
targets, with eyes closed. Rapid, discrete movements are subsequently 

Figure 13. 
The first on-board 6-month experiment took place with the German ESA astronaut Alexander Gerst in 2018 
(credit: ESA/NASA).
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performed with eyes open and with eyes closed, as above, with the targets 
located along a horizontal line. Finally, participants perform a set of tapping 
gestures in which the manipulandum is moved rapidly upward or downward 
to collide with  surfaces that are rigidly attached to the target structure (see 
Figure 14). Audible tones are used to indicate to the participant which sur-
face (above or below) must be tapped on each trial, in random order. At the 
end of this  protocol, each participant repeats the test of the coefficient of 
friction.

5.1.3 References supine protocol

Participants perform the same set of trials as described for the “references 
seated” protocol, but now in the supine posture (lying down on his/her back).

5.1.4 Sensor check

In addition to the science protocols described above, a “sensor check” 
protocol has to be performed at least once during each increment for which 
the GRIP experiment is performed on orbit and shall be performed at least 
once after the final GRIP test session on orbit. Specific oscillatory movements 
are performed with the manipulandum in order to verify the integrity of the 
force sensors and accelerometers. This calibration procedure is performed on 
both ground and flight equipment to ensure that any differences in measured 
values between experimental trials performed on the ground and during flight 
cannot be attributed to differences in the hardware, rather than to differ-
ences in sensorimotor processing by the central nervous system in weightless 
conditions.

Figure 14. 
The astronaut performs a variety of movements (oscillations, point-to-point, discrete movements and 
controlled collisions) while holding the manipulandum in the hand and being either in sitting or supine 
position.
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Figure 14). Audible tones are used to indicate to the participant which sur-
face (above or below) must be tapped on each trial, in random order. At the 
end of this  protocol, each participant repeats the test of the coefficient of 
friction.

5.1.3 References supine protocol

Participants perform the same set of trials as described for the “references 
seated” protocol, but now in the supine posture (lying down on his/her back).

5.1.4 Sensor check

In addition to the science protocols described above, a “sensor check” 
protocol has to be performed at least once during each increment for which 
the GRIP experiment is performed on orbit and shall be performed at least 
once after the final GRIP test session on orbit. Specific oscillatory movements 
are performed with the manipulandum in order to verify the integrity of the 
force sensors and accelerometers. This calibration procedure is performed on 
both ground and flight equipment to ensure that any differences in measured 
values between experimental trials performed on the ground and during flight 
cannot be attributed to differences in the hardware, rather than to differ-
ences in sensorimotor processing by the central nervous system in weightless 
conditions.

Figure 14. 
The astronaut performs a variety of movements (oscillations, point-to-point, discrete movements and 
controlled collisions) while holding the manipulandum in the hand and being either in sitting or supine 
position.
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5.2 Session planning

A full session consists of the dynamics seated, references seated and references 
supine sub-sessions. There are two preflight Baseline Data Collection (BDC) ses-
sions. BDC1 may be performed any time 360 days prior to launch. BDC2 must 
be scheduled not more than 180 days prior to launch. There are three reduced 
postflight sessions lasting 30 min each, in between 1 to 6 days post return on Earth. 
Additionally, three full postflight sessions are planned: one early session 12 days after 
return and two late sessions 30 days after return, with a minimum of 1 week between 
sessions. Pre- and postflight BDC sessions are taking place in Cologne or in Houston.

5.3 Commissioning

Before the first in-flight session on-board the ISS, a commissioning session was 
performed by a surrogate subject in order to verify the equipment integrity. The 
commissioning included a complete deployment of the equipment, a “sensor check” 
protocol and a reduced version of the dynamics seated, references seated and refer-
ences supine protocols.

6. Support of ground control centers

The development of the GRIP experiment and its implementation in the 
ISS would not have been possible without a strong support of experts, which 
was provided by the CADMOS (Centre d’Aide au Développement des Activités en 
Micropesanteur et des Opérations Spatiales) from the CNES (Centre National d’Etudes 
Spatiales, Toulouse, France). The central role of CADMOS is to help scientists 
prepare their experiments, to provide support and monitoring and to downlink the 
data from the ISS. In particular, CADMOS’ team provided support for the Scientist 
Validation Test and the Experiment Test Sequence that were both performed at 
CADMOS facilities on the ground to test the hardware and the smoothness of the 
operations and coordinated the Commissioning that was run on-board the ISS by 
ESA French astronaut Thomas Pesquet to test the equipment. CADMOS also acts 
as a crucial link between the scientific team and the Columbus Control Centre 
(COL-CC) which is based in Munich and which controls all experiments performed 
on-board the Columbus module. CADMOS also coordinates with the European 
Astronaut Centre in Cologne for the training of the astronauts and can support the 
scientists during the Baseline Data Collection when it is judged necessary. BDCs 
performed in Houston are supported by the Johnson Space Centre from NASA.

7. Conclusions

The GRIP project investigates object manipulation in microgravity. It is an epic 
journey to the ISS that is nicely illustrated and motivated in this short (5 min) 
video [16].

This project required a lot of essential ingredients. Indeed, it relies on excel-
lent scientific competences, an outstanding support from the different agencies 
(Belspo/Prodex, ESA, NASA, CADMOS) and contractors (QinetiQ, Arsalis). A lot 
of patience, professionalism and determination were also needed to reach a long-
term goal and to overcome many obstacles over more than 20 years. Indeed, GRIP 
was not even spared a rocket explosion. One of the key elements of this success is 
the valuable trust among the different partners that was often supported by a true 
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friendship that built up over the years. This is truly a team work that is a reflection 
of the immense success of the ISS project built on international collaborations.

The experiments could recently be performed on board the ISS thanks to all the 
preparatory scientific work of excellent quality conducted by all our PhD students 
in our laboratories and in parabolic flights. Finally, it is very important to give 
special thanks to our experimental subjects on board the ISS. Indeed, it is important 
to stress that we were often stunned by the dedication of all our astronaut subjects 
who conducted GRIP experiments in conditions that were sometimes difficult.

We are convinced that GRIP experiments will make a very significant con-
tribution to our understanding of dexterous manipulation and adaptation to 
long-term microgravity. This should also shed some light on motor learning and 
hopefully guide clinicians who aim at helping patients suffering from motor 
control pathologies (Figure 15).

Funding

This work was supported by a grant from the European Space Agency, Prodex 
(BELSPO, Belgian Federal Government) and CNES.

Figure 15. 
The GRIP badge in front of the ISS porthole with the earth in the background (courtesy of Luca Parmitano).
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Chapter 10

Preparation, Implementation 
and Execution of Human 
Cardiovascular Experiments in 
Space
Peter Norsk

Abstract

There are eight steps in the preparation, implementation and execution of 
a human spaceflight experiment: (1) writing a proposal, (2) being selected by 
a space agency, (3) finding funding, (4) flight feasibility assessment for flight, 
(5) implementation into a specific space platform (e.g. the Space Shuttle in the past 
and now the International Space Station), (6) experiment execution, (7) analysis 
of collected data and (8) publication. The unique features about spaceflight experi-
ments are steps 4–6 because of the limitations of conducting experimental proce-
dures in space. Furthermore, all of the associated equipment have to be developed 
and approved for spaceflight with all the safety aspects taken appropriately into 
consideration. In this chapter, two specific experiments from the Spacelab D2 
mission in 1993 are used as illustration of these steps as well as describing the use 
of parabolic flights as a preparatory platform. It is important to have data collected 
of such a quality that they can be published in science journals with external peer 
review. It is also important that the data not only have operational spaceflight 
applications but also can advance knowledge for terrestrial science purposes.

Keywords: cardiac output, cardiovascular, central venous pressure, parabolic flight, 
weightlessness

1. Introduction

On 22 March 1993, I was closely watching the big screen in the German Space 
Control Centre in Oberpfaffenhofen near Munich, Germany. The Space Shuttle with 
the Spacelab D2 mission was just about to lift off, and on board were seven astro-
nauts and equipment for a host of experiments of which four were from Denmark. 
I was the responsible investigator for these four experiments. I was nervous. In 
the airplane from Copenhagen to Munich the day before, I had told myself that 
this would either be my stepping stone to a further career in space physiology and 
medicine or simply my big Waterloo. The Danish government had payed millions of 
Kroners in preparation of the studies, and failure was not an option. The problem, 
though, was that anything random, which was totally out of my and my colleagues’ 
control, could happen at any time and jeopardise our experiments.
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The four experiments had been under preparation for some 5 years and sup-
ported by Danish space research grants. Eight people had been full time involved 
in my laboratory: four engineers and four medical doctors. Equipment had been 
developed, tested and adapted for spaceflight, and many nervous moments had 
been overcome. It was exciting times and now—finally—everything was about to 
be launched into space to orbit the Earth at a speed of 28,000 km per hour in a free 
fall condition inducing chronic weightlessness for 10 days. I felt tense as the launch 
countdown approached zero.

A few seconds before launch, two of the three Space Shuttle engines ignited. 
The third one did not. Immediately we knew in the control room that something 
was wrong. One of the engines did not blast, and within a few seconds, all engines 
stopped. As water vapour evaporated away from the shuttle, we waited anxiously. 
What would happen now?

The ignition had failed, and within the next hour or so, the astronauts were let 
out, and the launch postponed until the end of April. In that interim period, we had 
to repeat some ground tests on the astronauts in collaboration with several other 
international teams from Europe and the United States. Finally, after some addi-
tional postponements of the launch, the Space Shuttle Columbia ignited on 26 April 
and went to space, where it completed a 10-day mission with great success. Almost 
90 experiments were expertly conducted. Concerning the four Danish human 
physiology experiments, the data were successfully collected, which 2–3 years later 
led to three scientific papers [1–3] from our Danish space medicine and physiology 
laboratory, DAMEC Research Inc. (Danish Aerospace Medical Centre of Research 
Inc.), at the Copenhagen University Hospital.

The successful completion of our experiments on the Spacelab D2 mission in 
1993 with the publications in 1995 and 1996 led to the later expert preparation, 
implementation and conduction of seven additional studies in space on the Russian 
Mir station, Space Shuttle Columbia and International Space Station. All studies 
had cardiovascular adaptation aspects, and parabolic flights were used—not only 
for preparation of the spaceflight experiments but also to obtain basic science 
knowledge of human physiological responses to very acute weightlessness of 20 s.

2. Experimental science background

During changes in posture, blood pressure in humans is continuously and 
acutely regulated by pressure reflexes originating from receptors (baroreceptors) in 
the aorta close to the heart and in the two carotid (neck) arteries at the base of the 
skull. In addition, there are pressure sensors in the heart, from which reflexes also 
originate to participate in blood pressure control. This blood pressure regulation 
is for the central nervous system to make sure that the perfusion pressures to the 
brain and other organs are optimal despite the displacement of blood caused by the 
posture. As an example, the upright posture displaces blood downwards towards 
the lower body and the legs away from the head and heart. To counteract that so 
that the blood pressure at heart and head level does not fall too much, which would 
impede blood supply to the brain, the blood pressure reflexes sense the decrease in 
pressure and within a few heart beats initiate an increase in heart rate and constric-
tion of the small arteries in the lower body. The opposite occurs, when the posture 
changes from upright to recumbent or supine.

We have for many years investigated, which blood pressure sensors are the 
most important for adjusting blood pressure to posture changes. In a whole host of 
investigations using a combination of various models as well as short-term weight-
lessness during parabolic flights, we have aimed at isolating the effects of some 
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receptors versus others and found that in order for blood pressure and heart rate to 
adapt to either the supine or upright posture, the low pressure reflexes originating 
from the heart and major central veins are pivotal. Without the inputs from these 
low pressure heart and venous reflexes, the new steady state cannot be achieved. 
These findings have changed our previous understanding of how the human cardio-
vascular system adapts to changes in postures and the effects of gravity.

Since blood pressure is also determined by the amount of fluid in the body, we 
have used the human head-out water immersion model to investigate how the vol-
ume of fluid and amount of salt is controlled. By immersing humans in the seated 
posture to the level of the neck for hours, the fluid- and salt-excreting mechanisms 
through the kidneys are stimulated, because the headward shift of blood and fluid 
from the lower body to the heart through various mechanisms informs the central 
nervous system that the upper body vessels are being overloaded with blood and 
fluid so that this excess volume must be excreted. The mechanisms for this are still 
only partly understood, but the main opinion is that there is a connection between 
the heart and kidneys through what is termed the cardio-renal link so that when the 
heart chambers are stretched, it initiates a reflex response to the kidneys to excrete 
more salt and fluid in the urine.

Our research using the seated head-out water immersion model has shown that 
not only the cardio-renal link and associated hormones control the urinary excretion 
rates of sodium during shifting of blood and fluid to the upper body but also dilu-
tion of the blood with fluid from the tissues plays an important role. During shift of 
blood from the lower to the upper body caused by the surrounding water pressure, 
fluid is pushed into the circulation from the lower body tissues. This dilution can 
affect the kidneys directly as well as release of some kidney-regulating hormones.

Weightlessness in space is a unique condition that cannot be replicated on the 
ground and where bodily functions can be studied without the intervening effects 
of gravity. In space, blood and fluids are chronically displaced towards the upper 
body segments (heart and head), and the daily fluctuations induced by posture 
changes do not occur. This gives us a unique opportunity to utilise weightlessness in 
space for exploring the cardiovascular and fluid volume-regulating systems in the 
human body.

3. Experiments: the spacelab D2 mission in 1993

The experiments on the Spacelab D2 mission in 1993 aimed at understanding 
whether the blood and fluid shift into the heart during prolonged weightlessness 
would augment the urinary output of water and salt, just as we usually observe in 
ground-based simulation models. In one experiment we aimed at measuring how 
much the fluid pressure leading into the heart (central venous pressure, CVP) 
increases, which we at that time thought to be the stimulus for control of the 
urinary fluid and salt excretion. In another experiment we aimed at monitoring the 
urine production. It was the hypothesis that an increase in CVP induced by weight-
lessness would augment the excretion rate of fluid and salt.

3.1 CVP experiment

The CVP experiment was originally planned to be done on two of the Spacelab 
D2 astronauts, but for some technical reasons, it was only accomplished in one. 
The experimental plan was to shortly before launch insert a long catheter with a 
pressure transducer at the end into the vein directly leading into the right atrial 
chamber of the heart through a peripheral arm vein and connect it to a preamplifier 
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The four experiments had been under preparation for some 5 years and sup-
ported by Danish space research grants. Eight people had been full time involved 
in my laboratory: four engineers and four medical doctors. Equipment had been 
developed, tested and adapted for spaceflight, and many nervous moments had 
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We have for many years investigated, which blood pressure sensors are the 
most important for adjusting blood pressure to posture changes. In a whole host of 
investigations using a combination of various models as well as short-term weight-
lessness during parabolic flights, we have aimed at isolating the effects of some 
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receptors versus others and found that in order for blood pressure and heart rate to 
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ume of fluid and amount of salt is controlled. By immersing humans in the seated 
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more salt and fluid in the urine.
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Weightlessness in space is a unique condition that cannot be replicated on the 
ground and where bodily functions can be studied without the intervening effects 
of gravity. In space, blood and fluids are chronically displaced towards the upper 
body segments (heart and head), and the daily fluctuations induced by posture 
changes do not occur. This gives us a unique opportunity to utilise weightlessness in 
space for exploring the cardiovascular and fluid volume-regulating systems in the 
human body.

3. Experiments: the spacelab D2 mission in 1993

The experiments on the Spacelab D2 mission in 1993 aimed at understanding 
whether the blood and fluid shift into the heart during prolonged weightlessness 
would augment the urinary output of water and salt, just as we usually observe in 
ground-based simulation models. In one experiment we aimed at measuring how 
much the fluid pressure leading into the heart (central venous pressure, CVP) 
increases, which we at that time thought to be the stimulus for control of the 
urinary fluid and salt excretion. In another experiment we aimed at monitoring the 
urine production. It was the hypothesis that an increase in CVP induced by weight-
lessness would augment the excretion rate of fluid and salt.

3.1 CVP experiment

The CVP experiment was originally planned to be done on two of the Spacelab 
D2 astronauts, but for some technical reasons, it was only accomplished in one. 
The experimental plan was to shortly before launch insert a long catheter with a 
pressure transducer at the end into the vein directly leading into the right atrial 
chamber of the heart through a peripheral arm vein and connect it to a preamplifier 
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and a recording system. The test astronaut would thus be inserted with the catheter 
and wear the CVP monitoring system until 3 hours into the mission following 
launch. Thereafter the catheter would be withdrawn. Before the launch of the Space 
Shuttle, control measurements in different body postures were performed.

The equipment used for measurements of central venous pressure during the 
Spacelab D2 mission in one astronaut is depicted in Figure 1. The central venous 
catheter (1) with a pressure transducer placed at one end and a connector box at 
the other was plugged into a preamplifier (2) that was connected to a recording 
unit (3). A calibration piston (4) could be connected to the reference opening of 
the catheter and thus induce predetermined pressure changes on the backside of 
the transducer membrane. In this way, it was tested to what degree the calibration 
characteristics of the pressure transducer might have changed over time after being 
inserted into the astronaut. Following the spaceflight, the catheter was brought 
back to the investigators and tested for change in drift of the tip transducer.

3.2 Urinary excretion experiment

Before the spaceflight, four test astronauts would, over a 4.5-h period, empty 
their urine bladders in either supine or seated posture, on an hourly basis after 
being infused through a peripheral vein with isotonic saline in an amount of 2% of 
their body weight. About a week into the flight, the same would be done following 
a similar infusion while they thus would be free floating in the space vehicle. Blood 
was sampled on ground and during flight for determination of water-, salt- and 
blood pressure-regulating hormones. The volume of urine was measured after 
each void and samples taken for determination of salt (sodium and potassium) 
concentrations. In space, the volume of urine was determined by a urine monitoring 
system delivered by NASA, which was connected to the toilet. If the voids were felt 
by the subjects to be small, the bladders were emptied into bags and returned to 

Figure 1. 
Central venous pressure equipment, which flew on the Spacelab D2 mission in 1993 [3]. (See text for detailed 
explanation).
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Earth through the trash system on the Shuttle. The saline infusion was conducted 
over some 20 min by manually inflating a cuff-pressure system, and the amount 
varied on an average between 1.7 and 1.8 litres.

4. Experiments during subsequent missions (1995–2012)

After the Spacelab D2 mission in 1993, our research team in Denmark conducted 
additional experiments on various space platforms with one on the Russian space 
station, Mir, in 1995, where we monitored urine excretion rates over longer flight 
periods of up to 6 months by having three test astronauts collect urine into bags and 
the volumes measured by a scale system. The idea was to test whether urine produc-
tion in weightlessness after intake of an oral water load would be enhanced—just 
like we tested the same hypothesis regarding urinary salt excretion on the previous 
Spacelab D2 mission.

During later space missions, we have conducted several additional studies on the 
Space Shuttle and the International Space Station focusing on the cardiovascular 
adaptation to short (<30 days) and long (>30 days) duration flights. In particular, 
we have for this purpose conducted cardiac output measurements by a non-invasive 
rebreathing technique, which has been developed for spaceflight. Cardiac output is 
the amount of blood injected by the heart into the body per minute, and this vari-
able is important for understanding the effects of weightlessness on not only cardiac 
function but also the vascular condition in general. The hypothesis was tested that 
the weightlessness-induced increase in central blood volume would increase cardiac 
output and at the same time through the cardiovascular reflexes dilate the arterial 
resistance vessels to counteract an increase in blood pressure.

Normally, accurate cardiac output estimations require insertion of catheters into 
the veins and arteries, which makes the measurement difficult on a routine basis in 
normal healthy humans. With the non-invasive foreign gas rebreathing technique 
developed for spaceflight, such estimations can be done anytime and anywhere 
with no harm to the test subject. As indicated in Figure 2, the tested person breathes 

Figure 2. 
The principle of foreign gas rebreathing for measurement of cardiac output [4]. (See text for explanation).
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Earth through the trash system on the Shuttle. The saline infusion was conducted 
over some 20 min by manually inflating a cuff-pressure system, and the amount 
varied on an average between 1.7 and 1.8 litres.

4. Experiments during subsequent missions (1995–2012)

After the Spacelab D2 mission in 1993, our research team in Denmark conducted 
additional experiments on various space platforms with one on the Russian space 
station, Mir, in 1995, where we monitored urine excretion rates over longer flight 
periods of up to 6 months by having three test astronauts collect urine into bags and 
the volumes measured by a scale system. The idea was to test whether urine produc-
tion in weightlessness after intake of an oral water load would be enhanced—just 
like we tested the same hypothesis regarding urinary salt excretion on the previous 
Spacelab D2 mission.

During later space missions, we have conducted several additional studies on the 
Space Shuttle and the International Space Station focusing on the cardiovascular 
adaptation to short (<30 days) and long (>30 days) duration flights. In particular, 
we have for this purpose conducted cardiac output measurements by a non-invasive 
rebreathing technique, which has been developed for spaceflight. Cardiac output is 
the amount of blood injected by the heart into the body per minute, and this vari-
able is important for understanding the effects of weightlessness on not only cardiac 
function but also the vascular condition in general. The hypothesis was tested that 
the weightlessness-induced increase in central blood volume would increase cardiac 
output and at the same time through the cardiovascular reflexes dilate the arterial 
resistance vessels to counteract an increase in blood pressure.

Normally, accurate cardiac output estimations require insertion of catheters into 
the veins and arteries, which makes the measurement difficult on a routine basis in 
normal healthy humans. With the non-invasive foreign gas rebreathing technique 
developed for spaceflight, such estimations can be done anytime and anywhere 
with no harm to the test subject. As indicated in Figure 2, the tested person breathes 
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The principle of foreign gas rebreathing for measurement of cardiac output [4]. (See text for explanation).
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back and forth into a rebreathing bag with a gas mixture, in which a tracer gas (e.g. 
N2O) is taken up by the blood flowing through the lungs. The disappearance rate of 
the tracer gas from the lungs to blood is detected by an infrared photoacoustic gas 
analyser connected to the mouthpiece of the rebreathing person. By knowing the 
solubility of the gas in the blood, the amount of blood flowing through the lungs per 
unit of time can be calculated. This amount is equal to cardiac output. The measure-
ments take less than 30 s and are pivotal for understanding how cardiac output 
adapts to various conditions such as weightlessness in space [4].

This methodology is currently being used on the International Space Station for 
various research projects and has been developed from a mass spectrometry detec-
tion technique for measuring gas concentrations to using infrared photoacoustic 
gas detection. This has made it possible to have a much less voluminous and more 
user-friendly equipment on board the space station. Also, this technique has been 
tested against golden standard invasive clinical techniques, where excellent correla-
tions have been found [5].

5. Microgravity experiment implementation and execution

The cardiovascular experiments that we have conducted in space through the 
past three decades entail the following steps: (1) proposal, (2) selection, (3) fund-
ing, (4) feasibility assessment, (5) implementation, (6) execution, (7) data analysis 
and (8) publication. The unique features about spaceflight experiments are steps 
4–6, because of the limitations of conducting experimental procedures in space. 
Furthermore, all of the associated equipment have to be developed and approved 
for spaceflight with all the safety aspects taken appropriately into consideration.

5.1 Proposal

The first step for performing experiments in space is to develop a proposal and 
respond to a space agency solicitation from, e.g. the European Space Agency (ESA) 
or National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). ESA’s topics are usually 
broader than NASA’s, because the latter are mostly focused on operational aspects. 
In both cases the proposal formats are rather similar and the subsequent selection 
process very much like the way it is done at the national levels with peer review 
panels and scientific merit scorings. In order for a proposal to be successful, the 
following criteria must generally be fulfilled:

1. Qualified research team with experimental experience from a university or a 
recognised company. Most proposals are from universities, and experience in 
space research is an advantage but not a requirement.

2. Clearly written proposal, which fulfils the requirements stated in the call.

3. Adherence to all of the rules and instructions—otherwise the proposals will 
be rejected upon receipt, and this includes adhering to the stated deadlines for 
submission.

4. Relevancy for utilising spaceflight meaning that what is proposed to be mea-
sured should be responsive to the flight environment (e.g. weightlessness).

One thing to keep in mind when writing a proposal is to formulate it so that 
non-experts in the field can also get something meaningful out of it, because at the 
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time of selection and thereafter, decision-makers who may not be scientists might 
make a judgement as to the appropriateness of spending resources in space for this 
particular experiment.

5.2 Selection

When a proposal is submitted in response to a research announcement, the 
first step is that it will be evaluated by scientists appointed by the space agency or 
a group of space agencies. The scientists—or peer reviewers—are usually experts 
within the field of the topic of the solicitation, who are not involved in collabora-
tions with the proposers. The peer review panels are usually led by an agency 
representative, and the panel will score each proposal on a scale between zero and 
100. Scores between 90 and 100 are categorised as “Excellent” or “Outstanding”, 
80 and 89 as “Very Good”, 70 and 79 as “Good”, 50 and 69 as “Fair” and below 50 
as “Poor”. The score threshold for selection may vary between space agencies, but 
usually no proposals are selected with a score lower than 70.

The next step for the space agency representatives is to—based on the peer 
review scores—perform final selections. In this case, not only the scientific merit 
scores play a role but also the relevancy of the proposal for the agency. Usually a 
subset of the highest scientifically scoring proposals are selected, but sometimes 
even proposals with the highest scores may not be finally selected because of less 
relevancy for the operational purposes of the agency. In this regard, there are dif-
ferent policies between the space agencies. For NASA, deep space explorations are 
the main drivers, while ESA usually focuses almost entirely on the scientific merit 
and the proposal’s ability to produce new fundamental knowledge to the scientific 
community.

5.3 Funding

In order for a selected proposal to be executed in space, funding has to be 
obtained. This can either be done by grants from local and national authorities or 
from the space agency itself. The problem in particular for European researchers is 
that for ESA to consider selection of a proposal, it is advantageous to have obtained 
national funding or a declaration of intention of funding already before submission. 
In many cases, national authorities will only indicate intention of funding, should 
the proposal be selected, but they usually will not guarantee it. This can sometimes 
create a hen and an egg problem: The space agency will—before it actually finally 
selects a proposal—require guaranteed funding from a national authority, whereas 
the national authority requires that the agency selects the proposal. The proposers 
usually obtain intention for funding in letters from the national funding authorities, 
and usually the space agency will accept that. In our case, when the research team 
was supported for selected experiments, we referred to an existing grant that could 
overlap with selection of a new proposal.

Funding of a grant for experiments in space usually only covers the expenses 
incurred by the experimental research team. The space infrastructure, such as 
access to a space vehicle and its astronauts (e.g. the Space Shuttle), is delivered by 
the space agencies.

5.4 Feasibility

When selection and funding are obtained, the space agency will conduct a 
feasibility study to evaluate whether the experiment can be implemented in space 
and whether there are technical or other obstacles. If these cannot be overcome, 
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back and forth into a rebreathing bag with a gas mixture, in which a tracer gas (e.g. 
N2O) is taken up by the blood flowing through the lungs. The disappearance rate of 
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gas detection. This has made it possible to have a much less voluminous and more 
user-friendly equipment on board the space station. Also, this technique has been 
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4–6, because of the limitations of conducting experimental procedures in space. 
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time of selection and thereafter, decision-makers who may not be scientists might 
make a judgement as to the appropriateness of spending resources in space for this 
particular experiment.

5.2 Selection

When a proposal is submitted in response to a research announcement, the 
first step is that it will be evaluated by scientists appointed by the space agency or 
a group of space agencies. The scientists—or peer reviewers—are usually experts 
within the field of the topic of the solicitation, who are not involved in collabora-
tions with the proposers. The peer review panels are usually led by an agency 
representative, and the panel will score each proposal on a scale between zero and 
100. Scores between 90 and 100 are categorised as “Excellent” or “Outstanding”, 
80 and 89 as “Very Good”, 70 and 79 as “Good”, 50 and 69 as “Fair” and below 50 
as “Poor”. The score threshold for selection may vary between space agencies, but 
usually no proposals are selected with a score lower than 70.

The next step for the space agency representatives is to—based on the peer 
review scores—perform final selections. In this case, not only the scientific merit 
scores play a role but also the relevancy of the proposal for the agency. Usually a 
subset of the highest scientifically scoring proposals are selected, but sometimes 
even proposals with the highest scores may not be finally selected because of less 
relevancy for the operational purposes of the agency. In this regard, there are dif-
ferent policies between the space agencies. For NASA, deep space explorations are 
the main drivers, while ESA usually focuses almost entirely on the scientific merit 
and the proposal’s ability to produce new fundamental knowledge to the scientific 
community.

5.3 Funding

In order for a selected proposal to be executed in space, funding has to be 
obtained. This can either be done by grants from local and national authorities or 
from the space agency itself. The problem in particular for European researchers is 
that for ESA to consider selection of a proposal, it is advantageous to have obtained 
national funding or a declaration of intention of funding already before submission. 
In many cases, national authorities will only indicate intention of funding, should 
the proposal be selected, but they usually will not guarantee it. This can sometimes 
create a hen and an egg problem: The space agency will—before it actually finally 
selects a proposal—require guaranteed funding from a national authority, whereas 
the national authority requires that the agency selects the proposal. The proposers 
usually obtain intention for funding in letters from the national funding authorities, 
and usually the space agency will accept that. In our case, when the research team 
was supported for selected experiments, we referred to an existing grant that could 
overlap with selection of a new proposal.

Funding of a grant for experiments in space usually only covers the expenses 
incurred by the experimental research team. The space infrastructure, such as 
access to a space vehicle and its astronauts (e.g. the Space Shuttle), is delivered by 
the space agencies.

5.4 Feasibility

When selection and funding are obtained, the space agency will conduct a 
feasibility study to evaluate whether the experiment can be implemented in space 
and whether there are technical or other obstacles. If these cannot be overcome, 
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the proposal will be de-selected. Usually the experiment is modified, if obstacles 
are detected. An obstacle for implementation may not just be technical such as 
lack of availability of a technique or equipment but may also be lack of astronaut 
crew time for execution of the experiment. In that case, the experiment is usually 
modified in close collaboration with the research team. If the experiment changes 
considerably, the space agency may require an additional scientific peer review to 
evaluate whether the scientific quality is still high enough, but this is not the usual 
process.

5.5 Implementation

When the space agency feasibility assessment has been successfully completed, 
meaning that the experiment can be conducted in space, the implementation pro-
cess begins. All of our previous research team’s selected experiments (10 in total) 
have been somehow modified during the feasibility assessment and implementation 
processes. The renal experiment on the Spacelab D2 mission in 1993 was changed by 
decreasing the number of inflight sessions from two to one, because of limited crew 
time. The purpose was as previously described to evaluate the effects of applying an 
intravenous saline fluid load to the test astronauts on renal excretion rates of fluid 
and sodium. We had originally planned a session with infusion and a session with-
out, but only the infusion session could be implemented in space. Otherwise the 
experiment was kept intact except that it was actually improved by changing our 
proposed saline loading from an oral saltwater load to intravenous infusion. This 
was done because an experimental complement was created for the space mission, 
whereby several experiments were to be executed in an integrated fashion, and a US 
experiment had suggested to use saline loading by infusion. Thus, this intravenous 
infusion of isotonic saline was planned to be done for the first time ever in space.

Although the urinary experiment was not difficult to implement from a techni-
cal point of view, it was totally different regarding the CVP experiment. After 
selection of this experiment, many managers within ESA and NASA thought it 
would be impossible to be allowed to conduct such an invasive study. We succeeded 
anyway, which was because of one important thing: the backing of the appointed 
payload commander. Without this support for the experiment, it would never have 
been executed. The reason for the astronaut support was because of thrust in our 
research group’s ability to conduct the study, which we obtained by always being 
well prepared for pre-flight briefings of the astronauts as well as for the pre-flight 
control studies. We always made sure that as much of the data that had been col-
lected were properly analysed between the different ground tests and that the data 
were presented to the astronauts during the subsequent tests so that they together 
with the investigators could follow the progress of the study throughout the pre-
flight period.

5.6 Execution

During the Spacelab D2 mission, I was standing in the mission control centre in 
Oberpfaffenhofen near Munich in Germany holding my breath and watching the 
big screen. All investigators followed the executions of their experiments from the 
mission control centre, and just before initiation of our renal experiment, which as 
described earlier was integrated into one complement, a valve was stuck in some of 
the equipment. If the valve problem was not solved, we would all risk that none of 
the experiments in the complement would be conducted. It was a tense moment, 
when the payload commander after directions from mission control finally got the 
valve to work and initiated the flow of measurements. What a relief!
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During execution of our urinary excretion experiment a mistake did happen, 
whereby urine bags, which were to be collected after flight directly from the trash 
can in the Space Shuttle, were not correctly labelled. It meant that we could not 
readily identify, from which crew members the urine in the bags derived. The way 
the problem of identification was solved was by measuring the concentrations of 
five different substances in each urine bag and comparing them to samples that had 
been collected inflight from each bag before trash storage. Each of the samples had 
been correctly labelled. Since each crew member had a unique pattern of concentra-
tions of the selected substances, the matching and identification of the bags with 
the samples were possible.

Spaceflight experimentation often requires creative solutions to unexpected 
problems.

The CVP experiment went well in one astronaut. Originally, we had planned 
for two astronauts to be instrumented, but unfortunately the catheter broke in one 
during an extended prelaunch period, where the catheters had been successfully 
inserted into two astronauts, but where the prelaunch period was extended for 
2 days over a weekend because of a failure in one of the shuttle’s navigation systems 
that had to be changed. During some leisure activities, it broke and was withdrawn 
before launch.

During execution of the experiment on ground before the flight, which is called 
the baseline data collection to which all inflight data were to be compared, the 
biggest obstacle occurred during the execution process of one of the pre-flight test 
sessions on the ground. The obstacle demonstrated that it is not only a challenge 
to implement and execute an experiment during the flight phase but that ground 
tests can be limiting factors too. What happened is that the gas analyser used for 
rebreathing experiments to determine cardiac output and respiratory variables 
(Figure 3) for some reason did not work. Even though these measurements were 
not directly involved with our urinary experiment, it sent our experiment to 
jeopardy, because it was totally integrated into an experimental complement to be 
executed in concert. The breakdown happened at the Aerospace Medical Institute 
at the German space centre, DLR, and since the astronauts’ test time was extremely 
limited with many other obligations, it was made clear to the experimental team 
that the astronauts would withdraw from the experiments, if the equipment was 
not working the next morning. We knew then that we were in trouble!

We were otherwise all ready to conduct the baseline data collections the next 
day, and if the gas analyser could not be fixed, it would mean that all of our experi-
mental efforts would go down the drain. What could we do?

Ingenuity, imagination and thinking out of the box are usually essential in solv-
ing unexpected problems associated with spaceflight. In fact, this is what charac-
terises this discipline. To my disappointment most of the officials and investigators 
gave up immediately. It was late afternoon, and the experiments were to be com-
menced early next morning at 07.00 am. The payload commander had left with a 
statement that he and his astronaut team would show up on time the next morning, 
and if the equipment did not work, the experimental complement would be deleted 
from the mission.

I and one of our ESA representatives soon conferred with each other, and we 
promised that we would demonstrate to the payload commander that this problem 
could be fixed in time. The only question was how? At the time we did not know 
that the problem was a burned capacitor, so we planned to have a technician imme-
diately flown down from the company, Innovision A/S, in Denmark, which had 
developed and built the equipment.

What we did was risky, unusual and not according to the normal rules and 
regulations, but we were running out of time. We had to rent a private airplane 
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mission control centre, and just before initiation of our renal experiment, which as 
described earlier was integrated into one complement, a valve was stuck in some of 
the equipment. If the valve problem was not solved, we would all risk that none of 
the experiments in the complement would be conducted. It was a tense moment, 
when the payload commander after directions from mission control finally got the 
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Figure 3. 
This rack was called Anthrorack and developed for the spacelab D2 mission. It consisted of several pieces of 
equipment of which one was a mass spectrometer gas analyser used for respiratory analysis and cardiac output 
determinations by rebreathing (Figure 2). During the ground-based data collections, a capacitor was burned 
and had to be replaced at a very critical time before the mission.

within a few hours, because there were no commercial flights at that time. We had 
to establish an ESA guarantee for payment to the airline company, and we—above 
all—had to get in contact with the technician in Denmark. It soon turned out that he 
was available and the money for renting the airplane could be secured (after tough 
negotiations with ESA) and everything seemed possible.

The technician was late at night transported by taxi to a nearby local airport 
some 200 km away, from where he lived, entered the plane and came to Cologne 
around 4 am in the morning. We picked him up at the airport in Cologne and 
brought him to the aerospace facility, and by a miracle, he quickly identified the 
problem to be a burned capacitor and substituted it by another from a similar 
equipment.

At exactly 07.00 am before the baseline data collection was to begin, we were 
ready. The astronauts entered with the expectation that the tests would be can-
celled. We could inform them otherwise, and with a rare expression of facial rec-
ognition, the payload commander and his fellow astronauts professionally moved 
ahead to be ready for the tests.

Everything went smoothly!
This as well as the inflight incident with the stuck valve were pivotal obstacles 

for the outcome of many of the physiological experiments during the Spacelab 
D2 mission. Had they not been overcome, I would probably not have been able to 
continue my space physiology career for the next 30 years.
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5.7 Data analysis

It is pivotal to make sure that the data collected are correct. One basic rule is for 
the principal investigator to always be present or to have proper representation at 
each of the pre- and post-flight experimental sessions and to be monitoring how 
the data collections are done during flight—preferably from a mission control 
centre. If that is not made sure of by the investigators of a study, one cannot be 
sure that the circumstances surrounding the collections are fully understood and 
that handling of blood samples is done correctly and according to specifications. 
Furthermore, the investigators have to make sure to be readily available during 
executions of their experiment should inquiries from space agency representatives 
need acute responses and interventions. Otherwise, it is unlikely that the data can 
be trusted.

The investigators must also be proactive and tenacious in obtaining the 
 collected data in space that usually are stored on inflight computers. One way to 
make sure that the data are correctly handled is to push the mission controllers 
to download as much as possible from space to ground as soon as the data are 
collected, because no one knows what could happen afterwards to the storage. 
Usually, it is not a problem should downloading not be possible, but in this case, it 
can also delay the post-flight analysis of the data because of bureaucratic impedi-
ments to obtain it.

During the very sad and unfortunate accident of the STS-107 mission on 
February 1, 2003, where the Space Shuttle, Columbia, and crew were lost during 
re-entry in the atmosphere, I was in charge of an experiment. We conducted inflight 
cardiac output rebreathing experiments as well as blood pressure monitoring. The 
data were downloaded to the mission control centre during the mission, which 
made it possible for us to publish the data so that the experiments—despite the very 
sad circumstances—were not done in vain.

During the Euromir 95 mission, which was a long-duration mission on the 
Russian space station Mir, where the ESA astronaut, Thomas Reiter, stayed for 
179 days in space, I was in charge of a urinary collection experiment following an 
oral water load. I obtained the inflight data directly from Thomas Reiter himself 
shortly after his flight, which is unusual, but we did so to bypass the bureaucracy. 
Otherwise it could have taken weeks to obtain it.

5.8 Publication

The most important part of all investigations including those in conjunction 
with human spaceflights is to publish the results in as widely distributed scientific 
journals as possible. The whole purpose of obtaining the data is to gain new knowl-
edge, and by publishing in science journals with external peer review, there is a 
certain guarantee for data quality and interpretation. It usually takes 2 years after 
the end of a spaceflight mission to have the data published, but many times, it takes 
longer. The investigators, however, owe it to everybody involved as well as society in 
general to produce a scientific publication as fast as possible.

From the Spacelab D2 mission in 1993, our research team succeeded in pub-
lishing three papers within 3 years of the mission [1–3]. During later missions 
on the Russian space station Mir, the Space Shuttle Columbia (STS-107) and the 
International Space Station, we conducted five additional experiments focusing 
on how the human cardiovascular system adapts to short- and long-duration 
flights [6–10]. This is important for understanding the long-duration health 
effects of future deep space missions that may last up to 3 years on a mission 
to Mars.
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6. Parabolic flights

In preparation of the CVP experiment for the Spacelab D2 mission, we in 1991 
participated in a series of ESA-funded parabolic flights at an air base in Bretigny-
sur-Orge, near Paris in France. The purpose of participating in these flights was not 
only to test the technical feasibility of the equipment in weightlessness but also to 
obtain short-term data during this condition and compare them to longer effects 
of spaceflight (see Figure 4). At that time, the parabolic flights were conducted 
by a Caravelle, which flew in a Keplerian trajectory, thereby creating a free fall 
condition (0 g) symmetrically around the top of the trajectory for 20 s. Some 20 s 
before and after the 0 g period, the plane underwent a period of increased g’s from 
1 up to 2. Thus, it is a very short period of weightlessness that is created in this way, 
but it is the only way to induce real weightlessness in humans without going into 
actual space.

The CVP equipment was also tested during longer weightless periods (some 
60 s) in a fighter airplane (Draken) in Denmark in one of the investigators. This test 
was supported by the Royal Danish Air Force. All of these tests were conducted in 
seven subjects (Caravelle) and in an additional one subject (Draken) and demon-
strated that the equipment worked during short-term variations in g’s between 0 
and 4. In addition we obtained data on effects of short-term changes in g-loads on 
CVP including effects of weightlessness for comparisons with spaceflight.

For further interpretation of the data, we later after completion of the D2 
mission performed another series of CVP experiments during 20 s of weightless-
ness during parabolic flights [11]. In that context, we added measurements of 
oesophageal pressures through an air tube that was swallowed by the test subject 

Figure 4. 
Dr. Regitze Videbaek measuring the size of the heart chambers in a subject during an ESA parabolic flight 
campaign. The airplane ascents into a parabolic (Keplerian) trajectory to create weightlessness for 20 s. The 
subject is also instrumented with invasive monitoring equipment for estimating central venous pressure (CVP), 
which was also used for the D2 spacelab mission in 1993 on board the space shuttle Columbia [3].
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through the nose for obtaining intrathoracic pressures. Intrathoracic pressures are 
the pressures surrounding the heart. Those pressures were not measured during the 
Spacelab D2 mission, so the parabolic flight data helped us interpret the CVP data 
from space.

The process of getting access to parabolic flights is not very different from 
getting access to spaceflight. Investigators must usually respond to solicitations put 
forward by a space agency and go through the scientific selection and feasibility 
assessment processes. The space agency will supply the investigators with the infra-
structure such as the flights, but investigators must find their own funding, which 
usually also applies for adjustments of the equipment to fit into the airplane. In 
some cases, investigators will have more direct access to the parabolic flight venue, 
if their experiments concern technical feasibility assessments for a spaceflight. 
Obtaining experimental baseline data from these flights for comparisons with space 
data can also be allowed at the discretion of the relevant space agency.

7. Results and conclusions

7.1 Spacelab D2 mission

From the Spacelab D2 mission, our CVP and urinary experiments showed us a 
new mechanism as to how blood and fluid are shifted from the lower to the upper 
portions of the body in weightlessness and that the excretion rate of a saline load 
is not faster than on Earth. Both results were surprising and revealed new insight. 
Likewise, it was a surprise that the agitating (sympathetic) part of the autonomous 
nervous system was stimulated during weightlessness and that it was not—as 
expected—supressed. In ground-based simulation studies using 60 head-down bed 
rest or acute seated head-out water immersion, the opposite is usually seen. Thus, 
there is a difference in effects of weightlessness in space and the simulation models 
on the ground.

Despite the upward blood shift to the heart and head, CVP was measured 
to decrease in space compared to being horizontal supine on the ground (see 
Figure 5). We had expected it to be increased. The data we obtained were only from 
one astronaut, but a US-led team during two other missions also measured CVP 
directly with invasive catheters and found decreases. We thereafter performed a 
parabolic flight study and measured CVP with same technology as during the D2 
mission and found similar acute decreases during the 20 s of weightlessness [11]. 
However, we also observed that the heart was expanded despite the decreased CVP, 
because simultaneously the oesophageal pressure also decreased and even more so. 
From ultrasound images taken of the heart during the parabolic weightless period, 
we observed an expansion of the cardiac chambers, so the ostensible discrepancy 
between the decrease in CVP and the expanded heart could be reconciled by the 
expansion of the thorax that further stretches the heart and gives an erroneous 
impression of the change in its feeding pressure (CVP, Figure 6).

7.2 Subsequent space missions

From our later inflight experiments [6–10] following the Spacelab D2 mission, 
the main conclusions can be briefly summarised as follows:

• Cardiac output and stroke volume increase by some 35–40% during months 
of flight in space, which is caused by the weightlessness-induced upward 
fluid shift.
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of flight in space, which is caused by the weightlessness-induced upward 
fluid shift.
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• The arterial resistance vessels dilate and decrease the circulatory resistance by 
some 40% and blood pressure by 10 mm Hg.

• The sympathetic nervous activity is not decreased in space and is at the level of 
being upright on ground, which is supported by the attenuated urinary excre-
tion rates of fluid and sodium.

• The dilatation of the arteries and the high sympathetic nervous  activity 
is in contradiction to each other, and the mechanism is not yet known 
(Figure 7).

Figure 6. 
The parabolic flight experiment which helped us interpret the Spacelab D2 mission data. Central venous 
pressure (CVP) was measured directly with long catheters with transducers at their tip placed near to the heart 
chambers in supine subjects during the parabolic manoeuvre. Simultaneously, the intrathoracic pressures (IPP) 
were also measured through long air-filled tubes with balloons at the end in the oesophagus. By subtracting 
IPP from CVP, the transmural heart distension pressure (tCVP) can be estimated. As can be seen, the tCVP 
increased in weightlessness (0 G) by 4.3 mm Hg (Delta) even though CVP fell by 1.3. Thus, parabolic flight 
data could help interpret those obtained during spaceflight [3, 11].

Figure 5. 
Central venous pressure (in mm Hg) as a function of time in one astronaut before launch of the space shuttle 
in the suit room with the space suit on and in the shuttle on the launch pad in the supine leg-up position. 
(A) Closing of the helmet visor. (B) ignition. (C) Release of the solid rocket boosters from the ascending shuttle. 
(D) Entering weightlessness. The g-load (G) is indicated at the bottom [3].
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Thus, to our experience, experiments in space have revealed some new insight 
and mechanisms into human physiology, which could be of importance in inter-
preting the health consequences of long-duration flights in the future. By compar-
ing the effects of long-duration (3–6 months) spaceflight on the International 
Space Station [12] with those of short-term shuttle flights [8], there are at least two 
important and surprising observations: (1) The shift of blood and fluid from the 
lower body segments into the heart, which increases cardiac output, is even bigger, 
and (2) blood pressure is more decreased by a more pronounced peripheral vasodi-
lation (Figures 6 and 7).
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some 35% between the 3rd and 6th month in space [10]. At the same time, blood pressure is decreased, which 
indicates that the total vascular resistance is decreased by almost 40%. In contradiction to this, noradrenaline 
levels are not suppressed but maintained unchanged from ground-based upright levels. Thus, the mechanism of 
chronic peripheral vasodilatation in space is still unknown [10, 12].
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Chapter 11

Tumors in Space: Preparation for
Spaceflight
Tricia L. Larose

Abstract

Tumors in Space is a cutting-edge cancer research experiment at the intersection
of stem-cell biology and space technology selected by the United Nations Office for
Outer Space Affairs and the China Manned Space Agency for a 31-day space mission
on board the China Space Station. Anchored in Norway, Tumors in Space includes
an international team of exceptional scientists at several European partner organi-
zations including the University of Oslo and the Norwegian University of Science
and Technology in Norway, the International Space University in France, the
Belgian Nuclear Research Center in Belgium, and Vrije University Amsterdam as
well as the Hubrecht Institute in The Netherlands. This chapter first presents our
two novel hypotheses including the current state of scientific evidence upon which
our hypotheses are based. Following, the seven main steps of our spaceflight
preparation are discussed within the context of our 2025 launch date from China.
Finally, some thoughts on impact, including support for the United Nation’s Sus-
tainable Development Goals and commitment to science communication in the
public domain, are given. Tumors is Space is under a programme of, and funded by
the European Space Agency with the support of the Norwegian Space Agency.

Keywords: China Space Station, cancer, organoids, microgravity, cosmic radiation

1. Introduction

Spaceflight is a high-risk/high-gain endeavor (Figure 1) that is resource inten-
sive. For these reasons, spaceflight experiments are rare, and selection is highly
competitive at the international level. Selection criteria for spaceflight experiments
include scientific excellence, innovation, feasibility, impact, competency of the
scientific team to achieve the proposed research goals, and timely delivery. More-
over, a selected spaceflight experiment must be novel in that it must address a
critical issue for which knowledge and understanding are lacking; it must be
ground-breaking in nature, both literally and figuratively. In the case of medical
research in space, a selected spaceflight experiment must create value for astro-/
cosmo-/taikonaut health applied to short- and long-duration space missions and
solar system exploration. At the same time, space medicine must also bring value to
public health on Earth. In this vein,Tumors in Space is a ground-breaking cancer
research experiment at the intersection of space technology and stem-cell biology
recently selected for a 31-day space mission on board the China Space Station (CSS).

Not only will Tumors in Space address cosmic radiation as a potential cause of
cancer for humans in space, it will also address the side effects of radiation therapy
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for cancer patients on Earth. In addition to radiation biology experiments,Tumors in
Space will exploit the microgravity environment on the CSS to investigate whether
lack of gravity can slow or stop the growth of cancer. Like all selected spaceflight
experiments,Tumors in Space will undergo several years of preparation before
spaceflight launch. This preparation period is broken down into seven main steps
over 6 years, culminating in our spaceflight experiment scheduled for a 2025 launch
date out of China. This chapter will discuss the different steps of our spaceflight
preparation as depicted in Figure 2.

In addition to these seven steps, other important aspects of Tumors in Space
will be presented, namely, the scientific background upon which the hypotheses
are built, team structure and expertise, the importance of impact including
response to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, and science
communication in the public domain. Let us first begin with a presentation of the
problem statement and the supporting evidence upon which the Tumors in Space
hypotheses are built.

2. The problem statement and supporting evidence

As stated in Section 1, medical experiments in space must address crew health
and safety while simultaneously bringing value to medicine on Earth. What follows
is a short paragraph on the burden of cancer on Earth, followed by a second
paragraph on space radiation risk for crewed missions. To end this section, evidence
on the potential use of microgravity for cancer therapeutics will be given.

Figure 1.
Spaceflight is high risk and high gain.

Figure 2.
Tumors in Space project timeline over a 6-year period from 2020 to 2025 and according to seven steps of
spaceflight preparation including launch to China Space Station and safe return to Earth in 2025.
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Interspersed throughout this section are some details on our scientific approach,
more of which will be detailed later in this chapter.

The cancer burden on Earth is substantial. Currently, cancer is the second
leading cause of death worldwide [1]. As of 2018, an estimated 18.1 million people
had been diagnosed with cancer, and nearly 10 million people had died from the
disease [2]. Moreover, new cancer cases are expected to increase by 70% over the
next two decades [1]. As of 2009, the global cost of treating cancer patients was
estimated to be $285.8 billion USD per year, and the indirect costs associated with
premature death and loss of productivity was estimated at $1.16 trillion USD per
year [2]. Over time, these costs will continue to rise.

The scientific community has made increasing progress toward understanding
lifestyle, environmental, and genetic causes of cancer [3], yet approximately 50% of
all cancer cases have no known cause. There is no cure for cancer. We must
therefore adopt a broad, interdisciplinary perspective and exploit all scientific and
technical capabilities to better understand this disease, including the use of orbital
platforms [4]. Tumors in Space will exploit the natural spaceflight environment on
the China Space Station to address cosmic radiation as a potential unknown cause of
cancer among crew and to harness microgravity as a potential source for cancer
therapy in space and on Earth.

In space, radiation risk is the most dangerous issue for crew health and safety.
The spaceflight environment is characterized by high atomic number energy
(HZE1) ions from three natural sources of radiation that could lead to crew sickness
or death [5]. During space exploration missions, crew are exposed to HZE ions from
trapped particle belts, solar particle events, and background galactic cosmic rays
[5]. When primary HZE ions interact with spacecraft materials, they can generate
harmful secondary radiation that can penetrate deeply into the human body. Cancer
risk from human spaceflight and exploration is assumed to be high, but the short-
and long-term effects of harmful HZE ion radiation during deep space missions are
still undetermined and have large uncertainties [5]. As stated by the European
Space Agency (ESA), most of this uncertainty is due to poor knowledge on the
effects of galactic cosmic rays [6]. Tumors in Space will address some of the uncer-
tainty associated with cosmic radiation as a potential cause of cancer among crew.
At the same time, advances in space-based cancer research have the potential to
improve charged particle therapy in oncology for the benefit of cancer patients on
Earth.

All cancers are caused by somatic mutations, meaning an accumulation of
genetic alterations that damage our deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) at the cellular
level [7]. Cell damage from exogenous exposures (e.g., HZE ion radiation), as well
as endogenous exposures (e.g., circulating hormones), and modifications to DNA
can lead to cancer. DNA damage in cancerous cells can be observed as distinct
patterns known as mutational signatures. Just like fingerprints are unique to every
individual, mutational signatures are unique to specific cancer-causing exposures.
Each mutational signature is the outcome of a series of biological processes that
include DNA modification or damage, DNA repair or absence of repair, and DNA
replication. Using cancer genome sequencing [8], these mutational signatures can
be observed, catalogued, and compared to identify unique causes of different can-
cer types. This was first demonstrated when mutational signatures specific to UV2

1 The abbreviation HZE comes from high (H) atomic number (Z) and energy (E).
2 UV stands for ultraviolet rays from sunlight that induces a unique mutation found specifically in skin

cancer.
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exposure from the sun were observed in the p53 tumor suppressor gene3 [9]. Most
cancer genomes are now characterized by multiple mutational signatures across
multiple mutational processes that generate more than one somatic mutation in
each cancer cell [10]. This evidence leads us to our first Tumors in Space hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1: We will identify a novel mutational signature of cosmic radiation
in healthy and cancer human organoids after 31-days exposure to cosmic radiation
in space. The mutational signature of cosmic radiation can then be used as a
biological marker for early detection of cancer and cancer susceptibility among
spaceflight crew.

Beyond cosmic radiation, the space environment provides unique microgravity
conditions that Earth-bound laboratories can simulate but never replicate. Micro-
gravity can be exploited to study biological mechanisms and pathways to improve
our understanding of many diseases, including cancer. Previous spaceflight experi-
ments have shown that exposure to the space environment alters immune cell
growth and function [11], causes cytoskeleton and cell shape changes [12], and
alters cellular gene expression including genes involved in replication and suppres-
sion of tumors [13, 14]. This brings us to our second Tumors in Space hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2: Exposure to microgravity during a 31-day space mission will slow
or stop the growth of cancer.

We will conduct a tumor colony survival analysis which is as simple as counting
the number and/or expansion of our organoids after long-term exposure to micro-
gravity and then compare those results to our ground-based controls. It is crucial to
block out cosmic radiation that may interfere with this microgravity experimental
arm. For that reason, we are building radiation shielding to ensure the cancer
organoids exposed to microgravity are not hit by cosmic radiation.

So, the China Manned Space Agency (CMSA) in collaboration with the United
Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs has selected Tumors in Space for a 31-day
space mission on board the China Space Station (Figure 3). Tumors in Space utilizes
space technology and three-dimensional (3D) organoid technology (see further) to
study early mutational events in human DNA due to spaceflight exposure. We

Figure 3.
Artist rendition of the China Space Station (credit: China Manned Space Agency).

3 The p53 gene provides instructions for building a protein that acts as a tumor suppressor. Well-

characterized mutations in this gene have been attributed to UV exposure and are found in many types

of skin cancer.
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expect to find a unique mutational signature of cosmic radiation. We also expect
that cancer organoid growth will slow or stop after exposure to microgravity.

3. Going beyond state of the art

As mentioned previously, excellent science in line with the current state of
evidence does not fulfill the stringent selection criteria for spaceflight experiments.
Space medicine research must be novel, go beyond current scientific paradigms,
and have application to crew health in space and public health on Earth. In other
words, selected space medicine experiments must go beyond state of the art.

Not only does Tumors in Space more than double the mission length of all
previous cancer experiments in space, we also use the most advanced and physio-
logically relevant bio-samples in our experiments—human organoids. Until now the
term “organoids” has been introduced without explanation. In fact, organoid tech-
nology is so new that many scientists are unfamiliar with the term. So, what exactly
is an organoid, and why is an organoid so much more advanced than a cell line that
is typically used in medical research?

Human organoids are multicellular, stem-cell-derived, 3D constructs that self-
organize to mimic the structure and function of the source tissue [15]. More simply,
a human organoid is a 3D clump of human cells and extracellular matrix, taken as a
biopsy from living human tissue, but organoids “live” in a lab. What is amazing
about organoids is that they can be expanded, cloned and cared for in a way that
allows them to replicate and grow while retaining the structure and function of the
original source tissue or organ. For example, a colon cancer organoid derived from a
tumor biopsy taken (with permission) from a colon cancer patient will not only
grow into a 3D structure under laboratory conditions; it will also behave like we
would expect colon cancer to behave. Same goes for healthy tissue.

Figure 4 shows an artist rendition of the growth of a colon organoid. A small
sample, or biopsy, is taken from the colon tissue of a patient. Both the original colon
tissue and the biopsy are 3D in nature. Once the biopsy is removed from the patient,
it can be nurtured in the lab so that cell division continues, resulting in larger and

Figure 4.
Artist rendition of colon organoid growth (credit: Hans Clevers, the HUB).
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exposure from the sun were observed in the p53 tumor suppressor gene3 [9]. Most
cancer genomes are now characterized by multiple mutational signatures across
multiple mutational processes that generate more than one somatic mutation in
each cancer cell [10]. This evidence leads us to our first Tumors in Space hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1: We will identify a novel mutational signature of cosmic radiation
in healthy and cancer human organoids after 31-days exposure to cosmic radiation
in space. The mutational signature of cosmic radiation can then be used as a
biological marker for early detection of cancer and cancer susceptibility among
spaceflight crew.

Beyond cosmic radiation, the space environment provides unique microgravity
conditions that Earth-bound laboratories can simulate but never replicate. Micro-
gravity can be exploited to study biological mechanisms and pathways to improve
our understanding of many diseases, including cancer. Previous spaceflight experi-
ments have shown that exposure to the space environment alters immune cell
growth and function [11], causes cytoskeleton and cell shape changes [12], and
alters cellular gene expression including genes involved in replication and suppres-
sion of tumors [13, 14]. This brings us to our second Tumors in Space hypothesis.
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arm. For that reason, we are building radiation shielding to ensure the cancer
organoids exposed to microgravity are not hit by cosmic radiation.

So, the China Manned Space Agency (CMSA) in collaboration with the United
Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs has selected Tumors in Space for a 31-day
space mission on board the China Space Station (Figure 3). Tumors in Space utilizes
space technology and three-dimensional (3D) organoid technology (see further) to
study early mutational events in human DNA due to spaceflight exposure. We

Figure 3.
Artist rendition of the China Space Station (credit: China Manned Space Agency).

3 The p53 gene provides instructions for building a protein that acts as a tumor suppressor. Well-

characterized mutations in this gene have been attributed to UV exposure and are found in many types

of skin cancer.
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expect to find a unique mutational signature of cosmic radiation. We also expect
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term “organoids” has been introduced without explanation. In fact, organoid tech-
nology is so new that many scientists are unfamiliar with the term. So, what exactly
is an organoid, and why is an organoid so much more advanced than a cell line that
is typically used in medical research?

Human organoids are multicellular, stem-cell-derived, 3D constructs that self-
organize to mimic the structure and function of the source tissue [15]. More simply,
a human organoid is a 3D clump of human cells and extracellular matrix, taken as a
biopsy from living human tissue, but organoids “live” in a lab. What is amazing
about organoids is that they can be expanded, cloned and cared for in a way that
allows them to replicate and grow while retaining the structure and function of the
original source tissue or organ. For example, a colon cancer organoid derived from a
tumor biopsy taken (with permission) from a colon cancer patient will not only
grow into a 3D structure under laboratory conditions; it will also behave like we
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more complex tissue samples that mimic the structure and function of the source
tissue (in this case, the human colon). Organoids are much smaller than the organ
they mimic but can be up to 5 mm in size. These organoids are the most advanced
and physiologically relevant bio-samples available for medical research today. This
means that we can conduct cutting-edge cancer research using human organoids
rather than cell lines.

Although monolayer cancer cell lines are easily accessible, well understood, and
used in all previous cancer experiments in space, they lack spatial cellular organi-
zation and physiological relevance [16]. Cell lines cannot mimic conditions found in
real humans, whereas organoids can. Using human organoids ensures that our
results are applicable to patient diagnosis and treatment. This is crucial since we
need to get as close as possible to studying the real human body in space. Organoid
technology bridges the gap between cell lines and humans, or in vitro and in vivo. In
2017, organoids were named Method of the Year by Nature Methods for their
unparalleled potential to advance our understanding of human biology, especially
cancer [17]. We are the first team to send healthy and cancer human organoids
into space.

4. International collaboration

Before we dig into the seven steps of preparation for our spaceflight experiment,
a quick note on international collaboration is warranted. Success of such a complex
space medicine experiment requires world experts across many different fields.
Figure 5 is color coded to show collaborating countries, not only according to levels
of responsibility with regard to the project but also according to geopolitical
boundaries. You can see from Figure 5 that Norway (in light gray) and China (in
dark green) stand apart from the other collaborating countries like the Netherlands,
Belgium, and France (in dark blue).

Norway, the center of the figure, is the coordinating country because this is
where the principal investigator is located, along with the several members of the
Tumors in Space team. We also have the support of the Norwegian Space Agency.
Furthermore, Norway has identified China as a priority country for technical and
scientific collaboration—for example, in satellite and broadband communication, as
well as medicine. Norway and China are united by an underlying cooperative effort
for the Tumors in Space collaboration. China is the host country for the Norwegian
Tumors in Space experiment that has been selected for a 31-day space mission on
board the China Space Station.

Figure 5.
Tumors in Space collaborating countries.
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Our additional collaborators are based in Europe and are part of the European
Union. The Netherlands is a collaborating country where two critical organizations
are located. Firstly, our patient-derived organoids come from Hubrecht Organoid
Technology (the HUB) in Utrecht, and some of our ground-based experiments will
take place at the European Space Research and Technology Center of ESA in
Noordwijk. Our radiation biology experts are located in Belgium at the Belgian
Nuclear Research Center where our ground radiation experiments in preparation
for spaceflight will be conducted. Not only do they house safe infrastructure for
radiation biology experiments, our Belgian colleagues have years of space experi-
ence and substantial experience in the safe design of nuclear reactors. For the latter
reason, our Belgian colleagues will also participate in the design and development of
our spaceflight hardware in close collaboration with Norway and China. Finally,
France is the location of the International Space University, to which the principal
investigator and other Tumors in Space team members are affiliated. Our aircraft
parabolic flight campaigns will also be flown from France.

This brief summary shows how important international collaboration is. With-
out all of these partners, realizing the most advanced cancer experiment ever
conducted in space would not be possible. It is because of the unique strengths and
expertise of all collaborating partners that the Tumors in Space project has become a
reality.

5. The Tumors in Space experiment in seven steps

The step-by-step preparation of our spaceflight experiment is now described.
Each one of these steps could be a chapter in itself. Certainly, some details must be
omitted. The success of this entire project relies heavily on the success of each step,
both independently and collectively.

5.1 Ethics, regulatory affairs, and information management: step 1

This step ensures proper procedures for the selection, release, and use of
intraindividual healthy and cancer organoids according to biobanking protocols and
informed consent procedures. Procedures and consents are subject not only to the
approval of the HUB biobank in the Netherlands but also from the host institute in
Norway, as well as our collaborating institutes where our organoid research will be
conducted (the European Space Agency in the Netherlands, the Belgian Nuclear
Research Center in Belgium, parabolic flight laboratory in France, and the China
Manned Space Agency in China for our spaceflight). Each institute has its own
procedure, and each country or set of countries have their own legislations. Ship-
ping bio-samples involves material transfer agreements and customs paperwork,
and since human organoids contain human DNA, special ethical requirements
apply.

First and foremost, all patients provide written, informed consent to the HUB
for future use of their bio-samples in medical research according to very specific
guidelines. Research ethics approval for each experiment is required from the HUB
and from the host institute in Norway. No experimentation can begin without
these ethics approvals that assess our intended use of the samples across all of our
collaborating sites in Europe and China. Since the HUB biobank is located in
Europe, many of the intricacies with regard to ethics and legislation across our
European collaborating sites are already in line. However, human DNA can be
imported, but not exported from China. This means that we can ship our
organoid samples into China in preparation for our spaceflight launch, but after our
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Our additional collaborators are based in Europe and are part of the European
Union. The Netherlands is a collaborating country where two critical organizations
are located. Firstly, our patient-derived organoids come from Hubrecht Organoid
Technology (the HUB) in Utrecht, and some of our ground-based experiments will
take place at the European Space Research and Technology Center of ESA in
Noordwijk. Our radiation biology experts are located in Belgium at the Belgian
Nuclear Research Center where our ground radiation experiments in preparation
for spaceflight will be conducted. Not only do they house safe infrastructure for
radiation biology experiments, our Belgian colleagues have years of space experi-
ence and substantial experience in the safe design of nuclear reactors. For the latter
reason, our Belgian colleagues will also participate in the design and development of
our spaceflight hardware in close collaboration with Norway and China. Finally,
France is the location of the International Space University, to which the principal
investigator and other Tumors in Space team members are affiliated. Our aircraft
parabolic flight campaigns will also be flown from France.

This brief summary shows how important international collaboration is. With-
out all of these partners, realizing the most advanced cancer experiment ever
conducted in space would not be possible. It is because of the unique strengths and
expertise of all collaborating partners that the Tumors in Space project has become a
reality.

5. The Tumors in Space experiment in seven steps

The step-by-step preparation of our spaceflight experiment is now described.
Each one of these steps could be a chapter in itself. Certainly, some details must be
omitted. The success of this entire project relies heavily on the success of each step,
both independently and collectively.

5.1 Ethics, regulatory affairs, and information management: step 1

This step ensures proper procedures for the selection, release, and use of
intraindividual healthy and cancer organoids according to biobanking protocols and
informed consent procedures. Procedures and consents are subject not only to the
approval of the HUB biobank in the Netherlands but also from the host institute in
Norway, as well as our collaborating institutes where our organoid research will be
conducted (the European Space Agency in the Netherlands, the Belgian Nuclear
Research Center in Belgium, parabolic flight laboratory in France, and the China
Manned Space Agency in China for our spaceflight). Each institute has its own
procedure, and each country or set of countries have their own legislations. Ship-
ping bio-samples involves material transfer agreements and customs paperwork,
and since human organoids contain human DNA, special ethical requirements
apply.

First and foremost, all patients provide written, informed consent to the HUB
for future use of their bio-samples in medical research according to very specific
guidelines. Research ethics approval for each experiment is required from the HUB
and from the host institute in Norway. No experimentation can begin without
these ethics approvals that assess our intended use of the samples across all of our
collaborating sites in Europe and China. Since the HUB biobank is located in
Europe, many of the intricacies with regard to ethics and legislation across our
European collaborating sites are already in line. However, human DNA can be
imported, but not exported from China. This means that we can ship our
organoid samples into China in preparation for our spaceflight launch, but after our
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spaceflight experiment has been conducted and safely returned to Earth, those
same samples cannot be exported to our genomics laboratory in Norway.
Consequently, laboratory analysis of our spaceflight samples must be conducted
in China, after which time the organoid samples will need to be destroyed and
the data will need to be transferred to Norway for bioinformatic and statistical
analysis.

5.2 Laboratory, bioinformatics, and statistical analysis pipelines: step 2

In this step, we go from human organoids in a lab that have been exposed to
radiation (ground and space) and/or (micro)gravity (ground and space) to labora-
tory methods at the Genomics Core Facility (GCF) housed in Norway. We then
treat the “big data” with bioinformatics tools to break down the noise and scale
down the data for statistical analysis. It is important to note that the details in this
step are given at the time of writing in March 2020. Genomics as a field is constantly
advancing, sometimes exponentially, and so are the tools used to work with the
samples and analyze the data. That being said, our Tumors in Space experimental
methods are still being finalized, but this at least gives you a glimpse into our
preparation for spaceflight.

Organoid sample selection: To account for tissue heterogeneity and differences in
mutational signatures, we will use paired samples from three different patients.
Assuming 7–10 subclones from each starting culture, we would have 21–30 paired
samples which will give sufficient statistical power to detect consistent differences
in mutational signatures. Subcloning is an essential step for this experimental strat-
egy, as subcloning ensures that mutations occurring prior to subcloning will be
fixed in subsequent culture, allowing these mutations to be detected by whole
genome sequencing and somatic genotyping.

Organoid cell culture and subcloning: Laboratory procedures will be handled by
the Genomics Core Facility at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology
(NTNU) in accordance with previously published methods [18]. The CGF provides
state-of-the-art high-throughput genomics technology including sequencing and
genotyping microarray analysis. The major advantages of using the CGF include
highly experienced staff and the use of robotics. Tumor organoids must be cultured
in specifically designed medium [18]. After a fixed exposure time, subclones from
each source organoid will be cultured for an additional fixed number of cell divi-
sions to allow for the occurrence of random mutations before whole genome
sequencing and somatic genotyping [19].

Whole genome sequencing and somatic genotyping: Classic sequencing-based whole
genome analyses of mutational signatures (healthy vs tumor tissue) rely on muta-
tions being clonally expanded due to tumor growth, i.e., the mutation occurred in
an ancestor cell so that all daughter cells will have this mutation, and the mutation is
detectable if a sufficiently large percentage of the tumor cells share this mutational
ancestry. Clonal expansion ensures that within an organoid sample, there will be
several DNA fragments and sequencing reads that share the same mutation. In this
manner, mutations can be distinguished from sequencing errors. This also means
that the mutations occurring within the tumor organoid source cells will not be
detectable, as these mutations have not yet been amplified by cell division (unless
the same mutation occurs at the exact same nucleotide within a sufficiently large
subset of the current cells). The sequencing depth determines the percentage of
cells that need to share mutations in order to be detected. For example, 100x
sequencing depth can detect mutations if the mutations are present in 5% of cells,
whereas 1000� sequencing depth can detect mutations present in only 0.5% of
cells.
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Although polymerase chain reaction (PCR4) is a widely used approach, we
cannot use this approach for the current study. Even if we increase the sequencing
depth to 5x the number of cells, we would get PCR-amplified copies of the DNA in a
single organoid sample and would not be able to distinguish PCR errors from
mutations. However, with rolling circle amplification, we would always use the
same original (circularized) DNA fragment as a template for amplification. In this
way, we will have a long DNA fragment with multiple copies of the original DNA
fragment, and by sequencing these copies in a single read, we will detect mutations
as consistent changes within each copy.

Bioinformatics and statistical analysis pipeline: All somatic changes in whole
genome data will be analyzed with mutation calling pipelines developed in Norway.
Healthy tissue more than 5 cm from the tumor and consisting of epithelial and
connective tissue [18] will be used as the “germline” reference. Mutations consid-
ered to be germline will be removed. Mutational signature extraction using non-
negative matrix factorization will be performed [20]. Signature attribution in
reference to the Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer [10] and the Pan-Cancer
Analysis of Whole Genome [21] will be conducted.

5.3 Spaceflight hardware readiness: step 3

In this step, we are designing, developing, testing, and validating an automated
cell culture experimental unit and six-paneled tantalum cover for cosmic radiation
protection. Several characteristics make tantalum a good choice for radiation protec-
tion, all of which will be presented below. We will use our ground-based platforms, a
sounding rocket, and aircraft parabolic flights to test the impact of environmental
stressors and operational constraints (e.g., vibration, changes in gravity, changes in
temperature, experimental lag time) on the fidelity of our organoid culture technique
and the readiness of our spaceflight hardware. Our spaceflight hardware must fit
according to requirements and constraints of the biological research module on the
China Space Station. Other experimental equipment that we need for our experiment
will be hosted by the China Space Station including a temperature-controlled incuba-
tor/cooler and a 1 g centrifuge or variable gravity rack. We also need dosimeters to
measure radiation levels for the duration of our experiment.

Experimental unit: We are designing and developing a biocompatible-automated
organoid culture experimental unit. An essential first step is to complete biocom-
patibility testing for each material required for the construction of the unit. Direct
contact between organoid culture medium and experimental unit materials must
not attenuate organoid growth. More specifically, for our experimental unit to be
deemed biocompatible, 75% of all organoid samples must survive. Our unit is
required to be operational for the full duration of the 31-day experiment, including
automated nutrient solution exchange on days 6, 12, 18, and 24. Our unit must
adhere to a standard temperature profile (18–38°C for organoid growth, 4°C for
fixed samples) and CO2 saturation level (5%). Finally, our unit must be capable of
enduring physical stressors (vibration, g-forces) while maintaining organoid cul-
ture and survival.

We cannot procure market-ready experimental units because all previous cancer
experiments in space have used 2D monolayer cancer cell lines and Tumors in Space
uses 3D human organoids. However, units used for previous cancer experiments in

4 PCR is a widely used molecular biology method that makes millions to billions of copies from a DNA
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radiation (ground and space) and/or (micro)gravity (ground and space) to labora-
tory methods at the Genomics Core Facility (GCF) housed in Norway. We then
treat the “big data” with bioinformatics tools to break down the noise and scale
down the data for statistical analysis. It is important to note that the details in this
step are given at the time of writing in March 2020. Genomics as a field is constantly
advancing, sometimes exponentially, and so are the tools used to work with the
samples and analyze the data. That being said, our Tumors in Space experimental
methods are still being finalized, but this at least gives you a glimpse into our
preparation for spaceflight.

Organoid sample selection: To account for tissue heterogeneity and differences in
mutational signatures, we will use paired samples from three different patients.
Assuming 7–10 subclones from each starting culture, we would have 21–30 paired
samples which will give sufficient statistical power to detect consistent differences
in mutational signatures. Subcloning is an essential step for this experimental strat-
egy, as subcloning ensures that mutations occurring prior to subcloning will be
fixed in subsequent culture, allowing these mutations to be detected by whole
genome sequencing and somatic genotyping.

Organoid cell culture and subcloning: Laboratory procedures will be handled by
the Genomics Core Facility at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology
(NTNU) in accordance with previously published methods [18]. The CGF provides
state-of-the-art high-throughput genomics technology including sequencing and
genotyping microarray analysis. The major advantages of using the CGF include
highly experienced staff and the use of robotics. Tumor organoids must be cultured
in specifically designed medium [18]. After a fixed exposure time, subclones from
each source organoid will be cultured for an additional fixed number of cell divi-
sions to allow for the occurrence of random mutations before whole genome
sequencing and somatic genotyping [19].

Whole genome sequencing and somatic genotyping: Classic sequencing-based whole
genome analyses of mutational signatures (healthy vs tumor tissue) rely on muta-
tions being clonally expanded due to tumor growth, i.e., the mutation occurred in
an ancestor cell so that all daughter cells will have this mutation, and the mutation is
detectable if a sufficiently large percentage of the tumor cells share this mutational
ancestry. Clonal expansion ensures that within an organoid sample, there will be
several DNA fragments and sequencing reads that share the same mutation. In this
manner, mutations can be distinguished from sequencing errors. This also means
that the mutations occurring within the tumor organoid source cells will not be
detectable, as these mutations have not yet been amplified by cell division (unless
the same mutation occurs at the exact same nucleotide within a sufficiently large
subset of the current cells). The sequencing depth determines the percentage of
cells that need to share mutations in order to be detected. For example, 100x
sequencing depth can detect mutations if the mutations are present in 5% of cells,
whereas 1000� sequencing depth can detect mutations present in only 0.5% of
cells.
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Although polymerase chain reaction (PCR4) is a widely used approach, we
cannot use this approach for the current study. Even if we increase the sequencing
depth to 5x the number of cells, we would get PCR-amplified copies of the DNA in a
single organoid sample and would not be able to distinguish PCR errors from
mutations. However, with rolling circle amplification, we would always use the
same original (circularized) DNA fragment as a template for amplification. In this
way, we will have a long DNA fragment with multiple copies of the original DNA
fragment, and by sequencing these copies in a single read, we will detect mutations
as consistent changes within each copy.

Bioinformatics and statistical analysis pipeline: All somatic changes in whole
genome data will be analyzed with mutation calling pipelines developed in Norway.
Healthy tissue more than 5 cm from the tumor and consisting of epithelial and
connective tissue [18] will be used as the “germline” reference. Mutations consid-
ered to be germline will be removed. Mutational signature extraction using non-
negative matrix factorization will be performed [20]. Signature attribution in
reference to the Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer [10] and the Pan-Cancer
Analysis of Whole Genome [21] will be conducted.

5.3 Spaceflight hardware readiness: step 3

In this step, we are designing, developing, testing, and validating an automated
cell culture experimental unit and six-paneled tantalum cover for cosmic radiation
protection. Several characteristics make tantalum a good choice for radiation protec-
tion, all of which will be presented below. We will use our ground-based platforms, a
sounding rocket, and aircraft parabolic flights to test the impact of environmental
stressors and operational constraints (e.g., vibration, changes in gravity, changes in
temperature, experimental lag time) on the fidelity of our organoid culture technique
and the readiness of our spaceflight hardware. Our spaceflight hardware must fit
according to requirements and constraints of the biological research module on the
China Space Station. Other experimental equipment that we need for our experiment
will be hosted by the China Space Station including a temperature-controlled incuba-
tor/cooler and a 1 g centrifuge or variable gravity rack. We also need dosimeters to
measure radiation levels for the duration of our experiment.

Experimental unit: We are designing and developing a biocompatible-automated
organoid culture experimental unit. An essential first step is to complete biocom-
patibility testing for each material required for the construction of the unit. Direct
contact between organoid culture medium and experimental unit materials must
not attenuate organoid growth. More specifically, for our experimental unit to be
deemed biocompatible, 75% of all organoid samples must survive. Our unit is
required to be operational for the full duration of the 31-day experiment, including
automated nutrient solution exchange on days 6, 12, 18, and 24. Our unit must
adhere to a standard temperature profile (18–38°C for organoid growth, 4°C for
fixed samples) and CO2 saturation level (5%). Finally, our unit must be capable of
enduring physical stressors (vibration, g-forces) while maintaining organoid cul-
ture and survival.

We cannot procure market-ready experimental units because all previous cancer
experiments in space have used 2D monolayer cancer cell lines and Tumors in Space
uses 3D human organoids. However, units used for previous cancer experiments in
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space do provide us with a good foundation for our own design and development.
For example, Grimm’s lab first tested their own cancer cell line experimental unit
during the Shenzhou-8 mission [22], which was then further improved for the
SpaceX CRS-8 ISS mission [23]. Grimm’s unit sets the standard for safe cell culture
and cell nourishment followed by fixation according to a pre-programmed
timeframe. From this foundation, we are designing our experimental unit with
built-in pre-programmed electronics to control temperature gradients for organoid
cell culture medium, as well as automated oxygen, carbon dioxide, and nutrition
cycles to keep our organoids alive for the duration of the 31-day space mission.

A small temperature-controlled incubator/cooler with a rack insert: Our experi-
mental units will be fully automated removable inserts designed to interface with a
small temperature-controlled incubator/cooler that serves as a miniature laboratory
for self-contained, automatic microgravity experiments on cells/organoids—
similar to ESA’s Kubik5 on the International Space Station (Figure 6) [24]. This
equipment will be hosted by the China Space Station. The rack insert of the
incubator/cooler will provide passive structure to house our experimental unit. The
incubator/cooler will operate between 4°C and 38°C and will permit a 1 g centrifuge
insert to allow for simultaneous experiments with 1 g control samples and
microgravity samples.

Onboard 1 g centrifuge or variable gravity rack: To thoroughly test our hypotheses
and delineate compound spaceflight exposures (microgravity and cosmic radia-
tion), we also require an onboard 1 g centrifuge or variable gravity rack that will
allow us to expose our organoids to only cosmic radiation while maintaining the
standard gravitational force felt on Earth (1 g). Our organoid medium can stay at
37°C, while in the centrifuge, our experimental unit will fit the standard payload
boxes hosted by the China Space Station. A variable gravity rack which contains a
centrifuge with rotating containers for biological and fluid experiments [25] may be
larger than the standard 1 g centrifuge available within the incubator/cooler insert
rack. Either the smaller 1 g centrifuge or the larger variable gravity rack will be used
for our experiment, and this decision will be taken in close collaboration with the
China Manned Space Agency during our hardware development phase.

Tantalum cover for experimental unit: In order to test whether exposure to
microgravity slows or stops the growth of cancer, we need to protect our organoids
from cosmic radiation exposure. To do so, we are designing a six-sided radiation
shield to cover all sides of our organoid cultivation chamber in order to shield the
organoids from cosmic radiation. The size, shape, and mass of the tantalum cover
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are being designed according to the size and shape of our experimental unit and the
mass constraints of the payload. Several characteristics make tantalum a good
choice for radiation shielding of biological experiments in space including very good
biocompatibility, excellent corrosion resistance, and very high melting point.
Tantalum can also be easily welded into the required shape and size.

Dosimeters: We also need electronic dosimeters to provide passive reading of
radiation dosage for the duration of the 31-day experiment. The dosimeters must be
sensitive enough to measure high-energy cosmic radiation, lightweight, and com-
pact yet durable enough to be operational in the spaceflight environment [26]. The
dosimeters must provide tissue equivalent readings. This means that the electronic
data must provide the same information about cosmic radiation dose as we would
expect if human tissue, rather than the dosimeter, was directly exposed.

We will work in close collaboration with the China Manned Space Agency to
develop, assemble, and test spaceflight hardware according to CMSA standards
and quality controls with particular attention to interface compatibility, mass,
size, power requirements, and duration of experiment. We will also test our
spaceflight hardware during our ground, sounding rocket, and parabolic flight
experimental arms.

In preparation for spaceflight, we are running several experiments on research
platforms including ground-based space analogues that will produce effects on our
organoid models similar to those experienced in space. This includes radiation
facilities for ionizing and heavy ion irradiation and the random positioning machine
(RPM) to simulate microgravity. It is important to remember that the spaceflight
environment can be simulated but never replicated on the ground. We are also
preparing for experiments on a sounding rocket and during aircraft parabolic
flights. These preparatory experiments are essential to ensure a successful experi-
ment in space. Not only will our organoid cultures and hardware development be
tested, but we will also collect important baseline data for later comparison to our
spaceflight data. In addition, we will have the opportunity to standardize our
shipping, handling, and storage procedures for the organoids, as well as define our
laboratory, bioinformatics, and statistical analysis pipelines. Finally, our ground
radiation work does not only provide us with a mutational signature of different
types of radiation for later comparison with cosmic radiation; it is designed to better
understand the side effects of radiation therapy for cancer patients on Earth.

5.4 Ground experiments: step 4

We are using ground-based facilities at the Belgian Nuclear Research Center and
ESA’s European Space Research and Technology Center to test our hypotheses and
theoretical approach and to refine our methodology and operational procedures in
preparation for spaceflight. We will collect baseline data on the mutational signa-
ture of ionizing and heavy ion radiation and use the random position machine
(RPM) to test whether simulated microgravity stops or slows the growth of cancer.

Ionizing radiation: To identify a unique mutational signature of cosmic radiation,
we must verify the mutational signature of ionizing and heavy ion radiation for
comparison. Using the gamma beam irradiator at the Belgian Nuclear Research
Center, we will irradiate the following:

i. Our 1 g control samples

ii. Our samples exposed to simulated microgravity in the RPM

iii. Our experimental unit and tantalum cover
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Our 1 g control samples can be placed in direct line of the gamma ray to capture
the mutational signature of ionizing radiation. By varying the dose and time of the
beam, we will simulate radiation therapy given to cancer patients on Earth and
examine whether healthy organoids from cancer patients turn cancerous after dose-
and time-dependent exposure to radiation. Next, our organoids will be contained in
the RPM, and the RPM will then be placed in front of the irradiator. This will allow
us to simultaneously expose our organoids to radiation and simulated microgravity.
Finally, we will test the fidelity of our spaceflight hardware by exposing our
organoids housed within the experimental unit and protected by the tantalum
shielding to a predetermined dose rate of ionizing radiation.

The random position machine: We are using the RPM at ESA-ESTEC to collect
baseline data on the effect of simulated microgravity on the growth of cancer
organoids. The RPM (Figure 7) uses two rotating axes, each with independent
motor drives running at random speeds and generating random three-dimensional
movements [27, 28] that change the direction of the gravitational vector felt by the
organoids such that cumulative gravitational effects are cancelled over time. The
maximum angular speed of the inner and outer frame of the RPM generally ranges
from 20°/s to 120°/s. Thus, the geometry and size of the container within which the
biological system is placed must be carefully considered [29]. The sample container
will then be mounted to the inner axis. The RPM can run for the 31-day duration of
the experiment, and cultural medium can be replaced when needed.

5.5 Sounding rocket: step 5

We will use a sounding rocket to test the impact of environmental and opera-
tional factors (e.g., vibration, changes in gravity, changes in temperature, experi-
mental lag time) on the fidelity of our models and readiness of our hardware.
Sounding rockets carry experiments up to 750 km above the Earth’s surface and
offer up to 13 min of microgravity. After launch, the sounding rocket motor is shut
down, and our experiment will be in free fall. Parachutes are deployed on the
downward arc to return the rocket and experiments safely to the ground. The
rocket and experimental unit will reach a peak gravitational force of 12 g which
could impact our organoids, as can launch vibrations and other environmental
factors. This will be our first microgravity experiment. Not only will we collect
valuable data on the underlying gene expression of our organoids after exposure to
microgravity, we will also have the opportunity to test our hardware as part of a
rocket launch. At the end of this step, we will use the data to improve our logistics
and operations, our organoid models, and the fidelity of our spaceflight hardware.

Figure 7.
The RPM at ESA-ESTEC (credit: ESA).
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5.6 Parabolic flights: step 6

Similar to the sounding rocket, we will use aircraft parabolic flights to test the
impact of environmental and operational factors on our experiment. The parabolic
flight takes place on a specially designed commercial aircraft [30] that flies through
a series of parabolas and gives 20–22 s of microgravity on each parabola. The
aircraft flies up and down at 45° angles, and at the top of the curve, 20–22 s of
microgravity is experienced. About 2 g is experienced during ascent and descent. A
typical parabolic flight campaign involves 30 parabolas per flight and 3 flights over
a 1-week period. This will be our final step before spaceflight and our last opportu-
nity to make any and all necessary improvements to our experiment.

5.7 Spaceflight experiment: step 7

According to standard operating procedures and in close collaboration with the
China Manned Space Agency, we will finalize our preparation for spaceflight in the
following manner. Our experimental units will be assembled prior to launch,
including several backup units. All hardware will be sterilized and approved for
launch. Our samples will be transported to the launch site on dry ice from our
biobank in the Netherlands. Our organoids will arrive a minimum 7 days before the
launch. After the initial phase of growth, our organoids will be placed into the
validated and approved units, and the units will be inserted into the incubator/
cooler. The incubator/cooler housing our units will be loaded into the rocket prior to
launch (-1 hour to -2 days). Once the payload is ready for flight, no additional
handling of the experiment will be required before launch.

The experiment will start and end under constant environmental conditions
(e.g., temperature, pressure, humidity) after our experimental units have been
installed in the incubator/cooler on the China Space Station. The duration of our
experiment is 31 days for organoids exposed to the natural spaceflight environment
(microgravity and cosmic radiation), 31 days for organoids exposed to microgravity
under the tantalum cover designed to protect our samples from cosmic radiation,
and minimum 10 days for organoids exposed to cosmic radiation and Earth gravity
with the use of the 1 g centrifuge. Dosimeters will be used to read the radiation level
for the duration of the experiment.

The cell nourishment and fixation will be automated and pre-programmed
according to experimental needs. Subsequent cold stowage of the fixed samples will
be required at the end of the experiment. After completion of the mission and
successful environmentally controlled return to the ground, our units will be
transported to our laboratories for organoid subcloning, sequencing, and
genotyping as described above.

6. Impact

Tumors in Space is a cancer research project at the intersection of stem-cell
biology and space technology that will acquire new knowledge on cancer etiology
due to the influence of the spaceflight environment. By conducting cutting-edge
laboratory-based research in orbit and testing our two novel hypotheses, we are
challenging the current scientific paradigm. We aim to spark curiosity and inspire
the public by conducting excellent science at the forefront of international research
in collaboration with the United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs (UNOOSA)
and the China Manned Space Agency.
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5.6 Parabolic flights: step 6
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The Sustainable Development Goals: The UNOOSA works to promote the peaceful
use of outer space for the benefit of humankind. This includes a collaboration with
the CMSA to fly international experiments on board the China Space Station. The 17
Sustainable Development Goals (Figure 8) were adopted by the United Nations in
2015 [31] as a global call for action to improve environmental conditions on Earth
and socioeconomic as well as health conditions for all humanity. Tumors in Space has
a role to play in the attainment of the Sustainable Development Goals by 2030
through the peaceful and collaborative use of outer space to ensure healthy lives and
promote well-being for all people of all ages.

Science communication in the public domain: Science funded by the people is meant
to be delivered to the people, and this is one of the goals of Tumors in Space.We have
designed a comprehensive science communication and research dissemination plan.
The main feature of our plan is our project website that will include open access to our
research results and scientific publications, research highlights, a color photo library,
team bio-sketches, blog posts, and social media feeds (e.g., Twitter), as well as an up-
to-date list of all interviews and feature articles for the Tumors in Space project. Our
efforts also include educational outreach focused on girls and marginalized youth.

7. Conclusions

This chapter provides an overview of the Tumors in Space experiment beginning
with the scientific evidence upon which the hypotheses are based. The seven main
steps in our spaceflight preparation have been presented including ethics and regu-
latory affairs, laboratory methods, spaceflight hardware design, ground-based
experiments (radiation and simulated microgravity), as well as sounding rocket and
aircraft parabolic flight experiments. This takes us to the final preparations for our
spaceflight experiment set to be launched to the China Space Station in 2025.
Finally, some brief notes on the importance of the Sustainable Development Goals
and communication of science in the public domain have been provided. To end
this chapter, we provide a note of encouragement. Do share this chapter widely in
the spirit of open access to scientific knowledge. We welcome you to follow our
journey into orbit as we reach for our ultimate goal: to make novel contributions to
cancer risk prediction, diagnostics, and therapeutics for human health during short-
and long-duration space missions and public health on Earth.

Figure 8.
The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (credit: United Nations).
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